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CHAPTER I

A GENERAL SURVEY OF THE YEAR 191s

By the middle of November, 1914, the battle in Flanders was draw-

ing to a close. The front, already stabilized from Switzerland to the

Oise, was assuming a like character from that river to the sea.

My intention of enveloping the German right had not been entirely

realized. We had merely succeeded in retaining, in itself no small result,

the French coast of the English Channel, a narrow strip of Belgian terri-

tory and a part of our northern coal basin. On the other hand, we had

lost Lens, and the valuable centres of Lille, Roubaix and Tourcoing,

whilst the Germans still held on to Noyon, less than 65 miles from Paris.

The best and largest portion of the German army was on our soil,

with its line of battle jutting out a mere five days' march from the heart

of France. This situation made it clear to every Frenchman that our

task consisted in defeating this enemy, and driving him out of our

country.

My views, on this matter, remained unchanged during the whole time

I was directing operations. While far from denying that the other

theatres had their interest and value, I consistently refused to attribute

to them the importance with which some people sought to invest them.

This, however, by no means implies that I did not give my earnest

attention to the fronts of our Allies, or to the theatres which were grad-

ually developed in the eastern Mediterranean and in Asia. Indeed,

whether it was a question of aiding the British to open up the Dar-

danelles, or of succouring the valiant Servians at Salonika, the French

Army always took its share in overseas operations, and in Salonika this

became a preponderating one.

If I could never lose sight of the responsibility I had assumed of

defending the soil of my own country, the matter of secondary opera-

tions was a source of constant thought; but, to my mind, the advantages

they offered were almost wholly theoretical, while the dangers they

presented were real and present.

.w
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During 1915 and 1916, therefore, I remained true to the principle of

keeping as many French troops as possible in the main theatre of war,

for it was here that a decision must necessarily be sought. On every

occasion, also, I urged our British allies to follow my example and main-

tain the principal part of their forces on the Western front.

At the end of 1914, it was evident that the interests of the Anglo-

French forces dictated a renewal of the offensive as soon as possible. It

was imperative to prevent the Germans from organizing positions in

front of us, to force them into open warfare again, and finally drive them

from the territory they held in France and Belgium.

However, it was clear that, in the form of warfare which circumstances

had forced upon us, the question of war material would play a role far

more important than anyone had ever anticipated. For this reason, before

beginning an account of the operations of 1915, I will describe the situa-

tion which obtained in this respect at the opening of that year, outline

my successive requests for more material, and show what progress was

realized in its production.

But, if the future seemed bristling with new problems for us, those

confronting the Germans were, to my mind, still more perplexing, and

this belief went far in sustaining my confidence in the future.

The Germans, supported by an ally who already showed signs of

weariness, were obliged to make war on two fronts. It is true "that their

admirable railway system, which prolonged the lines leading from Bel-

gium and northern France, enabled them to move an army corpus from

one theatre to the other in less than twenty days. Their problem, how-

ever, lay in deciding where to direct their effort. Should it be against

their Western opponents, whose strength they had just gauged; or

against their Eastern foes who, though less well equipped and organized,

had at their disposal a vast territory into which they could fall back and

recuperate, in the event of defeat?

Faced by these alternatives, it seems apparent that the Germans had

no clear perception of the best line to follow. Their reluctance to play for

a high stake is manifest and, even after the striking success achieved

over the Russians, they let the occasion pass for undertaking a decisive

offensive.

In 1913, they chose a middle course. This consisted in maintaining the

greater part of their forces in the West, though standing on the defensive,

and attacking the Russians with such troops as could be safely spared

from the Western front, supplemented by others furnished from internal

resources. Such a solution, to my mind, bears the imprint of a general
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unwilling to take a resolute decision. It also goes to show that the efforts

made by the British and French during the strenuous year of 1915 were

not put forth in vain. The proof lies in the fact that we were able to

maintain the initiative, while the enemy was constantly held under

menace of attack. This will appear more clearly when I come to the

short account of the Franco-British operations, although I will follow

my usual practice of closely confining myself to my own personal part

in them.

It is none the less true that, failing decisive results, which they neither

sought nor hoped for in 1915, the Germans did organize themselves to

meet our attacks. Fortified by powerful industries which remained un-

damaged, and aided by an abundance of coal and the supplies they ob-

tained from neutrals, they set in operation, at the same time as ourselves,

a gigantic plan for developing their materiel and strengthening their

defensive system facing us.

To sum up, the struggle on the Western front during 1915 presented

the aspect of a race between our offensive materiel and the German de-

fensive organizations, both of which increased in strength with every

week that passed.

This year offers another characteristic in that the war became extended

to the eastern Mediterranean, whereas in 1914 it had been confined to

the Franco-Belgian theatre, Poland and Servia. I will describe how these

new theatres were developed, some on the initiation of the Entente, others

by the action of our enemies; and I will explain the measures I was

called upon to take, indirect at the outset and direct in the end, for the

purpose of co-ordinating our efforts in those theatres.

I will close this part of my Memoirs by a brief sketch of my relations

with the Government and politicians during the year.



CHAPTER II

THE ORGANIZATION OF THE FRONT-
THE MUNITIONS PROBLEM

The last stages of the battle in Flanders coincided with the retirement

of the German armies in East Prussia, and of the Austro-Hungarian

armies in Poland. On November lo, 1914, our Intelligence Service re-

ported large movements of German troops. It seemed certain that the

equivalent of 4 or 5 army corps and 5 cavalry divisions had been with-

drawn from the front in France and Belgium.

The moment, therefore, appeared to be a most favourable one for the

renewal of our offensive. Before, however, undertaking any new com-

bined operations, it was essential, after a battle which had been going

on continuously for three months, for reserves to be constituted, ranks

filled up and a stock munitions accumulated. Special weapons and

appliances also had to be provided for the siege warfare forced upon us

and which had to be carried on until such time as open warfare could

be resumed.

The most urgent of all these tasks was the vtrithdrawal from the front

of the larger units required for the operations I had in mind. On

November nth, I issued instructions^ for all defensive organizations to

be pushed to completion, so as to reduce the number of troops in the

line, and enable local reserves to be constituted.

Commanders 6i the larger units were reluctant at first to take the

steps indicated. The idea seemed to prevail that trenches could only be

defended by cramming them full of men. The result was that, for the

most part, reserves were constituted at first in small numbers only, suit-

able for cc^ps rather than army reserves. More satisfactory progress was

nude in the Nmthcrn group of armies whose front was shorter in pro-

portion to their strength. This group succeeded in forming a reserve for

each army and, in addition, one for the group itseli This last reserve, in

accordance with my presaiption, consisted of ".
.

.

troops of excellent

*Nbtt No. a(68 of November 13, 1914.
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quality established in the neighbourhood of weak points. . . Further-

more, by employing Territorial units in the front lin^ we were able to

withdraw a like number of active or reserve units.

Sir John French’s forces had been considerably increased, and he now
held a front of thirty miles with four army corps, whilst many of our

corps occupied as much as ten and one-half miles. I, therefore, instructed

General Foch to request him to relieve the French Eighth Army, which

was interposed between the British and the Belgians. The Field Marshal

offered no objection to the principle involved, but the execution of the

relief began only in January.

However, towards the end of November our defensive organizations

were on the way to completion and the number of troops in reserve was

slowly increasing. The reserves to Groups of Armies amounted to 2

infantry divisions, 2 cavalry divisions and 2 Territorial divisions. The

cavalry which had been moved into Flanders had resumed its normal

place in the order of battle. The two cavalry corps and the cavalry divi-

sions had been re-formed, and the corps regiments had rejoined their

army corps.

The thinning of the enemy’s front and his decreased activity seemed

to indicate that it would shortly be possible to take the offensive. What

supplies of war material did we have at this period? What measures did

I take to ensure a successful outonne to our operations? What progress

was made in the supply of munitions? I will deal with these points be-

fore giving an account of the operations in 1915, taking first of all

materiel and then ammunition.

At the outset^ one point must be made clear. The crisis in munitions,

which made itself felt after Oaober, 1914, has been taken to prove that

the Higher Command was lacking in forethought, which is entirely con-

trary to the facts.

I said in the first part of these Memoirs that in 1910 I had drawn the

attention of the War Minister to the necessity of developing our heavy

artillery,* of increasing our supply of ammunition* and of calling largely

on private manufacture, so as to lessen, as soon as possible, our inferiority

to the Germans in this respect. I explained how considerations of a

purely political nature prevented my requests from being fully comf^ied

with. If our demands for munitions had been met in time, we might

have been able to gain such a victory in September or Oaober, 1914, as

‘Letter No. 4 of November 17, 1914.

‘See Part I, Chapter L pp. 3 and 4; and Appeadia to Part I, p. 585

‘See Appeodis to Part I, p. 590 mq.
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would have driven the Germans out of France. I will only say one

more word on this subject. It is that the people, or, in any case, their

leaders, are too often prone to look upon military expenditure as unpro-

ductive and useless. The inevitable result of such a policy is that the

enemy is allowed to gain a big start so that, when the crisis does come,

it is impossible to make up the lost headway.

One further observation. It may seem surprising that I did not draw

up a comprehensive programme from the very first days of trench war-

fare, instead of sending in piecemeal demands. The explanation is that

each day’s operations revealed fresh needs, which created increased de-

mands. Furthermore, I knew that the War Minister was having difficulty

in getting orders executed, so that I proceeded step by step, drawing up

requirements in order of urgency and only sending them forward when

the preceding ones had been fulfilled.

Note by Translator

In his Memoirs, Marshal Joffre now devotes some 55 pages (of which

a summary is given in Appendix to Part III, page 596) to the muni-

tions problem and the measures taken, in large part at his instigation,

for securing an adequate supply of arms and ammunition of all sorts. It

is sufficient to say here that the account he gives of the munitions prob-

lem in 1915 “presents a most eloquent picture and one which is full of

instruction.”

When the war opened, the materiel at the disposal of the French Army
was suitable for a short and severe campaign of open warfare. The

Marshal, as far back as 1911, had made it quite clear to M. Messimy, the

War Minister, that the immense expenditure of ammunition entailed by

the use of modern weapons, would necessitate heavy calls on private

manufacture. At the time, political considerations prevented effect from

being given to the Marshal’s proposals. He relates, however, that thanks

to M. Millerand, the War Minister in 1915, the problem was attacked

with firmness and energy, and that all opposition was finally subdued

and obstacles overcome.

By the end of i9i5> niuch progress had been made, for instance:

Field artillery had been more than doubled.

Heavy artillery of all calibres had been immensely developed.

All guns, from the 37 mm. to the 370 mm., had been supplied with
ammunition.

Trench artillery had been created in sufiBcient quantity.
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Grenades and gas-shell had practically been perfected and large quan-

tities supplied to the troops.

In addition to this, large supplies had been furnished to the Allies,

notably Russia, Belgium and Servia.

The truth is that a stupendous and continued effort was made in re-

gard to manufacture of munitions, and this should be placed on record.

To quote the Marshal:

The facts have been hidden from the country. The errors we made have

been exposed, but the difficulties we had to surmount, and the results we
achieved, have been suppressed.

I have no wish to belittle the good work carried out by manufacturers,

nor the services rendered by our Navy, nor the activities of M. Albert

Thomas as Under Secretary of State (Artillery); but I feel it my duty to

place on record the gratitude that the country owes, for his great achieve-

ments, to M. Millerand.®

*See Appendix, page 596.



CHAPTER 111

THE OPERATIONS IN 191$ IN FRANCE
AND BELGIUM

ON NOVEMBER 20, 1914,^ I telegraphed to General Foch to know

if the Eighth Army was ready to renew its offensive, in these terms:

“The enemy’s passive attitude and the inactivity (rf his artillery . .

.

would appear to indicate that he is short of ammunition, or else that he

is reorganizing his forces as a result of his heavy losses in the recent

battles. . . .

“If the reorganization of the Eighth Army is sufficiently advanced, do

you not think it would be advisable to launch an offensive south'east of

Ypres as soon as possible? It appears to me that a twofold attack on

Messincs and Gheluvclt-Bccelaire would not only put a stop at once to

the enemy’s progress south of Ypres, but would also serve as preparations

for future operations.”

General Foch replied at once* that he had already issued orders for

reconnaissances to be made in order to find out for certain if the enemy

was maintaining troops on the whole front but that, in his opinion, the

time had not yet arrived for an offensive. His reasons for this were that

the internal reliefs of the Eighth Army were not yet completed, and that

units which had lately received reinforcements, including a number of

recruits, had not yet finished reorganizing. He went on to say, however,

that preparations for the offensive would be made “without delay and

either with or without the British.”

Further confirmation was received of movements of enemy forces

towards Russia, entailing an appeciable thinning of their front, espe-

cially in Belgium. Consequently, I issued a Note to all armies on Novem-

ber 30th,' detailing the measures to be taken with a view to future

operadons:

^Telegnm No. 4539 of November 20, 1914.

* Telegram No* 6691 of November 20, i9i4» from General Foch.

'Note No. 7135 of November 30, 1914*
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. . . Preparations must, therefore, be made to take the offensive at a com-

paratively early date, as soon as orders for it are issued. . . .

On those parts of the front where an offensive appears possible, our line

must be advanced to within 150 yds. of the enemy’s position. Additional de-

fences must be constructed so as to make the rest of the front invulnerable. . . .

A few days latcr,^ I informed General Foch that I wished him to

undertake some local operations in the Ypres region as soon as possible.

Although the reinforcement and re-organization of units were not yet

completed and supplies of war material not yet made up, I decided, on

December 8th, to take the offensive. This decision was embodied in a

general Instruction,® supplemented by Special Instructions for each army.

The general idea comprised two main attacks to be carried out by

the Tenth and Fourth Armies in the direction of Cambrai and Attigny

respectively, and four secondary attacks to be undertaken by:

the Eighth Army in conjunction with the British left in the Vervick

region

—

the Second Army in the Combles area

—

the Third Army between the Argonne and the Meuse

—

the First Army in the direction of Thiaucourt.

In addition, the Army Detachment of the Vosges was to continue its

operations in Upper Alsace.

In all cases, the results obtained were very poor. The Tenth Army
launched its attack on December 17th, and the X Corps captured the

village of Saint-Laurent (north of Arras), while the XXI Corps occupied

the whole of the first German line on its front of attack. The German

second line remained unbroken everywhere. The enemy’s resistance, com-

bined with the bad weather, gradually brought our efforts to a close in

this direction.

The main attack of the Fourth Army, commanded by General de

Langle, was carried out by the XII and XVII Corps between Saint-

Hilaire-le-Grand and Perthes-les-Hurlus, in the direction of Somme-Py.

The enemy’s first line gave way on a front of about two miles and,

though their counter-attacks prevented any extension of this success, the

Germans failed to regain the lost ground. On December 25th, the Army
Commander changed the direction of his attack to the line Perthes-les-

Hurlus-Massiges. No success was obtained here and, furthermore, a very

vblent attack in the Argonne gained ground from the II Corps, which

formed General de Langle’s right. In the course of a brilliant operation

* Telegram No. 1530 of December 7, 1914.
* General Instnictioo No. 8 and Special Instmcdoni Nos. 1725, 9751, 1751 and 1753.
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carried out on January 8th by the XVII Corps, the village of Perthes-les-

Hurlus was captured.

The secondary attacks gave even more scanty results. The Eighth

Army attacked on December 14th and took Saint-Gcorges and the

western edge of Lombacrtzyde.

The Second Army launched its attack on the 17th and captured the

Boisselle cemetery, the south-eastern corner of Mametz and several

trenches north of Mcricourt. On the following day, counter-attacks de-

prived us of a portion of these gains.

T.ie operations of the First and Third Armies were a complete failure.

Several local operations had been projected on the front of the Sixth

and Fifth Armies. General Maunoury, commanding the Sixth Army,

had drawn up two plans of attack, to be carried out by the two wings

of his army. The object of these was to establish himself more firmly on

the high ground north of the Aisne, so as to facilitate the launching of

an offensive later on. These attacks were to be made by the 6th group of

Reserve Divisions on the Loges plateau,® and by the 5th group on hill

132 and the adjacent high ground (north of Soissons).

The attack on the Loges plateau was launched on December 21st and

failed completely. The attack on hill 132 was preceded, on December

25th, by an artillery preparation but, as the defences did not appear to

have been sufficiently destroyed, the assault was countermanded. On
January 8th, a successful attack was made by five battalions, resulting in

the capture of a portion of the enemy’s first line. On the 9th and loth,

preparations were begun for further operations.

However, on the morning of the 12th, the enemy made a violent

counter-attack, in the course of which we lost all our gains in the direc-

tion of hill 132. On the following day, the Germans succeeded in seizing

all the high ground on the right bank of the Aisne, although our local

reserves were brought up. To add to our misfortunes, the flooding of

the river had left only two bridges standing, while the troops north of

the river were exhausted after six days’ hard fighting. General Maunoury
considered, therefore, that their situation might become precarious and
ordered the 5th Group of Reserve Divisions to recross south of the river,

leaving only a bridge-head on the right bank. This movement was car-

ried out in good order during the night of January I3th/i4th.

The Fifth Army had prepared three attacks: by the XVIII Corps on
the Moulin dc Vauclers plateau, by the III Corps on hill io8 and the

*Queiuieyi^.
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high ground north of Craonne, and by troops from the Rheims sector

on la Bertonnerie.

The first two of these attacks were forestalled by a German offensive

on December 22nd/23rd, which, however, was repulsed. The Moroccan

Division, in the Rheims sector, captured portions of several trenches.

To sum up, these various attacks had, for the most part, achieved

trifling results, or none at all. The violent reactions which they induced

in the Argonne and on the Aisne proved that the enemy was on the

alert and ready to hit back vigorously. It was evident that we should

have to make stupendous efforts if we were to succeed in uprooting the

Germans from our soil.

Bad weather set in on January loth and interrupted our operations. I

issued orders^ for the number of men in the front line to be reduced to a

minimum, and for the remainder to be withdrawn for rest and re-organ-

ization. Staffs were to carry our reconnaissances and liaisons and verify

lines of defence, while the artillery was to improve observation posts and

liaison and at the same time continue to keep the enemy’s works under

fire.

I was induced by the length of the front, the number of units in the

line and the diversity of matters to be settled, to organize the armies of

the East similarly to those in the North, whose operations were co-ordi-

nated by General Foch. Consequently, on January 5, 1915,* I delegated

the conduct of the operations of the First and Third Armies to General

Dubail, commanding the First Army. The front of these armies extended

from the Swiss frontier up to, and including, the Argonne.

It was at this juncture that the Intelligence Service reported a double

movement of troops by rail in the interior of Germany, towards both

Eastern and Western fronts. The theory that the Germans were with-

drawing troops from our front, in order to increase their numbers

opposed to the Russians, therefore, fell to the ground. Thanks to their

powerful peace-time organization and numerous cadres^ the Germans

were able to draw on their depots to form fresh army corps, and this

was likely to make it still more difficult for us to renew our operations.

I had no doubt that this was the case, but none the less it did not

weaken my determination to keep the initiative. This meant, however,

that reserves had to be constituted as rapidly as possible.

With this object in view, I wrote to the Minister on January 15, 1915,

requesting him to urge the British Cabinet to despatch reinforcements

’Note No. 2796 of Januaiy lo, 1915.

*Letter No. 4230 of January 15. 1915.
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to France so as to “relieve us as soon as possible in that part of our line

which extended to the sea.”

At the same time, I asked that “march battalions” might be formed

from our depot troops and sent up in rear of the armies. These battalions

would constitute a reserve which could be used without delay for replac-

ing fighting units.

On January 21st, I decided to renew the Fourth Army’s offensive and

also to form large reserves, either for exploiting that Army’s successes,

for resuming or starting other operations, or for meeting a German at-

tack. Consequently, on that day, I issued a series of Instructions for the

following operations:

(a) The Fourth Army, supported by the Third, to continue its offen-

sive in Champagne.

(b) The First Army to pursue its attacks on the right bank of the

Meuse and against both flanks of von Strantz’s detachment, which was

holding the Saint-Mihiel salient.

(c) The Army Detachment of the Vosges to continue the operations

then in progress.

(d) The other armies to strengthen their positions and to form local

reserves.

The plan of operations® drawn up by General de Langle again com-

prised a main attack and secondary actions. The I and XVII Corps were

to carry out the main attack on a front of 5 miles, between fort Beausc-

jour and the woods west of Perthes-les-Hurlus. On the immediate left,

a secondary or holding attack was to be made by the 60th Division on

the Sabot wood. Attacks were to be threatened by the XII Corps on the

left wing and the Colonial Corps on the right.

On February 3rd, preparations for these operations were interrupted

by a series of local attacks carried out by the enemy west of Perthes,

north of Mesine-lcs-Hurlus and north of Massiges. The first two were

easily repulsed. The third one, which was the most important, was pre-

ceded by the explosion of several mines and was made by three regi-

ments, which succeeded in capturing the front-line trenches of the

Colonial Corps. Our 36th Division attempted to carry out a preparatory

operation at about the same time, but met with no success.

It was evident that the enemy was very much on the alert, and also

that we ourselves had been at fault and negligent in some respects. I at

once drew attention to the need of improving the morale of the troops,

and I set my face against the slowing-down of the daily rate of artillery

•Sec Map.
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fire, which General de Langle reported was due to the bad weather and

state of the roads. It was raining on the enemy’s side of the line just as

much as on ours.

All available army reserves of the Armies were moved into the Fourth

Army zone before the start of the offensive. They consisted of:

The 7th Division of the IV Corps—(from the Fifth Army).

The II Corps, lately withdrawn from the Argonne—(Third Army).

The I Cavalry Corps—(from the Secondary Army).

The start of the operations had been fixed by the General commanding

the Fourth Army for February 12th. On that morning, however, there

was a heavy snow-storm and the operations were postponed, but the

return of fine weather enabled the general attack to be fixed for the 16th.

On the evening before, I telegraphed^® as follows to General dc

Langle:

“I count on you and have confidence in the Fourth Army. In order

that you may be able to exploit your success, you will be supported in

good time by all the forces at my disposal.”

The attack of the I and XVII Corps resulted in considerable gains.

Part of Fort Beausejour and over 500 yards of trenches to the north-east,

the Tranchies Blanches^ were captured on a front of 850 yards, and also

about a mile of trenches between Perthes and the woods to the west.

These gains were maintained during the following days in the face of

furious counter-attacks on the part of the enemy, who had hastily brought

up some twenty battalions from various parts of his line.

I authorized General de Langle to move the II Corps forward and,

later on, to put a division of this Corps into the battle. On the 20th,^^ I

urged him to push forward the operations of the Colonial and XII

Corps. Furthermore, I placed the following troops, successively, at his

disposal:

The artillery and cyclist groups of the I Cavalry Corps.^*

The 8th Division of the IV Corps.^*

The 4th Division of the II Corps.'^

In addition, I advanced the XVI Corps to the neighbourhood of

Epernay Chiilons, whence they were in a position to be brought up

quickly into the battle.^® At the same time, seeing the necessity for rapid

"Telegram No. 4808 of February 15, 1915.

"Telegram No. 6711 of February 20, 1915*

“Telegram No. 6505 of February 20, 1915.
*

“Telegram No. 6964 of February 21, 1915*

“Telegram No. 7^3 of February 23, 1915.

“Telegram No. 6943 of February 21, 1915.
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to France $o as to *Velieve us as soon as possible in that part of our line

which extended to the sea.**

At the same time, I asked that **march battalions** might be formed

from our depot troops and sent up in rear of the armies. These battalions

would constitute a reserve which could be used without delay for replac-

ing fighting units.

On January 21st, I decided to renew the Fourth Army’s offensive and

also to form large reserves, either for exploiting that Army*s successes,

for resuming or starting other operations, or for meeting a German at-

tack. Consequently, on that day, I issued a scries of Instructions for the

following operations:

(a) The Fourth Army, supported by the Third, to continue its offen-

sive in Champagne.

(b) The First Army to pursue its attacks on the right bank of the

Meuse and against both flanks of von Strantz’s detachment, which was

holding the Saint-Mihicl salient.

(c) The Army Detachment of the Vosges to continue the operations

then in progress.

(d) The other armies to strengthen their positions and to form local

reserves.

The plan of operations® drawn up by General de Langle again com-

prised a main attack and secondary actions. The I and XVII Corps were

to carry out the main attack on a front of 5 miles, between fort Beause-

jour and the woods west of Perthes-les-Hurlus. On the immediate left,

a secondary or holding attack was to be made by the 6oth Division on

the Sabot wood. Attacks were to be threatened by the XII Corps on the

left wing and the Colonial Corps on the right.

On February 3rd, preparations for these operations were interrupted

by a series of local attacks carried out by the enemy west of Perthes,

north of Mesine-les-Hurlus and north of Massiges. The first two were

easily repulsed. The third one, which was the most important, was pre-

ceded by the explosion of several mines and was made by three regi-

ments, which succeeded in capturing the front-line trenches of the

Colonial Corps. Our 36th Division attempted to carry out a preparatory

operation at about the same time, but met with no success.

It was evident that the enemy was very much on the alert, and also

that we ourselves had been at fault and negligent in some respects. I at

once drew attention to the need of improving the morale of ^e troops,

and I set my face against the slowing-down of the daily rate of artillery

*5ee Map.
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fire, which General de Langle reported was due to the bad weather and

state of the roads. It was raining on the enemy’s side of the line just as

much as on ours.

All available army reserves of the Armies were moved into the Fourth

Army zone before the start of the offensive. They consisted of:

The 7th Division of the IV Corps—(from the Fifth Army).

The II Corps, lately withdrawn from the Argonne—(Third Army).

The I Cavalry Corps—(from the Secondary Army).

The start of the operations had been fixed by the General commanding

the Fourth Army for February 12th. On that morning, however, there

was a heavy snow-storm and the operations were postponed, but the

return of line weather enabled the general attack to be fixed for the i6th.

On the evening before, I telegraphed^® as follows to General dc

Langle:

“I count on you and have confidence in the Fourth Army. In order

that you may be able to exploit your success, you will be supported in

good time by all the forces at my disposal.”

The attack of the I and XVII Corps resulted in considerable gains.

Part of Fort Beaus^jour and over 500 yards of trenches to the north-east,

the TranchSes Blanches^ were captured on a front of 850 yards, and also

about a mile of trenches between Perthes and the woods to the west.

These gains were maintained during the following days in the face of

furious counter-attacks on the part of the enemy, who had hastily brought

up some twenty battalions from various parts of his line.

I authorized General de Langle to move the II Corps forward and,

later on, to put a division of this Corps into the battle. On the 20th,^^ I

urged him to push forward the operations of the Colonial and XII

Corps. Furthermore, I placed the following troops, successively, at his

The artillery and cyclist groups of the I Cavalry Corps.'*

The 8th Division of the IV Corps.'*

The 4th Division of the II Corps.'^

In addition, I advanced the XVI Corps to the neighbourhood of

Epernay ChUlons, whence they were in a position to be brought up

quickly into the battle.'® At the same time, seeing the necessity for rapid

^Telegram No. 4808 of Fcbniary 15. 1915.

^Telegram No. 6711 of Pebniafy ao» 1919.

“Tel^ain No. 6505 of February 20, 1915.
*

^Telegram No. 6964 of Fcbniary 21, 1915.
** Telegram No. 7603 of February 23, 1913.

“Telegram No, 6943 of February ai, 1915.
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and vigorous action, I wrote to*® General de Langle: . . in view of

the results already achieved, there can be no doubt that we can count

on a success which will have far-reaching effects, especially on neutrals,

some of whom are only awaiting a favourable sign to decide on their

line of action.”

The battle slowed down for a period but, on the 23rd, was renewed

with great violence. On the 27th and 28th, our progress was maintained

on the front of the XVII Corps (between Mesnil and the Sabot wood)

and of the I Corps (between Mesnil and Beaus^jour). The key of the

enemy’s second line was hill 196, and this was captured after a fierce

struggle by the 51st Infantry Regiment (3rd Division—^II Corps).

This meant that the enemy’s defences had been pierced, but only on

a narrow front. Heavy counter-attacks, carried out by the Prussian

Guard, were beaten back.

On March 7th, General dc Langle attempted to widen the breach by

extending his front of attack to the west. A brigade of the XVI Corps

and parts of the 60th Division forced their way into the Sabot wood
and established themselves there, but were unable to advance beyond

the first captured line.

Although this attempt had only partially succeeded, General de Langle

contemplated a decisive attack and asked my permission to engage the

XVI Corps, reinforced by the 48th Division, between hills 196 and 198.

There were only hastily constructed defences on our front here, so that

a rapid advance was to be anticipated, especially as we had massed a

quantity of heavy guns in this sector.

I gave my consent to this on the following day. At the same time,

however, I notified the Army Commander that he would have to re-or-

ganize his forces and hand me back four out of the five Corps engaged,

if only a local success was gained by the XVI Corps (commanded by

General Grossetti, a splendid soldier), after its attack had been pressed

home.*^

On March 12th, the battle entered on its last stage. About 10.30

the 3i$t and 48th Divisions launched an attack on the front betwWRI tiffl

199 and the Mesnil Tahure road. The attack was renewed at 6'pA^ liut

achieved little success that day. On the following day, an appreciable

advance was made north-west and north of hill 196, and in the Bois

Brfile. On the 14th, further progress was made, and a violent counter-

attack was successfully repulsed on the 15th. Still further progress was

” Letter No. 7420 of February 22, 1915,

^^Note No. 2759 of March 8, 1915.
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marked on the i6th north of hill 196 and the whole of the Bois Jaune

Brule was captured.

On the 17th, these successes were reported to me by General de Langle

who, however, notified me that, in conformity with the instructions

contained in my note of March 8th, he proposed to suspend the offensive.

On the following day, I expressed my thanks to the Fourth Army and

its General, and complimented them on their performance.

The troops had fought very well in spite of the continual bad weather

and I was especially gratified to see that, by dint of unremitting efforts,

we had succeeded in forcing our way right through the enemy’s posi-

tion. The success was in itself small and incomplete, but it seemed to me

to mark the first stage on the road to victory. This victory we would

certainly achieve when our materiel had been sufficiently developed, and

when we had perfected our methods of warfare.

The behaviour of the 51st Regiment, which was the first to penetrate

right through the enemy’s defences, was especially deserving of notice.

Lmade a point of reviewing it several days after it had been withdrawn

from the battle, and thanked its commander, Colonel Brion, “in the

name of France.”

As regards General de Langle, he confirmed my previous good opin-

ion of him. Methodical and self-controlled, and kind to his subordinates,

he was loyal and correct in his relations with myself. He had carried

out this first big experiment very well, and its lessons were to be of

great service in future battles,

March 18th marks the end of the operations in Champagne during

the winter of I9i4'i5.

It was on this same day that the Franco-British fleet, assembled under

the orders of Vice-Admiral de Robeck in the eastern Mediterranean,

attempted in vain to force the passage of the Dardanelles. I will revert

later on to this operation; I simply mention it here on account of the

coincidence in the date.

As I have already said, operations by the Third and First Armies were

comprised in the General Instructions issued to Armies on January 21,

1915.

The First Army was to make preparations for an attack in the \Voevrc,

while the Third was to renew offensive actions, in a northerly direction,

on various parts of its front, in conjunction with the Fourth Army’s

attack, with which I have just dealt.

A sector of the Third Army’s front which was a particularly sensitive
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one was the Argonne. The German forces here consisted of the XVI

German Corps, commanded by a former Pioneer OflScer,^® who had at

his disposal a large number of specialists and a powerful siege materiel.

This corps, ever since the end of September, had waged a bitter struggle

against our II Corps and left of the V Corps, a struggle in which the

advantage practically never rested with us. It is true that the country

was a difficult one, being wooded and hilly,- but it was the same for

the enemy.

The Germans were provided with Minenwerfer^ fire-throwers and

grenades, while we had to be satisfied with improvised weapons of this

sort. However, the main factor was that the Germans had seized the

initiative and that our local commanders had been incapable of setting

up a proper organization. All that was done was to maintain a passive

defence,, to lose ground at every stroke of the enemy, and to waste num-

bers in vain and costly counter-attacks.

On January 6, 1915,^® I had written to General de Langlc pointing

out that the succession of unfortunate incidents in the Argonne made k

clear that the defences were not strong enough, which was inexcusable

after three months occupation. I requested him to remind General

Gerard, commanding the II Corps, of the instructions regarding the

organization of a defensive position.

We were exhausting ourselves in unco-ordinated efforts in this sector

so, with a view to establishing some sort of cohesion, I had decided on

November 20, 1914, to place the loth Division (on the left of the V
Corps) under the orders of General Gerard, thus bringing all the troops

in the Argonne under his command. I was several times obliged to

withdraw troops from quieter sectors and send them up to the Argonne

as reinforcements. In December, the foreign regiment, commanded by

Beppino Garibaldi, was sent there, and the devotion of this regiment

constituted the first chapter of Italy’s co-operation in the Great War.®®

These measures proved unavailing, reverse followed reverse, and the

exhaustion of the II and X Corps®^ induced me to order the followtl^

moves:

The First Army to extend its left to Bcthincourt and so to take over

the defence of Verdun

—

^General von Mudra.
*• Letter No. 1523 of January 6, 1915.

•‘Two of G>]one! Gartbaldi'f brothers were killed there.

“General Gouraud, commanding the loth Division, was wounded on January 8th

during a German counter-attack, which drove us back towards the Chalade.
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The Third Army to take over the whole of the Argonne sector, up

to the Aisne.**

I relieved the II Corps and loth Division, and placed the XXXII
Corps (40th and 42nd Divisions) at General Sarrail's disposal.

Hie objects of these changes were threefold. First, as I have said, to

free General de Langle from all preoccupation in regard to the Argonoe,

at a time when he would need to concentrate entirely on the preparations

for the Champagne battle. Secondly, to place the Argonne sector under

the Third Army Commander. Thirdly, to allot Verdun and the two arms

of the Saint'Mihiel salient to the General commanding the First Army.

In regard to Verdun, on December 23rd I had drawn General Dubail’s

attention to the situation created by the simultaneous advance of the

Germans on the heights of the Meuse and in the Argonne. This advance

showed how important were the operations of the First Army in the

Woevre, and of the Third Army in the Vauquois district.

The situation in the Argonne was in no wise improved by General

SarraiFs assumption of command, nor by the arrival of the XXXII Corps,

which was one of the best in the French Army. The enemy launched

attacks on January 8th and 29th, and on February loth and i6th and,

in each case, we were forced back. On February 17th, the Third Army
attempted to capture the Vauquois observation post, but failed com-

pletely.

The First Army carried out several small local attacks on the Bois

Brule, Bois-Ie-Prctre, and Eparges. The object of these was to divert the

enemy’s attention from the Champagne front. They also served as

preparations for the more comprehensive operations in the Woevre, which

were referred to in my Instructions dated January 21st.

The Fourth Army’s attacks in Champagne were brought to an end

on March i8th. On this date, I informed General Dubail that I had

decided that fae was to undertake the operation for the reduction of the

Saint-Mihiel saBetit, as soon as possible. He was to employ in this attack

all the means at his disposal.

General Dubail drew up a plan of operations comprising two simul-

taneous attacks on either arm of the salient, one in the direction of

Verdun-la-Chauss& and the other centred on Toul-Thsaucourt. I .placed

the following troops at his disposal:

I, II and XII Corps^

I Cavalry Corps f

—as from April xst.

XVn Corps—as from April Sth.

*tlie Hesdqttsrten of cbe tlurd Armr owrod Iram Voidoa to Ssiats^liwihsMid.
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The heavy artillery of the First Army was made up to 360 guns rang-

ing from 95 mm. to 220 mm. The Field artillery amounted to more than

900—75 mm. guns and 100—90 mm. guns, in addition to a quantity of

trench artillery. This trench artillery, it is true, had only lately been

delivered from the factories and was not at all familiar to the detach-

ments, and its effect was indifferent.

To achieve success in position warfare of this description, “surprise” is

essential^ but it is the most difficult element to bring about. Entrenched

behind strong barbed-wire entanglements, troops can hold out long

enough for local reserves to be rushed to the threatened point. It is

essential to allow the hostile commander no time to bring up his general

reserves, and this is the object of “surprise.” It is difficult to effect surprise

because preparations for an attack are spread over a considerable period

and can be detected by the enemy. Troops and materiel have to be moved

forward and arrangements made for every service, all of which arc

betrayed by increased road and rail movements. A further difficulty is

presented by the artillery preparation, whose duration we could not suffi-

ciently shorten in 1915, owing to lack of materiel. Finally, all sorts of

indiscretions are bound to happen, in the front and behind the lines.

Orders arc issued for absolute secrecy but, in spite of this, it is discon-

certing how rapidly news is spread. The recent battle in Champagne was

a very goo^ example of this.

I wished General Dubail’s attack to be in the nature of a surprise, and

to take the form of a sudden offensive, especially on the front of the

corps which were to debouch from the Hauts de Meuse, cast of Verdun.

All practicable measures were taken to ensure as rapid a concentration

as means of transport would allow, and in the utmost secrecy.

The preliminary operations started on March 20th in the region west

of Bois-lc-Prctrc, The object of these was to use up the enemy’s reserves

and to advance our line within assaulting distance of the German posi-

tions on the front Rcmcnauvillc-Rcgnievillc—newth of Fey-en-Hayc.

They were carried out by the troops occupying the sector (73rd Divtfibn

and a brigade of the VIII Corps), to avoid disclosing to the enemy those

detailed for the decisive attack.

On March 30th, the brigade of the VIII Corps made an advance of

some 850 yards on a front of over half a mile, and so was able to sur-

round Fey-en-Hayc. The XXXI Corps established itself at several points

only xoo yards fr^ the edge of the Bois de Mort-Mare.

During the night of March 3ist/April 1st, this Corps took possessioii

of Fey-en-Haye without encountering any resistance and established it
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self north of the village. Fierce fighting took place in the Quart-en-

R&erve (west of the Bois-le-Prctrc) where the 73rd Division succeeded

in capturing over 500 yards of enemy trenches.

The XII Corps had been detailed for the attack on the southern arm

of the Saint'Mihiel salient, and took up its position on the night of

April Ist/and in its allotted sector, between the Ache ravine and the

Bois«le-Prctre. On the 3rd this Corps captured Regnieville, surrounded

Rcmenauville and so prepared its “jumping off* place.

The I and II Corps, which were to operate cast of Verdun and against

the northern arm of the Saint-Mihiel salient, were in the meanwhile

moving up towards the line with the object of establishing themselves

within assaulting distance, where they would remain until the artillery

bombardment, which started on the 5th, had sufficiently prepared the

way.

Unfortunately, the weather turned to rain. At first sight, this seemed

to me to our advantage as the approach and placing in position of the

attacking troops would be hidden from hostile aircraft. The continuation

of the rain was, however, disastrous. The Woevre, always marshy in

winter, became a quagmire, and the trenches were flooded. The artillery

found it difficult to take up position in the sodden fields, observation of

fire was almost impossible, while the shells buried themselves in the

spongy ground.

A feeling of uneasiness spread to both the troops and the staffs. It

would have been advisable, perhaps, to have postponed the attack, but

men could not be kept for long in the flooded trenches, and a delay

would have deprived the attack of its valuable element of surprise.

General Dubail, therefore, gave the order for the attack to be launched.

The results obtained were negligible. The I and II Corps, temporarily

formed into a detachment under the command of General Gerard, hurled

themselves against unbroken defences on the front between Parfondrupt

and Maizeray. The XII Corps cxpcficnced a similar failure. The attacks

were continued on April 6th and 7th in the face of the same difficulties,

and were everywhere unsuccessful.

In the hopes of effecting a surprise, the attack had been launched sud*

denly but, on the evening of the 7th, General Dubail declared that he

considered that it was no longer possible to continue it under the same

conditions. The enemy’s defences were shown to be very strong and,

for the reasons I have just given, hardly damaged by our artillery prep*

aration. Consequently, on the following day, I ordered General Dubail

“to change to a methodical but powerful attack in order to gain ground
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wherever possible, and to retain the enemy’s attention and reserves in

this region.”**

The operations of the First Army were continued on these lines, but

the enemy was everywhere on the alert. He had brought up large

reinforcements and, on April 24th, he launched these in a violent atta^

on the Calonne trench in the direction of Fort Rozelier. In order to

restore the situation, I was forced to place the 48th Division at the

disposal of General Roques, commanding the First Army.

Any further hopes I had in this battle of the Woevre were very slight,

and I was obliged to turn my attention to the forthcoming operations in

the north. I decided, as from April 14th, to leave only the II and XII

Corps with General Dubail and to withdraw the 1 Corps, which had not

^en heavily engaged, as well as Conneau’s Cavalry Corps and the XVII
Iborps which had not been engaged at all.

The main lessons to be drawn from this battle were that success is only

possible ‘‘where attacks arc thoroughly and methodically organized;

where the infantry has been previously established within assaulting dis-

tance, but is only launched to the attack after auxiliary defences have

been completely destroyed and after the first and second lines of the

enemy’s trenches have been demolished, where liaison of every description

is properly assured. . . . The establishment of these conditions is a mat-

ter for the Commanding General. . •

It will be remembered that the attack organized by the Tenth Army
in December 1914 in the Arras region had been checked at the outset

by the bad weather and deplorable state of the ground. My special

Instructions issued to General Foch on January 21, 1915, laid down that

this army was ‘‘to push preparations forward as far as possible for com-

bined attacks, which would be renewed ... as soon as circumstances

allowed.”*®

Meanwhile, my main preoccupation was the Champagne front. At
the beginning of March, 1915, General Foch proposed an offensive in

Artds, but this seemed to me to be premature. As a matter of fact, in

regard to this region I was contemplating urging the French Govern-

ment to represent that reinforcements should be sent to the British Army,
and so enable Field Marshal Sir John French to relieve the greater part

of the French Eighth Army. This would effect an equitable dist;^-
^ 'i

•Tcleanun No. 2724 of April 8, 1915.

**Nole No. 5530 of April 10, 1915.
* Special lattnictiofis No. 38 of January ai» 1915.
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tion of the Allied Armies on the Western fronts and would free troops

for my offensive operations. My correspondence with M. Millerand was

largely taken up, during the last weeks of 1914, by this matter.

It was not until December 27, 1914, after a meeting between the

British Conunander<in-Chief and myself, that it was decided to relieve

the XVI Corps (right of the Eighth Army) by two British divisions (the

27th and 28th) which were then detraining. The relief was commenced

on January 6, 1915, but was not completed until the beginning of

February.

I had another meeting with the Field Marshal at this period, in the

course of which he undertook to carry out the relief of the last two corps

of the Ninth Army (the XX and IX Corps) as soon as possible. How-

ever, the promised reinforcements (Canadian Division and 29th British

Division) did not arrive on the expected dates, while the Territorial

divisions promised in their place were replaced by 24 Territorial bat-

talions of inferior quality.

These delays were all the more exasperating in that the time was

approaching for the offensive contemplated in my orders of January 21st.

It seemed that the British Government wished to reserve troops for

another theatre. The Dardanelles affair, which I will touch on later, was

primarily planned as a purely naval action, but it soon assumed the form

of a combined naval and military operation.**

This unsettled state of affairs was a source of great worry to Sir John

French who, moreover, was obliged to suspend the relief of the Eighth

Army during the last fortnight in February, on account of the indifferent

quality of the reinforcements sent from England. He was making prepa-

rations at this time for an attack at the beginning of March on La Bass^,

for which he was keeping his best troops.

This action was begun on March loth, and gave good results at the

end of the first day’s fighting. Neuve Chapelle and the whole of the first

German line to a depth of about 2 miles were captured by our Allies.

This success was not, however, followed up and the Field Marshal

stopped the operations on March 17th and consolidated the captured

positions.

Fresh reinforcements*^ eventually arrived, which enabled the British

front to be extended and the whole of our Eighth Army to be relieved.

I was able to constitute a fairly large reserve from portions of this Army,

*Por example, the apth Division was expected by Sir John French on the Western

front, but was tent by Lord Kitchener to the Dardandles, in March.
* Canadian North Midland, South Midland, and London, West Riding and Northumbrian

Divisions.
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which were withdrawn during April, and took advantage of this to

rearrange the distribution of my armies.

As from April 4, 1915, the remainder of the Eighth Army was formed

into the “Army Detachment in Belgium.” General d’Urbal, who had

been in command of the Eighth Army, now broken up, took over the

Tenth, in the place of General de Maud’huy. The latter was given a

new army, the Seventh, which included the former “Army Detachment

of the Vosges.” In this way, I was able to lighten the task of the First

Army whose front, as I have mentioned above, had been extended north

of Verdun.

At this period, the British forces in France consisted of 6 army corps

(i Indian) and 2 cavalry corps (i Indian), which were grouped into

two armies.

These forces held a front of some 30 miles, between La Bassee and

Langemarck. They were in touch, on the right, with our Tenth Army

and, on the left, with the Southern Group of the “Army Detachment in

Belgium.”

These new dispositions had scarcely been completed when, on April

22, 1915, the Germans launched a violent attack in the Ypres region,

which was accompanied by dense clouds of asphyxiating gas. The attack

was directed against the left of the British Second Army and the right

of the Army Detachment in Belgium. Taken by surprise by the deadly

effects of the gas, both the British troops and the French Territorials

were forced to give way. On the morning of the 23rd, the Canadian

Division and the British 28th Division checked the enemy’s advance by

means of vigorous counter-attacks. General Foch then organized a pow-

erful attack which finally restored the situation on the 24th. The troops

collected for this consisted of reinforcements drawn from the Nieuport

Group and Tenth Army, and also some Belgian infantry and artillery.

In this way, the consequences of the Germans’ unexpected employment

of this disloyal weapon were reduced to the proportions of an unpleasant

incident of no serious outcome.

The result might have been quite different if our adversaries had car-

ried out the attack on a big scale, and brought up large reserves to exploit

the initial success, instead oi operating on a narrow front with limited

numbers. It is possible that they themselves did not foresee the success

of the gas-clouds, and had not sufficient reserves at hand to rush into the

gap. In any case, they had lost their opportunity, but to us the lesson

was patent. At once, we hastily took in hand the production <rf gas for
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our own use, and the organization of defensive measures against this

new weapon.

In addition to the troops which had been set free by the reinforce-

ment of the British Army, 5 newly-formed French divisions were placed

at my disposal. These divisions were made up from troops at the depots

and were of excellent material. However, they had not yet had any

actual war experience, so I had the divisions broken up and their units

grouped with others which had already seen fighting. In this way, I was

able to create four divisions (151st to 154th) and a brigade of chasseurs

consisting of 5 battalions (5th Brigade). Furthermore, some of the Army
Corps, which had been earmarked for the forthcqming attacks, were

made up to 3 divisions each.

At my request, General Foch submitted on March 24th the detailed

plan of an important operation to be carried out in the Arras region. This

plan comprised the following:

An attack by three Army Corps, with the Vimy ridge as objective

(hills 1 19, 140, 132).

Two flank attacks. The first to the north of the main attack, having

as objectives the Notre-Dame-de-Lorette ridge, the spur north of

Souchez and then hill 119. The second to the south, in the direc-

tion of the high ground between hills 96 and 93 (about a mile

south of Bailleul) and extending up to the Scarpe.

For this operation, General Foch requested me to reinforce the Tenth

Army by 3 army corps, 72 heavy guns and a supply of material and

ammunition for a ten days’ battle based on the expenditure during the

Champagne offensive.

The Britidi First Army was to carry out an attack in the general

direction Ligny-lc-Grand—La Cliquetterie.

A note issued to Armies on April 19, 1915, laid down the methods

to be employed in the preparation and execution of the attacks. It was

pointed out in this Note that the object of an offensive action was not

confined to seizing a line of hostile trenches, but included driving the

enemy from the whole of his position, and defeating him before he had

time to take up a fresh one. To achieve this result, most careful organiza-

tion and detailed preparation were essential.

All commanders, those of the largest units, o( infantry formations

and of the batteries detailed for their support, were to make a careful

study of maps and air photographs and carry out personal reconnaissances.

It was the duty of these commanders to lay down everyone’s task and
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to leave as little as possible to chance. The Note went on to detail the

measures to be taken to ensure not only a successful start to the attack

but also adequate arrangements for supply and evacuation. Finally, the

method of employing the artillery, both before and during the attack,

was defined. Once launched, the attack was to be ‘‘violent and rapid,”

and was to be carried out without chec\ or pause^ until, by continually

bringing up fresh units, the final result was obtained.

The action of the Tenth Army was based on these conceptions, to

which General Foch advanced no objections.

The attack was fixed, in principle, for May ist, but was postponed for

several days in order to complete the preparation of materiel. General

Foch notified Sir John French in good time of this decision and, in

accordance with the latter’s suggestion. May yth was decided upon as

the date of the attack.

However, shortly after this, the Field Marshal informed me that the

enemy had been very active in the Ypres region ever since the attack on

April 22nd. In consequence, he notified me that full co-operation on the

part of the British Army could not be counted upon unless 3 active

French divisions were posted in rear of his left, so as to ensure connec-

tion with the Belgian Army.

General Foch at once instructed the Commander of the Army Detach-

ment in Belgium to ensure this liaison, and directed him to carry out a

vigorous attack on his front, on May 7th, in conjunction with the Belgian

Army.

At the same time, I communicated the date of the opening of the

offensive to the King of the Belgians, and requested the co-operation

of his Army
The weather turned very bad on May 6th and 7th, necessitating a fur-

ther postponement of the attack.

On the evening of May 8th, all the available cavalry divisions were

warned to be ready to move into the Tenth Army Zone. On the morning

of the 9th, all the troops I was able to withdraw from the other armies

were moved near the battle. These were the III Corps,** 53rd Division,*®

Conneau’s Cavalry Corps*^ which had been made up by the Third

Cavalry Division and which was concentrated in the neighbourhood

of Amiens, and the 6th Cavalry Division which detrained at Hesdin.

I myself proceeded to Doullens where my Command Post was estab-

•Letter No. 2043 of May 5, 1915.

•From the Fifth Army.

•From the Sixth Army.

•From the Army X>etachment in Lorraine.
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lished^ in proximity to the reserves which I could at once put into the

battle.

The attack was launched at lo ajm. on May 9th. The main action was

carried out by the XXI, XXXIII, XX, XVII and X Corps on the front

hill 140—La Folic—Thelus—Bailleul—Point du Jour. The attack was

extended to the left in the direction of Loos—^hill 70—Annay, by the IX

Corps and the 58th Division. The British First Army attacked in con-

junction with our IX Corps to the north-west of La Bass^ in the direc-

tion of Don.

Good progress was made on May 9th. The XXXIII Corps, in a single

advance of 7̂ /z miles in less than 2 hours, reached the ridge between

Souchez and hill 140. In the meantime, the IX Corps was nearing the

slopes west of Loos, while the XXI Corps was advancing north of

Notrc-Dame-dc-Lorettc and in the direction of Souchez. The XX Corps,

on the right of the XXXIII, captured La Targcttc, and a portion of

Ncuvillc-Saint-Waast. More to the south, however, the results obtained

by the X and XVII Corps were negligible. In all, we captured 3000

prisoners, 6 guns and a large number of machine guns.

The result as a whole was a striking success in the centre, particularly

on the part of the XXXIII Corps, and it was important to exploit it.

The Moroccan Division reached hill 140 about 11 a.m., but it had

used up all its reserves in this extraordinarily rapid advance. At 10.45

a.m., the Divisional Commander called on the reserves of the XXXIII

Corps (the 8th Zouaves and 4th Turcos). However, these two regiments

were at Mont Saint-Eloy and Acq, a distance of 5 miles from the objec-

tives which had been reached. The 8th Zouaves were placed at the dis-

posal of the Moroccan Division at 11.30 aan., but only came up into the

battle between 3.30 p.m. and nightfall. The 4th Turcos did not come

up until after 6 pjn.

At the beginning of the action, the furthest forward army reserve,

the 1 8th Division, was assembled near Berthonsart, jYi miles from the

front. It was [daced at the disposal of the XXXIII Corps at 1.30 p.m.,

but its leading troops were not able to reach the B^thune road before

2 a.m. on May loth.

Some little time later, we got to know that great disorder reigned at

this moment in the enemy’s rear, and that his Headquarters were most

anxious as to the outcome. Preparations were, in fact, made for a hasty

evacuation of Lens, and even in Lille the inhabitants were for a moment

full of hope.
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It was the late arrival of our reserves i^ich prevented us from follow-

ing up properly the magnificent success of the first day.

Hostile counter-attacks were rapidly organized but, in spite of these,

we maintained all our gains on May loth and nth, and even enlarged

them, though we did not succeed in capturing either Souchez or Ncu-

ville-Saint-Waast.

Some further advance was made during the following days in the

northern part of the battle-field. The XXXIII Corps seized Carcncy and

part of Ablain-Saint-Nazaire, and the XXI Corps gained the Notre-Damc-

de-Lorette plateau and the trench system north of La Chapclle, while

Ncuvillc-Saint-Waast was captured in a housc-to-housc fight by the XX
Corps. However, this laborious advance showed that the enemy had

closed the gap and that the auspicious moment had passed.

The British Army also launched its attack on May 9th, and succeeded

in capturing the first-line German trenches on the front of a division.

Unfortunately, immediate counter-attacks deprived our gallant allies of

the greater portion of their gains. The British attack was renewed in the

afternoon but was checked everywhere.

In trench warfare of this description, bitterly contested as it was on

both sides, there were but fleeting opportunities of snatching a fruitful

victory. The enemy’s reserves began to flow up within a very few hours,

and his disorganized artillery succeeded in taking up new positions.

Comparative equality in both effectives and losses was very soon re-

established.

As early as the evening of May 9th, I felt that a brilliant success had

just eluded us. Neverthless, I decided to continue the offensive without

a pause, until the Givenchy-Bailleul ridge was captured, although I fully

realized the strain entailed on the troops. The Germans had not yet

fully re-organized, and therefore I judged that we ought to try and

enlarge our successes and improve our positions. More important still, I

considered it essential to afford immediate moral and material aid to

our Russian allies who were heavily engaged north of the Carpathians,

and who had even then commenced that disastrous retreat in the Tarnov

region, which was soon to bring about the collapse of the whole of their

front. Furthermore, Italy was on the point of proclaiming on

our side, so that it certainly did not seem the moment for giving her any

impression of weakness on our part.

Consequendy, once its original objectives had been gained, I projected

for the Tenth Army an extension of its attack to the south, in conjunc-
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tion with the Second Army which would ensure “the requisite deploy-

ment to the south.”**

On May 15th, General d’Urbal had selected a new line of departure,

which was traced by enemy strong points. Local operations for the cap-

ture of these points were continued until the 21st, but no appreciable

progress was made.

May 22nd and 23rd were characterized by very violent enemy counter-

attacks along the whole of his front, more especially against hill 123,

Neuvillc-Saint-Waast and the Noirc-Dame-dc-Lorctte slopes. These were

everywhere driven back with heavy loss to the Germans. Wc then re-

newed our local operations and, at the beginning of June, the occupation

of General d’Urbal’s new line of departure was a matter of only a short

time.

In the meanwhile, the British had carried out a fresh attack, on May
i6th, on a front of 3 divisions. On the i8th, our Allies succeeded in

capturing the whole of the German first line on a front of 3 miles, and to

a depth of half a mile.

On May 31st, I telegraphed as follows to the Chief of the French

Mission with the Belgian Army:**

Explain the situation to King Albert ... In addition to the main offen-

sive, the operations in the Woevre and Vosges are to be continued, and new
ones will be started at the beginning of June on the front of tht Second and

Sixth Armies. Explain to the King the advantages to be derived from an

operation by the Belgian Army in the direction of Dixmude or, in conjunc-

tion with the XXXVI Corps, in the direction of Steenstraete.

On May 27th,** I had requested General Foch to arrange for co-

operation between the Tenth Army and the British, when the latter

renewed their offensive.

General d’klrbal’s preparations were pushed forward under good con-

ditions, in spite of great activity on the part of the enemy, and on June

loth wc entered on the last phase the preparatory operations.

The main objective was the Vimy ridge.** From north to south, the

front of attack stretched for 6 miles, and 5 army corps were distributed

along it, while 4 divisions and the II Cavalry Corps were in reserve.

The infantry attack was launched on June i6th at 12.15 p.m. Very lit-

tle progress was made and the enemy’s reaaion, especially that of his

•Note No. 31 P.C.S. of May 14. 1915.

•Telegram No. 12,134 of ^7 3i> 1915*

•Teiegrapi No. 26 of May 27, 1915.

•Hill 119—lull i40-4a Folie—hill 132—Poiiit du Jour.
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artillery, was most violent. On the 25th, General dTJAal decided, with

my approval, to suspend the operatitms.

This battle marked a distinct improvement in our methods of attack

and in the power of our material. We had captured 6500 yards of trenches

to a depth of between 3000 and 4500 yards, while the enemy had been

forced to bring up all his available reserves, some ten divisions. Severe

losses were inflicted on him, and we captured 7500 prisoners, 24 guns and

134 machine guns.

Here again it was shown that ‘'the moment of success is a fleeting one,

and the opportunity is lost unless reserves are put in at once.”** It was

also made dear that the enemy had few reserves at this period.

When our material resources were large enough to warrant us under-

taking several simultaneous attacks on wide fronts, we might hope to

force the enemy to accept battle as he stood, and prevent him from bring-

ing up reserves from distant points. This was the basis on which I

draw up plans for our future operations.

On May 2, 1915, the Austro-German forces had opened an offensive

against the Russians. Though of limited extent at the outset, the attack

was so violent that our Ally’s line in the salient on the lower Dunajee

was forced to give way at once. Being short of artillery ammunition, the

Russians were unable to restore the situation and were obliged to draw

back their left. By the end of the month, the Austro-German forces had

reached the San river, where they crossed the Carpathians.

It was not long before the Germans greatly enlarged the scope of this

offensive but, in doing this, they had to withdraw large numbers of

troops from the Western front. The result, according to our Intelligence

Service, was that the Allies in France and Belgium had a superiority

over the Germans of 681 battalions*^ at the beginning of June.

From this aspect alone, therefore, the moment was a propitious one

for an attempt to break through on this front. Furthermore, it was evi-

dent that it would not serve the Allied interests for us to remain inactive

while the Russians were being defeated.

On June 13, 1915,

1

decided to form the French forces into three Groups

**Note to AxtmtM No. 819a of May 20» 191$.

** French battalions—1384 (including 1099 active and reserve and 285 territorial)

Britifh
•* — 330

Belgian - — 80

Allied Total —1794 battaliom

German ** —1113 ** (including reserve, landwehr, eraata and laod-

n).
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of Armies^ so as to facilitate the preparation and conduct of future opera-

tions. The Northern and Eastern groups were already commanded re-

spectively, by Generals Foch and Dubail> to whom I had delegated the

conduct of operations on the two wings. I jJaced the centre group under

the orders of General de Castelnau, who was the most suitable of the

Army Commanders for this important command. The selection of Gen-

eral de Castelnau was all the more important as I had decided that the

Centre Group Armies should carry out an important offensive at the

same time as the battle in Artois was renewed.^^

I selected General P&ain, who had just performed such excellent work

at the head of the XXXIII Corps, to replace General de Castelnau in

the conunand of the Second Army. It will be recalled that General

P^tain, at the beginning of the war, had only just been given command

of an infantry brigade, so that he had climbed to the top of the tree in

less than a year. At one time, I had thought of appointing General P^tain

to my staff, not as Chief of Staff but as Assistant. As a matter of fact,

I had this in my mind in September, 1914, when I asked the Govern-

ment to approve the appointment of General Foch ad latus.^^

General Petain had a profound knowledge of infantry tactics and was

no mere theoretician, and I thought he would be of great help, working

in close contact with me. After thorough consideration, however, I aban-

doned the idea and appointed him to the command of one of the armies

about to undertake operations in Champagne.

As I have said before, the most important lesson which the recent

battle in Artois had taught me was that simuluneous operations carried

out by several armies would prevent the enemy from making full use of

his reserves, and would force him to accept battle with limited means,

wherever we elected.

The number of larger units available for operatiohs was continually

growing. This increase was due to the following factors:

(a) The improvement of our defences and the enemy’s passive attitude

on the greater part of our front, enaUed us to reduce the number of

troops in the front line.

(b) The stream of British reinforceinents enabled them to relieve more

French units.

(c) A more extensive use was made of Territorials in quiet sectors,

so that we were able to rest and train an ever increasing number of

active troops.

**Perioiisl and Secret Instnictiofis No. 5415 of June 14, 1915.

**Sce Conimander-iii'Chicf’s Striedv Pertooa! FUe, Volume 11, Book 3, Documeat 3.
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(d) The formation of 15 new divisions^ improved the distribution of

our forces, which in its turn increased my power of manoeuvre.

I have described how the development of our war material, though ap-

preciable, was less rapid than I had desired. The increase in the number

of batteries of French artillery, and the better training of its personnel,

had begun to render this a most effective weapon. The output of ammu-
nition was still far behind what I had demanded but, by virtue of a

Decree of August 5, 1915,

1

had been able to draw on fortresses for very

large supplies of heavy artillery, ammunition and personnel for foot

batteries.

This increase in our resources enabled me to adopt the following gen-

eral plan, namely: to attempt a break-through on one part of the front

—

in Champagne—while pinning the enemy to his ground in the Arras

region by a secondary attack, to be carried out in conjunction with a

British offensive.

The Special Instructions for the principal operation, to be undertaken

by the Centre Group of Armies, were contained in my Secret Instruction

of July i2th,^^ issued to General de Castelnau:

Our main attack will be carried out by the Second and Fourth Armies
between Maronvilliers and the Aisne, and by the Third Army on the right

bank of the Aisne.

The forces at General de Castelnau’s disposal were increased to 29

infantry divisions, 2 cavalry corps and 800 heavy guns.

At the same time, I issued my instructions to General Foch for the

operations on the Artois front

The object of the attack by the Northern Group of Armies is to l^reak

through the enemy*s front, or in any event to gain the ridge from hill no
to hill 140.

General Foch’s forces, for this attack, consisted of 12 infantry divisions,

2 cavalry divisions and 300 heavy guns. These were increased later on,

after British troops had relieved some of the French units in the line.

I at once got into touch with Sir John French, in order to make tr-

rangements for €OK>rdinating our operations. I met the British Com-
mander-m-Chief on July nth, and urged on him the advisability of a

British attack in the Arras r^on, with the line Loos—^Hulluch as objec-

^ These divisiofis consisted of Nos. lao to 129, the loth, 15th and 16th
Dtvssioiif, and the 130th and 131st Infantry Divisions.

*Spe<^ and Secret Instruction No. 5937 of July la, 1915.

^Nbce No. 5936 of July la, 1915.
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tivc. In my opinion, at least lo divisions, supported by all the artillery

available, were necessary for this operation.

The Field Marshal first of all informed me that he preferred an attack

in the Ypres region, but he wrote me on August loth as follows:

... I am still of the opinion that the British could co-opcrate more effec-

tivcly in the operations on the Western front by carrying out an attack at.

some point north of the La Bass^ canal. However, in the last paragraph of

my above-mentioned letter, I promised you that as soon as 1 had your

reply I would fix the direction of the British Army’s attack in accordance

with your wishes, expressed in your capacity of Commandcr-in-Chicf, I have,

therefore, nothing further to say in regard to the general plan . . .

J. French, F-Marshal

This letter deserves a moment’s consideration. The British Govern-

ment had laid down most categorically that French was not subordinate

to myself, and that he was responsible only to his own Government.

The extract from the letter I have just quoted shows that he had drawn

up a plan which was not in conformity with my views. At my request,

he relinquished this plan and acquiesced in mine. In a spirit of real as

opposed to conventional discipline, he subordinated his will to the wishes

expressed by me “in my capacity of Commandcr-in-Chicf.*’ In the course

of these Memoirs, I shall often be obliged to refer to the absence of a

Supreme Command, which was one of the major causes of our weakness.

Consequently, it gives me great pleasure to testify here how greatly the

British Commandcr-in-Chicf and, later on, Sir Douglas Haig, by their

chivalrous recognition of my authority, lessened the consequences of this

serious omission.

In the meanwhile, the news from Russia emphasized the importance

of an early offensive. The armies of the Czar were evacuating Poland,

and the Germans entered Warsaw on August 5th, Novo Georgievski on

the 19th and Bialistock on the 20th. Three more divisions were with-

drawn from the French front and moved to the Eastern theatre. Tele-

grams from M. Pal&loguc, the French Ambassador in Petrograd, re-

flected the state of mind of our Allies. On August i4th^® one of these

reports was telephoned to me on the instructions of M. Millcrand, the

Minister of War. The following arc extracts:

The Russian Army has now been retreating for three months, during

which the daily batde losses have been stupendous. All the oflicers returning

from the front state that it is impossible to picture the horrors of this con-

tinual struggle, in which the artillery is without ammunition and the infantry

** Commandcr-in-Chicf Strictly Personal File, Volume II, Book 3, Paper 8-A.
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'without rifles. Our offensive is, therefore, awaked with the utmost im-

patience. . . .

I am assured that the same question is being asked everywhere: Wliat

are the French doing? . . .

I fear that this Army [Russian] has nearly reached the limit of its en-

durance, and is on the verge of panic. Apart from the Army, there is the

nation. The Russian people are brave and patriotic but more than any other

race, are easily sway^ by compassion. I know for certain that the terrible

sufferings produced by this war are beginning to rouse the masses. . . .

1, therefore, trust that our offensive will not be much longer delayed.

On the other hand, the idea of so important an offensive as I con-

templated encountered opposition, for which I was quite unprepared, in

the highest circles of the French Government.

On August 6th, the President of the Republic had received the mem-

bers of the French Military Mission in Italy, and had informed them

that he proposed to ask me for details of the forthcoming offensive.

The plan was to be examined by the members of the Government and,

if success did not appear to be guaranteed, the execution of it would be

postponed. The President stated that he did not look with much favour

on an important offensive on our part. He argued that it was essential

for us not to be inferior in numbers to our Allies in the coming spring.

When the time came to settle accounts, we must have real force behind

us to support our claims.

To my mind, the terms of this statement constituted a dangerous in-

terference on the part of the Government in the conduct of operations,

and showed that the President had no longer that absolute confidence

in me which was essential, if my authority was to be maintained. M.
Albert Sarraut, Minister of Public Instruction, was present at the inter-

view, and said as much to the President. The latter then attempted to

lessen the force of his original statement, and explained that the Govern-

ment would certainly refrain from interfering in the conduct of opera-

tions, and that it would limit itself to a study of the general condi^ns
under which the offensive would be undertaken. He added ffiat

was not in any way to be taken as evidence of any mistrust in myself,

in whom every member of the Government continued tc repose full

confidence.

In the course of this audience, the President of the Republic discussed

the internal political situation in Italy, where the Giolitti party had re-

newed their fight against the Government, and also that in the Balkans,

which was beginning to take an unsatisfactory turn. He then went on to

speak the parliamenury situation in France. He said that there was
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strong opposition to M. Millerand, but that the attacks on the Minister

of War were really directed at myself. M. Albert Sarraut at once asserted

that in no conversations which he had had with members of Parliament

had any attack been made on me. On the contrary, all were agreed that

my reputation in France and other countries stood so high that it was

evident I enjoyed the confidence of all. M. Poincar^ and M. Sarraut then

discussed the various political groups in Parliament, and came to the

conclusion that only one politician was really opposed to me, and that

this was M. Doumer, to which fact I have already referred. The Presi-

dent was good enough to say that a crisis in regard to the Higher

Command would be a most serious state of affairs, and that I was abso-

lutely indispensable. He ended by saying that it would be a national

danger to interfere with me and that, so far as he was concerned, he

would never allow the Higher Command to be brought into question.

I will revert to this long audience in a future chapter, when discussing

my relations with the Government and Parliament in 1915. Echoes of

it reached me at my headquarters, when I was in the midst of prepara-

tions for the battle, the plan of which I have just outlined. The state-

ments made by the President were really somewhat inconsistent, so that

I did not consider it necessary to ask the Government if I still enjoyed

its unbroken confidence, nor was I induced to alter my conviction that

it was to our advantage to start the coming battle at the earliest possible

moment.

On August 19th, I decided that the offensive should start on Septem-

ber 8th. However, General Petain informed me more than once that he

would require more time, and General dc Castelnau said the same. The

attack was, therefore, first of all postponed to the 13th, and finally fixed

for the 25th. I was myself averse to these delays, for I dreaded the ap-

proach of the bad weather and could not forget the Russians, whose

retreat was still being continued under terrible conditions.

On September 23rd, I issued General Order No. 43 to the Armies:

Soldiers the Republic,

During the past months we have been able to increase our numbers and

resources, while our adversary has been using up his. The time has, there-

fore, arrived for us to make a victorious attack, and to add another page

of g^ory to those already inscribed with the names of the Marne, Flanders,

the Vosges and Arras.

Thanks to your fellow-men, who have worked night and day in our

fectories, you will be able to advance to the assault behind a storm of shell-
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fire, along the whole of the front, and side by side with the Armies of our

Allies.

You will carry all before you. In one bound, you will break through

the enemy's defences and reach his artillery.

Give him neither rest nor pause until victory is gained.

Forward with a good heart to free the soil of our Fatherland, and in the

name of Justice and Liberty.

J. JOFFRE.

The artillery preparation began on September 22nd, the long-distance

bombardment of bivouacs, quarters and rail<entrcs on the 24th.

The weather during the opening days was favourable, but it changed

suddenly to rain on the night of September 24th/25th. There could be

no question of putting off the attack. We had already expended a large

quantity of ammunition, the return of hne weather might be a matter

of many days, and our remaining supplies were not large enough for

such a prolonged preparation.

The attack was therefore launched on September 25th at 9.15 a.m.

The rain had stopped at day-break, but it began again soon after and

fell continuously until September 29th.

The situation on the evening of the first day was as follows:

On the left wing of the Fourth Army, the XXXII and VII Corps

had made a slight advance in the direction of Saint-Souplet. On the right

wing of the Second Army, the I Colonial Corps, with heavy losses, had

hacked a way through the extremely strong defences of the Main de

Massiges.

In the centre, the XI and XIV Corps had made good progress in the

direction of Tahure, and the II Colonial Corps towards the Navarin farm.

Divisions in second line had been pushed up behind the I and II

Colonial Corps, while the II Cavalry Corps had moved to Souain, ready

to advance if the II Colonial Corps succeeded in breaking through.

On the 26th, we rounded off and extended the previous day’s successes.

The second position was reached on a front of 9 miles, from the Saint-

Souplet road up to the foot of the Tahure hill.

The enemy seemed to be disconcerted by such a violent attack. A large

number of prisoners was taken, together with a great quantity of ma-

terial, while the captured ground was littered with the enemy’s dead.

At first, the German forces appeared to be quite weak along the whole

of the second position which we had reached. However, our efforts to

break through on September 27th and 28th met with no success. No
longer supported by artillery, our infantry hurled themselves against
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defences whose strength we had not been able to judge on account of the

range and difficulties of observation. The lines of trenches were for the

most part on the reverse slope and protected by strong entanglements

and our artillery had not succeeded in destroying them.

In an endeavour to break through this line, General de Castelnau

issued orders for a combined attack to be thoroughly prepared and

methodically carried out on the front Butte de Tahure—Saint-Souplet

road.

On the evening of the 28th, we succeeded in gaining a footing in

part of the second position, namely, the trench des Tantes and even

passed slightly beyond. As soon as General de Villaret, commanding the

VII Corps, learnt of this, he decided to move all his available troops to

the gap, in order to exploit the success. The 402nd Regiment was the

first to arrive, at 3 a.m. on the 29th, and was sent forward in pitch dark-

ness, in the pouring rain, and into unknown ground. It was impossible

to arrange for any co-operation with the units on either side of it. At

day-break, it was surrounded by the Germans, who launched a counter-

attack against the two flanks of the gap.

Further artillery preparation was needed on the whole of the front of

attack, before the infantry would be able to force a wider gap. Units

had to be re-organized, fresh troops brought up and the more exhausted

ones withdrawn, so that it was imperative to call a halt.

Between September 25th and October 5th, ten fresh divisions were

moved towards Champagne, all of which I placed at General de Cas-

telnau’s disposal. After the worn-out troops had been withdrawn, he

still had 35 divisions, namely 17 with the Second Army and 18 with

the Fourth.

The new attack took place on October 6th. The Turcos captured the

Vandales trench, west of the Navarin farm, without firing a shot. They

advanced for about 1000 yards beyond the farm, to which however they

were forced back in the end. A division of the II Corps captured the vil-

lage and Butte de Tahure, and these were the sole results of this new

phase dt the baule.

Ammunition supply was running low, and an extension of the opera-

tions would have entailed a daily expenditure to which our output was

not equal Events were ru^ng to a crisis in the East, where in view

of the recent combined advance of the Germans, Austro-Hungarians

and Bulgarians against the Servians, we were obliged to take aaion.

I stopped the operations.
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While this action was going on^ the Third Army had been making

preparations for an operation west of the Argonne ''to cover and extend

the main atuck/*

The attack, between the Aisne and the Argonne on a front of about

a mile, was carried out by the 128th Division, supported by 28 field and

23 heavy batteries.

Launched on September 25th, at the same hour as the main attack,

it failed completely.

The Tenth Army carried out an attack at 12.15 p.m. on September 25th

with 16 infantry divisions, 2 cavalry divisions and 300 heavy guns. The
objective of this attack has been indicated above.

On the 23rd, a violent storm broke over the Tenth Army sector, where

the advent of bad weather also hindered preparations and air observation,

and rendered movement very difficult in the trenches and on open

ground.

On the left of the attack, the XXI Corps reached the Souchez-Angres

road, while the XXXIII Corps captured Carleul Chateau and the Souchez

cemetery.

In the centre, the advance of the III Corps was more difficult.

On the right, the XII, XVII and IX Corps gained some temporary

successes, but were driven back, by the end of the day, to their original

trenches.

For its part, the British First Army had taken Loos and reached hill 70
and Hulluch.

General Foch was induced by the British successes and the favourable

situation on the left of the Tenth Army to continue the attack during
the 26th, in the Souchez-La Folic region. The whole of Souchez was
captured and a footing gained on the edge of Givenchy wood.
General Foch telephoned me for permission to continue the Tenth

Army s offensive on the 27th. I acquiesced, but only insignificant results

were obtained on that day.

On the same afternoon, the British renewed their offensive cast of
Loos, apparently with satisfactory results. Sir John French wrote me the
same evening pointing out that his reserves were being rapidly used up,
and that it was essential for General Foch to carry out an attack at once,
in conjunction with his right.

I had not sufficient numbers of troops, nor large enough supplies
of ammunition, to continue the battle in Artois without compromising
the success of the one in Champagne which, in my view, was the more
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important. Consequently, I ordered the Tenth Army's attack to be

stopped.

The British divisions had lost two-thirds of their effectives and were

no longer able to carry on an offensive. Sir John might call on his Sec-

ond Army for fresh troops, but they could not arrive for at least 48 hours.

With the object of helping the British, General Foch relieved the

British 47th Division, south of Loos, by the French 152nd Division, on

the night of the 29th/3oth. The remaining divisions of the French IX

Corps subsequently relieved the rest of the British IV Corps, and took

over the task of occupying hill 70, and of prolonging the battle-line to the

West. This made it possible for the British army to renew its attacks

in the direction Loison-Harne-Annay-Pont-i-Vendin.

However, the reliefs were delayed by the bad weather, which pre-

vented any important action from being carried out during the begin-

ning of October.

Some progress was made on September 28th and 29th on the northern

front of the Tenth Army. A footing was gained on Vimy ridge and we

reached hill 140, though we were unable to establish ourselves there. A
further attack was made by the XXI, XXXIII and XII Corps on October

nth, but failed almost entirely.

Accordingly, on the 14th, I issued instructions for the offensive to be

stopped and for the troops to be organized on the captured positions.

On the 13th, the British First Army and the French IX Corps had

renewed their offensive, after having on October 8th and 9th repulsed

very heavy counter-attacks. They reached the Hulluch ridge, but were

unable to establish themselves there. On the 14th, the operations of his

First Army were also definitely stopped by the British Commander-in-

Chief.

This battle in Artois was the last one conducted by Field Marshal Sir

John French in conjunction with myself. It was also the last of a well-

filled career. In December, 1915, he offered his resignation as Com-

mander-in-Chief of the British Armies in France, and his resignation

was accepted. In these Memoirs I have repeatedly referred to Sir John's

gallant and loyal commandership, and I cannot refrain, for the time,

from expressing how deeply I esteemed him, and how much I regretted

to see him depart.

To sum up, the offensive in September and October, 1915, had been

carried out on as large a scale as the size of bur forces would permit:

54 French and 13 British divisions, supported by 1300 French and 300
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British heavy guns, had been engaged on a front of some 56

The ground gained by these gallant troops has been detailed above.

In addition to his heavy losses, the enemy had left in our hands:

25.000 prisoners and 150 guns, captured by the French

3.000 prisoners and 25 guns captured by the British.

Our expenditure of ammunition amounted to:

3.980.000 rounds by the 75 mm. guns

987.000 rounds by the heavy artillery.

Better than any disquisition, these figures show what progress has been

made in the supply of munitions, during this first year of trench warfare.

**The fronts of attack extended:

In Champagne—from Prosnes to the Argonne—31 miles

In Artois—^from La Bass^ to Monchy-aux Bois—^^5 miles (French Tenth Army and

British Army).



CHAPTER IV

THE START OF THE OPERATIONS IN THE
EXTERIOR THEATRES

The Entente confronted by the problem of the conduct of operations—The

Dardanelles Expedition—The Servian catastrophe—The start of the Salonil^a

Expedition

OF THE Powers which, during the last war, constituted the Entente

group, none estimated the extent of the world-wide character which

the conflict would assume. None had, in peace time, taken the requisite

measures for preparing and assuring the direction of matters pertaining

to a coalition. There was, in consequence, an absolute lack of organiza-

tion which weighed heavily on the whole of the first part of the war.

Events themselves finally forced the Allies to a comprehension of the

fact that, without co-ordination, their efforts would be sterile. It was then

that they sought the means for remedying this lack of organization. In

this way, I was led gradually to exercise my action in the exterior

theatres where operations, at the outset, had been characterized by an

entire wdnt of cohesion.

The first part of the war may be said to have extended from August i,

1914, to December 2, 1915, and, during this period, I did not intervene

directly in its general conduct. My functions were, moreover, clearly

delimited in this connection: I was Commander-in-Chief of the Armies

of the North-East. My horizon was bounded by the front which stretched

from the Vosges to the North Sea. I have already shown that my action

in this theatre comprised not only the French armies but also the Belgian

and British; for this I have given just acknowledgment to both the King

of the Belgians and Sir John French. In spite of the title of "Generalis-

simo" with which the latter good-naturedly invested me, it was none the

less a fact that it was in reidity as a counsellor, accepted by the Allies,

that I had several times to express my opinions in regard to certain

operadons.

At the operations devebped, however, it wa made clear that there

365
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were inherent defects in official intervention of this description. Qm-
fronted by an adversary who appeared to have centralized the direction

of the war in the hands of the German Staff, the Allied Governments

were forced to recognize that the incoherence of their efforts constituted

a source of weakness which it was imperative to eliminate.

The French Government, which was constrained by events to embark

on distant operations, in like manner recognized the necessity of placing

the direction of these various enterprises under one authority. It was

this conception, as it developed, which led the French Government, on

December 2, 1915, to appoint me Commander-in-Chief of the French

Armies. This was a first step and obviously the easiest one—since it was

a matter which concerned solely the Government of the Republic—

towards the establishment of a Supreme Command of all the Entente

forces. It was not until April, 1918, that serious reverses on our front

caused the final step to be taken, and then I was personally no longer

concerned.

During the first months of the World Conflict, the only plan of

campaign which the Entente instinctively adopted consisted of arresting

the German flood on the west, while the Russian masses brought all

their weight to bear on the Eastern frontier of the common enemy.
The problem assumed a different aspect at the close of the battle in

the autumn of 1914.

The Germans, at this moment, had been obliged to loosen their grip

on the Western front and were directing their efforts against Russia. The
task of the Allied Armies in the west was perfectly clear; it was to

lighten the pressure oft our Allies in the East by undertaking actions

which would be as powerful as the state of our mat6riel permitted.

This was the essential idea underlying all the offensives which I

conducted after May, 1915, and in which I strove to obtain the participa-

tion of the British and Belgians.

I have said several times that my point of view coincided entirely
with that held by M. Millerand, the Minister of War, and Field Marshal
French, both of whom accorded me their constant support. But, in
respect of the British Government, we had to struggle against various
tendencies, all of them equaUy dangerous. At one time, London main-
tained that it appeared essential to leave sufficient forces in P-nglan,^ to
guard against a possible German invasion. At another. Lord Kitchener
wished to retain a number of divisions at his own disposal in order to
ensure the defence of Egypt or to carry on the Dardanelles campaign.
Again, it was a question of combating in high British circles, a train of
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ideas which had for their origin the tradition that Great Britain has

always brought her weight to bear in a coalition more by reason of her

gold than of her fleet and army. Lord Kitchener was a stubborn man,

and to the weighty arguments which he advanced to the French Gov-

ernment I could merely oppose, with a like stubbornness, those which

I considered desirable in the common interest. The time that elapsed

before military decisions could be taken can be well imagined, when such

widely-separated points of view had, in the flrst place, to be reconciled.

It was equally of advantage to assure the co-operation of the Servian

army.

Following on its brilliant victories in 1914 (the Tser and Roudnik)

this army had passed into a state of almost complete inaction. This in-

action was, in great measure, justified in that it was due partly to the

losses which our Servian allies had experienced in the short and glorious

campaign between August and December, 1914, partly to the epidemic of

typhus which decimated both the army and the civil population, and

partly also to the munitions crisis which the Servian industries were un-

able alone to overcome. I was fully aware of all these difliculties. But the

art of war consists in performing acts which, in normal times, appear

impossible, and I considered that this paralysis of King Peter*s forces

was as dangerous for the Servians as it was for the Entente.

In March, 1915, the Grand Duke Nicholas was preparing for a big

offensive in the Carpathians and he desired that the Servian army should

operate in conjunction with the Russian left which was to debouch in

the plain of Hungary. Some time later, after Italy had decided to enter

the war on our side, she signed a convention^ with Russia, whose object

was to co-ordinate the efforts of these two Powers against Austria.

Servia was invited to subscribe to this convention. In this case, the

Servian army was to co-operate with the Italian right in an offensive

directed on Laybach, instead of acting in combination with the Russian

left. The plan of the Grand Duke Nicholas was, however, brought to

nought by the Russian d^cle which started in the month of May. The

distance of the Servian forces from their proposed objeaive was some

250 miles, and this was sufiicient to cause the Voivode Putnick to draw

back. He had preserved an unhappy memory of the offensive tentatively

launched in Syrmia during the closing weeks of 1914. Servia returned to

her sute of inaction, from which the was only to be aroused by the

catastrophe in the autumn of 1915.

Ai can be seen, each of the Entente countries only engaged in such

* Coiivaitioii ol May at, 1915.
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action as it deemed to be within its powers. The disadvanuges to the

G>alition of the absence of a supreme direaion, which I have just ex-

posed, will be clearly demonstrated by the events in the Dardanelles and

at Salonika, which were to drag the Entente into a scries of complicated

operations, as are all those which have to do with the East.

Germany, for a considerable time before the outbreak of the World

War, had pursued a consistently skilful policy in Turkey, of which she

now reaped the benefits. On August 2, 1914, a Treaty of Alliance was

signed in great mystery between Turkey and the Central Empires. This

did not prevent the Porte from playing a subtle game for the first three

months of the war. Aided by the hesitating policy which was pursued by

England, France and Russia, Turkey was thus enabled to set in motion

the slowly-moving machinery of her mobilization. On October 29th,

Turkish torpedo boats bombarded Odessa, sank a Russian gun-boat and
badly damaged the French liner Portugal

»

This was an act of war which
constrained the Entente to sever relations with the Porte. Turkey’s entry

into the war on the side of the Central Powers was of serious moment,
as it deprived us of our only direct communication with Russia. It was
not long before this was appreciated.

During the month of November, the Russians took the offensive in

the Caucasus and advanced right up to the walls of Erzeroum and the

shores of Lake Van, driving before them the Turkish Third Army. At
the beginning of December, the Dictator, Enver Pasha, left Constant!*

nople in order personally to take command of the Third Army. Himself
taking the offensive, he drove the Russians back, seized Batum, Ardahan
and Sary Kamysh and threatened Kars. The battle to the west of the

Vistula was at that moment in full swing, so that the Russians had no
force available for opposing Enver’s attack. The Czar’s Government then
turned to England.

On January 2, 1913, the Foreign OflSce received a telegram from Sir
George Buchanan, the British Ambassador in Petrograd, to the effect

that the Russian Govcinmcnt desired the Allies “to make a demonstra-
tion somewhere.”

Lord Kitchener was at once consulted and he declared that England
had not enough troops for the essential tasks then in hand so that he did
not sec how she could attempt any important operation against the Turks.
Mr, Winston Churchill, First Lord of the Admiralty, intervened, how-
ever, and a reply was sent on January 3rd to the British Ambassador
“authorizing him to assure the Czar’s Government that a demonstration
would be carried out against the Turks.”
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Mr. Winston Churchill had an idea. In November, 1914, he had had

a plan studied for an operation against the Narrows.. When the Russian

request reached London he saw that a well-directed blow in the Levant

might produce important results. The First Lord of the Admiralty

consulted the naval authorities, some of whom were not only sceptical

but even opposed to a naval operation against the Narrows. The English

Admiral Carden, commanding the Allied squadron blockading the Nar-

rows, was asked his opinion by telegram, and he returned a favourable

reply, though this was modified by reserves.

This was the slender basis on which the decision was taken in London

to organize a naval expedition against the Narrows, with Constantinople

as the final objective.

The Admiralty's plan was submitted on February and to our Minister

of Marine, M. Augagneur, who approved it on the 9th and promised

the assistance of a French squadron commanded by Rear-Admiral

Gu^pratte. On the 19th, a naval action was opened against the defences

at the entry of the Straits, the results of which were at once seen to be

disappointing. On this, British naval experts proclaimed that the Fleet

would not be able to succeed without the aid of land forces. On the other

hand, a modification of the situation in the Balkans appeared probable.

This led various personages in England and France to study the advan-

tages of despatching troops to the East, with the double object of helping

the Servians to take the offensive in Hungary and, by furnishing

M. Venizclos with several divisions, of bringing about the Greek alliance

which he offered us.

On February i6th, urged by these various considerations, the War
Office gave orders for a reserve corps to be concentrated at Lemnos. Lord

Kitchener detailed the Australian-New Zealand Corps (2 divisions)

which was then in Egypt. On March loth, he decided also to send the

29th Division to the Eastern Mediterranean.* The Admiralty, several

days previously, had made preparations for the “Royal Naval Division”

to be embarked for Lemnos. On March 13th, the British Government

placed General Sir Ian Hamilton at the head of these forces.

For its part, the French Government had decided to take its share

of the land operations, just the same as it had consented to co-operate

in the naval aaion. To this end, it had decided to despatch an infantry

division to the East. This principle was decided upon on Fd>ruary 22nd,

and the Minister of War then informed me of it. I replied that it was

* It has been teen in a former chapter that this division was orifinally detailed at

reinforcements fo€ Field Marshal French's armies In Franee.
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impossible to draw this divisbn from the troc^ I was commanding.

At this period, my whole attention was centred on the battle in

Champagne which required the employment of all my resources. In the

event of this battle not succeeding, I foresaw the necessity of undertaking

further operations without delay. From the little I knew of it, the

Dardanelles affair appeared to me, from its very principle, to be con-

structed on a very uncertain basis.

From my experience of Colonial matters, I dreaded to see ourselves

committed to an adventure which, though of modest proportions at the

outset, threatened to carry us much further than we should desire.

Confronted by my refusal, the Minister of War directed the General Staff

to form this division from details drawn from the depots. On March 13th,

a second division was added and the whole of this French Expeditionary

Corps was placed under the command of General d’Amade.

This army amounted to 70,000 men and, while its organization was
proceeding, the Franeo-British Squadron delivered an attack on March
1 8th, as a result of which we lost several ships and barely succeeded in

reaching the entrance to the Narrows.

The haste with which embarkation had been carried out obliged

General Hamilton to disembark his forces in the first place at Alexandria.

From there, he transported them to the Gallipoli peninsula, which Lord
Kitchener had fixed as the first objective. On April 25th, one month
after the naval check. General Hamilton landed his forces at the

extremity of the peninsula, in the face of a Turkish army of 80,000 men,
commanded by the German General Liman von Sanders. In spite of

prodigies of valour, the Allies had conquered by the beginning of May
but a narrow strip of ground. Their situation was rendered all the more
precarious by the enfilade fire of the Turkish artillery posted on the
Asiatic shore. This fire was directed not only on the Allied trenches, but
also on the tiny rear zone in which were accumulated the ambulances,
reserves, ammunition and supplies, and on the make-shift quays where
the lighters discharged.

With a view to extricating themselves from the difficulties in which
they had so light-heartedly engaged, the Government for the first time
turned to me and asked me to nominate a general capable of bringing
this difficult undertaking to a successful conclusion. General Gouraud,
who had been commanding the Colonial Corps for a short whUc, was
at once placed at the disposal of the Minister. The new chief of the
Expeditionary Corps of the East” took over command at the Dardanelles
on May 15, 1915.
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General Gouraud urged most strongly, as indeed had General d*Amade

from the very first days, the necessity of an operation to free the Allied

forces from a situation in which they seemed to be the besieged rather

than the attackers, and to silence the artillery on the Asiatic coast which

was endangering “the very existence of the Expeditionary Corps.**

Two solutions had been advanced.

Having received large reinforcements at the beginning of August, the

British effected a landing at Cape Suvla, which succeeded beyond all

hopes. Two divisions of the British IX Corps found themselves for two

days confronted by a few companies of infantry. However, for reasons

which I do not feel entitled to discuss, our Allies gave the Turks time to

rush up forces which held up the British troops a short distance from

the shore.

The French solution was to land troops on the Asiatic coast. A sub-

sequent advance would have the twofold result of thinning the Gallipoli

front, and of occupying the positions from which the Turkish artillery

was directing fire on the European coast.

For this operation, however, fresh troops were needed. The Minister

had no longer at his disposal any organized force for this indispensable

diversion, so that it became necessary to call on the armies of the

North-East.

These were the conditions under which, for the second time, I was

asked to take a hand in Eastern affairs.

On July 29, 1915, the Minister sent for me to Paris, and explained the

situation to me. I explained my point of view which I confirmed by

letter the sahie day. It was as follows:

The action now going on in the Gallipoli peninsula should not be aban-

doned, but should be carried on with the means required to bring it to a

successful conclusion. At the same time, care must be taken that the situa-

tion in France should not be compromised by untimely withdrawals from that

theatre. At this period, the end of July, 1915, it seemed to me impossible

to withdraw any troops. It would be a different matter in September when
the batde which I proposed to engage in Champagne and Artois had come
to an end. Moreover, an interval of this duration appeared necessary to en-

able a definite plan of operations against Constantinofrfe to be drawn up, and

for preparations to be made. It was clear that our set-backs in the East were

due to defects in the general plan of operations, and to insufBciency of

means. I, therefore, proposed that a rational {^an of operations should be

drawn up and that, with this end in view, an officer of my staff should be

sent to the Dardanelles to esublish contact with the troops and obtain all

necessary information.
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My proposal was not accepted. The Government con^dered that it

was urgently necessary to start operations on the Asiatic coast. General

Sarrail had just been removed from the command of the Third Army,

under conditions which I will explain further on. This, from political

reasons, caused the Government much embarrassment. They decided to

entrust him with the command of the Expeditionary Corps of the East.

Before continuing the account of my activities in regard to Eastern

affairs, it appears advisable at this juncture, to make a digression in

order to relate the case of General Sarrail. When the war broke out, he

had lately taken over command of the VI Corps, which took a brilliant

part in the operations of August, 1914. On August 30th, I placed him in

command of the Third Army, in the place of General Ruffey. In my
account of the battle of the Marne, I have described how my intentions

were not exactly understood by General Sarrail during the operations

between September 5th and 12th. I had several times to remind him

that his operations should support those of the Fourth Army, while he

seemed more preoccupied with maintaining contact with Verdun, which

was quite capable of defending itself. Nevertheless, he emerged with

credit from the difficult situation produced at one moment by the simul-

taneous frontal attack of the German Crown Prince’s army and the

threat to his rear by the German V Corps. On September 17th, therefore,

I expressed my satisfaction, although he had been lacking in vigour in

the pursuit of the rrtreating enemy. On October ist, following on the

recent operations in the Woevre, I again complimented him, which

shows that I bore him no ill-will for the capture by the Germans of

Saint-Mihiel.

But as soon as the front was stabilized, matters of a political and

personal nature took the place of purely military affairs which, up to

then, had sufficed to engage his attention. He received all the Members

of Parliament who passed near him, in particular M. Doumer, to whose

machinations against myself I have already referred.®

'General Sarrail seems to have made an exception only in the case of M. Charles

Humbert.

On March 28, 19x5, the commander of the Third Army wrote me the following

letter: <•)

'*! have the honour to inform you that, as he was proceeding to Verdun, I met M.
Charles Humbert, Senator for the Department of the Meuse, in the main street of Saint-

Menehould. I requested him to leave the town at once, and added that, if he did not

comply with my request, I should be forced to have him removed.

M. Humbert did not insist and left Saint-Mcnehould shortly afterwards.

Sarrail.”

Commander-in-chiefs Strictly Personal File, Volume I, Folder a. Document 63.
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A letter which I received in December, 1914, from General Foch,^ will

give an idea of the preoccupations which filled General SarraiPs mind*

Cassel, December 3, 1914.

General,

A Deputy, vho is also an officer in the Reserve in the Third Army went to

discuss milita y matters with General Sarrail and remained to lunch. Accord-

ing to the Deputy, the General spoke of nothing but pditics, and what
politics!

“Yes,” said the General, “we are headed straight for a dictatorship. When
the Germans give in General Joffre will be promoted Marshal and will hand
over the reins to General Foch. That means the return of imperialism and
the end of the Republic. You arc going to Paris, for the opening of Parlia-

ment. You must remain there, don’t come back. It is essential for the Cham-
ber to remain in session and to see that no coup d’dtat takes place . .

I am sending you this information, which is quite reliable, so that you

may know as much as I do. . . .

I am,

Yours etc.

F. Foch.

To my mind, these were all insignificant details to which I did not

pay more attention than they deserved.

Much more serious was the fact that in the Argon ne, for the defence

of which the Third Army was responsible, things were going from bad

to worse, as I have shown. The way in which our losses mounted up,

the increasing occasions on which we were forced to give ground, all

went to show that we were far from establishing our defences on a solid

basis; that the constant state of instability was demoralizing for the

troops and that no commanding influence was making itself felt.

A period of comparative calm reigned in the Argonne from the

middle of May to June 20th, on which date the enemy resumed his at-

tacks, which were renewed on June 30th and July T2th. His partial

attacks gave way to a system of violent offensives delivered on well-

defined and sufficiently wide fronts and accompanied by a very large

deployment of artillery and a plentiful use of tear and poisonous gases.

In view of the way matters were shaping in this sector, I sent up the

128th Division to reinforce it, followed shortly after by the 15th Colonial

Division.

Sarrail had in the end understood that we should be in a bad way if

the Germans contmued to attack. He requested authority, which was

given him, to strike back by means of a serious offensive, which was

* Commander-in-ChieTs Strictly Personal File, Volume I, Folder 2, Document 16.
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fixed for July 14th. On the 13th, however, he was forestalled by the

enemy, who captured hill 285 in the course of a violent attack on the

Haute-Chevauch^. On the following day our offensive was launched

between the Aisne and the western edge of the Argonne. An immediate

counter-attack drove our troops back to their trenches. A further attempt

in the afternoon suffered the same fate.

Such a situation could not continue without danger. On July 15, 1915,

I wrote to General Dubail instructing him to make a close examination

of the conditions under which the recent actions in the Argonne had

taken place, and to ascertain definitely the causes of our continual

failures. On the same day, I sent him the following strictly personal

letter;®

July 16, 1915.

(Personal)

From: The General Commanding-in-Chief,

To: General Dubail, Commanding the Group of Armies of the East.

In a letter addressed to you today, 1 have requested you to make a close

examination of the conditions under which the recent actions in the Argonne

have taken place, in order to ascertain definitely the causes of our continual

failures.

I wonder, however, if the answer is not to be found higher up, and if

the moral atmosphere in the Third Army is such as to permit the free de>

vdopment of that energy, initiative and devotion which are essential in war.

The matter is a very serious one and must be examined with the greatest

care.

I appointed General Sarrail to the command of the Third Army at a

critical period Since the beginning of the campaign, imdoubted proofs have

many times been given of his force of character, vigour and energy, to which
I have had pleasure in rendering tribute, more especially before and during

the battle of the Marne.

At the same time, the Third Army, since September last, has submitted

to the initiative of an adversary who is not superior in numbers. The Army's
attacks and counter-attacks have never been pushed right home. The im-

pression given has always been one of incomplete preparation and organiza-

tion, accompanied by want of action on the port of the Higher Command.
Hiere has never been attempted a concentration of all available troops and
means, as is constandy practised by the Germans in front of us. The plans

drawn up by the staff are not as a rule suSciendy studied A aecent example
is the study you forwarded me regarding an attack on Montm^dy. Reports
arc always wandng in detail and arc sometimes inexact.

General Sarrail complained to my liaison officer that he was not supplied
with the necessary means to enable him to act. He added, moreover, that

he did not ask for them as he was sure they would be refused. Now, with-

*Coinraaiider-ui^c£'t Strictly Personal File, Volume H, Folder 3, Document 5.
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out any request on his port, the laSth and 15th Divisions and some heavy

artillery were recendy placed at his disposal. I have continued to urge him

to increase his demands for different sorts of ammunition.

Beyond this, all of us are working solely in the higher interests of the

country, and I could not allow any arrihre fensie to exist where the exercise

of command is concerned.

In regard to methods of command, I am informed that the Chief-in-Staff

has never carried out a personal reconnaissance on the ground. It appears also

that he invariably refuses to take any heed of information supplied to him by

liaison officers as to the morale of the troops.

A leader, by his presence alone, is able to watch over affairs, to stimulate

energies and to diffuse confidence, and in this respect also the Commander
of the Third Army seems to be lacking. In too many cases, his relationships

with his subordinates are devoid of that mutual confidence which is in-

dispensable (cf. the Bonfait case).

1 have also heard rumours of several complaints which seem to im[4y
that strict impartiality is not always observed in rewarding acts of courage.

The worth and courage of the commander of the 8th Battalion of Chasseurs

have been well known to everyone for the last 5 months, and it is only by

virtue of his 25 years* service that he has been given the Legion of Honour.

On the other hand, an officer of the Third Army staff, who is said to be

closely connected with the Army Commander, has been twice mentioned

in despatches, and this appears to have produced an unfortunate impression.

Finally, and this is of greater import, the Commander of the Third Army
has not demonstrated to me a sincere wish to keep me informed of the worth

of the generals and corps commanders under his orders, nor has he shown
the independence of character necessary for taking disciplinary measures

himself. He has several times avoided giving me in writing his opinion of

officers who are palpably incompetent.

Taken all together, these facts are such as to weaken the prestige of the

Higher Command, and to undermine that complete confidence which all

under him should have in their chief.

Will you please carry out, with ail discretion, a searching inquiry into

these matters, and inform me in due course of the measures which, in your

opinion, should be taken.

Please consider this letter as strictly personal. You should of course, how-
ever, notify General Sarrail of the inquiry you propose to institute, in so

far as you esteem it necessary.

J. JOFFIX.

The task entrusted to him was carried out by the Commander of the

Group of Armies of the East, with great tact and entire loyalty.® His

^The two Reports called for by Marshal Joffre in his two letters of June i6th were
rendered by General Dubail on July aoth, and are to be found in Appendix Vn, page 607.

In the words ol the Marshal, they deironstrated **clearly and impartially the estiination

in which General Sarrail was held by his chief and also by hb subordinates.**

—

Teams*
LATOE*s Note.
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convictions were well enough known to preclude any accusation against

him of seeking political revenge of his subordinate officer; which would

certainly have been asserted if the Commander of the Third Army had

chanced to find himself under the orders of the Commander of the

Group of Armies of the Centre or the North.

On receiving these two reports, in which General Dubail had so

clearly recorded his opinion, the only thing left for me to do was to

take a decision.

I withdrew General Sarrail from his command and placed him at the

disposal of the War Ministry. I appointed General Humbert to the com-

mand of the Third Army, as General Dubail had recommended. Shortly

afterwards, I remodelled the Army Staff; the Chief of Staff was appointed

to command a brigade and I replaced him by the Assistant Chief. Gen-

eral Duchene, commanding the XXXII Corps, was likewise relieved of

his command. It will be remembered that, in writing of the crisis in the

Second Army on the Somme at the beginning of October, 1914, I had

occasion to speak in terms of praise of this officer. In order not to lose

his services, I placed him in command of the II Corps and appointed to

the XXXII Corps in his stead General Berthelot, whose optimism and

intelligence could not fail to be beneficial to troops who for so long had

lived in an atmosphere of constraint.

I will now close this digression which, to the uninstructed reader,

may appear to be supererogatory.

I have dealt at some length with the reasons underlying my decision

to relieve General Sarrail of his command because he had many friends

in political circles, and these latter at once proclaimed that an injustice

had been committed. They refused to look upon it in any other light

than a manifestation of spite.

I have already explained how I searched my conscience every time I

was obliged to place at the Minister’s disposal a general who had done

good work. Opposed as I always have been, and still am, to ail disputes,

I have confined myself to reproducing General Dubail’s reports in full.

These show that it was for purely military reasons that action was taken

in regard to General Sarrail, and then only after full consideration had

been given to exhaustive reports from a commander whose uprightness

and independent judgment have never been brought into question.

However, it was not possible at the time to publish the reason which

led to my decision. Sufficient embarrassment was caused the Minister

by the protests with which General Sarrail’s friends at once bombarded

him.
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I have shown how the Dardanelles affair had now reached a dead-

!ock» and how the Government had decided to form an army for

operations on the Asiatic side of the Straits. The commander of this

future army had not yet been nominated. The Government made no

attempt to go deeply into my reasons for having relieved General Sarrail

of his command. Evincing still less desire to ascertain whether or not

he possessed the necessary qualifications for such a delicate task, they

nominated him Commander of the Army of the East. So far as 1 was

concerned I had nothing to say—the Army of the East was not under

my command—-and I said nothing. But it will be seen further on that

the Government’s decision was to react most unfortunately on every

one, and more especially on the successful outcome of this army’s

operations.

As soon as he had been nominated, General Sarrail established his

headquarters in Paris in the Victor-Durny College (formerly used by

General Gallieni during the battle of the Marne) and began at once

the study of the projected operations.

In the meantime, the Government demanded my opinion more and

more frequently.

During the meeting of the Council of Ministers on July 31, 1915, the

President of the Republic asked me if the military situation warranted a

certain number of divisions of the armies of the North-East being ear-

marked for operations in the Dardanelles. In my reply of August 3rd,

I pointed out the probability of the German forces in France being

greatly reinforced in the near future, that the highly favourable situa-

tion produced on the Western front by the Polish operations would be

of short duration, and that advantage ought to be taken of this situation.

Under these conditions, no action in the East should be contemplated for

at least 6 weeks. A delay of this extent was necessary for reaching agree-

ment with our Allies, for drawing up a plan and for concluding the

preparations for an operation which presented ail the characteristics of

an important Colonial undertaking.

When the matter was submitted to me again, on August 28th, during

a conference at the Elys&, I agreed in principle to the withdrawal from

my armies, as from September 22nd, of the 4 divisions which General

Sarrail considered necessary to ensure the success of his operations on the

Asiatic coast. On August 24th, however, I received a Note drawn up by

General Sarrail, from which I perceived that his plan had not been

drawn up, that no decision had been arrived at as to the number of

divisions which would be necessary for the completion of the mission
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assigned to the future Army of the East, and that the conditions under

which the expedition was to be organized had not been defined. To put

it shortly, General Sarrail had merely carried out, in his headquarters

at the Victor-Durny College, a theoretical and superficial study of the

question. I at once instructed my staff to draw up a very concise Note,

which was dated August 31st. In this, after making allowance for pos-

sible action on the part of the Turks, and for the conditions to which

the disembarking troops would be exposed, the conclusion arrived at

was that the 4 divisions, which General Sarrail had asked for, would be

totally inadequate, and that 8 would bo necessary if success was really

intended. These would be in addition to Line of Communication troops

and to the 2 French divisions already at the Dardanelles. I was, therefore,

led to reiterate my former argument, and to request that no move should

actually be made until a proper plan of operations had been drawn up,

which it was for General Sarrail to do after having carried out an ex-

haustive study on the ground itself. In view of these considerations, and

also of the delay in the preparation of the Anglo-French offensive (which

I reported at a further meeting at the Elys6e on September 2nd) I re-

quested that the 4 divisions to be taken from the North-eastern theatre

should not be placed at the Minister’s disposal before the beginning

of October.

My Note was forwarded on September ist, but it did not change the

point of view of the Government who, however, did approve the de-

parture of the 4 divisions being postponed as proposed. The necessary

agreement was sought with the British Government in regard to the

transport of the French reinforcements, the organization of the com-
mand and the selection of a naval and military base distinct from that

which served the Franco-British forces in the Dardanelles.

In order to settle these various questions, a conference was hdd at

Calais on September nth between M. Millerand, General Sarrail and
myself, on the one hand, and, on the other. Field Marshals Kitchener
and French and General Wilson.

At the close of a confused discussion, no clear conclltsiotit were arrived

at: no decision was reached as to the numbers reqniicd for the new
operation. The problem of command was settled by the dangerously
elastic formula of having a British Commander on one side of the nar-

row arm of the sea, and a Frenchman on the other. There was to be
complete liaison and entire independence.” Finally, it was agreed that

the operation could not be undertaken before the offensives which were
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then in course of prq>aration in France^ and that the Admiralties were to

be ready to carry out the transport erf the troops as from October loth.

Now that this last point was settled, the Minister of War, acting

in the name of the Government, instructed me on September 14th to

assemble the 4 divisions withdrawn from the North-eastern front at

Marseilles on the appointed date.

I considered it my duty to protest once more. On September 20th I

made it clear that, in view of the operations then going on, I could not

state the exact date on which the 4 divisions could be assembled at

Marseilles. I forwarded to the ComitS d*Etudes de la Defense Rationale

a Note in which I emphasized the risks attaching to an operation on the

Asiatic coast with a force of only 6 divisions, and drew the Minister’s

attention to the expenditure in men and ammunition which would result

from this undertaking especially, as seemed probable, if fresh forces were

shown later on to be required. “Responsible as I am for the defence of

National territory, I consider that I should be guilty of culpable weakness

if I did not warn the Government of the dangers of an undertaking which

may deal a fatal blow to the sacred interests which are in my charge.”

But events themselves had already provided a tragic solution to the

problem.

On September 22nd, Bulgaria mobilized. A totally unexpected des-

tination was to be assigned to the French Army of the East. The

Entente had once again been forestalled by its adversaries.

It has been said, since the beginning of 1915 ,

1

had been preoccupied by

Servians attitude of inactivity. On June 24th, I had written to the Minister

saying:

At the beginning of the war in 1914, operations were carried out in ac-

cordance with plans which were drawn up by agreement between France,

Russia and England. This is no longer the case in regard to the present

phase of the war, which is being waged under entirely different conditions.

The relations between the Allies themselves, and with Italy, who has lately

ranged herself on our side, remain cordial; but each army operates on its

own account, without any general co-ordination.

The impression is gaining ground that the Allies are not “directing” the war.

In a conversation with Major Langlois, our Liaison Officer in Russia, the

Grand Duke Niched expressed this opinion. M. de Brocqueville has re-

cendy done the same, and a letter from the Italian Government to our
Foreign Minister shows that they hold similar views.

It would appear that this sute of affairs could be remedied in the following

manner:

The French Government should propose to the Allied Powen that the

higher direction of the war should he centralized at French General Head-
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quartert^ where plans for combined action and instructions for operations

would be drawn up.

Each Power would detail a general officer to be attached to the Com-
mander-in^^hief of the French forces. The mission of these officers would
be to supply the French Command with exact information regarding the

situation of their own armies (numbers of effectives, ammunition supply,

state of the theatre of operations, etc. . . .) and then to transmit the ^ans
and instructions drawn up by the French Command.

On June 29th, returning to the charge, I wrote the Minister the fol-

lowing letter:—

The necessity for a directing authority for the Coalition will never seem
more evident than it does at the moment.
The retreat of the Russian armies has produced a strong impression on

our other Allies.

Under various pretexts, the Servian Army remains inactive. The Italian

armies fear that they will not be supported by the Servians and, in their turn,

are forsaking the offensive for the defensive. In England, Lord Kitchener and
part of the Government recommend the adoption of a purely waiting attitude.

If these attitudes are persisted in, they may have most serious results for the

Coalition. It is essential that they should be strongly opposed . . .

Would it not be better at once to take the lead instead of simply advancing
the theory that a directing organ is essential? The matter is pressing. With
each week that passes, the danger of Russia being isolated is increased, and
the future movements of the Austro-Gcrmans arc faciliuted. . . .

I maintained that although diplomatic action could support our action

in relation to the Commanders-in-Chief of the Allied Armies, it could

not take the place of such action and so would be inoperative. I admitted

that a general meeting of Commanders-in-Chief, or their represenutives,

would tpke a long time to organize and would, of itself, be of little

use. I, therefore, suggested that advantage should be taken of Lord
Kitchener’s forthcoming visit to France to invite at the same time in
accredited representative of the Italian command, perhaps General Ca-

dorna himself. A conference might then be assembled to study how help

could best be accorded to Russia, and the succession of German victories

over our Eastern Ally brought to a stop.

It was under these conditions that the Allied Conference took place

at Chantilly on July 7, 1915, representing the first real effort to obtain

co-ordinated action by the coalition Powers.

M. Millerand presided, and he at once requested me to explahl^^e

object of the meeting.

I first of all propounded my fundamental idea, which was that the

war could only be decided in the large theatres of operations, and chat
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it was there that efioits must be made. I next enunciated as a principle

that the most favourable conditions leading to victory would be created

when all the Allied armies were in a position to undertake a vigorous

offensive at one and the same time. I admitted that the actions dt aU

must be synchronized as far as possible, but asserted that the army which

sustained the main weight oi the enemy's forces ought to be able to count

on the assistance, in the form of vigorous offensives, the other armies.

I stated, in conclusion, that it appeared to me that the Franco-British

and Italo-Servian armies were bound in honour, as by their own inter*

ests, to be prepared to launch a powerful offensive at the earliest pos-

sible moment.

No voice was raised in opposition to my statement. In the course of

the Conference, the view was unanimously held that while the opera-

tions in the Eastern theatre were being pursued the other armies should

act on the following lines:

The French forces should continue their local actions and renew their con-

tinued offensive as soon as possible.

The British forces^ reinforced by new divisions, should co-operate in the

French operations.

The Belgian army would co-operate so far as its means permitted.

In the Italo-Servian Theatre:

The Italian armies should develop as rapidly as possible the offensive

which they had originated in the direction of Laybach-Villach.

The Servian army should co-ordinate its operations with those of the Italians.

It has been shown that, by naeans of their powerful offensives in Sep-

tember, these decisions were carried out in their entirety by France and

Great Britain.

Italy did not succeed in obtaining the results which had been ex-

pected from her entry in the struggle. Her efforts were checked by the

unfavourable form of her frontiers, the defensive organisuitions set up

by the Austrians and the nature oi the ground, with the result that the

army on the Isonzo immobilized on its front an ever-increasing number

of enemy forces.

On the other hand,.Servia did not judge it possible to act in accord-

ance with the established programme. She continued to observe her

pdicy of inaction, her efforts being limited to anxiously watching Bul-

garia, who was imperceptibly drawing closer to the Central Powers.

Although I was unsuccessful in getting the Servian Army to resume

active opetations, it seemed to me that there was a posailMlity of our
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being called upoOt at tome date, to undertake operaticms in the Balkans.

1, therefore, wrote to the Minister of War on August 4, 1915, to point

out the important rdle which might devolve upon the Servian railways

and especially the lines leading from Servia towards Uskub and Russia.

In my opinion, if these lines were to be improved, action on the fol>

lowing lines was necessary:

In Greece, diplomatic action with a view to removing Austrian personnel

which was maintained on some of the lines

—

In Servia, the despatch of a directing staBf and personnel for construction

and repairs, and the provision of railway material and motor vehicles

—

In Roumania, similar action as soon as possible.

As a result of these observations, the Minister of War sent a mission

to Servia, headed by Colonel Bousquier, which was to operate at once

in, that country and, subsequently, in Roumania.^

In the month of August, 1915, after a short intermission, M. Venizelos

had resumed the reins of office in Greece. On September 21st, having

learnt that the Bulgarian cavalry was moving towards the frontiers, he

sent for the French and British Ministers. He informed them that King

Constantine and General Dousmanis, Chief of Staff of the Greek Army,

were of opinion that, under the existing circumstances, Greece should

not consider herself bound by the treaty of June i, 1913. By the terms

of this treaty, Servia and Greece undertook to come to each other’s aid,

with all their military forces, in the event of cither being atucked by a

third Power. The King’s argument was that Servia was already obliged

to oppose her forces to those oi the Austro^jermans, so that it was im-

possible for her to effect the concentration of 150/xx) men against Bul-

garia, as she had undertaken to do in the event of a common war against

that Power. This was a prudent though ^iccious argument, and ML
Venizelos recognized the force of it, provided that aid was not obtainable

elsewhere commensurate with that which was not forthcoming from
the Servian Army. Were France and England prepared to furnish

this aid? This question was at once transmitted to London and Pari%
whence replies came that the desired assistance would be seat So fyfM
France was concerned, the Government decided on OA to
despa^ one of the two divisions, destined for the I3ardanelle% to
Salonika. At the same time, I was instructed by the Minister to move a
mixed brigade, drawn from the Annies of the North-East, to the camp

Stpttsoher 22, 1915, that k to sty at the wy
^******^^ Bulgana took the field agaiiist Serna.
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at La Valbonne^* with a view to its despatch to Servia. In this manner we
were committed, for the second time, to a distant expedition without

preparations and without any concerted action. It is true that the opera-

tion was forced on us, but it was impossiUe to arrive at any exact estima-

tion of its consequences. From the very outset, the operations in Sabnika

were to reflect tl^ faulty conditions under which they were initiatecL

On October 5th, the first French troops, consisting of the X56th Di-

vision from the DardancDes under the command of General Bailloud,

disembarked at Salonika. As had been arranged, the Greek Government

made a fcx-mal protest against this violation of its territory. On the 3rd,

the Government appointed General Sarrail to the command of the Army
which was to operate in the Balkans, so that the idea of ah operation on

the Asiatic coast of the Dardanelles was definitely buried. General Sar-

rail arrived at Salonika on October 12th, accompanied by the leading

troops of the 57th Division, which, under orders from the Minister,

had been detailed by me for the East.

On the hypothesis that the Servian army would hold the 2x>ne

Nich-Kniajevatz-Pirote-Leskovatz, and that Greece would at least assure

her frontier against Bulgaria, General Sarrail contemplated concentrat-

ing his army in the area Pirote, Uskub, Velj^. The idea was for this

army to march on Sofia, supported on its right by a British Corps advanc-

ing up the Struma. General Sarrail calculated that, for this operation,

three French Army Corps would be necessary, in addition to 30/)oo

British troops.

As had b^n the case in respect of his plan for the Dardanelles opera-

tions, the Commander of the Army of the East had drawn up his {rfan

on a purely theoretical basis, which took no account of the actual situa-

tion of the Servians and Greeks, nor what could be accomplished by the

French and British Staffs.

On the very day that our first troops set foot on Greek soil, King Con-

stantine refused to approve the policy of his Minister, who once again

fell from power. Greece declared her neutrality, and we were deprived

of the aid of i^ofioo Greek soldiers.

In regard to the Servian Army, our military attach^ made urgent

representations that it should draw nearer to us, and combine iu opera-

tions with ours. Their Commander-in-Chief, however, the Voivode Put-

nick, strongly upheld the plan which comprised the occupation of a de-

fensive position facing north and east to cover Old Servia, their right

flank and rear being covered by an advance of the Allies on New Servia.

*Ncar Lyom,
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Thii ccmception was untamount to a refusal to appreciate the diffi-

culties with which we were confronted. The result of it was seen on

October 22nd when the Bulgarians had pushed up to Uskub and

thus cutting the Servians* communications with Salonika. These com-

munications were never again re-esublished.

So far as we in France were concerned, I have related earlier on how,

at the beginning of October, 1915, our offensives in Champagne and

Artois were in full swing. I have also shown how I had always objected

to our forces, which were already much reduced, being wasted on exterior

theatres, I appreciated the urgency of affording support to the Servians,

but I considered that this should be limited to assuring their line of

retreat and, in addition, to barring the road to Constantinople to our

enemies. In my judgment, this could be sufficiently effected by holding

Salonika and the line from there to Uskub, for which 150,000 Franco-

British troops would suffice. These forces should be obtained from the

Dardanelles Expeditionary Force, and this would have the twofold ad-

vantage of shortening the length of transport and of providing a plausible

pretext for the evacuation of the peninsula, which would thus take the

form of a manoeuvre and not that of a retreat.

Unfortunately, my opinion ran counter not only to the Servian con-

ception, over which I could exert no influence, but also to the thesis to

which birth had just been given in London. Lord Kitchener had not yet

made up his mind to abandon the Dardanelles, and with the idea of

aiming a decisive blow at Austria he did not wish to undertake the

Salonika expedition except with very large forces.

It was decided, in Paris, to wait no longer but to despatch at once 3

infantry^ and 2 cavalry divisions, in all 64,000 men.

Measures were then taken with a view to reaching agreement with

the British in regard to the numbers to be furnished by them and by us,

to the arrangements to be made by the two Fleets for transport, and to

the nature of the operatons to be undertaken.

On October 5th, a conference was held at Calais between the British

and French Naval and War Ministers. In addition to the loth Division,

which was already en route for the Balkans, Kitchener promised to send

3 divisions which would be withdrawn from the French fiont at the

conclusion of the offensive which the British were carrying out with us.

Agreement was easily reached as to the distribution of transports be-

* Including the t56th Division (Bailloud) which had already reached Salonika and the

57th Division (Leblois) then en route. The third division sent was the 122nd (Genetil

de LardemeUe).
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tween the British^ French and Italian navies, but none could be arrived

at in regard to the nature of the operations.

On October 7th, MM. Vivian! and Augagneur went to London.

Kitchener, who viewed the matter on a still larger scale, maintained his

ori^nal conception. No agreement could be reached, so Kitchener and

Vivian! crossed the Channel again and arrived on the 8th at my head-

quarters at Chantilly. The Field Marshal explained his theory, which

was to assemble 400,000 men in the Balkans in order to crush Austria.

Laying aside for the moment the difficulties of moving and supplying

such a large army in a country devoid of roads and railways, I agreed

that, if it were absolutely necessary, the British Government should draw

on Lord French’s army for these forces, provided that they were at once

replaced by other divisions from England. Kitchener’s reply was that

the young soldiers under training were not yet ready for war service.

The meeting broke up without it having been possible to harmonize

the two points of view.

Negotiations, however, were continued between Paris and London and,

on October 19th, England agreed to supplement the 3 French* divisions

by 5 British ones.^^ But the British Government had gone forward un-

willingly ever since it found that the general aspect of the affair no

longer corresponded with its wishes. It decided, unexpectedly, that the

divisions should move in the first place to Egypt, with the object of

awaiting further developments and also of ensuring the protection of that

country against a Turkish attack which had begun to be expected.

On October 14th, however, the French troops had entered New Servia.

They had reached Krivolak, at the junction of the Vardar and the Cerna,

and had established contact with a small Servian detachment which was

holding Vel^, but which was already cut off by the Bulgarians from its

main body.

The delay on the part of the British Government threatened to com-

promise the hazardous situation of our divisions and to precipitate the

Servian catastrophe.

At the request of the French Government, I made repeated efforts,

between October aoth and 28th, to get the British divisbns despatched.

With this object, I went to see Sir jeffin French but, as I failed to see

any officer with real authority, 1 could obtain no ckfinite reply, and

rqx>rted accordingly on the 37th to the Minister of War.

The Government then requested me to proceed to London to obtain

^The loch Divisaon wm atrcMlr on the way. The ocher 4 were » ioUow at dose

iscervals.
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a definite and unequivocal decision. I was received on October a^th by

the War Committee and was fi)rtunate enough to secure the formal

adhesion of the British Government^ and the undertaking that sufficient

troops would be moved to the East, without any further delay, to bring

the total effective strength of the Expeditionary Corps up to 150,000

men.

On October 31st, therefore, the question of the constitution of the

Franco-British Army of the East was finally settled. But there had been

a delay of more than a month, at a period when the situation, from day

to day, was becoming more and more unfavourable to us.

This was not the end of my endeavours to obtain the cooperation of

our Russian and Italian Allies in an effort to save the unfortunate Servian

Army.

On October X3th, I had already sounded General Alcxeicff, Chief of

Staff to the Czar, on the subject, and I renewed my request at the close

of the London Conference.

As regards Italy, I telegraphed General Cadorna, suggesting co-

operation by both Albania and Salonika, and General Gouraud, who
proceeded to Italy, was instructed to press this point.

Neither of these two suggestions was favourably received.

Russia did not consider it possible to obtain help from Roumania,

nor even to exert pressure on her to allow the Russian army assembled

in the Odessa region free passage across Roumanian territory.

In spite of General Cadorna*s agreement in principle, Italy would
not approve the despatch of any troops to Salonika. Her action was
limited to sending a division and a half to hold Durazzo and strengthen

the forces occupying Valona. She gave it to be understood that the

difference of opinion between France and England appeared to preclude

the idea of a combined plan, in which she might have co-operated.

As can be seen, I had very great difficulty in co-ordinating the general

efforts of the Coalition. But, most paradoxical all, I could exert no direct

action on the conduct of the (operations in the Balkans of which the

opening was attended by so many difficulties. An indication <jf the Inter-

Allied chain of command at Salonika will suffice to make thjje clear.

General Sarrail, commander-in-chief of the Army of the East, was not

under my orders. He was directly under the Minster of War, and I

could act merely by suggestions and advice addressed to the Government
General MalK>n, ctmmanding the British xoth Dividon,^^ who was

“The lOth Divitioii b'ul been relieved at Suvla and leot to Satonika. ft was coiutdcaed
W the War Ofioe at a detarhment from the DaidaaeUet Annjr.
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exercising the Inter*Allied command at Salonika at the beginning of

November, 1915, was under the orders of General Munro> commanding

the Allied Army in the Dardanelles, who^ in his turn, corresponded direa

with the War OflSce.^*

It is evident that this extraordinary organization was full of com-

plications.

I did not, however, consider that I was justified in taking no further

interest in this affair, in spite of the disheartening difiBculties which were

thus created for me. By virtue of my position vis-i-^s the Allied com-

mands and governments I was invested with an authority which it would

have been criminal not to exert in the ccMnmon interest.

On November ixth, I forwarded to the French Government a general

survey of the situation in the East. I showed that the Servian Army, al-

ready cut off from Salonika, was in a critical situation; but that, notwith-

standing this, it was necessary to persevere with our plans for its support.

At the same time, the security of the Lines of Communication of the

Allied Expeditionary Corps should be assured by energetic action against

Greece, whose attitude was becoming increasingly suspicious.

On the 14th, 1 returned to the same question and sent the Government

a Note containing a complete plan of action against that Power which

I proposed for eventual adoption. I asserted that the acts of King Con-

stantine’s Government would only become dangerous in so far as we

tolerated them, and that we possessed all necessary means for exerting

the most complete and efficacious pressure.

In my Notes of November 21st and 24th, which served as a basis for the

proposals made by the Section d'Etudes^ I most strongly emphasized the

necessity of obtaining, without any delay, the consent of the Greek

Government to defensive works being started at Salonika, which were

essential if the Franco-British Army of the East was to have a secure base.

Finally, on November 25th, to provide for failure of our effiorts to

rescue the Servian Army, or for this Army being forced to retreat into

the mountains of Albania, I requested the Minister to take all the neces-

sary steps to organize reception centres on the Adriatic coast, and to

establish food depots along ^e lines of retreat of King Peter’s Army.

On November 18th, the Voivode Putnick had made a desperate

effort in the neighbourhood oi Katchanik to re-establish his communica-

tions with General Sarrail’s army. On the 22nd, he relinquished the idea

of fidling back on Monastir and decided to withdraw to the Adriatic

coast In the course of this frightful retreat through a desolate and road-

^Gcaenl Munro had lateljr repUoed General HamilttMi la the Dardaadtea.
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lets country, the whole of the artillery and train was lost, and the Army

reached Saint*)ean-de«Medua, where we collected it, in an exhausted

sute, dying of hunger and decimated by typhus.

During the first fortnight in Novem^r, General Sarrail had endeav-

oured to assume the offensive north of the junction of the Verna and

the Vardar, but as soon as he learnt of the Servian Staffs decision, he

once more took up a defensive attitude. Shortly afterwards, on December

xst, he started his retreat to the Greek frontier which he reached, without

excessive loss, on December 12th.

In the meantime, under the influence of the King, the attitude of

Greece was rapidly transformed from a malevolent neutrality into a

thinly disguised hostility. On November 5th, M. Zaimis, who had suc-

ceeded M. Venizelos and who still maintained a certain correctness with

us, fell in his turn. He was followed by M. Skouloudis, who had no

longer any doubts as to the eventual defeat of the Entente, with whom he

considered he was entitled to deal as he chose. On the 9th, he informed

M. Guillemin, the French Minister in Athens, that the Greek Govern-

ment had decided to disarm and intern all the Servian, French and

British troops which set foot on Greek territory.

This was a grave threat, and the danger was a serious one; 9 Greek

divisions had just completed their concentration, 5 in the Salonika region,

3 to the east of the Struma and i at Fiorina.

I had foreseen this danger and there was only one means of escaping

it, namely, by force. The French Government understood as much and,

after a short hesitation, so did the British.

On November 23rd, a Note was presented to the Greek Government,

in which a policy of benevolent neutrality was insisted upon, in accord-

ance with repeated promises. To support this demand, an Allied squadron

had been concentrated two days previously at Milo, under the command
of the French Vice-Admiral Le Bris.

On the 24th, Greece gave way, and M. Guillemin at once formulated

a series of demands: withdrawal of Greek troops from Salonika, the

railway and roads leading to the frontier to be at the entire di^x>sal of

the Allies, the right to construct a systemi of defences at Salonika, etc.

At the close of a long discussion on December 5th, the King in-

structed Lieutenant-Colonel Pallis to proceed to Salonika and to come

to an arrangement with General Sarrs^ respecting the execution of our

demands.

The que^on of Greece’s attitude was thus settled at the very last

moment, but there sdll arose the fmblem of the future emfdoyment of
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the AUied Anny in the East. In this matter, a divergence of opinion was
' once more manifested.

In France, we considered it essential to maintain the Army there.

There were many arguments in support of this. For instance, to abandon

Salonika was to acknowledge a check more serious than that of the

Dardanelles; it would cause the Balkan Powers, which were stiH neutral,

to range themselves on the side of the Austro-Germans. To remain there

meant arresting the Drang nach Osten, the future would not be com-

promised, we should have a base for later offensives, and it provided the

only practical means of resuscitating the Servian Army.

It was held in London that there was nothing further to be done at

Salonika, and that the Army ought to leave without delay. Arguments

were not wanting in support of this theory. A Turkish attack against

Egypt was expected at any moment; in Lord Kitchener’s opinion, 15

divisions were necessary to meet it; as these troops could not be sup-

plied in time from France or England, he esteemed it essential to obtain

them from Salonika and the Dardanelles.

On December ist, the British War Council, basing its decision on these

considerations, decided in favour of evacuation. At the same time, it

stipulated, as an essential condition, that the Greek Army should deny

the Austro-Germans access to Greek territory. This decision was com-

municated the same day to M. Briand, the French Prime Minister, by

Lord Bertie, the British Ambassador to France. At M. Briand s request,

the Ambassador telegraphed in the evening to his Government **the

effect amounting to consternation” which had just been produced by his

communication.

On December 3rd, at a meeting of the British Cabinet, Lord Kitchener

again expounded the point of view of the Imperial General Staff, and

gave his opinion in favour of immediate evacuation. He threatened to

resign rather than to lend himself to an operation which he considered

certain to lead to disaster. Sir Edward Grey, the Foreign Minister, was

confronted by two absolutely conflicting sets of opinions, both categori-

cal and diametrically opposed, the one to the other. However, as in his

judgment it was more particularly a military question, he proposed to

the French Government that a conference should be assembled without

delay at which the military experts could expound their respective views.

The Conference was held the following day, December 4th, at Calais.

I attended in company with M. Briand. The discussion that ensued was

most confused. Everyone maintained his own standpoint. The British,

on taking their departure, declared that the Expeditionary Corps must
01
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be rC'Cmbarked with all speed. The War Office at once despatched orders

for this, and the Foreign Office communicated the decision to Sir Francis

Elliott, the British Minister in Athens. We succeeded in getting this de-

cision postponed: the Allied Staffs met again at Chantilly, when agree-

ment was eventually reached on this thorny question.

I have related how, as far back as Jun^ 1915,

1

had recommended that

each of the Allied Armies should be permanently represented at my

headquarters by a general officer. Furnished in this way with the

requisite information, I would he able to co-ordinate the military action

of the Coalition. I reverted to this question in November, and proposed

that a meeting should be held at Chantilly of commanders-in-chief or

their representatives. The main d>ject of this conference was to draw up

a plan for concerted action, to which all the Allies would conform.

My proposal was favourably received and the meeting was held at

Chantilly on December 6, 7 and 8, 1915.

1

have given in a later chapter

the detailed report of the meetings held at this important conference,

which marks a vital date in the history of the conduct of the war. It is

sufficient to note here that I succeeded in obtaining unanimous approval

to the principle of complete and immediate evacuation of the Gallipoli

peninsula. In regard to Salonika, all the Allied representatives, with the

exception of the British military ones, were of opinion that the Franco-

British Expeditionary Corps ought to be maintained in the Salonika

region. All, including the British, admitted, as a measure of urgency and

without prejudice to future decisions, the organization of an entrenched

camp at Salonika.

In this manner, the Dardanelles Expedition was liquidated, and under

the least unfavourable conditions. If it had succeeded, it would probably

have changed the whole character of the war; as it was, faulty organiza-

tion and incoherent development had brought about its failure.

So far as* Salonika was concerned, the Entente, owing to want of

decision, had not been able to prevent the Servian disaster. Our future

liberty of action in the Balkans was, however, preserved by the decision

which I had just obtained.^*

“See Appendix to Pan IV, page 616.
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CHAPTER V

WAR AND POLITICS

I
CANNOT fittingly bring to a close my narrative of the events of

1915, without describing my relations during the period with members

of Governments and the political world.

I have shown several times how important was the part played by

M. Millerand, Minister of War from August 26, 1914, to October 30,

1915, in the vital matter of the execution of our munitions programme.

Confronted as he was by difficulties which technicians regarded as insur-

mountable, by ever-recurring and ever-increasing difficulties, not once did

he despair of success. He took every opportunity of showing his con-

fidence in me, a confidence which never waned. Furthermore, as par-

liamentary opinion became more anxious and more insistent, all the more

firmly and consistently did he defend my liberty of action, for which it

gives me great pleasure once more to express my gratitude.

When the Briand ministry was formed on October 31, 1915, without

him, as I shall relate further on, he came to lunch at my headquarters

at Chantilly. Quite calmly, he told me that he departed without any

bitterness, and with the knowledge of having performed good work

for the country. "On September 26, 1914, one month after I became Min-

ister,” he said, "12,000 shell of 75 mm. were being manufactured daily.

You will remember how I called a meeting of manufacturers and how I

asked for 50,000. They all, without exception, replied that it was impos-

sible. Now, at the present moment, the output is 150,000 a day, and all

the 75 mm. gun material (to speak of that alone) is going to be renewed.”

The following day, M. Millerand resumed his barrister’s robe and re-

turned to his law practice.

After the Battle of the Marne, all the politicians who came to my
headquarters, Briand, Sembat, Barthou, Etienne, de Freycinet, Sarraut

(to mention only the principal ones), re-echoed the confidence which was

reposed in me by the country and the Parliament. This confidence was

necessary if I was to support the crushing responsibilities with which 1

was burdened. It was still further increased by the moral authority which
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I had acquired pis-i<>is our Allies, from the Belgians and British beside

us to the Servians and Russians far away. The highest orders were be-

stowed on me by our Allies; Knight Grand Cross of the Order of the

Bath, Cross of St. George, Grand Cordon of the Order of Leopold, all

of which, in my person, brought honour to the whole of the French

Army. Apart from these, however, I have described the friendly rela-

tions which were established between Field Marshal French and myself

and how, in the absence of any official convention, our operations were

thereby benefited. What I have said of Lord French, I can repeat in

regard to King Albert, who ncgleacd no opportunity of evincing his

confidence in me, and demonstrating the friendship with which he hon-

oured me, and which he has been gracious enough to continue.

I venture to give here a few examples.

In a letter written to one of my officers on August 30, 1915, by Colonel

Genie, French Military attache to the King, the following passage occurs:

. . the Prince (sic) of Teck^ invited me to lunch today, and talked

all the time about the King of the Belgians’ tour in France. It appears

that the King gave him a wonderful description. What seems to have

impressed the King more than anything else, according to the Prince of

Teck, was the sort of veneration in which the General-in-Chief was obvi-

ously held by everyone, from private soldiers up to Generals. . .

In the month of December, a similar note was sounded, this time in

an official document. The Foreign Minister forwarded me a report,*

communicated by M, Klobukowski, French Minister to Belgium, which

read as follows:

Having learnt of my arrival on December 8th, the King was good enough
to signify that he would receive me in the afternoon. He has always received

me very cordially, but this time I noted a sentiment of affection which touched

me very much.

On behalf of the Commander-in-Chief, Colonel G^nie had just placed on
the King’s table an album of photographs containing a record of his visit to

our front. “This is a souvenir that I prize very highly,” said the Kii^*

“When I look at these photographs, 1 live over again a period fuK of

nothing but satisfactory impressions. The bearing of the French Arojgr Ihu
astounded me. The whole history of the world contains no such^Dioture

of soldiers after a year’s war—and what a war!—so fit, $0 keen attd So full

of typical French good humour. To see them in such wonderful form, and
to remember what terrible trials they have undergone, there can be no

’ Brother>in-]aw of the King of England.
* Conrimander-in-Chief's Strictly Personal File, Volume 11, Folder Document 19.

•Report No. 367 dated December 16. 1915* from M. Klobukowski, French Minister to

Belgium, to M. Brand, Prime Minister and Minister for Foreign Affairs.
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doubt what victory will be theirs. Really, France seems to me to have put

forth a superhuman e£Fort. The heaviest weight of the campaign has been

supported by her, and with an energy and mastery that cannot be highly

enough praised.**

Then, as was natural, the King went on to discuss the recent decrease^

concerning the Commandcr-in-Chief of the French Armies. He considered

them to be excellent and )ustified not only by the confidence which the

French Army and the Allies have in General Joffre, but also by the long

recognized necessity of obtaining unity of direction. This unity of direction

could not be in more prudent hands. Where the Commander-in-Chief has

succeeded so well is in having been able to husband his effcctivenes so that

they constitute at the actual moment—^and this will be even more the case

at the conclusion of the present reconstruction—a stronger army than at

the outbreak of hostilities.

At the beginning of the war, the Neutral Powers were all more or less

convinced of Germany’s superiority; but the Victory of the Marne and

the defensive attitude which the German army was now forced to adopt

had produced a strong impression on them. As an example, although it

could cenainly not be said that everyone in Spain was friendly to us,

yet our military attache there informed me of the esteem in which I was

held by the King.®

However, the longer the war went on without any apparent result,

so did public anxiety increase. I must admit, moreover, that this intense

static warfare was sufficient to weaken the steadiest nerves. Anxiety in

Parliament and in the Commissions was expressed in the most diverse

ways. By some, the French Command was blamed for not having yet

found a certain means of driving the enemy from our soil. Others con*

sidered that we were at fault in delivering any partial attacks and so not

making full use of our numerical superiority.

Uneasiness was also felt as to the freedom of action which the Minister

of War had accorded me. Criticism was directed at my corresponding

direa with the Allied Commander$4n*Chicf. Exception was taken to the

appointment by me of officers to the higher commands in the field armies,

and my replacement of generals whom I considered incompetent. It was

said that these were prerogatives of the Government which I had usurped,

and the Minister was urged to recover his authority and his rights.

^The Kifif was alltidiiif to the Decree the text of which will he fouiid on ptpe 659.

^Extract from a letter dated February 22, 1916, from Cokmel lyiion, French Military

Attadif at Madrid: as you will see from my report of February 17th regardittf my
audience of the King of Spain, His Maiesty has direct me to convey to you the exprea*

sion of his admiratioa. This is the third occasion on which he has spoken of you in par*

tkttlarly eulogtstk terms.** Commandcr*in*Chiafs Strkdy Fcraooal File, Vehtme 0, Mder
5, Document Sy.
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I do not propose to reply in detail to these various criticisms. These

Memoirs are in no sense a special pleading. It should be recognized,

however, that they reached my cars, and that I had given reflection to all

these questions long before they entered into the minds of my censors.

It is true that, at the end of 1915, no solution had yet been reached of

the problem presented by the war of stabilization. As I have said, an

essential preliminary condition to any solution was the creation of a

great quantity of powerful material of all sorts, I have already shown

how the munitions crisis originated. Theoretically speaking, important

operations should not have been undertaken until all this immense ma-

terial was ready, and this theory found a certain amount of support in

France, and in a large measure in influential circles in England. So far

as the English were concerned, this could be understood; war was being

waged on French soil, not on theirs, and the devastations were not natu-

rally a cause of such impatience to them as to us. In addition, there was

the question of Russia, which was brought up from time to time by our

Ambassador there and which was not always taken into account even

by those best fitted to judge. Consequently, while certain people, espe-

cially in England, took exception to my undertaking extensive operations

too soon, others, and more particularly the Russians, considered that we
were not doing enough. It was morally impossible not to pay heed to the

appeals of our unfortunate Allies. Furthermore, as I have shown (and

this has since been confirmed in German memoirs) our 1915 offensives

were not without effect. On two occasions, in the Argonne in May and

in Champagne in the autumn, we failed by only a narrow margin to

achieve very large results. If news of our preparations had not leaked

out, if the fine weather had continued, if fleeting opportunities had been

seized by local commanders, Heaven knows how far back we might have

been able to drive the enemy. This might have been achieved with even

greater facility if only our Allies had not been in such inferior strength

to the Germans. It must not be forgotten that, in 1915, England had

reached the first stage only of her military organization, which was

to see its full development until conscription had been adopted; RfM^a
was marching from one defeat to another, and Italy had only recently

joined in the war.

With regard to my correspondence with the Allied Commanders-in«

Chief, I judged that it was in the common interest and my clear duty not

only to continue it but to develop it. If I had not been authorized to do

so, I fail to see how the Salonika expedition would ever have been de*

cided upon, with the Allies taking so bng to come to an agreement. How
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otherwise should I have siKceeded in 1915 in obtaining from the Chan-

tilly Conference consent to the elaboration ot a general plan of action for

the Coalition, whose efforts, up to that time, had been devoid of coor-

dination. The interminable discussions which took place between mem-

bers of governments and military authorities when the Balkan affair was

first mooted, have left such a vivid impression on my mind that I have

now no slightest illusion (even if I ever had any) as to the usefulness of

these councils of war where 25 or 30 persons are assembled round a table.

I have already dealt with the question of appointments to commands

and replacement of generals. If I return to the matter here, it is simply

to say that, in view erf my responsibility towards the Government, I es-

teemed it to be an essential part of my duty to be free to select my col-

laborators. I made no appointments and carried out no removals or

changes except in the interests of the country. I have arrested the careers

of those who were dear to me; I have promoted generals for whom I had

no particular liking. I have made it clear that when I had to relieve Gen-

eral Sarrail of his command in July, 1915, my decision was taken only

after having been fortified by an impartial expression of opinion from

General Dubail. The case of General Sarrail, who was given one of the

most delicate commands imaginable in the East immediately after his

removal from the French front, is an excellent illustration of the manner

in which personal and political considerations override military

qualifications.

I now come to the question of parliamentary control.

No doubts have ever been voiced as to my loyalty to the Government

nor of my deep attachment to the Republic. General Sarrail himself has

never accused me of Caesarism, but merely of preparing the way for

General Foch. But it is precisely my respect for the institutions of my
country, and the responsibilities which I had assumed before and during

the war, which have always induced me to oppose that confusion of

authority which could not fail to weaken my authority (of which I was

rightly jealous), to the consequent detriment of discipline and the favour-

able progress of our affairs.

Moreover, once they have arrived in power, I have frequently heard

politicians complain of the growing interference of the Legislature with

the Executive. They have done so confidentially, in my presence, but

have never felt themselves strong enou^ to put matters right.

It is a matter of regret to me that the position of Members of Parlia-

ment in time of war had not been settled. The choice for a Deputy be-

tween his duties as a representative of the people and his miliury^
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obligations is a matter for his own conscience, and I respect his scruples.

Some preferred to remain in the army to which they were called on

mobilization, others thought they would be of more service at the Palais

Bourbon.® There were others who went backwards and forwards from

Parliament to the Army, which was naturally productive of false situa-

tions for men who thus served two hierarchies, and lived for a time

among soldiers without discarding the mentality of a politician. There

being no law on the subject, I could not force Members of Parliament to

choose cither the Chamber or the Army, and to remain in cither one or

the other. Nor could I prevent a Deputy or Senator from visiting the

zone of the armies as a private person and listening to grievances of

soured, ambitious, able or badly-informed soldiers. All I could do was to

insist that all these Members of Parliament should submit, in the zone of

the armies, to the same measures of control as were imposed on other

citizens, and to this I paid particular attention.

It is none the less true that grave inconveniences resulted from the re-

sults, more or less correctly reported, of these interviews. There often

appeared in the press articles which an unskilful censorship had failed to

suppress, and in regard to which I was frequently obliged to protest to

the Minister of War, In addition to this, unfortunate indiscretions were

continually being committed, to the detriment of the secrecy required for

our operations. After a certain time;, the majority of the Members of

Parliament who had been mobilized rejoined the Chamber. As from this

moment, there came into existence a certain state of mind tending to the

establishment of a ‘Tarliamcntary Control” over the operations.

I am content to leave to jurists the task, in the future, of discussing

whether this pretension has a solid foundation or not. I can only say that

it always seemed to me to be inadmissible and that I opposed it with all

my force.

I cannot do better than to quote a personal letter which I wrote to the

Minister of War on June 26, 1915, and which gives an exact epitome of

my views. Today, I find nothing to add to it, nor anything that I would

retract. I am convinced that, if the Government had openly emhl^aced

my opinion, in which it really concurred, it would have spared itself

many disappointments and lessened the difficulties rf the Higher Com-
mand whose burden was already heavy enough.

From: The General Commander-in-Chief Armies of the North-East,

To: The Minister of War,

Personfti,

* Chamber of Deputies.—^Translator.
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In the course of the speech which he ma<le yesterday in the Chamber,

the Premier admitted that the ‘^exigencies of military action impose ineviuble

restructions** on the exercise of parliamentary contrd and on the movement
of Members of Parliament in the zone of the armies.

With the object of preventing any misunderstanding in the application of

this principle, I have the honour to inform you of what, in ray opinion, should

be the scope of these restrictions.

It is evident that Members of Parliament can move about, as private in*

dividuals, in the zone of the armies, so long as they submit to the regulations

governing all citizens.

On the other hand, no parliamentary control can exist in the armies for,

in practice, this control would tend seriously to affect the moral discipline

of the army and its confidence in its leaders, on both of which depend vic-

tory and the safety of the country.

I have already reported to you on the attitude of certain politicians and

the interviews held by them at the front, which illustrate most clearly the

reality of the dangers I have indicated.

In war, authority and responsibility cannot be shared. Each military chief

controls the actions of his subordinates, and is himself responsive to his own
chiefs for all he docs. The Commander-in-Chief is responsible to the Govern-

ment, who can replace him if they do not approve of his actions.

There can exist no other control during a war.

J. JOFFXB.

I know that this view was shared by M. Millerand, who loyally and

firmly acted in accordance with his ideas. But his secure position was in

the end undermined by the continual struggle against intrigues directed

either against him personally or against my freedom of action. He had

refused to accept an Under-Secretary of State for War. In June, 1915,

however, he was obliged to agree to the appointment of M. Albert

Thomas as Under-Secretary in Charge of the Artillery Department; in

July, to MM. J. Thierry and Justin Godard being appointed to the Quar-

termasters and Medical Departments respcctvely; and in September to

M. Rene Besnard to the Air Service. The Ministry fell at the end of

October, however, in spite of this array of Under-Secretaries.

M. Briand was entrusted with the task of forming the new Ministry.

He had a hard task to effect a combination. It seemed advisable for a

soldier and a sailor to be appointed to the Ministries of War and Marine.

At the Cabinet Meeting which was held at the Elys^ on October 23rd,

I was asked my opinion as to the projected change at the Ministry of

War. First of all, I said that I was in favour of M. Millerand being re-

mined in office. It was then objected that, for reasons of a political na-

ture, with which I am not concerned, M. Millerand would have to go. I

refused the appointment for myself and said to M* Briand: ""If you insist
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on having a soldier as Minister of War, take DubailJ He is intelligent,

has plenty of common sense and is well-balanced. In my opinion he is

the most suitable for this post^ Gallieni’s name was then put forward.

'*So far as I am concerned,’* I said,
**1 have no objection.” It did not ap-

pear to me at the moment that the question of the choice of a Minister

of War had really emerged from the hypothetical stage, sqch as precedes

the formation ol any ministerial coixdbination.

On October 26th, while on a visit to the Somme, I met M. Poincar^

who had arranged to meet the King England. I took advantage of

this, to explain to the President of the Republic my views in regard to the

direction of the war. While I considered it natural that the Government

should retain all its powers in respect of the general conduct of the war,

I was none the less of the opinion that the Commander-in-Chief must be

accorded full liberty of action/concerning the direction of operations. The
President readily admitted the justice of my contention. He said that the

future Minister of War had not yet been definitely chosen, but that Gen-

eral Gallieni appeared to have the best chance. He added that, no matter

who should be appointed, I should retain freedom of action commen-
surate with my responsibilities, both as regards the conduct of operations

and the choice of persoimel.

In order that there should be no misunderstanding as to my views, I

had a Note drawn up by my staff on October 28th for the President of

the Republic On the same day, I went to see M. Briand who confirmed

that, in the event of General Gallieni being appointed Minister of War,
my liberty of action would in no way be restricted, but rather enlarged.

The question was of capital importance, for the manner in which it

was settled would have a decisive influence on the development of the

operations.

The problem, in theory, is quite simple.

The Government alone has at its disposal all the resources of the coun-

try and can co-ordinate all its forms of activity—military, di{flomatic and
economic. On the Government, tho^efore, devdves the general conducts

of the war. In accordance with the objects indicated, the cask of the

G>mmander-in-Chief is to distribute the forces placed at his disposal in

the various theatres operations, and to select the appropriate means.

In practice, however, the problem is infinitely more complicated. It is

often difficult to draw a definite line between matters purely political and
Strategical. This problem, of itself, is a sufficiently difficult one, but it

becomes still more so when complicated by the existence of a coalition,

^General Dubiit was commaadtof the Gfoup el Aimict of the
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whert political and military interests not only overlap but often clash.

The D^danelles and the Balkans were striking -examples of this. In

fact, while it is essential, for the proper conduct of a war, that the powers

and responsibilities of each should be clearly defined, it is even more

impoxtant that the Commander-in-Chief should feel that he has behind

him the confidence of the Government and the country; for it is he,

finally, who has to bear the pressure of events. In other words, in this

connection more than in anything else, the value of institutions lies in

the spirit with which they are applied.

Now, there came into being at this period oE the war, a current of

opinion apparently direacd at a modification of powers and at investing

the future Minister of War with the supreme direction of operations.

Apart from General Gallieni, who would have been perfectly capable of

this, such a solution was in my opinion a dangerous one. In support of

this, it was sufficient for me to ask if this would still be applicable in the

event of the fall of the Ministry (and Ministries are notoriously unstable)

and of General Gallieni being replaced by a civilian, who could not pos*

sibly claim to direct operations. In the event of General Gallieni being

replaced by another military officer, there would be the risk of operations

being entrusted to a new directing authority every time the Ministry

should fall. It did not require much imagination to picture the inextrica*

ble complications which such changes would create in the conduct of our

military affairs.

M. Briand was a clever man and an able politician. He may not per*

haps have cared to attack directly the obstacles in his path, but he did not

fail to perceive them. In the course of his Ministerial declaration on

November 3, 1915, he found a happy definition for the policy ot the new

Government—“A united front.” It was not possible to arrive at this unity

without concerted action on the part of the Allies. But, seeing that a

supreme command was yet to be created, this action was dependent upon

the establishment dt a general plan. The Prime Minister knew that all

my efforts were directed to this end, which I should probably attain at

the Conference to be held the following month at my headquarters.

But, before united action on the part of the Allies could be reached, it

was essential for ourselves to put it into practice. M. Briand undertook

this task with a fM-aiseworthy skilfulness.

In the first pl^ the powers and prerogatives of the Minister of War
and the Commander-in-Chxef had to be defined, and I drew up myself

for the Prime Minister, the following main princifdes:
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I wai to be nominated Commander-in-Chief of all the French armies,

no matter in what theatre they might be (grating. I was to be assisted

in this greatly enlarged task by a general officer, who was to attend to

current affairs, replace me during my absence and to act as my repre-

sentative on those fronts where there might be especial need of my direct-

ing action.

The Minister of War was to remain responsible for ail resources in the

country (recruiting, training, manufactures) and for their despatch to the

different theatres, in accordance with the requirements indicated by me.

Both the President of the Republic and the Prime Minister agreed

with this view and it only remained to secure the adhesion of Gallieni

who, in the meanwhile, had been selected as Minister of War.

On October 30th, as soon as the Ministry was formed, M. Briand re-

quested me to go and see him. I had returned from London on the 31st

and went the same evening to the Foreign Office, where I found Gal-

lieni. The Prime Minister said that, before anything else, it was essential

that Gallieni and myself should be in agreement and that, as evidence of

it, he would ask us to shake hands in front of him—which we did most

willingly.®

The next question was definitely to settle the division of authority

between the Minister of War and myself.

I have shown how, at this moment, the Entente was struggling with

the Balkan question, which made it clear how urgent it was for us

Frenchmen to solve our own problems. M. Briand, as I have said, had

agreed with M, Poincar^ to extend my authority to cover all the the-

atres where French troops were engaged. Opposition, however, was

forthcoming in the Chamber. General Gallieni*s friends maintained that

it was for him to assume the general direction of operations, so that the

Government vessel should tack about prudently, instead of running into

port with all sails set.

It was at this period that an unforeseen incident occurred which made

dear to me the dangers of still further confusion, if this matter was not

settled without delay.

*Oti Octob^ a9th General Galliem, who had just accepted the appointment as Minister

of War, had written me at follows:

**My dear Jdffre,

I cannot, under the existing circumstancet, refuse this new duty.

You know that you can count on me just the same as before in Madagascar, when we
constructed the entrenched Camp at Dkgo-Suarea togedicr.

1 wil support you and our heroic soldiers to die utmost.

Affectionate yoan—GallienL**

Gotomander^itt-Chiers Strictly Wrtonal FUe, V^uine H, Folder j. Document ja.
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General AlexeiefI, Chief of Suff to the Czar, had sent me a proposed

plan of operations, which reached me through the intermediary of the

Foreign Minister
•

On November 24th, I received a summons to attend a meeting of the

Supreme Council of Defence on the following day. The programme for

this meeting included a discussion of this plan of operations.

As soon as the meeting was opened, I observed that this was a purely

military question which concerned me alone. I declared that, if 1 was not

to have full liberty to shoulder my responsibilities myself, I was prepared

to ask to be relieved of my command. M. Briand admitted the justness of

my request. I took advantage of the favourable situation created by this

incident to insist on a decision being finally taken in regard to the ques*

tion of command, which was still in a dangerously vague state.

On November 28th, MM. Sembat and Berthelot came to lunch at my
headquarters. The latter, a true friend of mine, and who kept me in-

formed of political events, described to me the after-effects of this meeting

of the Council of National Defence. He said that I had been well-advised

in expressing my opinion so categorically to M. Briand. The result was

that the question of unity of command had been given a step forward

and, so he assured me, the solution would be officially adopted within

three days.

In fact, there were published on December 2nd, the following report

and decrees, which extended my authority over all the French Armies,

and conferred on me the title of Commander-in-Chief of the French

Armies.

Paris, December a, 1915.

Mr. President,

Article I of Decree No. 28 of October 28, 1913, lays down that the Gov-

ernment, by virtue of its responsibility for the vital interests of the country,

is alone qualified to determine the political objects of a war. In the case of

more than one frontier being involved, it is for the government to indicate

the principal adversary against whom the larger portion of the nation’s

forces should be directed. Consequently, the distribution of means and re-

sources is made by the Government, who then places them at the entire

disposal of the respective commanders in the various theatres of operations.

Now, unity of direction is essential for the proper conduct of a war, and

it is proved by actual experience at the present time in several theatres that

this can only be assured by having at the head of all our armies one man,

who alone will be responsible for* purely military operations.

* Thb plan was brouj{fht to my cognizance by a tdegram from General de Laguiche* our

Military Attach^ in Russia. In this telegram, on behalf of General Alexeicff, de Lagukhe

asked me my optnion regarding a plan of operations for the Allied Armies in the Balkans.
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With this object in view^ I submit the enclosed draft decrees for your

approval.

I have the honour to be, Mr. President, your obedient servant,

Gaxxieni,

Minister of War.

DECREE

The President of the French Republic,

In view of the Law of March i6, 1882, on the administration of the Army,
In view of the Decree of January 20, 1892, regarding the organization of

the High Command and Staff of the Army,
In view of the Decree of October 28, 1913, regulating the employment of

the Larger Units,

In view of the Decree of December 2, 1913, concerning service in the Field,

hereby decrees as follows:

Article 7. The Command of the National Armies, with the exception of

the forces in action in theatres of operations under the jurisdiction of the

Minister for the Colonies, of the Commander-in-Chief of the land and sea

forces of North Africa and of the Resident General and High Commissioner

of the Republic in Morocco, is entrusted to a General of Division, who will

bear the title of **Commander-in-Chief of the French Armies.”

Article //. Further decrees and instructions will be promulgated defining the

conditions governing the application of the present decree.

Signed in Paris, December 2, 1915.

R. Poincar6.

For the President of the Republic

The Minister of War
Gallieni.

The President of the French Republic,

In view of the Decree of December 2, 1915, instituting a Commander-in-
chief of the French Armies,

hereby decrees:

Single Article, General Joffre, Commander-in-Chief of the French Armies
of the North-East, is appointed Commander-in-Chief of the French Armies.

Signed in Paris, Decemkr 2, 1915.

R. PoiNCAai.

For the President of the Republic,

The Minister of War
Gallieni.

On December 2, 1915, the day these two decrees were signed. General

Duparge, Secretary-General to the President’s Household, telephoned
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me at 12.50 pjn. to say that M. Poincar^ would receive me about

2.30 p.m.

General de Castelnau, commanding the Group of Armies of the Cen-

tre, arrived at my headquarters at the very moment when I was about to

leave in my car for the Elysce. I had sent for him in the morning as I

wished to inform him that I intended to appoint him as my assistant, in

view of the projected extension of my functions in the near future. I

asked General de Castelnau to come with me in my car and, on our way

to Paris, I told him of the forthcoming changes in the Higher Command.

De Castelnau assured me that he would hold himself entirely at my dis-

posal, that he would accept any appointment I proposed, on the condition

that he remained under my orders.

De Castelnau left me as we were entering Paris. His own car had

followed and he returned in it to his headquarters.

As soon as I arrived at the Elysie, I was received by the President, who

informed me that the Cabinet had met and had decided that very morn-

ing on the re-organization of command. The Decrees, which I have just

reproduced, would be signed by himself that evening.

On leaving the Elys^, I proceeded to the Foreign Office, where M.

Briand confirmed the news just given me by the President.

M. Philippe Berthelot described to me how M. Briand had induced

General Gallieni to accept the new organization. He spoke to him as

follows, in the presence of the President: “In view of the operations

which have been going on for some time in exterior theatres, it is essen-

tial to have a Commander-in-Chief of all the French Armies. There can

be no objection to this in principle. So far as regards the Commander-in-

Chief, it could only be yourself or Joffre. In your capacity as Minister, and

if you assumed at the same time the direction of operations, you would

be obliged in the Chamber and in Committees to answer every question

about past, present and future operations. You will agree with me that

such a situation could not for a moment be contemplated. Therefore,

you cannot direct operations; it must be Joffre.*'

Gallieni had at once agreed, and, as has been seen, it was he who signed

the report accompanying the Decrees.

In this manner, and thanks to M. Briand’s skilful handling, my au-

thority emerged in heightened form from this political crisis, instead of

suffering the curtailment for which certain intrigues had worked.
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PREAMBLE

WHILE the year 1915, as seen from our side, represents a period of

material preparation, a phase filled with individual efforts, un-

successful ventures and costly experiments, the outstanding events of

which were the Russian defeat and the Servian catastrophe, the year 1916

marks the earliest attempt at a united effort on a great scale. For the first

time since the war began, the Allies succeeded in establishing a general

plan of action, which proves that the dangers resulting from the absence

of any unity in the command had become apparent. What was still better

than devising a plan, they put it into execution. There were still many

omissions, gaps, delays, hesitations, and how dearly we paid for them is

shown in the pitiful and disappointing results that were obtained from

Roumania’s entrance into the war. The fact, nevertheless, remains that in

spite of the formidable diversion made by the Germans at Verdun, in

i^ite of the Austrian dash into the Trentino and the preventive offensive

of the Bulgarians in Macedonia, all the Allies, in full accord, during the

summer of 1916 engaged in a general attack whose plan had been drawn

up in the month of December, 1915, at the Chantilly Conference.

It is to the recital of this combined effort—-in which my part was not

insignificant—that I wish to consecrate these last chapters of my memoirs.

1 have good reason to believe that my rdle in co-ordinating the action

the Allied forces—a rdle I was enabled to exercise thanks solely to the

consent of the Commander^n-Chief oi the Coalition—is not generally

known. Without trying to prove that we achieved the maximum of

results, I feel justified in saying that I accomplished everything which

lay in my power, if it be remembered that no agreement of any kind con-

ferred upon me authority over the Allied Armies. How much of diplo-

macy, of patience and of persistence was required, is probably not lot me

to say.

The story which follows will show to the reader the bng succession

ol obstacles, which, forever recurring, continued during the whde of this

year to beset the route which 1 had mapped out It may serve, perhaps

to enlighten those wfaoi, in their impatience to see results corresponding

W
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more fully to their expectations, forgot to take into account the difficul-

ties idiich never ceased to confront me.

Moreover, if we wish to measure what was accomplished in 191S, a year

so fertile in great events, and which—it is my firm conviction—brought

us so close to victory, we have only to compare it with what was achieved

the fcdbwing year. For reasons to vtffiich I need not here refer, since at

that moment my rdle was finished, in the year 1917 our Coalition once

more began to disperse its efforts, and in the spring of 1918 a definitive

catastrophe was the price we came very near paying for our return to the

mistaken policy of 1915, a policy which I had tried so hard to noodify.



CHAPTER 1

THE CHANTILLY CONFERENCE

(December 6, 7, 8, 1915)

The bdance sheet of 191$—The Coalition plan of action for i9i6~-GenerA

Sir Douglas Haig succeeds Field hiarthd French—Agreement with the

Russians—The Itsdian Army—the CoaF^on action in the East—Saving the

Sertnan Army—Roumania—The economic war

WHEN the autumn of 1915 arrived and the noise of great battles

died away, it seemed an appropriate time to draw up a balance

sheet diowing the situation dE the Allies as compared with that of the

Central Powers.

In France, the hard campaigns of the summer and autumn had left the

French and British armies in imperative need of rest, in order to recupet'

ate their strength and renew their stocks of ammunition.

The Russians, after their long and costly retreat, were in no state to

recommence offensive operations until they had effected a complete

reorganization.

The Italians were preparing to go into winter quarters. The Servian

Army was in the midst dt a painful retreat towards the Adriatic, after

having been obliged to abandon its artillery and train; the Army of the

East, unable to give the Servians any assistance, was falling back in good

order upon Salonika; the situation of the Expeditionary Corps at the

Dardanelles was such that nothing remained for us to do but to with*

draw our forces from this hornet’s nest; the British expedition to Meso-

potamia had been beaten at Ctesiphon and thrown back upon

Kut-el-Amara; in Egypt, other British forces had established themselves

behind the Suez Canai to {M’otect it against a coming attack which the

Turks were vociferously announcing.

It can thus be seen that the year 1915 was drawing to a close under

conditions that brought small comfort to the Allies: our armies had

everywhere been either checked or beaten, and they needed to be reor-

ganized before any new effort could be demanded of them.

¥>9
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On the contrary^ the enemy appeared to have succeeded in all his un-

dertakings. It is true that the Franco-British offensive had worn him

down and at times caused him anxiety as to the security of his lines; but»

in general, the Germans had resisted along the whole of the Western

front, had gained a large success in Russia, had attraaed to themselves

a new ally and in the space of a few weeks* time had brought to

close a victorious campaign in Servia. They were safe on all their

fronts, and they now had reason to hope that the Austro-Gcrman troop,

until then engaged in Servia, could soon be made available for other

purposes.

However, if their strategic situation was strong, a close examination

showed some signs of weakness.^ In the first place, the Germans were

obliged to call to the colours very old classes, and many men declared

unfit for service, in order to maintain their effectives; their Turkish and

Austrian allies seemed considerably exhausted^ maintaining their efforts

only with Germany’s assistance. The Bulgarian Army alone had suffered

little and presented a serious element of strength.

While the sacrifices we had made and the incontestable numerical

superiority we enjoyed had brought us only insignificant results, it was

evident that the principal reason for this state of affairs lay in the discon-

nected fashion in which the Allies had conducted the war—each upon

his own front and each according to his own ideas. For example, Great

Britain, absorbed by the development of her new levies, had undertaken

oprations on only a limited scale. These unco-ordinated efforts were

doomed to failure in advance.

Such was not the case with the Central Powers. Free to manoeuvre

with the totality of their resources and to concentrate their whole avail-

able strength at favourable points, they had been enabled first to make

a prolonged and powerful effort against Russia, then invade Servia, and

finally present a successful resistance to the French offensives.

In this way, during the whole of the first year <rf the war, the Coalition

had greatly suffered from the lack of general co-ordination; it had been

constantly obliged to bow to the will of the adversary, without being

able to oppose to his repeated initiatives anything better than belated

* At the end of September three i^gents empowered by the German Government had
endeavoured to present overtures of peace to the French Government:
M. Bokitchevitch, a Servian diplomat, dismissed by M. Pachitch, had arrived from Berlin

and asked for an interview with M. Jules Gambon, who had shown him the door.

An Austrian iournalist, M. Lippeher, had approached M. Caillaux.

Count Andrassy, a Hungarian statesman, had offered his services to undertake
negotiations.
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parries. Therefore, the first step to be taken consisted in drawing up a

common plan of action which would make it possible for the Allies to

impose their will on the Central Powers. This appeared all the more

pressing, as it was during the course of these autunm months that pro-

found divergencies of view had manifested themselves, more especially in

regard to the Orient.

It was for these reasons that during the early part of November, 1915,

I decided to bring about a second Inter-Allied (inference, with the ob-

ject of arriving at a united plan for our operations. To make it possible

to proceed in proper order, it was first necessary to examine the situation

and estimate the resources of each Allied Power, so as to determine what

effort each could furnish.

Of all the Entente States, France had furnished the most considerable

military effort. She had sent to the war 97 active infantry divisions and

the equivalent of 37 territorial divisions; from the very start she had

poured out all she had without counting the cost, and she now began

to reach the limit of her resources in men, while the diminution which

her effectives would suffer during the course of 1916 already stared her

in the face. France needed a period of rest if she was to bring to new

offensives renewed strength and increased materia} resources.

Great BHtain had made magnificent military efforts, but she had not

yet put into the balance the maximum of her power. In the present state

of her military legislation, she found some difficulty in maintaining the

strength of her 70 divisions, and she was backward in the production of

needed war material. Nevertheless, by reason of the abundance of her

resources and the relative paucity of her losses, it seemed only natural that

she should be urged to intensify her efforts.

Russia was suffering above all from lack of proper war material. To
give an example, more than a million rifles were needed to bring her 128

divisions up to war strength; her larger units were short in aircraft and

heavy artillery; the stock of ammunition was very low. It was, therefore,

not possible to expect an active r61e from the Russian Army until time

had been given to reconstitute it in these respects; how bng it would

take for this operation remained to be determined.

The Italian Army, having entered the struggle late, had suffered little.

It had only 36 divisions at the front, and abundant resources in men re-

mained available; but its heavy artillery was most inadequate. It, there-

fore, seemed justifiaUe to ask that the Italians should make an effort

proportionate to the means at their disposal, account being uken of the
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special difficulties which their theatre of operations presented during the

winter season.

The Servian Army had to be entirely reconstructed and nothing could

be expected of it for several months; indeed, for a long period, this force

was destined to remain at the entire charge of the Coalition.

Turning now to our principal enemy, Germany, it was not difficult to

see the object she had in view. First of all, she was trying to hold out for

as long a time and at the least cost possible, and delay as much as she

could the exhaustion of her own resources, by using those of her new
allies and by an intensive employment of those she still possessed herself;

she manifestly was also seeking to disperse the efforts of the Coalition

by menacing distant theatres, while at the same time striving to realize

her imperial dream symbolized in the slogan, Drang nach Osten,

To counter these plans, it seemed to me that the Coalition should bend

every effort to the accomplishment of two objects—the destruction of the

German and Austrian armies and the annihilation of her plans in

the East.

To attain our principal objective, which was the overthrow of the

armies of the Central Powers, it would doubtless be necessary to resume

a general offensive on all the fronts, Franco-British, Italian and Russian,

but this action could not have its full effect unless all the offensives on all

the fronts were closely co-ordinated. If this simultaneousness could be

realized, and if the effort made by each Ally was characterized by an

inflexible will to win, there was reason to anticipate that, attacked every-

where at the same time, the enemy would find it impossible to bring into

play the mass of his reserves by utilizing the interior lines he had at his

disposal.

But to facilitate the success of this general offensive, which, in any case,

it seemed impossible to commence for several months, it appeared essen-

tial to continue without interruption a wearing-down process. This would
have to be the usk of those Powers which had suffered the least and
which still had at their disposal considerable resources in men—in other

words, Great Britain, Italy and Russia.

Again, in order to give to the general offensive a requisite intensity,

it must be preceded by a material preparation carried to the highest point

possible in each Allied army during the period of relative inactivity which
would precede the combined attack; more especially, Russia must be
furnished with the war material which she lacked.

In regard to the secondary objective, that of defeating Germany's
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projects in the East and her attempts at diversion, it seemed to me that

the best way of achieving this end was for the Coalition to maintain its

position at Salonika, while at the same time making sure of the defence

of Egypt. By maintaining our hold in the Balkans, we would be able to

profit by the uncertain political conditions obtaining in this region, we

would conserve to ourselves the possibility of obtaining new help, and in

any case we would be in a position to prevent States which were still use-

ful from yielding to German pressure. By gathering together the rem-

nants of the Servian Army and re-organizing them, we would diminish

the moral effect of the repulses we had met with at the Dardanelles and

in southern Servia.

I considered that the best way of ensuring the immediate defence of

Egypt was by the progressive evacuation of the Dardanelles, where no

further military advantage could be hoped for, and the transfer to Egypt

of the British contingents withdrawn from the Gallipoli peninsula; as

regards the secondary theatres of Mesopotamia, the Caucasus and various

Colonies, I considered that the most severe economy was indicated.

In addition to all this, the economic war should be organized and

intensely pursued, thus placing the Central Powers in the situation of a

besieged fortress.

What I have said above constitutes the outline of the plan I intended to

submit for the consideration of the representatives of the Allied Armies

early in December,

However, on November 22nd, I received from General Alexeieff a vast

plan of operations, which he had likewise communicated to the other

Commanders-in-Chief. He had in view a general action to be undertaken

in the Balkans $imultaneously~-by the French, English and Italians,

starting from Servia and Albania, and by the Russians attacking in

Galicia and Bukovina, the common point of direction being Budapest.

General Alexeieff based his proposition upon the difficulty of breaking

through the fortified lines now established on the two fronts, whereas in

the direction of Hungary the enemy appeared less well prepared to re-

ceive our attacks.

I studied this plan and very quickly came to the conclusion that it was

wholly impracticable by reason more especially of the impossibility for

us to transport, supply and manoeuvre Franco-Anglo-Italian army corps

in the Balkans—a force of 8oo/x)o men—which had been set down as the

strength necessary to achieve the numerical superiority necessary for a

manoeuvre of such magnitude.

The British and Italian Commanders4n-Chief reached the same con*
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elusion, and AlcxcicfTs proposal was set aside by common accord; never-

theless, it came up again in the course of the Chantilly Conference *

On December 6th, 7th and 8th, three consecutive meetings were held

at my headquarters between the representatives of the Allied Armies.

Those present were Marshal French, Lieutenant-General Murray, Chief

of the British Imperial General Staff, General Gilinsky, Chief of the Rus-

sian Military Mission at French G.H.Q., General Porro, Assistant Chief

of the General Staff of the Italian Army, General Wielemans, Chief of the

General Suff of the Belgian Army and Colonel St6phanovitch, Servian

Military Attach^. During these three meetings all of our problems were

thoroughly studied, resulting in the unanimous acceptance of my plan,

with this sole exception: that the principle of the retention of our forces

at Salonika was contested by the British representatives; however, the

conferees later on unanimously affirmed the necessity of establishing our-

selves defensively at Salonika and of immediately beginning the neces-

sary fortifications. It is true that in the view of the British this wor’

should have no other object than to cover the re-embarkation of the Ex-

peditionary Corps.

The outcome of these conversations was the drawing up of a docu-

ment which constituted the charter of the Coalition during the winter of

1915-16 and the summer campaign of 1916.

It was agreed upon that a decisive result should be sought through

co-ordinated offensives on the three fronts, Russian, Franco-British and

Italian.

These offensives were to be launched simultaneously, or at least on

dates sufficiently near each other to prevent the enemy from moving his

reserves from one front to another.

The general action would be begun as soon as possible.

Nevertheless, various considerations made it impossible to fix upon a

definite date® for starting the offensive—climatic conditions, the enemy

situation, progress realized in various munitions programmes, etc.

The Russians could not be ready before the month of June; it was,

* After the Chantilly Conference had closed. 1 received on December 23rd. through Gen-
eral Pau. chief of our Military Mission at Russian a reply to the objections I bad
offered to General AtexeiefTs plan. To this I answered by pointing out that the operation

found no place in the decision arrived at by the Conference which had just closed; that it

was imi>ossible of execution for reasons of transport, terrain, and supply; that, moreover,

it did not appear opportune, since the enemy forces could be more rapidly concentrated

upon this eccentric theatre than could our own. The Russian High Command insisted no
further and ermtented itself with carrying out. during the winter, in the region of Cernowsts
and Tarnopol a U»cal offensive, which adverse climatic conditions very seriously hampered.

* As will be seen further on. in July. 1915. the date of January, 1916. was decided upon
for beginning the general offensive.
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therefore, decided that the preparatory action would begin then. If, be*

fore this date the enemy attacked one of the Allied Powers, the armies of

the others would bring to it every assistance that lay in their power.

The Change in the Commland of the British Arkcy

During the Conference, Field Marshal Sir John French and General

Murray, Chief of the Imperial General Staff, had made emphatic reser*

vations in respect of the maintenance of our forces at Salonika; they had,

moreover, insisted that any plan of action would have to be submitted to

the British Government. In this way, the result of the Conference, as far

as it concerned the French front, could only be considered as a first step;

no definite engagements had been taken.

After the close of the Conference on December 8th, Sir John French

informed me, in the course of a personal conversation, that he had offered

his resignation as Commander-in-Chief of the British Forces in France.

There was nothing for me to do except to express to him my profound

regret at this step, which meant the loss of a loyal comrade-in-arms; but

I could not conceal from myself that this change in command would

doubtless delay the agreement which still had to be effected with our

Allies on the French front.

In addition to this, I learned shortly afterwards that General Wilson,

who had been the direct agent of communication between Sir John

French and myself and whose personal action combined with his ability

had so much contributed to settle every diihculty as it arose, had consid-

ered it his duty to resign his post. This he had done in a letter to the

Field Marshal.

In spite of the regret he felt at this step. General Wilson, animated by

scruples which did him honour, considered it necessary, in order that the

future Commander-in-Chief of the British Army might be entirely free

either to suppress this post, if he thought it necessary, or to assign to it

another officer, if he judged that preferable.

Two men were especially mentioned as Sir John French’s successor:

Sir Douglas Haig, commanding the First Army, and General Robertson,

Chief of the Staff.

As a matter of fact, it was only towards the middle of December that

the Field Marshals resignation became official, and a few days afterwards

I learned that General Haig had succeeded to the command, whilst Gen-

eral Robertson was appointed Chief of the General Staff.

On the 20th of December, French came to say good-bye to me, and it

was with considerable emotion that I saw him leave. He had been my
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comrade in the darkest hours of the war, and I could never forget with

what loyalty he had carried out everything that he had promised. I had

a battalion of Zouaves drawn up and I gave him our Croix de Guerre.

Two days later, General Haig came to see me. I had known him before

the war, and during the days foUowing August, 1914, I had learned to

appreciate his military talents. He assured me that he would do every-

thing in his power to make our relations as friendly as possible. This first

interview left upon me a most favourable impression, and in order to

lose no time I invited him to be present at a conference I had called for

December 29th to discuss the attitude to be maintained on our front

The President of the Republic, the Minister of War, and the commanders

of groups of armies were to be present

So far as concerned our own front, I already had in view certain ar-

rangements which would enable our Army to pass the winter in defen-

sive positions which would protect them from the danger of a sudden

attack. The measures which seemed to me the most appropriate for

accomplishing this result consisted in withdrawing troops from the front

and augmenting our reserves, while sending back as many units as pos-

sible for further training. I had also decided to place the staff of the

Second Army in reserve, and to assign to its commander, General P^tain,

the duty of preparing the reserves for the execution oi the offensives con-

tetnplated by the Chantilly Conference. By posting our reserves behind

the most sensitive points of the line, I thought that we would be safe

from any sudden assaults of the enemy.

These were the ideas which at Chantilly on December 29th I laid

before General Haig and the members of the Government, some of

whom had become disturbed by various rumours of enemy offensives.

I took occasion to explain that in my opinion the British Army had too

great a density of troops along its front and too few reserves. This ar-

rangement was dangerous, in the event of an enemy attack, and it also

encouraged our Allies in refusing to relieve that part of our Tenth Army
lying south-west of Arras, as it seemed logical to us that they should do^

in view of the respective strength of our forces. During the conference,

General Haig undertook to study this question and to improve in every

possible way his defensive system.

I took advantage of the change in command of the British Army to

re-organize and strengthen the military mission which, since the opening

of hostilities had assured our liaison with our British AUies. In Decembor,

1915, Cdonel des Valli^es was placed at its head, and I wish to pay

tribute here to the conscientiousness, the intelligence and the tact with
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which he fulfilled this delicate duty. He was a most useful instrument

in effecting the collaboration of the French and British on the Western

front, and his heroic death, on May 28, 19x8, at the head of the X5xst

Infantry Division, deprived France of one oi her future great com*

manders. I placed under his direct authority the French officers assigned

to the headquarters of the three British armies; up to this time these

officers had been under the orders of the generals commanding the neigh*

bouring French armies; the modification rendered the General des

Valli^es* task much less difficult.

Although our armies were now ordered to assume a defensive ar*

titude, it was essential for them during this period to prepare for the

execution of the offensive operations I had in view. I, therefore, gave

instructions to the various groups of armies to draw up plans of attack

for their respective fronts, from which I would in due time make a

choice. I directed that the nature the operation to be kept in view

would be an attack along a wide front of the enemy's first position,

with the idea of immediately passing to the attack of his second position.^

At the same time I requested General Haig to be kind enough to make

a study of an action by the British Army between the Somme and Arras,

with the object of thereby extending the front of attack anticipated for

the Group of Armies of the Nprth between the Somme and Lassigny,

and to inform me of what, in his opinion, could be expected from an

operation of this nature.*

It was not until February 14, 1916, that a definite agreement was ar*

rived at between the British Commander-in-Chief and myself concerning

the principle of a contiguous attack to be made at the same time as our

own, which was to be delivered on both banks of the Somme towards

the end of June; or, in case Russia found herself menaced by a powerful

offensive, in the month of April.

As a matter of fact, these negotiations proved quite long, for the

British Staff preferred a wide offensive, wUch it had already studied

and to which it attached a very great importance, to be made in the

direction of Ostend, with the aid the Navy and assisted by Belgian

and French forces. Nevertheless, General Haig tried most loyally to see

my point of view, and if the agreement was long in coming, it was

absolute. There was no doubt that the British Army was honestly dis-

posed to make every sacrifice, but, as a very important military personage

one day declared to one of our officers, **we have to take into account

^Special aad seocc ianrucdoai of DeosniMr X5tii feaerdf rsroz
*Uoer la Oeacfil Half dam! Deoeadwr i9<5«
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[British] politicians, who, after the Germans, are our worstenemies.***^

The British Government were chagrined at seeing General Haig’s plans

apparently being subordinated to those of the French Commander-in-

Chief, and it hesitated to be drawn into an expenditure of men which

public opinion would not readily accept; this state of affairs made it

certain that the War Office would have its say in the operations and use

its authority to limit the effort which the British armies would furnish

in 1916.

Indeed, the War Office had for some time made it evident that its

opinion regarding the future development of the war was diametrically

opposed to that which had prevailed at the Chantilly Conference. Its

desire was to maintain a defensive attitude in France, and to transfer its

efforts towards the East and the Colonies. Enlistments, moreover, were

falling off, and some of the members of the British Cabinet, rather than

face compulsory military service, contemplated reducing Kitchener’s pro-

gramme from 70 divisions to 50.^

I was not ignorant of all these difficulties which had to be faced by

the British Commander-in-Chief. I kept the French Cabinet informed

regarding them, and I endeavoured in every way to bring pressure to

bear on the London Government, for if their views had prevailed, the

effect upon our projected offensives would have been very serious. The
intervention of our Government, added to the efforts of leading British

personalities, had its effect. Indeed, as soon as the menace against Egypt

disappeared, the movement to France of divisions now no longer required

on the Suez Canal was commenced, while at the same time the divisions

which had been held in England were brought progressively to the

Continent. During the early days of March, 1916, the British Army in

France amounted to 42 infantry divisions, as against the 34 which were

there two months before; then, in May, 1916, despite a tradition dating

back through centuries, compulsory military service was adopted in place

of the ‘‘Derby Plan,” which rested upon voluntary enlistments. Amongst
those who did most to bring about this result, special mention should be

made of General Robertson, who had been made Chief of the Imperial

General Staff in December, 1915. As he and I worked in perfect har-

mony, we both realized the advantage of a closer communication which
was effected by establishing a double liaison in London and at my head-

quarters. It was maintained by two officers of great ability, Lieutenant-

Colonel Clive at Chantilly and Major Berder de Sauvigny at the War

*See Pan IV, Oiapiler HI, page 463, Batde ol the Somme.
U Gmrt, Cliap. XU, page 283 (Payot, Psm).
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Office. I shall have occasion to speak of the latter in connection with East-

ern affairs, but I desire to say here how much he contributed to keeping

British efforts oriented in a proper direction.

It is thus seen that at the moment when the Battle of Verdun was

about to commence, the general plan of a combined Franco-British offen-

sive had been agreed upon. General Foch had been informed that his

idea of carrying out the enterprise with 40 divisions and 1200 guns on a

front of 30 miles between the Somme and Lassigny, had been approved;

the preparatory work was to be conducted in such fashion that the attack

could be executed during the month of April, should Russia become

seriously menaced; otherwise, on July ist.

Three French armies were to take part in this offensive. The Second,

commanded by General Petain, was already in reserve behind the Sixth,

and the latter was precisely the one which held the front between the

Somme and the Oise; the Tenth was to be progressively relieved in the

region of Arras by the British, so that it could be put in south of the

Somme; the army corps intended for the attack were almost all now in

reserve and most of them had spent a period in a camp of instruction.

Our stocks of munitions, though much reduced by the batdes of Sep-

tember, were being reconstituted.

The Agreement with the Russians

At the same time that I was making my arrangements with the British

for carrying into effect the decisions arrived at during the Chantilly

Conference, I was endeavouring to obtain* the same results with the

Russian High Command.

I must admit that on this side also there was no lack of complications.

The poverty in all sorts of war material which prevailed in the Russian

Army, and especially the lack of rifles and the difficulty of sending

supplies to the Russians, prevented them from making good use of their

immense resources in men. This situation caused great anxiety. The Con-

ference had decided that it was essential for the Coalition to come to

Russia’s aid in the largest measure possible; unfortunately, in these ef-

forts, the Allies were very poorly aided by the Russian representatives in

France, who were constantly endeavouring to conceal the truth.

An incident vidiich arose during the Conference will show to what a

point this spirit of dissimulation was carried. During the session of

December 7th, I had requested the Allied representatives to furnish me
with information r^arding the situation in their armies. General Gilin*
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sky* was the first to reply, and he vigorously contested the figures which

we knew represented ^e real strength of the Russian forces.

According to our figures the effectives were not more than a million

and a half men, whereas the General contended that they amounted to

2,700/xx). The difference was a big one. In order to justify our figures, I

offered to read a telegram which I had just received from Pctrograd,

which was very clear and emphatic on the subject of the Russian strength.

The General objected to having this paper read aloud. I, therefore,

handed it to him. He glanced over it rapidly and with a gesture of fury

stuffed it into his portfolio. The telegram stated that the Russians had

1,360,000 men at the front, of which 160,000 had no rifles. This sharp

encounter produced quite a sensation. It was clear that a lack of confi-

dence reigned between the Russian General Staff and ours.*

In fact, for some time there had been signs of weariness, or rather of

indifference, in Russia in all that concerned the war, for the Russian

nature is easily turned aside from its dreams. Nevertheless, the Emperor

remained inflexibly loyal to our cause.^*

For all of these reasons, I felt doubtful as to the Russians displaying

the necessary activity in applying the decisions of the Conference, and

this impression was strengthened by something that happened shortly

after its close. The Russians had requested me to start an offensive against

the Germans for the purpose of relieving the pressure on their front. I

discussed this subject with General Gilinsky during the latter half of

December and I explained to him how impossible it was for me to

accede to this suggestion, in view of all the efforts which had been fur-

nished by the French Army in 1915. I pointed out to him that most of

the weight of the war had fallen on France, on whose soil v^ concen-

trated the main strength of the German Army, and I added that in

comparison with the French front, the Eastern line had been largely

stripped of enemy troops.

About this same time most trustworthy informatiem reached me de-

scribing **the frightful disorder which reigned in the Russian communi-

cations**; Lord Kitchener had drawn my attention to the same point.

TraflSc in the northern ports was apparently interrupted for the whole

duration of the winter; the railways in course of coostruetbn in the

* General Gilinsky, whom I had known at Petrograd when he was Chief at the General

Stiff, gave me the impression of beiag neither very able nor very frank. He was bound in

dotest intiinicy to General Sookoumlinoff, the Minuter of War-4nd everybody now knows
the details of the latter^s disgraceful conduct when he was in power.

fUumbetm of July 31, 1924. Correspondence between Gilinsky and General Daniloff,

Quirtermaster-General of the Grand Duke Nicholas.

^Tdqirsm horn If. Palfologue, Pieoch Ambassador to Russia, dated December 27, 1915.
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region of the White Sea were far from being finished, and under the

conditions it seemed extremely dangerous to continue to send war mate-

rial to the northern ports. Through lack of elementary facilities, supplies

arriving could neither be disembarked nor stored, while there was risk

of theif being entirely lost during the course of a hazardous voyage

across the polar sea or during interminable journeys on sleds.

The question was fast becoming one of grave concern; in an effort to

remedy it, I first thought of sending to Russia a special mission composed

of French oflScers and engineers, who would organize the traflSc on the

Russian railway lines, following the system pursued in our own country.

But this proposal ran counter to Russian susceptibilities, which caused its

rejection. I then proposed to the Prime Minister that Japan should be

induced to furnish additional material, and that a line of supply should

be opened by way of Canada and Siberia. Objection was made that the

Trans-Siberian railway was already taxed beyond its capacity; so these

suggestions also fell to the ground.^^

However, stimulated at last by necessity, the Russians pushed the con-

struction of their railways to the White Sea, and a sled service was organ-

ized, making it possible to transport during the bad season a very con-

siderable part of the material furnished by the Allies.

The Russian problem was also taken up by the Government, which en-

deavoured to see by what means it would be possible for us to utilize

Russia's immense resources in men. For the question of effectives on

the French front had become disturbing, and it was clear that if a German

attack should take place there we would be very shortly obliged to

embody the 1916 class in our fighting units. This was the origin of the

ingenious idea which arose in official spheres of asking Russia, whose

lack of armament prevented her from using a large part of her men, to

send to the French front organized contingents, estimated as high as

40,000 a month. The arms and equipment of these units would be fur-

nished by us. To carry out this plan, the Government, during the first

fortnight of December, sent to Russia a delegation, headed by M. Doumer
and to which I assigned General Pau, who on December 4th had been

designated as Chief of the French Mission at Russia G.H.Q.

M. Doumer's mission was only partially successful. In fact, the Russian

Government objected to sending to France 40,000 men a month, under

pretext that its trained reserves were not sufficient. However, by way of

experiment it agreed to send a Russian brigade, which was embarked

between Fd>ruary 29th and March 17th at Dalny. This was to be followed

^ Letters id the Prime Minister dated December 24, 1915, and January 3, 1916.
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later on by five other brigades, whose departure was to take place during

1916 at such time as the ncMthern ports were practicable. Reduced to

these proportions, the matter no longer presented a serious interest for the

solution of the crisis in effectives on the French front.^*

It was natural to suppose that the prestige and reputation which at-

tached to the person of that fine soldier, General Pau, would aid in

bringing the two staffs together. Unfortunately, such was not the case;

at the Stavka^* our officers were politely ignored and they found it most

difficult to learn what plans the Russian High Command had in view.

Indeed, weariness and indifference began to make their appearance in

many directions, and, as far as Russia was concerned, we were destined

from now on to have nothing but disillusions.

The Agreement with Italy

At the Chantilly Conference, General Porro, Assistant Chief of the

Italian General Staff, let it be understood that, thanks to a new draft

which had been made in November, the Italian Army would soon be

reinforced by a considerable number of new units: 12 brigades of infantry,

2 regiments of Bcrsaglicri, 26 Alpine batteries, 74 field and moun-

tain batteries, 150 siege batteries and 74 companies of engineers. Unfor-

tunately, and without doubt due to budgetary reasons, the Italian Gov-

ernment found itself obliged to reduce its programme by about one-half;

and when, in February, 1916, the French Prime Minister went to Italy,

accompanied by General Pellc, the latter was urged by General Cadorna

to make a contribution to the armament of the new units and to the

constitution of the additional heavy batteries. When this request was

communicated to me, I wrote, on February 22nd, to the Minister of War,

that as far as I was concerned I thought we could accede to Italy’s desire.

My idea was, in fact, that we should avoid giving Italy any pretext for

failing to take a less important share in the offensive than had been

agreed upon at the Chantilly Conference.

The Action of the Coaution in the Near East

At the beginning of December, 1915, the situation in the Near East was

far from promising. The Army of the East was retiring upon Salonika,

where no fortified positions had as yet been constructed to receive it; the

Servian Army, thrown back into the mountains, was there engaged in a

“The and and 3rd Russian brigades were later sent to Salonika; and the thiee others

never started.

“ The nussian term for Russian G.H.Q.—Translator.
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painful retreat; the Expeditionary Corps at the Dardanelles was hope-

lessly clinging to its perilous positions around Gallipoli; Greece was

showing a most suspicious attitude, and had even put forth the pretension

of disarming our soldiers the moment they crossed the Greek frontier in

their retirement from Servia. Greece was also more or less openly oppos-

ing the construction of fortifications around Salonika and Roumania had

absolutely refused Russia's suggestions to give free passage to Russian

forces either across her territory or down the Danube.

Furthermore, as regards the line of conduct to be pursued in the East,

there existed no agreement amongst the Entente, and the Conferees at

Chantilly had not succeeded in reaching an accord on that subject. It

was most urgently necessary that the chaotic attempts which, up to this

time, had characterized the policy of the Entente in the Near East should

be co-ordinated in a manner conforming to its common interests. The

Russian and Italian Governments were in agreement with us on this

point.

The first thing to do was to come to some decision as to the principle

of maintaining our forces in Salonika. M. Briand, who succeeded M.

Viviani as Prime Minister towards the end of October, 1915, was an

ardent advocate of the Salonika expedition; in fact, he had urged it ever

since the beginning of 1915. On the contrary, M. Clemenccau had always

strenuously opposed, both in Parliament and in the press, any operation

in this region.^^

I spent October 29th and 30th in London, endeavouring to convince

Lord Kitchener of the necessity of remaining in Salonika in order to

save the Servian Army. My representations were most energetic and I

succeeded in obtaining from the British Cabinet the promise of their

co-operation in opening and maintaining railway communication between

Salonika and Uskub. Altogether, the matter seemed in fair way of

being settled, and Kitchener himself, on November 6th, embarked for

the Near East, with the intention of personally examining whether the

matter was possible. On his way through Paris he made a visit to M.
Briand, who used all the power of his persuasion to convince him. He
also came to Chantilly, but I saw that he continued to believe that our

action at Salonika would be too late to make it possible to save Servia,

and that he was still haunted by the thought of Egypt.

As to the Dardanelles, his opinicm was expressed in the following

had occasion to see this for myself during a fisit that I made to him 00 Novem-
ber 29, 1915.
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words: “If wc stay at the Dardanelles an attack on Egypt is always

possible; if we withdraw, it is certain/’

Lord Kitchener returned to London on November 20th, and we gath-

ered that his journey had not induced him to share our point of view.

In particular, I was informed by Colonel Girodon, who had accompanied

him to the East, that, during a conference at Mudros on November loth,

he had expressed the opinion that the best thing to do was partially to

evacuate the Dardanelles, and land four divisions on the Gulf of Alexan-

dretta, for the purpose of cutting the Bagdad railway and thus ensuring

the distant protection of Egypt. This idea appeared to me dangerous, for

it would cause a dispersion of the Coalition’s forces and it ran the risk

of meeting the same difficulties as the unfortunate Dardanelles expedition

had encountered.

It was agreed between the British and French Governments that a

conference should take place on December 4th at Calais and that the

leading political and military personalities of the two countries would

be present. Therefore, on the morning of December 4th I left with

General Pellc for that town. Here I found M. Briand, General Gallieni,

Minister of War, Admiral Lacaze, Minister of Marine, General Graziani,

Chief of the Army General Staff, Admiral Jonquicre, Chief of the Navy

General Staff, and M. de Margerie, Director of Political and Commercial

Affairs at the Foreign Office. Representing the British were Mr. Asquith,

the Prime Minister, Mr. Balfour, Secretary of State for War, General

Sir Archibald Murray, Chief of the Imperial General Staff of the British

Army, and Mr. Clark of the Foreign Office.

The Conference was a long one; opening at 2.30 pan., it did not close

until 6 o’clock. Lord Kitchener and M. Briand set forth in turn their

points of view. Kitchener maintained that since the Servians were in-

capable of continuing the struggle, the Allied troops should be withdrawn

from the region menaced by the advance of the Austrians, Germans and

Bulgarians, so that they could be more profitably employed elsewhere.

M. Briand defended the French point of view with the greatest

warmth. He represented that while we had gone into the Balkans to

rescue the Servians, it was also true that we had done so to prevent the

Germans from becoming the masters of that region, and to restrain

Greece and Roumania; that at least 110,000 Servian soldier* could be

rescued and re-formed into an army; that from a moral point of view

the effect of their abandonment would be disastrous. Moreover, Russia,

in response to representations from the French and British Cabinets, had

finally concentrated some 400,000 men in her territories lying closest to
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the Balkans, and Italy had agreed to intervene in Albania; it was also

to be feared that if the Allies abandoned Servia, her politicians of the Lib-

eral party, who had always been in favour of coming to an agreement

with Austria, would take advantage of the opportunity and treat with

the enemy. M. Briand ended by pointing out that along a line running

from the Vardar up to the Chalcidian Marshes the Allied troops could

most certainly defend themselves against all attempts on the part of the

enemy.

Nothing availed. The British were unyielding. They continued to

maintain that to keep the Expeditionary Corps at Salonika was both

useless and dangerous. The most they would agree to do was not to

demand immediate evacuation, but they expected that the decision to

depart would be taken at a very early date. It has been seen that during

the Chantilly Conference the British representatives defended this same

point of view, and orders to stop the disembarkation of material at

Salonika had already been sent from London.

However, on December 5th, during an interview with M. Guillemin,

our Minister at Athens, the King of Greece had given his word that his

army would never attack our troops; moreover, he consented to the

defensive organization of Salonika. This favourable news had an im-

mediate and happy effect upon the British Government, which showed

itself much more amenable. In fact, four days later, Lord Kitchener,

accompanied by Sir Edward Grey, arrived in Paris, bringing with them

the agreement of their Government to the maintenance, at least pro-

visionally, of the Expeditionary Corps at Salonika and its establishment

behind a fortified position.

This rapid change of attitude is another evidence of British loyalty;

starting from this moment, the principle of maintaining our forces at

Salonika was never again seriously brought into question. It is true that

during the conferences of January 22nd and February 14th of the follow-

ing year, the British Government once more endeavoured to open a

discussion regarding the more or less complete evacuation of the place,

but it did not insist on this, and from tlut time on simply confined

itself to refusing any increase of the British contingent.

As soon as the agreement of December 9th gave me the assurance that

the Brtish would remain with us at Salonika, I gave orders to General

Sarrail, who a few days before, by the decree of December 2nd, had been

placed under my authority, immediately to commence the works of

defence; at the same time I informed him that an important diipment

of heavy artillery and engineering material was being prepared. But I
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have to admit that as soon as the Salonika front was placed directly

under my orders, I felt the need of obtaining by detailed examination

on the spot exact information as to the conditions surrounding the prob-

lem in the East. I more particularly desired to know with accuracy the

capacity of resistance of the 150,000 men composing the army when once

installed in positions around Salonika.

Now, in order to carry out the decree of December and, I found it

necessary to effect a new organization of my staff. More especially I was

led to appoint a chief staff officer, a sort of collaborator of very high

rank, whose duty it would be to fulfil important missions which I might

desire to confide to him. With the approval of the Minister of War, I

had designated General de Castelnau for this position and my first

thought was to assign to him this investigation in the East, so that he

could study conditions on the spot. On December loth, I went to Avize,

the headquarters of Castelnau, who then- commanded the Group of

Armies of the Centre, to inform him of his nomination^® and explain

what I desired him to do.

Castelnau left on December I5th.^® On arriving at Salonika he exam-

ined and approved Sarrail’s plan for putting the place in a state of

defence. The opinion he formed was that it would be entirely possible

for the forces we had in view for service in the East to resist any attack

which the Germans and Bulgarians could make against them.

To sum up, while the Entente had failed in its efforts to save the

Servian Army, the arrangements just concluded would provide a first-

class point of support for our further operations in the Balkans, by the

establishment of an intact army in favourable positions which would be

constantly improved.

However, two dangers presented themselves and care would have to

be taken not to fall into cither. On the one hand, it was essential that

the Army of the East should present an dement of force sufficiently

menacing to hamper the plans of our enemies and inspire confidence in

hesitating neutrals; on the other hand, it was important to avoid dissi-

pating, for the benefit of a distant and secondary theatre, forces which

could better be employed at the ptnnt where the ultimate decision must

In the French service, when a large army takes the field, the mao at the head of the

Commander-in-chiefs staff is designated "TAe Mi^or-Genertl,** His functions correspond

to those which In the American and British services fall to the chief of staff. General Joffre

thus appointed General de Castelnau as chief staff oHicer, he already had appointed a

** At this moment, I learned that the tetreat of our forces towards the Greek frontier had
been effected in good Older and that all ol the matfrid and supplies stored in Servta had
been lavcd. I was bappy 10 congratulate General Sarrail upon this success.
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be sought. I’hercfore, the army at Salonika had to be sufficiently numer-

ous, well organized, well commanded, and provided with a sufficiently

powerful materiel to enable it to fulfil the role which had been laid down
for it during the Chantilly Conference,

These were the considerations which induced me to approve all the

requests for war material sent forward by General Sarrail, especially those

for heavy artillery, and to attempt to persuade the British Government

to have all the forces at Salonika put under the command of one man.

Before agreeing to this suggestion, the British at first exacted that both

General Sarrail and General Mahon should be placed under the orders

of a French General who would be especially designated for the post.^^

However, upon the insistence of our Government, the British, towards

the end of December, agreed that General Sarrail should be given the

command.

But the requests which Sarrail now sent me were not confined to war

materiel, and he announced that 150,000 men were not sufficient to assure

the defence of Salonika. It was to clear up this point that I sent General

de Castelnau to the East, and his conclusions were to the effect that once

the units designated for its composition were on hand the Army of the

East could defend Salonika under excellent conditions.

Therefore, when at the end of December, and again in January, I

received a request from General Sarrail for two divisions, I was obliged

to send him a formal refusal, at the same time pointing out that as soon

as the re-organization of the Servian Army was sufficiently advanced, its

best elements would be directed upon Salonika. I even had to embark on

a struggle over this matter with the French Government, to whom
General 'Sarrail had made a direct appeal, in order to prevent the hur-

December 27th the British Cabinet deliberated on the question of a single cofh-

mand for the Allied forces at Salonika, and it was decided that their reply would be sent on

the 28th to the French Government through the British Ambassador in Paris.

The following is an extraa from a letter addressed on December 29, 1915, by Colonel

de la Panouse, French Miliury Atuch^ ip London, to the Commander*in-Chtef of the

PrexKh Armies:

*'According to what Lord Kitchener told me, the Cabinet agree that the British troops,

although they are the more numerous, shall be placed under the orders of a French

general; but in their opinion, since General KCahon has been for quite a long time inde-

pendent of General Sarrail, it is preferable not to place ^im under the orders of the latter.

Such a step might be considered as constituting a criticism of the way the operations

have been conducted up to this time by the British, and would result in the belittling of

General Mahon's moral authority.

The British Government would, therefore, be very glad if the French Government

would appoint an officer having hij^r rank than either of the two generals who now
command at Salonika; in this way the latter would preserve their relative equality.**

(Strictly Personal File of the Comman^-in-Chief,

Volume n, Folder 3, Document 41.)
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ricd despatch to his army of Brulard’s division, concentrated at Mitylcne.

Foreseeing the danger presented by this method of bringing pressure to

bear upon my decisions, I decided to write to the Minister of War and

assert my full responsibility in all that concerned the defence of Salonika.

*'1 request,” I wrote on January 22, 1916, “that not only in France but

in the East, I should be left entire freedom to assign our forces and

choose the means and designate the method of their employment, as

being the only way that will enable me properly to direct military opera-

tions in accordance with the intentions of the Government.”

The Servians

The rescue of the remaining fragments of the Servian Army became

one of my most serious preoccupations from the moment I was given

command of the French armies on all the theatres of the war.

Our Allies had made their retreat under conditions which surpassed

in tragedy anything that history has ever recorded. Camping in the snow

and harassed by a hostile population, before they reached the mountains

they had abandoned the whole of their wheeled transport and almost all

their artillery. Nevertheless, the remnants, exhausted, famished, and in

rags, had reached the region bordering on the Adriatic, where, during

the early days of December, they formed two disorganized masses, one

around Scutari-Saint-Jean-dc-Medua, the other around Elbasan-Tirana.

The problem now presented was to feed and clothe these pitiful sur-

vivors and eventually re-form them into an army, thus placing at the

disposal of the Coalition a few units possessing the excellent qualities

inherent in the Servian racc.^® The French Government had sent a mis-

sion to Italy which, working in conjunction with the British Adriatic

Mission, managed to land provisions at Saint-Jean-dc-Medua and Dur-

azzo; but the presence of enemy ships in the Adriatic Sea still rehdered

it difficult to forward supplies, and it was only possible to get enough

rations to the Servians to prevent them from dying of hunger. It, there-

fore, became indispensable to transport the various detachments to some

region less exposed than was the Albanian coast—^for example, to Valona.

I decided to send General Piarron de Mond6sir to Brindisi, with instruc-

tions to take in hand the rescue of the Servian Army and then reorganize it.

On December 15th he left for Italy; but here he met with opposition

from the Italian Government, which would not hear of the concentra-

**On November iith Prince Alexander %ent me a telegram to thank me for mv efforts

with the Tnter-AlUcd Council in behalf of Servia. In it he declared that “our soldiers are

eager to take the field and once more fieht for our common interests alongside their noble

allies, whose skill and courage are legendary.**
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tion of the Servians in the region of Valona, The pretext officially given

was that they would certainly bring the seeds of epidemics with them;

the real reason^ however, lay in the fact that Italy had no desire to see

the Servians install themselves in a region which she now looked upon

as her own private **hunting ground.*’

Another solution, therefore, had to be found, and this was all the

more urgent since the condition of the Servian troops became every day

more critical. Indeed, on the 20th of December, I received a touching

appeal from Prince Alexander in which he pointed out that his starved

and demoralized troops were now menaced by Austrian and Bulgarian

contingents which were moving towards the Adriatic between ^essio

and Durazzo.

As soon as I received this news, I hastened to urge upon the Prime

Minister the necessity of bringing diplomatic pressure to bear upon the

Italian Government in order to obtain its authority for us to use Valona,

at least as the first stopping place. In case Italian opposition could not

be entirely overcome, “the next best solution,” I added, “appeared to con-

sist in immediately transporting the Servian forces from Scutari to the

Island of Corfu.” I also asked the Naval Authorities whether this opera-

tion was possible from a naval point of view, and whether it could be

executed with the rapidity which the circumstances required.^*

I was waiting impatiently for a reply to these suggestions when, on

December 26th, I learned with astonishment that the French Govern-

ment had decided to transport the Servian Army to Bizerta. This solu-

tion, unexpected to say the least, seemed to entail many objections, the

principal one being that this operation would necessitate the employment

of ships and naval equipment required for transporting to Salonika sup-

plies of which the Army of the East stood in immediate need. I, there-

fore, urged upon M. Briand the Corfu solution, which was far simpler

and more rapid; I also pointed out to him that the occupation of this

island would prevent its being used as a base for German submarines

and a centre for German agitation and propaganda. Moreover, according

to M. Guillemin, our Minister at Athens, we need not fear any serious

opposition on the part of Greece, that country being, after all, Servia’s

lawful ally.

On January 2, 1916, I went to the Quai d’Orsay to plead this cause,

and on the 6th I learned that the Government had finally adopted my
point of view. On January 7th, orders were given to a group of Alpine

battalions to establish themselves at Corfu, which was done without diffi*

^Mc«(age tdephoned at 10.45 s.m., December 22, 1915, to the Ministry of Foreign Affain.
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culty. There then remained the question of transport. I pointed out to

the Council of National Defence, which held a meeting on January 12th,

how serious a danger would be involved for the Servians at Scutari if

Mount Loveen was taken by the Austrians; and as time was being

wasted in discussion between the French and Italian Governments, in

order to hasten the solution, 1 proposed that we should adopt the Italian

proposition which consisted in embarking at Valona those Servians who

were capable of reaching that place on foot, and at Saint-Jcan-dc-Mcdua

and Durazzo all men unable to march farther. On January i6th’ I was

finally able to give General Mondcsir orders to proceed to Albania and

personally direct the evacuation.

The French Navy, now efficiently aided by the Italian Naval Authori-

ties, went to work energetically and enthusiastically. By the 19th of

February, the last men had reached Corfu but the last of the animals

only on April 5th. It had been possible to save 160,000 men and 10,000

animals; but all were in a lamentable condition. General de Mondwir’s

task was now to re-organize these remnants into an army.

The Army of Montenegro had been definitely struck off the rolls of

the Coalition, it having capitulated, for the most part, after the occupa-

tion of Scutari by the Austrians, in spite of General Mondcsir’s efforts

during the last days of December to prevent it, and the measures taken

to supply the Montenegrins with arms, ammunition and rations.

Events in the East now made it necessary for us to consider measures

for the safety of our Expeditionary Corps. The attitude of Greece, at first

favourable to the Entente, had lately become more and more suspicious,

following upon the resignation of M. Venizelos at the beginning of

December; this hostility had manifested itself so plainly that, on the i6th,

France suggested to the Governments of the Quadruple Entente that

steps be immediately taken to put Greece on a rationing system for all

her food supplies. We held under our control all the routes which led to

her shores and thus had a singularly powerful means of compulsion,

especially if we rationed her in the matter of money as well as of food.

For she was no less dependent upon the Allies in this respect, and they

could dole out to her by instalments and under due stipulations only the

sums required for urgent and proved necessities.

Under the threat of a naval demonstration at the Piraeus, Greece finally

authorized the construction of fortifications at Salonika and halted the

concentration of her forces in the region adjoining that place. However,

hardly a day passed, so to speak, that I did not receive from General

Sarrail some report describing the unrest reigning at Salonika, the Ger-
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manof^e sentiment which hampered his actions, and the vast network

of espionage which centred in the city, and which, on December 30th,

had led him to arrest the Consuls of the enemy Powers. What rendered

his task particularly difficult was the desire of the French Government

to spare the susceptibilities of Greece, whose active support continued to

be considered both “desirable and possible.’*

After arriving at an understanding with our Government, I was finally

able to send Sarrail instructions enabling him to take the necessary meas-

ures to ensure the safety of his army at Salonika. Amongst these, he

contemplated proclaiming a state of siege the moment that the Bul-

garians crossed the frontier, as seemed probable. But a Creek division

was in garrison in the town and it could use its wireless telegraph for

the purpose of giving the enemy useful information concerning the

situation of our forces. Sarrail requested authority to require this division

to quit the zone of the entrenched camp within 24 hours after the proc-

lamation of a state of siege. I supported his request with the Prime

Minister, who exacted of the Greek Government the necessary

guarantees.

These various measures had the effect of assuring, partially at least,

the safety of our troops; but, on the other hand, it also became necessary

to bring pressure to bear upon General Sarrail to induce him to collabo-

rate with the Greek Government, as was desired by both France and

Great Britain. There can be no doubt that this officer, whose army

during the whole of the campaign in Servia had suffered from the du-

plicity of the Greeks, was little inclined to show them any consideration,

and he treated them with a degree of roughness entirely natural under

the circumstances, refusing them supplies, destroying railway bridges,

arresting Consuls, etc. On January 31, 1916, I sent him the following

telegram with a view to moderating his severity:

The Government considers that the collaboration of Greece should always

be regarded as desirable and possible. It requires that our diplomatic and

milita^ action should be effected in such manner as to prepare for and

facilitate this collaboration. To carry out this policy you are directed not to

undertake—except of course in cases of force majeure or lack of time for

referring the matter to Paris—any military operation which could be inter-

{M-eted as infringing on the sovereignty of Greece, except upon formal instruc-

tions from the Government.

These directions constituted the basis of our political action in Greece

during the whole of the year 1916. Heir literal application frequently

hampered the action of the Commander-in^Chief of the Army of the
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East but it failed to bring us the collaboration of the Greeks, King

Q>nstantine*s Government more than once giving evidence of how little

it appreciated our patience, which, indeed, it mistook for weakness.

Roumania

The question of Roumania*s intervention made little progress during

the peri^ which preceded the Battle of Verdun. Indeed, after the battle

of Tarnov, the Roumanian Government obstinately refused to enter

into fresh negotiations with the Entente, and at one time there was

even reason to fear that she might range herself on the side of our

enemies.

However, at the beginning of 1916, the situation seemed for a moment

to change. To prevent Roumania from selling wheat to the Central

Powers, France and Great Britain had bought large quantities of cereals

from her. These purchases led the German Minister at Bucharest to

assume a threatening attitude, which without doubt alarmed M. Bratiano’s

Government, for it thereupon consulted the Russians as to the help

which they would be in position to lend if the German protest should

develop into an ultimatum. This seemed a good occasion for inducing

Roumania to resist the German demands by promising her armed as-

sistance. I discussed the question with M. Briand in Paris, and on

January 28th I directed General Pau to ask General Alexeieff to place as

soon as possible in rear the Russian left wing a strong force of reserves,

capable of supporting the Roumanians if necessity arose; at the same

time I directed General Sarrail to create uneasiness in the enemy’s camp

by giving the impression that we were contemplating an early offensive

action.

But the difSculty between the Germans and Roumanians soon disap-

peared Nevertheless, during the time that negotiations between the Rus-

sian and Roumanian staffs were going on, they revealed a profound

divergence of views between them, more especially in regard to the nature

of the plan of operations. Now, it was most important that Roumania

should not turn her eyes towards our enemies, eq>ecially when it was

remembered that General Akxeieff had declared ’'if Roumania’s as-

sistance is secured by the Germans it will sound the death knell of any

Russian offensive’*;^ for the pbms of the Coalition were based in large

measure precisely upon the execution such an offensive and there

could be no doubt that the success of our general attack would be seri*

ously compromised if Russia was forced to observe a defensive attitude.

* Telcfrsm from General hai dated February sydi.
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Nevertheless, it was evident that Roumania, surrounded as she was,

could not indefinitely maintain her neutrality, and the misundersunding

which had arisen between her and Russia regarding the plan of opera-

tion was calculated to compromise the whole situation. The difiiculty

was that each of the two Powers desired that the other should undertake

that part of the miltiary task which it disliked to assume itself. Russia

wished to operate in Bukovina, putting upon the Roumanian Army the

duty of guarding her frontier on the Danube. Roumania wanted to

invade Transylvania, while charging the Russian Army with operations

on the southern frontier of the Kingdom. The Russian plan inspired

Roumania with an invincible suspicion; the Roumanian plan was dis-

tasteful to Russia, tempted as she was to look upon her neighbour as an

insignificant vassal Power.*^

It being essential to reconcile these two points of view at all costs,

I asked M. Briand to exert diplomatic influence upon the Russians in

the hope of inducing them to manifest an earnest desire for conciliation;

I also had the good fortune to succeed in getting the Government to for-

ward munitions manufactured in France to points in southern Russia,

there to be stored until Roumania made her decision as to which side

she would take. These efforts had given no results when the Battle of

Verdun had reached its height, and even then there was no assurance as

to what Roumania’s decision would be.

The Economic Wae

During the course of the year 1915, I drew the attention of the Gov-

ernment several times to the necessity extending the war to the eco-

nomic domain. The importance of doing so increased as the war dragged

on. For, in a struggle which every day assumed more and more the

character of a siege, the first condition to be realized was to cut the

enemy’s communications with other countries, and prevent him, as far

as possible, from procuring from outside territory the resources he needed

for continuing the war; and yet, it had to be admitted, the first year

of the contest was drawing to a close without anything really serious

and efficacious having been tried toward accomplishing this end.

On November 22nd, the Minister of Foreign Affairs informed me
that, thanks to measures taken in agreement with Great Britain, "'neutral

commerce was being closely watched and British exports to countries

which mi^t supfdy our enemies had been considerably reduced.^ But a

study of the tables furnished in support of these statements proved that

* Letter £rom Geoenl JoSre to tbe Prime Mmliter, dated Friiniary 29, 1916;
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this reduction was still far from being sufficient. In certain articles of

merchandise exported from England, there was even noted a considerable

increase; the commerce of neutral countries had ukcn on enormous pro-

portions since the beginning of the war, while France and Italy per-

mitted a quantity of goods to enter Switzerland which far surpassed the

economic and industrial needs of that country.

For example, during the month of October, the United Kingdom

had exported to northern Europe more than looo tons of cotton in excess

of the preceding months; the importation into Norway of chrome ore

coming from England had increased sixfold during the same month;

importations from France or Italy into Switzerland during the first six

months of 1915 had doubled for cocoa, increased ten times for vegetable

and animal oils, and tripled for cotton. There could be no doubt that

neutral countries were serving as storehouses for our adversaries who,

through their intermediary, were receiving everything that they needed.

During the course of the Chantilly Conference, I thought it my duty

to draw attention to the necessity of effecting a close economic blockade

of the Central Powers by imposing upon neutral countries a close ration-

ing, strictly corresponding to their needs, with every source of leakage

guarded against. The Conference adopted my suggestion and proposed

the creation of a central committee charged with drawing up a pro-

gramme and proposing means for carrying it out.

Evidently, the organization of economic warfare as far as France was

concerned was the business of the Government; all I could do was to

bring to its attention the grave importance of the question; it was a

source of great regret, moreover, that responsibility in this matter was

divided among several Ministerial departments, thus making it all the

more difficult to fix it and so obtain better results. My role, therefore, in

this most important question was limited to pointing out the military

consequences which would ensue if the measures taken were not suffi-

ciently severe, or if they were put into effect too late. This I did on

several occasions. For example, towards the end of December, 1915, I

vigorously insisted that France and England should purchase the whole

or a part of the Roumanian wheat crop; I likewise endeavoured on

several occasions to obtain a strict rationing of Greece, where efforts

were being made to escape our economic surveillance.

On the other hand, a very dangerous current of opinion had begun

to make itself felt on the subject of economic warfare and some were

tempted to believe that victory could be obtained through the mere opm-
tion of a severe blockade and without having recourse to military inter-
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vention. Nothing could be more false. For while useful results could be

obtained by cutting off Germany from sources of outside supply, these

measures were bound to be incomplete, however closely the blockade was

carried out. Indeed, although it appeared possible to close the lines of

supply leading to the north, those coming from the cast remained wide

open. I, therefore, thought it important to draw the attention of the

French Government to this point, in order to arrest the dissemination of

so dangerous an idea. This I did at a meeting of the Council of National

Defence held on February 2, 19^6.

But the question of instituting an economic war soon ceased to occupy

me, for towards the end of March, 1916, the Government claimed its

entire responsibility in the matter and assumed full charge of the whole

question. Nevertheless, I should note here a very delicate point which

arose at the beginning of January, regarding the importation of raw

materials into Belgium and the exportation from that country of manu-

factured articles. What influence could these operations have upon Ger-

many’s power of resistance? Could they prolong. or shorten the term of

the war?

Opinions were divided. In general, the British were favourable to au-

thorizing these exchanges, basing their opinion above all on sentimental

reasons—the desire to diminish the suffering of the Belgian people, fear

that the Germans would take possession of idle plants and employ them,

with or without the owners’ consent, for their own profit; fear that

Belgian workmen, deprived of work, would seek employment in German

mines and factories, thus making available additional combatants.

Our point of view was somewhat different. We held that it was essen-

tial at any cost to deprive the enemy of all resources which might be useful

to him; therefore, from a military point of view, trade with Belgium

should be restricted to a carefully studied and specified list of goods.

This was the opinion I expressed.

During the time that I was called upon to occupy myself with them,

all questions concerning the economic blockade of the Central Powers

were dealt with by M. Fran(ois-Marsal, attached to my headquarters.

In this work he gave proof oi high intelligence and practical good sense.

For example, it was he who called my attention to the importance which

the purchase of the Roumanian wheat crop presented for the Entente.

I am glad to express my appreciation of the eminent service he rendered

on this occasion.



CHAPTEK II

VERDUN

The German Attacks jrom February to July, 1916

WHEN on February 21, 1916, the Germans hurled themselves

against Verdun, the attack did not take us unawares, but before

going further it is essential to turn back to events leading up to this

great battle.

After our offensives in Artois and Champagne, during which all of

our available forces had been engaged, it became essential to reconstitute

our reserves in men and material. To do this I decided to assume a wait-

ing attitude during the winter, until such time as new operations could

be undertaken. At the end of October, therefore, I prescribed that com-

manders of groups armies should reduce to a minimum the forces

kept in the front line and place in reserve as many units as possible,

distributing them behind the front in such fashion as to enable them to

be rapidly moved to any threatened point. 1 calculated that in this way

the front could be held with the equivalent of some Bfty divisions; 20

others were allotted as reserves for the various groups oi armies, and I

kept 25 at my own disposal.

The rapid movement of these reserves was to be assured by placing

our mechanical transport parks at suitably chosen points, and by creating

four trunk-line systems of railway transport, specially devised for this

purpose.

I also caused each of the groups of armies to draw up a general plan

of works to be executed. On those parts of the front which particularly

lent themselves to offensive actions, the ground was to be so organized

as to enable the offensive to be taken at any moment, without resorting

to long preparatory operatbns, so that surprise might be effected to the

largest extent possiUe.

Altmg other portions ci the line, on the contrary, it was to our advan-

tage to keep well separated from the enemy, so that suf^lementary

defences might be improved. Fortified regions were to be organized in

436
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rear of the first and second positions so that, if the enemy attacked, his

forward movement would be compelled to follow along well-defined

channels; these regions would also serve as points of support for our

own counter-offensives.

The portions of the front which at this time seemed to be particularly

sensitive, those against which the enemy would appear to have reason

to direct his efforts and consequently the parts which stood most in need

of strengthening, were the following:

The country around Amiens, point of junction between the two

Allied armies, and, therefore, a direction where the Germans might

attempt to separate the British forces from the French.

The Valley of the Oise, leading as it did directly to Paris.

The region of Rheims, since this large city was a tempting prey to

the enemy.

The region of the Argonne, through which the Germans might attempt

the methodical reduction of the Verdun salient.

The heights of the Vosges, which constituted the buttress supporting

our right wing.

The Porrentruy gap, covering the part of our front which faced

Switzerland and needed by us as a base, in case the Germans violated

Swiss neutrality.

These were the points against which, at this time, it seemed 10 me most

likely that the enemy would launch an offensive. I must also add that I

did not consider these different regions to be of equal importance. Un-

doubtedly, those which appeared the most sensitive were the country

around Amiens, the Valley of the Oise and the region on the extreme

right of our front, where the enemy might seek a strategic solution. On
the other points, it did not seem likely that he could do more than gain

local successes or effect partial rectifications of his front, no decisive re-

sults being attainable.

Nor did the front around Verdun, in view of the salient presented by

its form, seem to me destined to become the theatre of the gigantic

struggle which took place on its hills during the greater part of 1916.

Due to the lack of material means suflBcient to enable me to undertake

an equal effort along all portions ot the front, I was compelled to draw

up a priority schedule of fortifications to be constructed; for the reasons

which I have just explained, the region of Verdun did not come first.

Similar considerations guided me in the selection of those poitk>ns

of the front behind which to place the 25 divisions chat I desired to keep

as reserves at my own disposal. In regard especially to the Secoiid Army,
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it was to assemble all of its ten divisions in the region of Amiens, Grand*

villcrs, Compicgnc, Meaux, behind those parts of the front which,

strategically speaking, were the most delicate; at the same time I planned

to put eight divisions in reserve south of the Avricourt railway line.

As a matter of fact, it was a long time before we had any precise

indications as to the movements of the German reserves. At the begin-

ning of December some abnormal activity was reported in the Woevre.

As a measure of precaution, I sent from Champagne to the region

Bar-lc-Duc the VII Army Corps and the 15th Division; however, as

the first indications were not confirmed, these divisions were put under

training. But my attention was shortly afterwards drawn to the regions

of Amiens and the Oise, where there were signs that the enemy was

preparing for an offensive. On December 29th, at a conference held at

Chantilly, under the presidency of M. Poincar^ and at which M. Briand,

General Gallieni, General Haig and the three commanders of our groups

of armies assisted, we were all in agreement that the greatest danger

lay in this quarter. Indeed, all the available troops which the Germans

had were concentrated between the Oise and the sea; east of the Oise

we could discover only two infantry divisions, belonging to the III

Corps and located at Hirson and Sedan.

It may be well to relate here an incident which took place between

Gallieni and myself with reference to the defensive organization of the

front. On December i6th, he wrote me that “reports have come to me
from various sources concerning the organization of the front, indicating

that deficiencies exist in the condition of the works at certain points.

In the regions of the Meurthe, Toul and Verdun notably, the line of

trenches appears not to have been completed, as it has been along the

greater part of the* front. If the situation is as reported, it presents a

very grave danger. Under these conditions, should the enemy effect a

rupture of the line, not only would your responsibility be involved, but

also that of the entire Government.”

I confess that this letter impressed me disagreeably. Four days after-

wards I answered in a long communication which set forth my point

of view.

G.H.Q. December 18, 1915
From the Commander<in-Chief of the French Armies
To the Minister of War

(Personal.)

In your despatch No. 12703 D of December i6th you informed me that

reports have come to you &om various sources concerning the organization

of the front, and indicating that deficiencies txxH in the condition of the
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works at certain points. This is notaUy the case in the r^ons of the Meurthe,

Toul and Verdun where the line of trenches af4>eart not to have been

completed as it has been along the greater part of the front, etc. • . •

You ask me, therefore, to make it possible for you to give assurances that

on every portion of our front at least two lines have been organized and

that they have been provided with ail the additional strength which passive

obstacles, such as barbed wire, blanc ^eau, abatis and other obstructions, etc.,

can furnish.

I have the honour to inform you that in my instructions to army com*

manders dated October 22, 1915 (copy herewith), I united in a single docu-

ment various orders, previously issued, covering the organization ot our

defensive lines. These instructions have in view more especially:

1. The improvement of the first and second positions of defence now
existing along the whole front and each of which comprises several lines of

trenches.

2. The organization behind these first and second positions of a system

of fortified regions, some of which were already, at the time, in course of

construction.

The execution of my orders has been constantly supervised by commanders

of armies and groups of armies and verified by officers of my staff.

Existing works around our fortified towns in the East have been trans-

formed in such a way as to give them a place in this system of fortified

regions, and they now present several successive lines of defence.

This whole organization, established in accordance with a general plan,

is now under construction and has been completed at a number of points

on the front.®

The maps of defences already constructed, which I send you herewith, will

show that, in the regions mentioned in your despatch of December i6th,

there now exist three or four successive positions, either wholly or nearly

completed. This organization, taken as a whole, is much stronger and more
complete than that of our adversaries.

Moreover, in execution of my instructions of October 22nd, above men-

tioned (these prescriptions being the result of our offensive of last September),

the units withdrawn from the front have been organized into local reserves,

army reserves and reserves of the Commander-in-Chief; in this way, while

ensuring rest for the troops, it becomes possible to reinforce in a minimum
of time any part of the front that may be attacked.

Measures have also been taken to assure the rapid move by rail of the

reserves belonging to the Commander-in-Chief; these arrangements are ham-
pered by the penury of railway material now at our disposal.

To sum up, 1 consider that nothing justifies the fears which, in the name
of the Government, you express in your despatch of December 16th. How-
ever, since^ese fears are founded upon reports which have attracted your

* While on this subject, it might he pointed out that the erection of passive obstacles

has been dela3fed and continues to be ddayed, in spite of my numerous requests, bf the

lack of a proper supply of barbed wire. 1 can, neverthdess, assure the Governmeat that

alonf the wh^ front the two prindpai potkioas of defence, at least, are now provided

with sufkieiuly sciopg passive obstacles to give them the required leststaoce.
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attention to deficiencies in our defensive organization, I request that these

reports should be communicated to me with information as to their author-

ship«

I cannot permit men in the military service, placed under my orders, to

Knd to the Government, through other than proper military channels, com-

plaints or objections with regard to the execution of my orders. It is also

no less disagreeable to me to have to defend myself against vague imputa-

tions from sources unknown to me.

The mere fact that the Government accepts communications of this nature,

coming either from mobilized Members of Parliament, or, directly or indi-

rectly, from officers serving at the front, is calculated to have a most serious

effect upon military discipline. Soldiers who write these reports know that

the Government takes them up with their chiefs; the authority of the latter

is diminished and the morale ol all suffers from the discredit thus implied.

I cannot admit the continuation of this state of affairs.

The Government’s confidence is absolutely essential to me; if I have it,

then the Government should neither encourage nor tolerate practices which

undermine the moral authority without which I cannot continue properly

to exercise my command.

J. JOFFRE

The incident was closed by a reply from Gallieni accepting my expla-

nation. “The Government has full confidence in you,” he wrote me, “and

you must not consider its desire to be informed regarding the situation

as a manifestation of distrust.”^

It was not until January lo, 1916, that the first indications reached us

regarding the possibility of an enemy attack in the region of Verdun,

our Minister to Denmark having telegraphed that a German offensive

northeast of that place was being talked about. This information was

immediately confirmed by news coming from Switzerland, reporting

the concentration of 400,000 men in the region of Verdun. Rumours
were constantly reaching me, indicating successively almost every point

of the front as being menaced by atuck; nevertheless, these two reports,

the one confirming the other, attracted my attention, in spite of the

slight interest which it seemed that Verdun could offer to the Germans,

and notwithstanding the unpropitiousness of the season for an offensive

in this region.

I learned at the same time that movements of troops and impextant

arrivals of men and material from Belgium and Lorraine, had been
observed in the direction of Sedan, Carignan, Montm&ly, Longuyon and
Audun-le-Roman. My attention being thus directed towards the Verdun
region, a study of the enemy works there immediately revealed that

‘Letter £iom Miniiier of Wtr, December aa, 1915.
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the number of field railways had increased between B&hincourt and the

Spincourt-G>nflans line. The statements of prisoners added to other signs

—«uch as the movement of staffs, the systematic destruction of church

steq>les throughout the region, the erection of works in the Bois de

Spincourt and the Bois de Consenvoye—all tended to confirm these indi-

cations. Moreover, our Intelligence Bureau estimated that 17 German

divisions were now available.

It is true that information coming from reliable sources continued to

suggest as possible theatres of attack the Valley of the Oise, Rheims,

Nancy or the Champagne area. But these rumours could no longer dis-

tract my attention from Verdun; therefore, immediately upon his return

from Salonika, I sent General de Castelnau there to study the condition

of the fortifications; I especially directed him to inspect the northern

front, the one which appeared the more particularly menaced.

On his return he reported to me that on the whole the defensive

organization complied with the instructions that had been given, and

that if we took into consideration the resources available, the work done

to put the Verdun region in a proper state of defence should be con-

sidered satisfactory. Nevertheless, while he was there he had indicated

a number of improvements which should be effected—construction ol

dug-outs, assembly places for reserves, shelter for troops, their distribu-

tion, etc., etc.

In order to hasten the construction of defensive works, two divisions

were immediately placed at the disposal of General Herr, commanding

the fortified region of Verdun, and orders were given him to use them

for this purpose. I also transferred the region from the Eastern Group

of armies to the Central Group, since the defence of Verdun on the left

bank of the Meuse should, logically, extend up to the Argonne; more-

over, the question of communications suggested the advantage of placing

the region under the orders of the Central Group.

Up to this time we had received nothing more than indications that

an attack was contemplated; the first definite news was furnished on

the 6th and 7th ot February by deserters, who declared that important

concentrations of troops were taking place on the left bank of the Meuse

and in the region of Damvillers. No clear idea could be as yet formed

as to the zone where they would be employed, and more especially, we
were still unable to decide whether or not the attack would uke place

on both sides of the Meuse. Then a report arrived from one of the best

of our agents, declaring that the Germans were going to undertake a big

offensive in the r^ion ot Verdun, with attacks simultaneously directed
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against Rheims and in the direction of Amiens; the Crown Prince was

to be in charge of the operations. On February 14th we came into pos-

session of the Crown Prince’s order which was to be read to the troops

at the opening of the attack. Doubt was no longer possible. The offensive

was going to take place.

Four days later all this information was confirmed. Other deserters

coming in declared that the attack had been fixed for February 13th, but

had been put off on account of bad weather, and that it would take place

on the first good day. The operation was to embrace the whole of the

northern front and be carried out by forces amounting to four army

corps.

To meet this threat, various means had been progressively placed at

the disposal of General de Langle, who commanded the Central Group

of Armies, his aircraft being reinforced as well as his heavy artillery.

The Eastern Group of Armies had received orders to hold its reserves in

Lorraine ready for entraining, so that they could be moved as soon as

the order was given; new units were also placed under General Herr’s

orders.

As I wished to examine the situation for myself and establish contact

with the various generals commanding in the Verdun region, I left for

BarJc-Duc on the evening of February i8th, and on the 19th I saw in

succession General Herr, General Balfourier, commanding the XX Army
Corps; General Bazelaire, commanding the VII Army Corps at Dom-
basle; and General Humbert commanding the Third Army at Ncttan-

court. All of them appeared to be awaiting the storm with perfect calm.

Herr already had 12 divisions at his disposal, either in sector or within

easy reach; the next day, Balfourier’s two divisions would begin detrain-

ing. Opposed to this force we estimated that the Germans probably had

some 15 divisions on the two banks of the Meuse, between Avocourt and

Etain.

In regard to my own action, I proposed to maintain my reserve of

twenty-six divisions, echeloned along the entire front; for news of com-

ing attacks on other points continued to arrive, and I was all the more

induced to think that Verdun could not be the principal objective of

the Germans, since the strategic results they could expect to attain there

were entirely beyond my comprehension. Moreover, these reports did

not cease to come in for a considerable time after the opening cl the bat-

tle of Verdun, and it has always been my opinion that the failure of the

surprise attack against the town and the turn which the battle tock were

the only reasons which prevented the other offensives from being under-
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taken. A curious phenomenon o£ attraction, which clearly proves the

weakness of the German High Command, obstinacy and an empty vain*

gloriousness, led to the absorption by Verdun of all the forces which

the Germans had available. From the point of view of Germin strategy,

Verdun had no justification.

The Battle of Verdun

At 10 o’clock on the morning of February 21st we learned at Chantilly

that the attack on Verdun had commenced. A violent bombardment

along the north*noith-east front had been opened and fire was being

directed simultaneously against our first and second positions from the

Meuse up to the road leading towards Etain. Towards the end of the

day news came that the German infantry had obtained a footing in some

of the advanced trenches of the Bois des Caures and the Bois d’Herbebois.

The next morning I learned of the successive captures of Haumont and

the Bois des Caures. The report stated that the fighting had been very

severe but the conduct of our troops had been excellent. At 10 a.m. on

the 23rd I received news that Brabant had been evacuated the evening

before. The same day we lost the major part of the Bois des Caures and

the Bois de Wavrille; that evening we still held, but only precariously,

the crest southeast of Haumont, the southern edge of the Bois des

Caures, Beaumont and Ornes.

The violence of the attack made it evident early in the engagement

that new reserves would have to be despatched. The I Corps and the

XIII Corps had already been sent by motor transport to the region of

Revigny—Bar4e*Duc, and the commanders of groups of armies had

been warned to be ready to furnish reinforcements up to the extreme

limit ol their resources.

On the other hand, it continued to be altogether likely that the assault

which the Germans were directing upon Verdun would not be the sole

effort they would make, and that other attacks, more or less vieJent,

might shortly be expected on other parts of the front. It seemed probable

that for this purpose the enemy would select the portion of the line held

by the French, as he was aware of the comparative thinness of our line

and our feeble resources in men. Flanders and the north of France did

not lend themselves at this season of the year to the devebpment of a

large offensive, and this hypothesis seemed confirmed by the fact that on

those parts of the northern front held by British troops the enemy had

maintained, as far as we could learn, only four divbions in reserve. An
attack in thb region, therefore, seemed improbable. For this reason I
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decided, on the afternoon of the 22nd, to ask General Haig for his

assistance. As he was not in a position to disengage Verdun by an imme-

diate attack, he could come to our aid only by relieving our Tenth Army

as quickly as possible, thus supplying us with new resources. At the

same time that I telegraphed my appeal to him, I asked ^r William

Robertson, Chief of the Imperial General Staff, to support my request

with the British Commandcr-in-Chief.

The replies came immediately, and they were what I wanted—indeed,

what I might expect, from two such loyal soldiers. Robertson answered

that he had represented to Haig how important it was to lend us every

possible assistance; the next morning Haig telegraphed that not only

had he given orders immediately to relieve the French i8th Division and

later on the entire XVII Corps, but that he intended to make a personal

appeal to London to get reinforcements sent from Egypt. Upon return-

ing to his headquarters, Haig telephoned, “I have made arrangements

to relieve the whole of your Tenth Army; tomorrow I am coming to

Chantilly to see you and place myself entirely at your service.**

On the evening of the 23rd the news coming from Verdun was so

alarming that I sent Colonel Claudel, my assistant chief of staff, to make

a personal examination of the situation. Early on the afternoon of the

next day he telephoned that the German attack had slowed down and

it looked as though we would be able to hold out and even make a

counter-attack.

But the situation suddenly changed. A furious attack was delivered

against the Bois des Fosses, Louvemont and hill 344; the Bois des Fosses

appeared to have been taken, Ornes was evacuated, and the enemy

seemed to have progressed along the Cotes des Meuse. There was no

doubt that conditions were serious; for if this information was exact,

if the German advance in this direction continued, its effect would be

to cause the retirement of our troops in the Woevre. This is what Gen-

eral de Langle explained to me by telephone towards 7.30 p.m. When he

asked my orders with regard to the evacuation of the Woevre, my reply

was that I left him free to take such decisions as he, who was on the spot,

deemed necessary; however, I told him that I had fully decided to resist

the German attack by facing northward and maintaining our positions

on the fight ban\ of the Meuse, between the river and the Woevre.

Nevertheless, the information which General de Langle had sent

caused me considerable anxiety. Indeed, its very vagueness, the rapidity

with which the situation was continuing to change, made it my duty to

anticipate the worst and prepare to meet it as quickly as possible. It was
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to be feared the troops on the northern face and those in the Woevre

would be overthrown and forced to fall back in disorder to the left bank«

If this happened they would become incapable of resisting the enemy’s

advance^ and our front at this point would be seriously compromised.

After long refleaion I came to the conclusion that the best way to

bring this dangerous advance oi the enemy to a standstill would be by

sending fresh troops to the left bank of the Meuse with the double

purpose of preventing the enemy from crossing the river and of receiving

our troops in case they were driven over to the right bank. I also consid-

ered that it would increase the resistance of this barrage if the command

of this portion of the field were given to a man who, freed from the

emotions of the battle being fought on the right bank, would have no

other preoccupation than to prevent the river being crossed. In fact, this

solution consisted in abandoning only what was already lost, if it was

admitted, as General de Langle feared, that the forces in the Woevre

and on the Hauts-de-Meuse would be driven back in disorder.

As soon as this decision was taken in principle, the next thing to do

was to execute it rapidly. At ii p.m., I called up Mouy, headquarters

of the Second Army, then in reserve on the right bank of the Oise, and

informed General Petain that he was to take command of all the forces

on the left bank of the Meuse and all others that would arrive in this

Tegion; headquarters of the Second Army would move immediately to

BarJe-Duc; General Petain was requested to stop on his way to that

place and see me at Chantilly, in order to receive his instructions. By

midnight of the 24th all the orders had been given.

During that night of February 24/25^ 1916, I wished more than at

any time in my life that I had the gift of omnipresence. I felt that

decisions I was taking at Chantilly, far from the scene of action, based

upon uncertain information and predicated upon such conceptions as I

could form of a constantly changing situation, ran the risk of being

nullified before they could be transmitted to those who were to execute

them. For this reason I would have liked to be at Verdun.

On the other hand, my duty unquestionably was to remain at my
headquarters. Here I could best fulfil my r61e d sending reserves to the

battle, supervising the rest of the front and ensuring the collaboration

of our Allies. However, realising that useful decisions, if they were to

be taken in time, could only be taken on the spot, I requested General

de Castelnau to proceed to Verdun and there represent me—but first as-

suring himself that the situation was really that which we pictured it to

be from the information furnished by General de Langle. He was e^pe-
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cially to examine whether the mission I had in view for the Second

Army confor;ned to existing circumstances.

I authorized him to use his own initiative in taking whatever decisions

seemed advisable, basing himself upon this idea, that we must at any

price defend the north front between Douaumont and the Meuse, and

the east front along the Hauts-de-Meuse; only in case of absdute impos-

sibility must our forces fall back to the left bank after the Second Army

had established itself there.

The intelligence ai^d resolution which General de Castelnau dis-

played in carrying out this mission arc a matter of history. From Souilly,

to which place had been transferred the headquarters of the Fortified

Region of Verdun, he telephoned me at 3.30 p.m., February 25th, that

he had found General Herr fatigued to the point of depression by all

he had endured since the German attack opened, and he was no longer

capable of inspiring his command with the energy required by the cir-

cumstances facing us. His staff, moreover, was no longer in a condition

to give him the support of which he stood in need. After examining the

situation with the commanders of sectors, de Castelnau considered that

there was still time to halt the German attack on the right bank of the

Meuse. He, therefore, proposed to place General Petain in command of

the whole of the Fortified Region of Verdun and of the troops then arriv-

ing on the left bank of the Meuse, the mission of the Second Army being

to check the effort which the enemy was making on the north front of

the Verdun salient,

I replied approving all these decisions; and indeed I was extremely

pleased to learn that the real situation at Verdun was not as desperate as

it had been represented and that General P^tain*s mission had been so

happily modified. General de Castelnau placed General Herr under the

orders of General P&ain for the purpose of furnishing him with all

needed information, while the old staff of the fortified region was to

be used to reinforce progressively the staffs of army corps recently

arrived in the zone of the battle.

It was in this way that the solution of this delicate problem was arrived

at—a solution which ultimately saved Verdun. Once mwe the stability

of our front had become almost wholly a matter that was to depend upon

the resolution of the men who ccxnmanded there. It was the realization

of this fact which led me, when I learned, during the evening of the

26th, that Bonneval’s division, occupying the Cdte du Talau and the

Cdte du Poivre, believing itself menaced by a turning movement on its

right» had fallen back to Froide Terre, to remind all that the situation
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facing us required that the orders given to hold on to the right bank

of the Meuse north of Verdun should be rigorously observed. 1 directed

that any officer who gave orders for his unit to retreat should be brought

before a court-martiaL On the 22nd, General Bapst had already evacuated

Brabant -under questionable drcumsunces, and now it was General

Bonneval who was giving up the C6te du Poivre. Urgent measures had

to be taken, and I directed General de Castelnau to make an investiga-

tion. This order crossed a letter from him in which he suggested that

General de Bonneval be tried by a court-martial.*

The retirement of our troops from the Wocvrc to the Haut$-de-Meu$e,

which General de Langle had decided upon on the 24th, was executed in

good order. On the evening of the 25th, the enemy had carried the

Douaumont fort by surprise, but on the 26th the impression prevailed that

he had given up the idea of trying to advance along the ground imme-

diately bordering the Meuse, by reason of the powerful flanking Are

which we directed from the left bank. The situation was improving both

materially and morally, and during the evening General de Castelnau

wrote me that if we could gain two or three days in which to enable

General P^tain to put things in order and make his action felt the

danger of losing Verdun most probably would have definitely passed.

As a matter of fact, the enemy's plan for taking the town by a sur-

prise attack had broken down. All the troops which he had assembled

for this purpose had been engaged, and he was now faced by the

necessity of bringing up new forces for feeding the battle. The long

and arduous struggle developed into one of attrition, which continued

without pause until the first Russian offensive,, and afterwards the Franco-

British offensive on the Somme, obliged the Germans to take up a defen-

sive attitude on this part of the front.

In order to give complete freedom to General P^tain and permit

General de Langle to consecrate himself entirely to the Fourth and

Fifth Armies, before which the enemy continued to make preparations for

attack, I decided on the 27th of February to place the Second Army under

the direct orders of GJi.Q.; the Third Army, whose action—above all

on its right—was closely related to that of the Second, passed to the

control of General P^tain.

The Battle of Verdun oflfers one more proof that in all the affairs of

war nothing is more important than the way the. command is exercised.

On Fd>ruary 26th, General P^in (^ganized the Second Army into four

** As « coasequence of the iovestigitiaii set on foot, Gascnl Bapst and General Bonneval

were relieved hrom their commandi.
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groups^ placed in the energetic hands of Generals Bazelaire, Guillaumat,

Balfourier and Duchfine. The next day the enemy resumed his atucks,

and by a violent action which continued throughout the day of the ^th,

he endeavoured to disengage the Douaumont Fort, which we had sur-

rounded. This time, however^ we repulsed his attacks on the Bois du

Chauifour and the village of Douaumont, as well as to the east of the fort

in the Bois de la Caillette and on the heights north of the village of

Vaux* While this first success was unquestionably due to the courage

displayed by our troops and their devoted self-sacrifice, it was no less

attributable to the energetic method in which the command was exer-

cised, marked as it now was by an invincible determination to halt the

enemy at any cost.

Therefore, when General de Castelnau returned from Verdun on the

29th of February, in making his report he felt himself justified in ex-

pressing the hope that Verdun was for the moment safe. This first

result being accomplished, it seemed to me that the best way of arresting

any succeeding efforts of the enemy would be by retaking the ground

which he had conquered. Our ammimition was plentiful and our flank-

ing positions on the left bank made it possible to bring the enemy under

a convergent fire; this chance must, therefore, not be neglected, and

when General P6tain took command I indicated it to him as his earliest

task. During the conversations we had on the ist and 5th of March,

when I visited him at Souilly, I renewed this recommendation. The most

important of these operations should be the retaking of the fort at

Douaumont.

On March 6th the Germans made a new effort against the Mort-

Homme and the Bois des Corbeaux; on the 8th the fighting was

intense along the whole line from the C6te du Poivre to the borders

of the Vaux fort, and on March 22nd the battle was again renewed at

precisely the moment when, in company with the President of the

Republic, the Prince Regent of Servia and General da Cadorna, I made a

visit to Verdun.

These attacks led the Qmimander of the Second Army to make re-

peated requests for reinforcements, to all of which I acceded. Towards

the end of March, little by little, thanks to the uninterrupted arrival of

reserves, the Second Army found itself in greater strength than the

forces opposed to it, and I thought that the moment had arrived for ex-

ploiting this advantage. It was most essential for us to take and keep

the initiadve. In my opinion this was the most efficacious method

preventing the enemy from making any further progress.
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However, during each of the frequent visits that I made to Souilly,

I gathered the impression that the Commander of the Second Army had

not sufficiently grasped this idea. In contaa as he was with the daily

realities of this violent battle and constantly menaced by new attacks,

he showed too marked a tendency, perhaps an attribute of his tempera-

ment, to look upon the defensive as the only possible attitude. With each

new threat of attack he sent me new requests for troops. These were

never accompanied by any allusion to plans for a counter-offensive, and

he informed me in advance that he would certainly be obliged to ask

me for further reinforcements. This went on to such an extent that at

the end of March I had at my disposal only one fresh army corps,

the IX.

Towards the beginning of April, this attitude of General P^tain

brought about a certain amount of disagreement between us. He was

perfectly aware of the general situation along the front and was fully

acquainted with the indications so frequently observed of attacks in

preparation—sometimes against Rheims, sometimes in Champagne, some-

times in the valley of the Oise; above all, he was cognizant of my plan

for a combined Franco-British attack which would permit me to count

with ceruinty upon relieving the pressure on Verdun at an early date.

It was, of course, true that the Germans appeared to have put into the

battle since February 21st some 400,000 men and that we estimated their

losses at 200,000; but it was likewise true that 39 of our ovm divisions

had been successively engaged. The two efforts, therefore, were com-

parable, and I repeatedly urged upon General P^tain the need of strik-

ing back,' pointing out to him that if we never recovered, little by

little, the ground we had lost, we would be faced with a very dangerous

situation. I insisted especially that the continued progress of the enemy

south of the Forges brook entailed the re-establishment of our line farther

forward, by means of a vigorous and powerful offensive, unless we were

prepared to face the loss of Bethincourt.

My insistence at last began to bear fruit. One of General P&ain's

lieutenants, General Nivelle, commanding the III Corps, had under-

taken, beginning on April 3rd, a series of actions in the region

Douaumont which had been crowned with success. On April 10th I

inspected this sector and was so agreeably impressed by the results

obtained that I asked P6tain to give General Nivelle the means pur-

suing his advantage on the right and left ol Douaumont
But P&ain*s demands became more and more pressing. He com-

plained of the quality and quantity of reserves placed at his disposal; in
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particular he requested that the troops sent to him ^ould be taken from

amongst those which had not yet fought at Verdun, and that he did not

desire any of the recruits of the class oi 1916, as they were likely to be

too much affected by the bombardment. Under various pretexts he also

delayed returning to me the units withdrawn from the front, in order

that he might add them to those which he kept at his own disposal,

considering, as he always did, that the forces I intended to send the Sec-

ond Army were not sufficient; likewise, the staffs of units were only

relieved after considerable delay *

And yet General P^tain knew that my insistence upon these points was

due to my desire rapidly to reconstitute the corps and divisions with a

view to their future employment elsewhere. He was perfectly aware that

at the same time I was furnishing him troops for the battle of Verdun,

I was endeavouring to collect together the largest possible number of

divisions for the Somme offensive. Finally, remembering how powerful

was the artillery placed at the disposal of the Second Army, it seemed

evident that an aggressive defence would not only bring better results

than any passive defence but it would be more economical. Therefore,

when I sent General P^tain the IX Corps, the last available unit which

had not taken part in the battle of Verdun, I warned him that hereafter

he must count solely upon his own resources or upon troops which had

already taken part in the battle; I pointed out to him that opposed to

him were some German units which had been sent three times to the

attack! The Commander of the Second Army was endowed with very

great qualities and these, during the course of the war, and especially

at the beginning of the Battle of Verdun, have brought him a justly

earned reputation. What saved Verdun was his highly developed tactical

sense, his continual perfecting of the methods of defence, and the constant

improvement he effected in the organization of the command of the

higher units. General P^tain was the heart and soul of the action.

Moreover, it should never be forgotten that it was his accurate and

unceasing study of the enemy’s fighting methods that brought about in

our own army the greatest tactical improvement seen in it at any time

during the war; this is especially true of the fruitful liaison he effected

between the aviation and the artillery. Under his intelligent direction,

Verdun was, if the hardest, at the same time the best practical school of

application the French Army ever had.

On the other hand, the very great qualities of this most eminent

*Por examine, it took iroin Mtrch 25 to April 6, 1916, Co auraia die Xm Coept when
it was returned to my comiol.
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leader were affected by a condition of mind which caused him to place

an exaggerated importance upon the events happening at Verdun. If I

had yielded to his demands, the whole French Army would have been

absorbed in this battle, and we would have been obliged to renounce all

hope of taking any part in the offensive decided upon at Chantilly the

previous December; it would have meant accepting the imposition of

the enemy’s will. My determination, on the contrary, was to keep ever

in view the possibility of reversing the situation by an Allied action on

the Somme, and to this end I determined to keep available the greatest

possible number of French units.

All at this will explain how it came about that early in April I

looked about for means of withdrawing General Petain from the battle-

field of Verdun, hoping that by giving him a more distant perspective,

a wider front upon which to direct his action, he would take in the

general situation with a clearer view. The command of the Centre

Group of Armies had become vacant through the departure of General

de Langle, and the occasion seemed a good one to reward the services

which General Petain had rendered and at the same time place him at

that distance which it seemed to me was, under the circumstances,

desirable.

I, therefore, informed him that he was to take command of dm
Centre Group of Armies, and I sent Castelnau to Souilly to ask him on

what date he wished to enter upon his duties. He was not pleased, and

he answered that when wanted he could be found any day at Souilly.

He assumed command of his group of armies on May 2nd. On the

3rd, I went to see him at Bar-le-Duc, where his headquarters were estab-

lished, and took him with me on a round of visits to the command
posts of the Second Army. During this trip I was struck by his pes-

simism; and I received confirmation of this condition of mind shortly

after. I had asked General Petain to write me periodically his ideas re-

garding what was going on and what plans he had in view. On May 7th

he sent me a long and interesting letter in which he explained his con-

ception of the general situation. He started out by saying that thanks

to the new German system of making their attacks with a small amount

of infantry and a large number of guns, we were slowly but surely

becoming used up, and he advanced the theory that if the Allies did not

soon intervene we would finish by being beaten.

He asserted that France’s part in the Coalition’s effort for 19x6 should

be considered as having been fulfilled by the resistance she bad made

in front of Verdun, and that nothing more should be asked of her. No
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reason, therefore, existed for trying to economize on the forces sent to

the Second Army, for, in his opinion, the best way to relieve Verdun was

to have the British start an intervention as quickly as possible and in a

form, which would avoid employing any sudden and violent action such

as had marked the assaults in Champagne and Artois in 1915. His idea,

on the contrary, was to prepare a series of attacks which would continue

throughout a long period. For example, assemble three or four groups at

chosen points, distribute each of these groups in depth, and have the

team in front always ready to attack. "It is better,” he wrote, "to keep

the Germans under the constant menace of an eruption than to con-

front them with an extinct volcano.”

I was naturally in agreement with P6tain as to the necessity of dis-

engaging Verdun by an attack directed against another part of the

front; this indeed was precisely the object I was pursuing in endeavouring

to secure the execution of the decisions taken at the Chantilly Confer-

ence. I also shared his opinion as to the form to be given to the offensive,

which should not be any mere "flash in the pan”; for it was evident

that it was by no short, violent action that the Germans could be pre-

vented from renewing their attacks- against Verdun. However, the ques-

tion did not stop at Verdun, which, after all, was only one incident in

the general struggle; the object we had in view was victory, and since

the Germans had undertaken a war of attrition, it was for us on our side

to conduct it with due economy, and turn the situation to our advantage

by making attacks only when we could profitably assume the role of

attackers. In this way we would cause a melting of the enemy*s reserves

and reduce his front to nothing more than a thin barrier which, if we
economized our own reserves, could be broken down by the combined

blows of all the Allies and permit the passage of our victorious bat-

talions. In this game it was certain that we also would suffer wastage,

but the enemy would be worn down; the whole question lay in con-

ducting our affairs with such wisdom as to enable us to last longer than

he did. In war it is the final battalions that bring victory.

Ever since the opening of the Battle of Verdun I had firmly believed

that in no other way than this could the affairs of the Coalition be con-

ducted so as to conclude the war successfully, and, in my opinion, this

applied to France especially. It was precisely for this reason that I could

not bring myself entirely to agree with General P&ain.

If the battle undertaken to disengage Verdun was to be conducted

long enough to effect its purpose, the units sent to the Second Army
would have to be used to the extreme limit of their endurance. By thus
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devoting to the defensive operations around the fortress only a minimum
of troops> the largest possible number of fresh units might be made

ready for the attack on the Somme.

It was not true that Verdun could suffice as the sole contribution to

be demanded of the French Army during this campion* I4 the first

place, if the German offensive could bring about such i Itsult andl jpfe-

vent us from taking part in a concerted action with the Codtilioil, it

would manifestly be a great success for the enemy, for he would have

succeeded in eliminating from the struggle his first and principal adver-

sary. Again, from a moral point of view, in order clearly to mark the

failure of the enemy’s attempt against Verdun, it was imperative for us

to keep to the engagement made by the Allies in December, 1915. If the

offensive which the Coalition had in view was to succeed, it had to be

carried out with every available man, and it was, therefore, our duty

to add the largest possible number of French units to the battalions the

British were consecrating to it. Moreover, we had reason to hope that

this offensive would bring about a definite victory under the form of a

break through; if this supreme act was to be accomplished, it was impor-

tant from every point of view that the French Army should be on hand.

There was another point. The Commander of the Centre Group of

Armies wanted the Allied offensive to start as quickly as possible. Here

again he and I were not in agreement. A plan of action had been ar-

ranged amongst the Allies, based upon the principle of simultaneous

attacks on all the fronts. For reasons already explained, it was not until

the end of June that they could take place. If we asked the British to

advance this date, the result would be to destroy the whole effect

counted upon. The Coalition would revert to its futile attempts of

1915 and we would risk giving to the offensive neither sufficient ampli-

tude nor proper preparation.

All of these considerations prevented me from sharing Petain’s ideas.

We started out from two entirely different points of view: he wanted all

the French forces devoted to Verdun; I, on the contrary, insisted upon

devoting to this battle of attrition, from which I could hope to obtain no

strategic results whatever, only a strict minimum of forces.

At this time most singular rumours were current, in governmental

spheres and amongst the public, as to the relations existing between the

various general cheers. This gossip assumed such proportions that Gen-

eral Roques, on May 12th, went to Verdun to sec Petain. He came back

fully reassured, and on the 13th he wrote me that he had given his

colleagues, that very morning, during a Cabinet meeting, a most reas-
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suring statement, and he had repeated it that same evening before the

Military Committee of the Chamber of Deputies. I, nevertheless, had the

feeling that I would like to give the commanders of groups of armies an

opportunity to lay before me their opinions; therefore, on May 17th, I

brought them together at Chalons with the idea of discussing the general

situation. On his way to this conference, Foch had a slight motor acci-

dent, which obliged him to go to Meaux to have himself attended to. I

went to see him there, and found him considerably disturbed by the out-

look for the Somme offensive, then in course of preparation. Its scope

had already been greatly reduced because we had been obliged to send

so many divisions to Verdun, and Foch now feared that it was on the

point of becoming irremediably compromised. I reassured him by telling

him of my firm determination not to lend myself to the game the Ger-

mans were trying to induce us to play.

During the meeting at Chalons, although Retain continued to express

his doubts as to the advisability of our projected attack on the Somme,

he was willing to agree with me—and Franchet d’Esperey, commanding

the Eastern Group of Armies, was of the same opinion—that a general

offensive undertaken by all the Allied forces would be the best method

of disengaging Verdun.

To put my plans into execution I was obliged to exercise the closest

economy in regard to that fortress, and this could only be accomplished

by requiring General Petain to get the most he could out of the forces

at his disposal—sending the units successively into action, reducing the

density on the fronts of the calmer sectors, and especially in the one

around Rheims where the threats of attack had not materialized, and

placing in quiet sectors, even before they had been reconstituted, the

divisions taken out of the line at Verdun.

These considerations led me to reply to new requests for reinforce-

ments, which arrived on the 20th of May, that General Petain’s schedule

for the employment of the forces under his orders did not seem to make
provision for using all the fresh units now available in his armies, some

of these being eliminated for reasons which did not seem to me suffi-

cient, others for reasons which had not been given.

However, a less passive attitude had now been assumed on both banks

of the Meuse. On the right bank. General Mangin, with the intense

energy which always characterized that officer, had, on May 22nd, re-

taken Douaumont, bringing about, however, on this part of the front

a reaction so violent that we lost the fort again on the 24th. On the left

bank, at Mort-Homme, our advance had been almost constant during a
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month. Thanks to this new attitude, the progress of the Germans seemed

to have been stopped. But General Retain made these operations the

pretext for representing to me that the consumption of our forces on

the Verdun front, instead of being one division every other day, as we

had formerly calculated, now reached the figure of tvfo divisions every

three days. He likewise complained of his inferiority in artillery. He,

therefore, asked that large reinforcements both in the matter of fresh

divisions and of artillery should be sent him. After a close study of the

essential requirements of the Second Army, I decided that if, as I firmly

intended, and as I had informed General Retain, I was to be in a position

to undertake an offensive south of the Somme by the first of July, it was

impossible entirely to satisfy his requests, more especially in respect of

heavy howitzers. Moreover, the fronts of the Third, Fourth and Fifth

Armies were now quite calm, and it seemed to me that the enemy was

so thoroughly occupied with the Verdun attack that some of Pitain’s

needs could be filled by taking artillery from these more passive sectors.

Towards the end of May the Germans had become fixed on the

northern slopes of hill 304, this being the sole result obtained by their

furious attacks between the 4th and loth of May; but their counter-

offensive had again given them possession of the heights of Mort-Homme,

which the XXXII Corps had previously torn from them foot by foot;

they had also retaken Douaumont fort, but had failed to recover the

Bois de la Caillette, which they had lost on May 2nd.

I thus felt justified in saying that if the offensive actions undertaken

by the Second Army had not wholly succeeded, they had at least pre-

vented the enemy from making any appreciable progress during the

month of May.

But on June ist the Germans resumed their attacks with fury on the

right bank, from the Bois Nawc to Damloup. During this exceptionally

heavy fighting. General Petain reported to me that he had need of four

new divisions. The fort at Vaux fell on June 6th and on the 8th the

struggle was renewed with fresh violence, the Bavarian I Corps pene-

trating our trenches between Thiaumont Farm and the Bois de la

Caillette.

I had been obliged to leave my headquarters on the evening of June

8th, for the purpose accompanying the Prime Minister to London. I

remained absent on the 9th and loth, and it was thus General de Cas-

telnau who received the report giving the details of the German attack

of the 8th. When I returned from London I learned that this nc*«'s

had produced considerable emotion at GJi«Q., where no little excite-
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ment prevailed. De Castelnau had telephoned to British G.H.Q. asking

that preparations for the British attack should be pushed forward; he had

also telephoned to Foch, who immediately arrived at my headquarters,

where his imperturbable serenity calmed the mounting fear.

For Petain had once more scared everybody. Having only a limited

confidence in the length of time that Verdun could resist, he had even

gone so far as to telephone de Castelnau that the place could not hold

out longer than eight days and that a retreat to the 1^ bank of the Meuse

would have to be immediately envisaged, if the artillery on the right

bank was to be saved. I found de Castelnau deeply impressed by what

had taken place and by his conversations with Petain.

The latter, more and more disturbed by the turn the battle had taken,

renewed on June nth the efforts he had already made on May 7th, to

induce me to fix an early date for the British offensive. He depicted the

situation in very dark colours, complained of the insufficiency of his

artillery, which he said was fighting one against two, and expressed the

fear that a rapid decision would be obtained against the Second Army,

to accomplish which the enemy, in his opinion, would hesitate at no

sacrifice. I thereupon decided to send General de Castelnau to Verdun
the next morning so as to obtain his judgment on the situation.

De Castlenau returned to G.H.Q. during the night of June I3th/i4th,

bringing a most favourable impression of the condition of affairs at

Verdun. The morale was excellent, the defensive organization of the

second and third positions was being strengthened, and he was of the

opinion that Verdun could hold out long enough to permit our offensive

on the Somme to take place at the time agreed upon.

However, before even receiving Petain’s letter, I had on June nth sent

instructions to General des Valliires, Chief of the French Mission at

British G.H.Q., directing him to represent to General Haig that the

strained situation at Verdun rendered it most desirable that all arrange-

ments should be made for an infantry attack to take place on June 25th.

Replying to Petain’s letter of the nth, I wrote him the next day as

follows;

I am of your opinion that the Germans count upon obtaining most im-

portant results from the battle they arc conducting against Verdun and
that we should at all cost maintain ourselves on the right bank of the

Meuse, even at the risk of abandoning a part of the artillery in position there.

I do not underestimate the increasing difficulties of your task, but I have

entire confidence that you will continue to beat back the enemy as you have

done up to the present with such brilliant success.
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The defensive organizations that you have projected are now being exe-

cuted on both banks of the river> and I know that you are hastening and
will continue to hasten their completion.

The divisions intended for the relief of those at present engaged can now
be counted upon. The reliefs and reinforcements in heavy artillery which
you are providing or have ordered, as wdl as the new ma|£riel already re-

ceived and that to be sent you as delivered, have already increased your

resources, and these will now continue to expand.

The present moment is one of great seriousness. The prdionged and suc-

cessful defence of Verdun has already made it possible for the Russians to

achieve great results in their ojSensives, and it constitutes the indispensable

and ineviuble element of success for the Coalition in the present campaign.

Nothing has been neglected, nothing must be neglected, which will ensure

this result, and 1 count upon your energy to imbue your subordinates, officers

as well as men, with the spirit of self-sacriiicc, the passionate confidence and

the determination to resist to the bitter end which you yourself have dis-

I^ayed.

All arrangements have been made to launch the offensive on the Western

front at as early a date as possible, consistent with the carefully calculated

preparations without which it is feu-edoomed to failure.

Finally, I decided to make an appeal to the heroic defenders of Verdun,

showing them the importance of the r61e the Second Army had played

up to this time and which it must continue to play until our ends were

accomplished.

On June 12th, I addressed them in the following General Order:

Soldiers of the Second Army:

The Russian armies have just won a brilliant victory over the Austro-Ger-

mans opposed to them. In less than eighty days they have broken through

the enemy’s front and driven him in rout before them. Over 105,000 prisoners

and 120 guns have been taken, along with considerable other booty.

The success won by the bravery of our brothers-in-arms marks a happy

beginning of the general offensive of the Allied forces. Other offensives are

now being prepared, and still others will be started in the near future. At-

tacked on Ha sides, the Central Powers will soon be forced to bow before

the superiority of the armies of the Coalition. The plan devised by the Allies

is now entering upon its full execution.

Soldiers of Verdun! It is your valour which has made this possible, for

your heroic resistance was the indispensable condition to our success. Upon

it still depends our future victory. Upon all the vast theatres of Europe, thanks

to you, there now exists a situation out of which will spring the definite

triumph of our cause.

I make one more appeal to your courage, your ardour, your sf^it of sacri-

fice, your kfve of country. Hold fast and strive with all your might to

shatter the last desperate efforts of an enemy now at bay.
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Many indications now suggested that the enemy’s attacks against

Verdun would soon •begin to slacken in intensity. Between June 8th and

20th no fresh unit was identified along this front. The volume of artillery

fire diminished on the left bank of the river, where the enemy appeared

to be withdrawing some of his batteries: it looked as though he was

beginning to move troops from our front towards the east, as a conse-

quence of the Russian successes in Galicia, and already I began to hope

that I would now be able gradually to withdraw a number of units from

the Centre Group of Armies for the benefit of the Northern Group,

whose operations were about to begin. Indeed, this possibility seemed so

evident that on June 20th General Retain showed himself to be in agree-

ment with the idea, although its execution would have to be delayed

until our positions around Verdun had been sufficiently widened; in any

case the enemy must be prevented from taking troops from that region

in order to employ them elsewhere.

This was the situation when the Germans recommenced their attacks

on the fortress. On June 2ist and 22nd, they tried in vain to gain ground

at hill 304 and at Mort-Homme on the left bank; on the right bank,

during the night of the 22nd, they obtained a footing between the Bois

dc Fumin and Le Chesnois, and on the 23rd Bavarian troops seized the

fort at Thiaumont; some of the enemy’s troops even succeeded in reach-

ing the works at Froide Terre; Fleury fell under the assaults of the Ger-

man Alpine corps.

During the course of this attack, towards 3 p.m., Petain telephoned

from Bar-le-Duc to de Castelnau that the situation looked serious; he

envisaged the evacuation of the right bank of the Meuse “where one-

third of the French artillery was in position.*’ On the other hand, from

Souilly, General Nivelle, who had replaced General Petain at the head

of the Second Army, sent me reassuring reports. He had collected a

division and a half and given them orders to counter-attack that night

and the next morning, in an efiort to reduce the salient which the

Germans had made at Fleury; another division was in readiness to make
an additional attack if that became necessary. Contrary to the idea which

seemed to prevail at Bar-Ie-Duc, there was no thought at Souilly of the

possibility of having to retire to the left bank of the Meuse.

It thus seemed evident that the Second Army had sufficient force to

break up the German offensive, and there was good reason for anticipat-

ing that this would be done. Moreover, during the evening General

Petain telephoned again; this time he looked at the situation more calmly

and his conversation contrasted strangely with what he had said before.
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The fighting went on during the whole of that night and the day of

June 24th, but the Germans, driven back by our counter-attacks to the

outskirts of the Thiaumont fort, now held only the ravine of Les Vignes.

At 12.30 p.m. I received from the Minister of War a most singular

telephonic message. In it he urged me to make sure that ^nothing delayed

the British attack, and he called my attention to the responsibility I

was assuming; moreover, he informed me that he was going to Verdun

the next day to learn for himself what was going on. Exactly two hours

later the Prime Minister passed through Chantilly. I went to the station

to pay him my respects and took advantage of the occasion to express

my astonishment at the communication I had just received. M. Briand

apprised me that the sending of this message was due to the President

of the Republic, who, during a meeting of the Cabinet, had shown him-

self deeply disturbed by the news of the attacks of June 23rd. This was

confirmed the same evening by M. Albert Thomas, whom I had invited

to dinner. After discussing with him the subject of our supply of guns

and ammunition, I took occasion to represent to the Minister of Muni-

tions how extremely embarrassing it was to have the Government inter-

fere in the conduct of operations. M. Albert Thomas felt as I did that

General Roques’ message was all the more inopportune since I had that

very morning informed the Government and General Petain himself that

the artillery preparation for the attack on the Somme was about to

begin.

Nevertheless, it was impossible for me to understand the emotion

caused in Paris by the events of June 23rd, unless it was that direct com-

munication was going on between the Government and the staff at

Bar-le-Duc. I already had my suspicions, but these were confirmed on the

25th by M. Combes, who lunched with me at G.H.Q.

On the 26th I saw General Roques on his way back from Verdun, We
had an explanation with regard to the famous message of the 24th, after

which he confided to me the impressions received during the course of

his visit. These reflected some anxiety in regard to General Petain. The

latter had declared to the Minister that he lacked by one-fourth the

heavy artillery he considered he ought to have. I could not help remark-

ing to General Roques how astonished I was that the Commander of

the Centre Group of Armies had not addressed his request direct to me;

moreover, I considered that by drawing upon the quieier sectors of his

armies he could easily find enough materiel to supply what he thought

was needed at Verdun; finally, I was quite astonished that, having been

informed the day before that the artillery preparation on the Somme was
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in full progress, he could choose such a moment to ask for additional

guns; he might have comprehended that everything I had was being

sent to the North. In any case the request was inopportune, to say the

least—the r61e of Verdun was over, the interest was now elsewhere.

This conversation made me fear that P^tain had once more allowed

himself to be too much impressed by the enemy, and 1 took measures

again to prescribe that he was to continue a vigorous resistance on the

right bank of the Meuse without permitting himself to be influenced

by the fear that he might lose some of his artillery. However, on the

29th the Germans seemed to have made up their minds to assume a

defensive attitude, and the next day the French retook the Fort at

Thiaumont.

On July ist the Franco-British attack, which had been postponed for

two days by bad weather, at last began; the Second Army, answering

the appeal I had made to it on June 12th, had brought the enemy to a

standstill before Verdun.

France had supported the whole weight of the enemy’s attacks ever

since February 21st; that is, during the time required to so prepare the

combined offensives agreed upon during the Chantilly Conference of

December 6, 1915, that they could be carried out with good prospect of

success.



CHAPTEK III

THE BATTLE OF THE SOMME

The Second Phase of the Verdun Victory

The plan of operations for the campaign of 1916, the approval of

which I had obtained from the representatives of the Allied Armies,

had as its basis, as I have said before, one dominant idea; this was that

we must seek to obtain a decision through simultaneous offensives on the

Russian, Italian and Franco-British fronts.

Immediately after the close of the Inter-Allied Conference, I began

to prepare for the Franco-British battle, where my action would be

direct. For this purpose I caused the necessary studies to be started and

opened negotiations with British G.H.Q. The first thing to do was to

decide on the object we wished to attain. The operations of the autumn

of 1915 had clearly shown that no decision could be secured until the

enemy’s reserves had first been used up.

During the year 1915 the French Army had been called upon for such

prolonged efforts, entailing such serious sacrifices, that I considered it

indispensable for the British to undertake this wearing-down process.

The idea of what was fair and equitable was not the sole reason which

moved me to ask our Allies to undertake the work; our reserves in men

were now so low that if I did not hud)and them we would run the risk

seeing the French Army incapable of taking its share in the decisive

battle when the time arrived.

This first point being setded, the next was to determine the regiem

in which our principal effort should be made. On December 15, 1915,

I directed the Commanders of Groups of Armies to make preliminary

studies of those sectors which seemed to lend themselves best to a power-

ful offensive. At the outset I did not consider it essential that the ground

diosen for the French attack should be contiguous to that selected for

the British. While this contiguity presented undoubted advantages, my

experience during the battles of 1915 had shown me that it was difficult

to obtain fully concerted action between French and British troops in

*
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these operations; above all I did not wish it to appear that I was trying

to force my choice of the theatre of operations upon our Allies, for in

case of failure they might easily reproach me with having restricted

their liberty.

The next question was the preventive offensives which I expected

the British Army to undertake, with a view to wearing down, before,

the decisive action took place, the 25 divisions which, according to* oOr

calculations, the enemy held in reserve on the Western front. In regard

to this point, the British Commandcr-in-Chicf and his staff did not seem

to have any very definite plans in view.

Sir Douglas Haig was inclined to think that this attrition could be

effected by means of numerous partial attacks, undertaken along the

whole front as soon as spring opened. Both French and British troops

would share in them and they would be kept up until the moment for

the general offensive arrived.

Geneial Butler, Assistant Chief of Staff, and General Davidson, Chief

of the Operations Branch, considered that the wearing down of the

German strategic reserves could be realized only by two or three pre-

liminary attacks, executed along fronts of from 12 to 20 miles and in

sectors at some distance from the one selected for the principal offensive,

thus inducing a withdrawal of the enemy reserves from the latter region.

In their opinion, these preliminary attacks should take place from 8 to 15

days before the date fixed for the general battle, thus constituting a

preparatory phase of the principal action.

The latter conception offered one serious objection. The British Army
had not sufficient heavy artillery to enable all of these fronts of attack

to be equipped at the same time; as a consequence the preparatory actions

ran the risk of being treated too economically in the matter of men and

munitions, by reason of the fear which would assail the British of being

short in both at the moment of the decisive operation. Moreover, in the

solution offered by these two general officers the preparatory phase was

to consist of three attacks, each from 12 to 20 miles wide; one of these

would fall to the British and the two others to us. It is thus seen that the

two plans suggested by British headquarters had this point in common—
both provided that the French should undertake the larger share in the

preparatory offensives.

On February 5th I received an explanation of this attitude of our

British friends, whose loyal desire to do their full part was never for a

moment in question. General Davidson, in speaking with Colonel dcs

Valliires, Chief of the French Mission, confidentially revealed to what
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an extent English politics interfered with the conduct of military affairs.

**The British Army/’ he said, *‘is ready to do its full share, but we cannot

cope with the politicians, who, after the Germans, are our worst enemies.

If next spring we start out alone in a wearing-down operation, we risk

losing from 50,000 to 60,000 men. When the British GovcMment learns

of these losses, it will declare that the sacrifices for 1916 have been quite

sufficient. Our politicians are willing that Great Britain should carry on

this war, but only on condition that the people, upon whom they depend

for their living, do not have to bear too much of the burden. Through

fear of displeasing the populace, the Government is likely to say, ‘Well,

that is enough for this year,’ and our armies, as a consequence, would

not be permitted to undertake any new important offensive.”

General Haig, who had offered me his collaboration and that of the

British Army without any restrictions, now found himself hampered by

this attitude of the British politicians. He told me that General Robertson,

Chief of the Imperial General Staff, had disclosed this situation to him

when visiting him at Saint-Omer during the closing days of January,

1916.

However, this difficulty quickly disappeared, though, unfortunately,

at our cost; for the battle of Verdun which began on February aist now
intervened, and performed with frightful efficiency the attrition which I

had so greatly desired to spare our soldiers.

About this time I also had occasion to observe, and again at our expense,

the vicious influence of politics upon military operations. During the

course of January, 1916,

1

got wind of the fact that in very high military

quarters amongst the British, an unfavourable opinion was beginning

to be formed concerning the spirit and efficiency of the French Army,

serious doubt being felt as to whether it was in condition to undertake

another offensive. Sir Douglas Haig appeared to share this opinion, by

reason of reports coming to him from sources whose origin we could

not discover. This not only disturbed but surprised me, above all in view

of the magnificent behaviour shown by our armies up to that time, and

which, I felt, merited a more just appreciation on the part of our Allies.

It was not long before I discovered the explanation of this enigma.

On January 10, 1916, M. Clemenceau, then a Senator, made a visit to

Rousbrugge, headquarters of the XXXVI Army Corps. There, in the

presence of Captain Reece, an Englishman, liaison o&er between the

Second Army and the XXXVI Cbrps, he had given free rein to his

imagination, expressing the utmost pessimism concerning the state of

morale existing in the French Army, insisting upon the effects of the
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enortnous losses it had incurred, and winding up by saying that it was

utterly incapable of resuming the offensive from now on.

Captain Reece had naturally informed his superiors of these statements,

and the latter had attached all the more importance to them in view of

the author’s prominent position in public life. Some time later Captain

Reece unburdened himself on the subject to one of our o£5cer$, con-

cluding with these words: *'If what M. Clemenceau says is true, his

patriotism should have impelled him to hold his tongue; if it is false, the

man is beneath contempt”

It was, moreover, a matter of public knowledge that a person of much

less importance, M. Boudenott, a Senator from the Pas de Calais, had

been spreading similar reports, both in speech and in writing, and this

also had come to the knowledge of British G.H.Q.

As all these remarks had been made in a region where French, Belgian

and British troops were assembled in large numbers, German agents

working there must have found their task inade especially easy for them.

It was, moreover, inevitable that these pessimistic and unjust remarks

had been fully reported to the enemy.

At this time M. Clemenceau was in opposition. Later on, when he

came into power, he was able fully to measure the danger that can attend

this sort of “gossip.” I did what lay in my province to protect the Army
from a repetition of such dangerous imprudences; they fully justified in

my mind the restrictions I placed upon the visits to the front which

political men were constantly making. Moreover, the splendid conduct of

our Army during the whole of 1916, the year of Verdun and the Somme,

seemed quite sufficient proof that our soldiers deserved scmiething better

than such opinions as these, bandied about in the presence of foreigners

by ill-informed members of the French Parliament.

On February 14, 1916, Sir Douglas Haig and I at last came to an

agreement regarding the general outlines of our plan. A contiguous at-

uck by the French and British was to be undertaken on both sides of the

Somme, commencing towards the end of June. As soon as the co-opera-

tion of the British was assured and the general plan of action drawn up, I

informed the commanders of Army Groups (February i8th) of my in-

tention to endeavour to break through the enemy’s line by a general

c^ensive, to be executed by French and British forces along die front

held by our Annies of the North. I notified General Foch that for the

execution of this plan he would have at his disposal 39 divisions, 3 terri-

torial divisions, and about 1700 heavy guns. These resources, distributed

amongst his three armies, should make possible an attack along a front
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at some 25 miles; the British attack would prolong this front as far north

as H^uterne, giving a total width of forty miles for the offensive*

July ist was fixed as the date for its opening. When the battle of Verdun

started three days later, I had a reserve o£ 31 divisions behind the front.

I have already said in a preceding chapter that what ap||ared to me as

the most comprehensible reason which could have induct the Germans

to undertake their offensive against Verdun was the desire to use up our

reserves and thus prevent the French Army from participating in any

future offensive along our front. Inversely, the task which I set myself as

soon as the battle of Verdun entered into the distinct phase of a war of

attrition was to give this defensive operation, so far as regarded our

forces, its most economical form.

The agreements made at the Chantilly Conference accorded me the

right to request the British to start an attack whose object would be to

relieve the pressure now bearing upon Verdun. If I did not take advan-

tage of this provision, it was not because of any vainglorious desire to

prove to the world that France was quite capable of accepting alone the

challenge thrown down to her by the Germans; indeed, if I had felt

that there was danger of a catastrophe, I would certainly have called upon

our Allies, and I am sure that they would have promptly answered my
appeal; but I knew they were not ready. Neither in munitions, nor in

the number of his reserves, nor in the degree of preparation of his troops,

was Sir Douglas Haig in a position to undertake any efficient action. To
engage the British prematurely by appealing to their spirit of solidarity

and their sense of honour was tantamount to inviting repube in a battle

for whose preparation suitable time had not been given. This was pre-

cisely what the enemy desired us to do. Moreover, what I have related

above touching the influence being exerted by British politicians, fur-

nished sufficient proof that this reasoning was correct. After we have

lost yypoo or 60,0^ men,** said Davidmn, **the Britbh Army will be per-

mitted to make no further attack between now and the end of the year.**

I, therefore, contented myself with asking the Britbh to furnish me
with new resources by taking over the front occupied by our Tenth

Army. Thb operation, indeed, had been agreed to in principle by General

Haig before the battle dE Verdun commenced. And so when on, Fel^u-

ary 22nd, I asked that thb indirect assistance should be given us, the

answer was not long in coming. The following day General Haig tele-

graphed that not only had he given orders immediately to relieve the

French 18th Division and later on the XVII Otf'ps, but that it was hb

intention, in addition, personally to take up in London the despatch of
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forces from Egypt. He telephoned me: “I have made arrangements to

hasten the relief of the whole of your Tenth Army, and tomorrow I am

coming to Chantilly to see you and to place myself entirely at your serv-

ice.” He kept his word. The XVII Corps was relieved on March 4th and

the remainder of the Tenth Army on the 14th.

Since the Germans had now abandoned the passive attitude which they

had observed along our whole front during 1915, and were offering us

battle at Verdun, I decided that I would make this fact serve my own

purposes. Verdun must become the cauldron in which the enemy reserves

would be melted, while the decisive action would take place later on the

Somme. The year 1916 could and should be the year of our victory.

“In view of the capital importance of the battle which the enemy has

started,” I wrote Haig on March 3rd, “it is indispensable for us to

do something more than repulse his attacks. We must crush him. That

has become the task of both of us, now that the critical moment has

arrived.”

While I was urging the British to intensify their preparations for the

battle of the Somme, by assigning to it every available unit (to which I

agreed to add my share by sending them no heavy guns), I formed the

plan of extending the front of attack of Foch’s group of armies up to

Hamel, 5 miles southeast of Lassigny. In order to accomplish this, I re-

nounced the secondary attacks which I had formerly prescribed for the

other groups of armies, since these operations now became unnecessary.

Unfortunately, our effectives continued to be absorbed by the Verdun

battle, no matter what efforts I made to save them; so that on April 26th

I was obliged to inform General Foch that, while my intentions had not

changed, the resources I was able to place at his disposal had diminished

and he would have to envisage shortening his front of attack; this would

continue to adjoin that of the British; however, the work of preparation

must continue along the whole front originally contemplated.

On May 20th faced by the furious attacks which the enemy now de-

livered on both sides of the Meuse, I was forced for a second time to warn

Foch of a reduction in his forces; I could now give him only 26 divisions

and 700 heavy guns. On May 22nd, I informed General Haig of the mod-

ification which the struggle then going on at Verdun had entailed in my
plans for the Somme. “This battle, which has been raging for three

months with unprecedented violence and persistence, has absorbed a

large part of our resources in men and materiel. I am, therefore, obliged

to cut down considerably the participation of the French armies in the

general Allied offensive. The reduction of the means placed at General
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Foch*s disposal will certainly lead to some modifications in his plan of

action; but you can be assured that any changes which he may find

necessary will not affect the direct cooperation which the French armies

will bring to the action of the British forces north of the Somme.

'^General Foch has had to recast entirely his original plan and replace

it by an attack of the Sixth Army alone, advancing on both sid^ of the

Somme, joining up with the British Army near M^ricourt and limited on

the south by the road from Amiens to Peronne. The attack is to be con*

ducted by three corps in the first line, one operating north of the Somme
and two south.”

The plan as thus proposed was definitely adopted, and it is the one that

was executed.

While on the one hand, as has been seen above, General P^tain con-

tinued to ask that the battle of the Somme should be opened, so that the

pressure on Verdun might be relieved. General Haig, on his side, soon

began to offer excellent arguments for delaying these operations. On
May 8th, basing his suggestion on the fact that towards the 15th of

August the British Army in France would receive a consignment of some

200 heavy guns, he requested that our offensive should be put off until

that date.^

I could not share this view. To require the French Army to prolong

the gigantic struggle in which it was engaged at Verdun, was to play

into the hands of the enemy, since in the end we would finish by being

incapable of taking part in the operations on the Somme. Moreover, the

offensive which the Austrians had opened in the Trentino had assumed

disquieting proportions, and the Russians, upon the request of Italy, had

decided to advance the date of their attack, which was now fixed for

June 4th. But the agreement amongst the Allies of December, 1915, re-

quired that the French and British forces should enter into action 15

days after the opening of the Russian attack; therefore, when, on May
26th, I had a conference with General Haig at Beauquesne, I explained

this situation to him, referring more especially to the operations of Gen-

eral Alexeieff, Russian Chief of Staff. After listening to my explanation,

'During the hrst three months of 1916, ii British divisions had been brought to the

French front from Egypt. By the middle of April, the British Army in France amounted to

47 divisions, instead of the 36 present at the beginning of the year. However, there were

37 divisions of varying strength and excellence in England.

At this moment an important event took ii^ace in London. Breaking with a tradition

which until that time had been considered inviolable, the British House of Commons had

voted the Law of Conscription (May, 1916).

At the end of June, 7 new British divisions joined Haig*s Army, which thus consisted of

54 divisions; 26 of these, instead of the 17 at first contemplated, were to be assigned to the

general offensive.
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Haig loyally declared that he was in complete agreement with me and

that the questbn should be examined exactly as if there was only one

army on the French*British front and that we must all atuck simul-

taneously. He definitely agreed to the date of July xst for the opening of

the Battle of the Somme.

The following incident throws much light on the feeling of confidence

which existed between the British Commander-in-Chief and myself. Haig

related it to Colonel des Valli^res, Chief of the French Mission at

British G.H.Q.:

It appears that M. Clemrnceau, at that time President of the Senate

Military Committee, went to see Sir Douglas at Aire on May 4, 1916.

“During his visit, which lasted an hour,” said Sir Douglas, “he talked

much and in a very interesting way about all sorts of matters. However,

I was very much surprised when he suddenly launched this question at

me: ‘Are you under General Joflre’s orders?’

“Although I did not consider M. Clemenccau entitled to question me
on such a point,” continued Sir Douglas, “I answered that I was respon-

sible solely to the British Government for the employment of my troops

and the conduct of operations; nevertheless, believing as I did that there

could not be two commanders-in-chief in the same theatre of operations

and that the French and British forces constituted one single army^ I

guided myself absolutely by the directions issued by General Jofire, hav-

ing complete confidence in him and a high appreciation of the ability of

the officers commanding his armies.

“I ended by saying to M. Clemenceau that General Joffre had spoken

to me of him in terms of much praise, and I advised him urgently to go

and see the Commander-in-Chief, for if we expected to achieve victory

each one of us must put aside his personal preferences and join together

in one common determination to win.

“M. Clemenceau left me, apparently very much satisfied with his

interview.”

When he reported this conversation to me, Colonel des Valli^es

added: “General Haig seemed as much pleased at having had an oppor-

tunity of reading a lesson of loyalty to M. Clemenceau as he was at being

able to emphasize the cordial relations existing between himself and the

French Commander-in-Chief.”*

This interview between M. Clemenceau and General Haig was not

without its piquancy; unfortunately, the generous words of the British

'Personal file o£ the Commamler-tn-ChicI, Volume a. Folder j, Document 79; letter

dated May 8, 1916.
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Commander-in-Chicf were incapable of doing any good, for I was one

of the many men whom M. Clemenceau did not like. The reasons for his

ili-will towards me were trivial enough. At the beginning of 1915, if I

remember the date correctly, I had removed General Lebiois from com-

mand of a colonial division because of incapacity. M. Clemenceau came

to see me to endeavour to get me to reverse my decision. This I refused to

do. Whereupon Clemenceau, now quite beside himself, shouted: “You

have dismissed him because he punished an army chaplain.*’ With this

he left, and he never forgave me.*

On June 21st I sent (^nerals Haig and Foch each a copy of my in-

structions defining the object of the first operations and explaining the

methods to be pursued in exploiting the earliest successes. These Instruc-

tions began by stating my intention of engaging a battle of long duration,

whose continuation was expected to wear down the forces of the enemy.

This required a schedule to be carefully drawn up governing the arrival

of fresh units and laying down a plan for reconstituting exhausted

elements.

The strategic end which I had in view Wis the directing of a mass of

manceuvre against the enemy’s lines of communication running through

Cambrai, Le Cateau and Maubeuge. The road Bapaume-Cambrai would

thus represent the initial axis of our forward movement. The first line

to be reached was marked by Miraumont, Ic Sars, Guinchy, Guillemont,

Maurepas, Hem and the plateau of Flaucourt.

As a result of the reductions made in the forces assigned to the French

offensive, the principal action was to faU to the British armies, the mis-

sion* of the French Sixth Army being to support our Allies. For this

purpose, our Army was to operate astride the Somme in liaison with the

British Fourth Army, the right of its attack extending south of the river

and up to the Amiens-P&onne highway; its action south of the Somme
was to be limited to securing a foothold on the plateau of Flaucourt, so

as to prevent the enemy’s artillery in this region from directing a flanking

fire against the troops moving nmth of the river. On the other hand,

north of the river, its action, although restricted at the outset by the

nature of the ground, was to take on a wider development which would

depend upon the progress made by the British; arrangemenu were to be

*It tlMMtlil be noted that General Lebiois was later on * command. In October,

1915, be was put at the bead o£ the 57tb Dintioa, then leaving for the Nm East.

Although this odicer was one ot General Sarrail's friends, the latter had a telegram sent me
in October, 1916, by my liatson ofioer with the Army oi the East, fqwrtiag the incapacity

of, General Lebiois, whom evcf3fbody as very weak. General Lebiois was ralievnd

of^ command in 1917.

fi 2
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made to so feed this attack as to enable it to push on as far as possible,

though always in liaison with the British.

I realized that the development of our offensive north of the Somme

would soon bring into action the forces of the Sixth Army, whose task it

would be to advance northwards in conjunction with the British Fourth

Army, at the same time continuing its occupation of the ground facing

cast. These two missions ran some risk of being difficult to execute simul-

taneously; it was for this reason that, on June 24th, I had brought the

staff of the Third Army from the Argonne front and placed it at General

Foch*s disposal. I put General Humbert, commanding the Third Army,

in charge of the passive front of the Oise, while General Michcler (Tenth

Army) took over all that part of the front where operations were only

anticipated in the event of the action developing towards the south. In

this way only that portion of the front on which the attack was to take

place was left to the Sixth Army.

General Fayolle was destined to play in this battle a role of the first

importance. When the war broke out he was a brigadier-general on the

retired list. He had formerly been a professor at the War College, in

charge of the artillery course, and here he had made for himself the

reputation of a man of sound common sense, always giving preference to

simple solutions. He was profoundly modest, hard-working and con-

scientious. Having reached the age limit, he had quietly gone into re-

tirement, but on August 13, 1914, he was given command of a reserve

division. Here, under difficult circumstances, he and his command had

acquitted themselves with much honour, especially during the “Race to

the Sea.” On June 21, 1915, when I gave General Petain the Second Army,

I placed Fayolle at the head of the XXXIII Corps thus made vacant;

then, on February 26, 1916, when General Dubois left the Sixth Army,

I gave it to Fayolle. He fully justified these marks of confidence, and on

every occasion he displayed, in the command of his army, the qualities

I have mentioned above. He saw things clearly and accurately; he was

always calm and methodical.

The artillery preparation for the ^artle commenced on the morning of

June 24th. On July ist the attack was launched: at 7.30 a.m., north of the

Somme in conjunction with the British, at 9.30 ajn., south of the Somme.

Thanks to the excellent work of the artillery, the infantry everywhere

made rapid progress, and, by evening, the whole of the German first

position had been carried and the fighting begun on the second; this like-

wise fell the next morning*

On the British side, the success was less marked. The Germans deliv-
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ered a series of counter-attacks in which they reconquered a part of the

ground that the British had won at the start. The truth is that the Ger-

mans did not believe that the French, just emerging from the Verdun

battle, would be capable of starting an offensive on the Somme, although

our preparations had certainly not escaped their notice. They had, there-

fore, uken more precautions along the line facing the British, and this

accounts for t]^e more violent reactions which took place on their part of

the line. The British also suffered from the fact that their artillerymen

were less skilful than ours and their infantrymen less experienced. The

result was that they suffered very heavy losses.

By July 10th the task assigned the French Sixth Army had been com-

pletely fulfilled; more especially, the plateau of Flaucourt had been cap-

tured. This rapid success, above all south of the river, where the enemy

had been completely surprised, induced General Foch to make a modifi-

cation in the development of the battle, animated as he was by the desire

to explmt the situation, and fearing as he did that the British attack,

disconcerted by its preliminary check, might fail to give the results that

had been expected north of the river. On the evening of July 3rd, there-

fore, he ordered the Sixth Army to be ready to continue iu attack to

the south.

On the 8th, for this part of the battle-field, he conceived a manoeuvre

outlined as follows: first establish a defensive front facing east along the

river; then, protected by this front, direct our attack facing south, and

continue the operation in such manner as to take in flank those parts of

the enemy’s position which still resisted, at the same time attacking these

directly with the Tenth Army and the right of the Sixth Army, fac-

ing east.

General Micheler, commanding the Tenth Army, received orders on

July xoth to make ready for an atuck starting from the railway line

Amiens-Nesle; he was informed at the same time that his action was to

be extended towards the south as reinforcements being sent him arrived.

He already had at his disposal an heavy guns and 36 pieces of ALGP.^

I announced to him the approaching arrival oi six batteries of aao milli-

metre howitzers and two groups of 155’s long. However, the Tenth Army
was unable to enter the action until July a5th.

The Sixth Army ei^crieiiced great dybeuky in moving forward its

artilkfy, flowing the infuttry’s big adhraaee, owing to the tom up state

of the ground. Gonorol Payolle» dkeniofc, comidcfod k impossibie to

resume the aiinck before Jkty noth. Those kog driays mused me con-
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$iderable anxiety, for I feared they would enable the enemy to re-estab-

lish his defences.

Fortunately, the British quickly recovered from the disagreeable im*

pression produced by their incomplete success of July ist, and on the xoth

they made considerable progress; this was renewed on the X4th. It was

now possible to resume the French attack north of the Somme; it took

place on July 20th, the day fixed by FayoUe. In the course of this the XX
Corps reached and passed the railway from Clfry to Combles, capturing

1200 prisoners and considerable materiel. On the other hand, a new attack

undertaken the 30th failed completely.

The battle of Verdun and the opening days of the fighting on the

Somme resulted in losses which, added to those of the first eighteen

mpnths of the war, when the chief part of the burden on the Western

front had fallen on us, brought about a disquieting situation in our

effectives; on July 19th I sent the Minister of War a letter inviting his

attention to this matter. I pointed out that on July i, 1916, the units on
the front were 92,000 men under strength. These units already included

78,000 men of the 1916 class. What remained of this class was insufficient

to fill the gaps existing and those which the continuation of the struggle

would certainly cause. I requested that the older classes should be called,

so as to free the younger ones from the work of constructing defences.

In addition to this, I asked that the 1917 class should be sent to the

training centres behind the front, where they would replace men be-

longing to the 19x6 class; also that the first steps for enrolling the 1918

class should be taken. I pointed out that in Germany the 1918 class had
already been incorporated and rolls of the 19x9 class established.

As an offset to this situation, the manufacture of our war material

was continuing to make satisfactory progress. I have already written at

length on this subject, and I will give here only a few figures to show the

immensity of our effort. We now had 2300 batteries in service, as com-
pared with the 720 field batteries and the 160 foot batteries which we had
maintained in time of peace. Our daily production in shell had reached

the folbwing: x55,ooo for the 75 mm. gun; xopoo special shell, and
65/xx) for heavy artillery and ALGP., that is, 200fi00 shell of all calibres

dotty. The consumption had naturally followed a similar ascendii^ curve.

During the first phase of the battle of the Somme we ^Mued tinthing in

the way of heavy artillery ammunition, and our expenditure for fidd

artillery slightly exceeded our daily production. Reserve stocks had to be
called upon; these furnished daily 9 or 10 lots 555 for each lot I should

not omit to meotioa here the altogether remarkable fine discipline which
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General Faydle imposed upon his artillery.* I cannot say as much for

the Tenth Army, and I several times had to ask that its expenditure

should be curtailed, for it too often seemed to border on waste.

While this first phase of the battle of the Somme was in progress, a

lively incident occurred between the Minister of War and myself.

During the grand manoeuvres of 1913, in the course of which I had

been obliged to relieve several corps commanders whose incompetence

was manifest. General Roques had given proof of very great ability,

which was fully confirmed during the first months of the war, when he

led the XII Corps with much distinction. So much so that in January,

1915,

1

gave him the command of the First Army, made available by the

promotion of General Dubail to the command of the Eastern Group of

Armies. It was while he was discharging these functions that the Govern-

ment invited Roques to become Minister of War, which post had become

vacant through the resignation on March i6th of General Gallieni, at

that time seriously ill.*

I shall have occasion to refer to General Roques again, when I come to

the subject of my connection with politics. For the moment, let it suffice

to say that as Minister of War he never took the vigorous stand of a

Millerand in dealing with Parliament. It is unnecessary to go into that

subject now, but it seems appropriate to relate here an incident which

would hardly be worth referring to if it did not illustrate the unceasing

struggle it cost me to preserve intact my authority over the Army.

I had been advised by Major Herbillon, my liaison officer with the War
Ministry, that the President of the Republic intended to go in a few days

to Verdun, and from there to the Somme and that the Minister of War
was to accompany him. Now, during previous visits to the front. General

Roques had been constantly approached by local commanders with re-

quests or suggestions of various kinds. I gave a typical example in my
account of the battle of Verdun, when a report made direct to the Minister

of War by General P^in led the Government to write me a letter in

which I was pressed to change my decisions.

These appeak to the Government over my head appeared to me to be

extremely harmful to my authority with my subordinates. Therefore, on

receiving this communication from Major Herbillon, I wrote a letter to

*The fdadve comuinpcioii o£ tmmitiittioa lor tbe Tenth and Sixth Armief on Jiiljr 15,

1916, wu, lor the 75 mm. gun, as Idlows: io tbe Temh Army ioS,ooo; in the Sixth

Army 60,000. In the Tenth Army, die consumption varied very little, whatever the natitfe

ai the operadom; whereas in the Sixth Army It was a funedon oi tbe acdon then goiag on*

* General Gallaeni died May 17, 1916, in a sanatorium at VersmUes.
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General Roques in which I clearly set forth my point of view. Here are

the closing paragraphs:

I hope it will seem to you as it does to me, that all misunderstanding will

be avoided if, in reply to nequests which may be presented to you, I can

personally and on the spot explain what I have done in each particular

case and the reasons which have dictated my action.

This is precisely the prerogative of the heavy responsibility which rests

upon my shoulders, and it is for this reason that I submit to you my. firm

intention of accompanying you on your visits.

However, the operations now going on make it impossible for me to leave

my headquarters or make any plans not strictly required for the conduct of

the battle.

This being the case, I urgently request you to be kind enough temporarily

to defer your visit to the front.

The next evening Major Herbillon arrived, bringing me the following

letter from the General, written in his own hand;

Paris, July 14, 1916.

My dear Joflre,^

Your letter No. 9042 of yesterday surprised and grieved me. You ought to

see that if I accept what you propose, and only make visits to the Army
when accompanied by you, or renounce such visits when it is impossible

for you to go with me, neither the Government nor Parliament would con-

sent to what they would consider as a complete abdication on my part;

—

and that would be the end of everything.

That, in a word, is the situation; you have got to understand and accept

it. Otherwise, we are embarking on a dangerous voyage.

I do not think that during my visits I have ever done anything which

tended to diminish your authority, which not only 1 but the Government
desire to support.

On the other hand, it is to your interest that I continue as Minister of

War. We can accomplish a great deal together, provided that each properly

carries out his own task. This condition is the dominating factor—you must

not forget it—in any vote of confidence by either the Senate or the Chamber,
If it is not realized, our boat will be upset and some of us drowned before

two months are over. Therefore, this condition has got to be met.

The best thing would be for you to ask me to send you back your letter.

In that way it would no longer exist. Otherwise I will be obliged to answer

you officially, and I can only do so along the lines that 1 have just indicated.

As to my trip of Sunday and Monday with the President of the Republic,

it cannot be put off, even if you find it impossible to accompany us.

Yours ever

Roques.®

^Throughout this letter General Roques addresses Marshal Joffre as **tu.*’ Nothing could

be more indicative of personal intimacy or more clearly show the strictly personal nature of

the communication.—Translator.

* Personal file of the Commander-tn-Chicf, Volume 2, Folder 3, Document 95.
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On receiving this letter, I had a telephone message sent to the Minister

of War requesting him to come to sec me at my headquarters. He arrived

at 9.30 a.m. on the 15th. He was in a very bad humour. He told me that

my letter had created a most unfortunate impression in Paris, and that

it was upon the advice of the President of the Republic that he had

brought it back to me, with the urgent request that I should withdraw it.

After listening to him patiently, I explained my own point of view.

In the matter under discussion, I told him, there were two questions, one

of principle and one of its application.

As to the question of principle, I maintained my opinion, namely, that

nothing good could come of the Government’s going behind my back and

over my head, to gather opinions, listen to complaints or entertain re-

quests; this was the reason why I asked that each time the President or

the Minister of War visited the zone of the armies, he should be accom-

panied by me or my chief of staff.

In application of this principle, I requested the Minister of War to

have the journey contemplated by the President postponed until such

time as it was possible for me to accompany him.

After a good deal of heated discussion, Roques finally realized that I

had not yet recovered from the recent incident brought about by the

reports which General Petain had made to him towards the end of the

preceding month, and he admitted that occurrences such af» these were

bound to be injurious to the conduct of operations. The matter was,

therefore, arranged in the way I had requested: it was decided that the

President and the Minister would always be accompanied by me or my
delegate whenever they made a visit to the front.

Regarding the case now in point, it was agreed that the programme

of the trip to Verdun and to the Somme would be carried out, and, as

General de Castcinau was in the eastern part of the line, I telegraphed

him to go immediately to Verdun,and place himself at the orders of the

President. Roques departed, somewhat calmed down. But he left me my
letter.

The account of this incident might be fittingly closed with an anecdote

from the Italian front. On October 19th of that year I learned that rela-

tions between General Cadorna, Chief of Staff of the Italian Armies, and

Signor Bissolatti were very much strained, although I forget what the

reasons were for this disagreement; however, as it was reported to me,

General Cadorna had forbidden the Minister of War to enter the zone

of the lulian armies.

At 8 pan. on July 17th General de Castelnau returned to headquarters
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at Chantilly from Verdun where, as I have just said, he had been in

attendance on the President. A few minutes afterwards, M. Poincari

arrived with General Roques. We then started together for Amiens in

the President’s train. I first took him to see General Foch at Dury. I

could see that politics were giving M. Poincar^ considerable concern

and that he saw with much irritation the rise of M. Clemenceau’s star in

the political firmament; for the President dreaded the violence of his

character. "*No Ministry could last,” he said, ”with that man at its head.”

We next went to sec General Fayolle at Mcricourt. Returning, we came

upon a territorial regiment of infantry (the 117th), which passed in good

style before the President, having the air of old soldiers well commanded.

I also pointed out Dampierre to M. Poincar^ as an example of what a

village looked like when it had been properly “treated” by our artillery

preparation. Nothing but vague traces remained of this unfortunate

village. One pile of stones, a little higher than the rest, marked where

the church had stood. We then went to see a battery of 16-inch guns.

This visit to the Somme evidently made a good impression on the

President. He told me that he was much impressed by the difference of

“temperature” between the Verdun troops and those on the Somme, as

they had appeared to him on two successive days. On the Somme, both

staff and troops seemed to exhale an air of confidence and satisfaction,

while at Verdun he got the impression of great weariness—an air of

rcsignaiion—which gave him much concern. Replying to his questions,

one of the men at Verdun had answered: “We’d just as lief be somewhere
else.” He also got the impression that discipline was somewhat slack. He
had happened on a cantonment of troops belonging to Mordrcllc’s divi-

sion (the 7th), where the men were slightly intoxicated, and the spectacle

had left a very bad impression on him. This doubtless was the reason

why the march past of the old soldiers of the 117th Regiment had caused

him such a happy surprise, which he did not attempt to conceal.

These two visits had given the President an opportunity of comparing
the depressing effects of a long defensive with the happy influence of a

successful offensive.

On my return to Chantilly during the evening of July 17th, General
Pell6 came to report a conversation which he h \d just had with Colonel
Rudeanu, sent to France officially for the purpose of discussing the ques-

tion of Roumanian intervention. According to information furnished by
this officer, the Roumanian Government had decided to enter the war on
our side. Their offensive would begin on August 8th, when the harvest

was over. The difliculties with Russia, which had few* so long a time
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delayed Roumanians decision^ now seemed to be strai^tened out. I will

explain further on why the intervention of this new AUy» full of p’ornise

though it seemed^ presented, at the same time, very considerable risks.

To return now to our operations. As I have )u$t explained, of the last

two attacks made at the end of July, that of the 20th had partially sue*

ceeded, that of the 30th had entirely broken down. The cause of this

latter failure lay for great part in the difficulties encountered by the Sixth

Army in the course of the preparation of the offensive. Indeed, it appeared

wholly illogical that General Fayolle should continue to direct the battle

on both theatres of operations, the one north and the one south of the

Somme, since the action had become each day more and more divergent.

On July 31st I sent for Foch to come to Chantilly. I recalled to him

that the fundamental idea of our offensive was to ''supporf the British

forces operating on the norths our offensive on the south remaining

secondary and always subordinate to the results obtained on the north.**

In consequence, I had decided that the boundary between the Sixth and

Tenth Armies must be moved to the north, so that General Micheler

would command the operations south of the river, while General Fayolle

retained on this shore only the zone from which his artillery could take

in reverse the German defences on the north bank.

I next occupied myself with stimulating the British offensive, which,

little by little, had become resolved into a series of disconnected actions,

both costly and unprofitable.*

During the whole month of August I frequently called Sir Douglas

Haig’s attention to the necessity of putting more vigour and continuity

into our attacks. The Russian offensive was progressing favourably,

though at the price of serious losses, and it was important not to allow

our Allies in the East to lose their momentum. It became our task to

make sure that the enemy could not withdraw forces from our front and

move them to the Eastern theatre. If we succeeded in doing this, there

was reason to hope that the Eastern front would soon give way under the

blows of the Russians.

The latter indeed were sending us impressive figures. From July 4th,

when their offensive began, to July 31st, they had taken prisoner 3351OOO

Germans (including 6000 officers) and 461 guns; from the x6th to t^ 28th

of July, 39POO men, 340 officers and 49 guns; on the 28th and 29th of

*On Jttly 19th, the French Sixth Army conoted 26,000 tick xnd wounded, indudiog

those in field hoipittli. On the same date the British evacuations amounted to 90,000 men.
On Augtist 9th, the British losses since the beginning of the Somme batde amounted to

iiy/KM) men evacuated, not including die killed; i92/k>o men had been received as

rdnforeements.
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July, 32,000 men, 650 officers, 100 guns: a total of 400,000 men captured

from the German Army in the East. As the Austrians did not fight so

well and surrendered much more readily than did their allies, it could

be estimated that the Central Powers, since the 4th of June, had lost to

the Russians in killed, wounded and prisoners more than 1,000,000 men.

And now, as I have just related, Roumania was preparing to put 550,000

fresh troops into the struggle on the Russian side*.

On August 7th the Italians had attacked on the Isonzo and had won

an important victory. The bridge-head of Gorizia had been carried, and

on the 9th Colonel de Gondr&:ourt, my liaison officer with the Italian

Army, announced that the Italians had already taken 14,000 prisoners.

I hastened to send my congratulations to General Cadorna, so as to show

him the great importance that I attached to tlie efforts of his army in

thus bringing closer the hour of common victory.

In short, the plan whose adoption by the Allies I had secured at the

close of 1915 was now bearing fruit. Everywhere, except in the Near

East, our forces were dealing the enemy most formidable blows; this was

no moment, therefore, for loosening the grip in which we held him on

the Western front.

Sir Douglas Haig was too intelligent a man and too loyal a soldier

not to understand my appeals, but the execution of his intentions was

beset by obstacles which it became my lot .to aid in removing. The

British Commander-in-Chief was somewhat at a loss in the face of the

difficult task, new for him and for his staff, of conducting a long-con-

tinued battle involving a group of several armies. It must not be forgotten

that when the war started the Expeditionary Force brought to France by

Sir John French consisted of only 70,000 men, whereas in the middle of

August, 1916, General Haig had under his orders 1439,000 soldiers, of

whom 1400,000 were combatants. To command this army, generals,

colonels, staffs had to be improvised, and it can be readily understood

how heavily this great mass rested upon the Commander-in-Chief. This

fact furnishes the explanation of his willingness to permit the gradual

decentralization of the battle, until it finally became reduced to a series

of separate actions, each directed by corps and division commanders. To
overcome this situation it was essential to bring our Allies back to one

concerted operation. I wrote to Haig on these lines on August nth and

had the letter delivered to him by General dcs Valliires.

Then, there were the politicians. The British had to suffer as we did

from the many delays they caused—the characteristic rentarks of General

Davidson to General des Valliires on this subject will be recalled—and I
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began to ask myself with some anxiety whether the heavy losses which

they had sustained since the opening of July was not likely to provoke

some sudden intervention from across the Channel.

But in one quarter, at least, I had a pleasant surprise. On the morning

of August i2th I went to Val Vion with the President of the Republic

for the purpose of meeting King George, who was coming to France on

a visit to his armies. At half-past twelve we reached Doullens, where we

breakfasted with His Majesty. Haig and Foch were present. After lunch-

eon the King had a conference with the President; he then accorded

me a private audience, at which General Haig assisted. Later on he

received General Foch.

The King was particularly gracious in his remarks, declaring that he

personally and all his countrymen had the fullest confidence in me. He
said that it was the desire of the whole British nation that the struggle

should be vigorously continued and that its direction remain in my hands.

The King’s whole attitude was a flat contradiction of the rumour which

had reached us that the British offensive on the Somme had been slowed

down because of the Government’s intervention.

I then had a talk with Haig. He had that morning received my letter

from General des Vallieres, and he expressed himself as in full agreement

with all I had written, more especially concerning the principle of a close

co-ordination of the British and French efforts; this was to be secured

by having me fix the dates and objectives for the attacks.

During the course of this journey, M. Poincar^ confided in me some-

thing which confirmed my impression that we were nearer to victory

than we thought. The President had recently had a visit from Mon-

seigneur Duchesne, his colleague of the Acadimie Fran^aisCy who had

just returned from Rome. The Pope had told Monseigneur Duchesne that

the situation of Austria was now so precarious that before the year was

over the Central Powers would be obliged to ask for an armistice. In

telling me this, M. Poincare suggested that I should immediately study

what military conditions should be exacted in case of an armistice.^^

In order not to interrupt the recital of events, I will give in another

place the plan which I had drawn up by my staff.

To return to the operations. Full agreement being established with

Sir Douglas Haig, we now prepared for a vast general offensive which

was to start on August 3Qth along a front of about 20 miles, extended

some seven miles farther to the left by the British right wing. This atuck

was to be pushed deep enough into the enemy’s lines to effect their scjygjus

” See Part IV, Chapter 4, page 500, Plaof for the Year 1917.
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disorganization. Bad weather obliged us to postpone this operation to

September for the Sixth Army and the British, and to September 4th

for the Tenth Army.

North of the Somme, Fayolle’s army reached the road Combles-ClAy

on the evening of the 3rd. Cl^ry was taken the next morning, and our

gains were increased the following day. They were less, however, than

we had reason to hope for, since the check experienced by our Allies

hampered the progress of the French left.

In the Tenth Army, the attack opened at 2 o’clock on September 4th.

We captured Chilly, the western part of the Bois de Chaulnes, Verman-

dovillers and Soy&:ourt; Deniecourt was surrounded; 2100 prisoners

were taken.

These attacks had surprised the enemy at the moment reliefs were

taking place, and the success ought to have been followed up immedi-

ately; but the moving up of the artillery and the relief of exhausted troops

delayed the resumption of the offensive until September 12th. On that

day five French divisions attacked north of the Somme, marking a new

advance which carried us up to Bouchavesnes. On the 15th and i6th it

was the turn of the English. They attacked on an 8 mile front and pene-

trated deeply into the enemy lines. Part of their success was due to

the use of tanks, which were a terrifying surprise to the enemy. General

Haig had showed me these new engines on September 3rd, during a

visit which I made to him at Beauquesne.

On September 25th, a fresh operation started on the front of the Sixth

Army, acting in liaison with the British. This manoeuvre of the French

left combined with that of the British right brought about the fall of the

little town of Combles and the villages of Rancourt and Fr^gicourt.

South of the Somme, the Tenth Army, on the 14th, attacked along the

front lying between Chilly and Barleux. It captured at one bound Chilly

and Soy^urt, completing its success the following days by taking

Vermandovillers, Deniecourt, Berny-cn-Santerre, with over 1000 prisoners.

To emphasize the results obtained in this new phase of the battle, I

wrote to General Haig on September 17th thanking him for the effective

collaboration of his army; on the 29th I addressed to the French Sixth and

Tenth Armies General Order No. 66, congratulating them upon their

work and their success. During this period of the offensive I had devoted

myself to intensifying the activity of the British and maintaining that

the French, especially endeavouring to keep FayoUe’s army in close col-

laboration with our Allies.

On September 7th I made a visit to the Somme—as a matter of
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I went there very often—for the purpose of removing some misappre-

hensions which had arisen. I told FayoUe all the confidence I had in him,

but I let him understand that it was altogether legitimate for the com-

mander of the group of armies' to which his force belonged to intervene

for the purpose of co-ordinating the operations; and that while Foch

must keep in mind the difficulties which he, FayoUe, was encountering,

he himself oufht to appreciate the importance of having them rapidly

surmounted, so that the enemy would have no time in which to recover

himself.

The fears which the operations of our Eastern Allies had inspired in

me, in spite of the brilliant hopes to which they had justly given rise, now
commenced- to take form. The Roumanians had declared war against

Austria on August aSth^^ and they had immediately undertaken the

invasion of Transylvania. But, for reasons which I wiU give later on, our

new Allies immediately found themselves placed in a difficult situation.

Moreover, their entrance into the campaign, which should have been the

signal for intensifying the Russian offensive, coincided, on the contrary,

with a period of hesitation which seemed to have a close connection with

the appointment to office of M. Sturmer. He had just replaced M. Sazo-

noff, the best Minister that the unfortunate Nicholas ever had during the

war and the most loyal towards the Allies.

Now it was absolutely essential that all the efforts made by the Entente,

and especiaUy by France, during this terrible year of 1916 should not have

been made in vain, that there should be no diminution in the action on

all the Allied fronts. I have already stated that symptoms of weakness

had been observed ampngst our enemies; these now multiplied and took

more definite form. Conflicts had arisen between Berlin and Sofia, no less

grave than those between the Bulgarians and the Austrians, between

Falkenhayn and von Conrad. We knew that Austria was at the end of

her tether, and the bloody revolts in Germany proved how great were

the sufferings of our principal enemy. As for the morale of the German

troops that faced us, that it had been lowered was plainly visible. The
number cl prisoners we took, the number of officers that surrendered,

as well as their attitude, all indicated that weariness and discouragement

which are the sure precursors c£ defeat.

However, if our efforts were to be kept up, it was evident that, so far

as the French front was concerned, it must be the British who would

have to take the lion’s share. I have already referred to the amdety which

the state of our effectives caused me. Our losses at Verdun between

^ Italy bad finally dedaicd war agaimt Oennaiiy tbe mac day*
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February 21st and August 15th amounted to 7317 officers and 299,000

men**® From July ist to September 15th, the Somme had cost us, in

round figures, 80,000 men. On September loth I received a memorandum

from General Robertson, Chief of the Imperial General Staff, as to the

line which he thought should be pursued by the Coalition; in it he

arrived at the conclusion that the offensive on the Western front should

be kept up as long as the weather permitted. Catching the ball on the

rebound, I telegraphed him the next morning that while I fully agreed,

I counted above all on the British Army for the intensification of our

efforts, and I suggested to him that the British front should be extended

so as to give some relief to the exhausted French troops.

I knew that I was asking fresh sacrifices of an army which had already

lost 250,000 men and 12,000 officers on the Somme; but I thought that

these sacrifices might with justice be exacted of an army which now had

in France a million and a half men. In the matter of materiel, the British

Army was also making great progress. The factories were delivering

1,200,000 shell a week and our Allies had found it possible to fire on the

Somme, between July ist and September 15th, in the neighbourhood of

14.000.

000 rounds.

On September 15th I learned with much grief of the death of my
former aide-de-camp. Major de Galbcrt, killed on the 13th, near Boucha-

vesnes, at the head of the 27th Battalion of Chasseurs. He was an officer

whose intelligence, conscientiousness and sense of duty were unsurpassed,

and his death was a great loss to me and to the Army. I sent my aide-de-

camp to express my profound sympathy to his widow.

On September 19th I wrote to the Ministry of War requesting that in

conformity with the law of March 13, 1875, General Foch should be

maintained in active service, regardless of the age limit.

General Roques was uncompromisingly opposed to this suggestion, not

considering that any exceptional recompense should be granted at this

time. In my opinion, it was not so much a question of recompense, al-

though this was entirely merited, as of the interest we had in preserving

for the country the services of such an eminent soldier. When the question

which I had raised in my letter came up for discussion before the Cabinet,

^The deuils are as follows: 45*000 killed, 163,000 wounded, 91,000 xnissiiig; total

399.000. Since the beginning of 1916 the losses in the French Army in killed, wounded and
s^ thns amounted to a figure not much abort of 400,000 men. The battle of the Somme
was not yet finished, and 1 will explain presently how we were shortly to be obliged to

undertake new oflensi^ at Verdun, with the obfea of re-estaUsshing the situation there.

These new oflettsim, howem well oondocted t^ might be, would inevitably cause us

still further losses.
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Mn. Bourgeois, Doumergue, Albert Thomas and de Freycinet energeti-

cally opposed the attitude taken by the Minister of War. General Pell^

was to a considerable degree responsible for this exhibition of sentiment

in favour of General Foch, and his action had all the greater merit in that

had Foch been placed upon the retired list, the vacancy thus created

amongst the major-generals would have fallen to him, since it was my
intention to promote him on the first occasion. But Pell^ was not the sort

of man to be influenced by any such considerations, and on various occa-

sions he had seized the opportunity of speaking to members of the

Cabinet in favour of Foch. On September 26th the Council adopted my
proposal that Foch should be maintained on the active list regardless of

the age limit. When I no longer commanded the army, Pell^, a victim

of the independence of his character and of having been my principal

assistant, was made to wait a long time for his promotion. It was men

such as these that were being accused of ambition.

By the end of September the French and British armies had advanced

their front to a line running as follows: north of the Somme: the northern

outskirts of Thiepval, Courcelette, Eaucourt I'Abbaye, Gueudecourt, the

eastern edge of Lcs Boeufs and Morval, Fr^gicourt, the western outskirts

of Saint-Pierre-Waast, hill 130 to the southeast of Bouchavesnes, hill 76

to the east of Clcry-sur-Somme; south of the Somme: La Maisonette, the

western outskirts of Barlcux, the southern edges of Berny-en-Santerre,

Deniecourt, Soy&ourt, and the eastern outskirts of Vermandovillers and

Chilly. Thus in two months’ fighting we had realized an average advance

of six miles, and the front of attack had widened from 17 to 34 miles.

General Haig’s principal objective during the month of September

had been to reach the heights around Les Boeufs and Morval, at the same

time that the French Sixth Army was pushing towards Sailly-Saillisel. The

whole British effort had been confined to the right of their Fourth Army.

The left of this army and the Reserve Army had in view only secondary

and near-by objectives, their intention being merely to make sure of the

possession of the Pozi^res heights and the Bois des Foureaux. One imme-

diate advantage resulting from these tactics was that, at the conclusion

of the battle of the Somme, our Allies would be on the high ground and

so would be able to install themselves for the winter in favourable posi-

tions.

However, following the request that I made on Sqitcmbtr lath, General

Haig gave a wider scope to the atucks of his armies. The ease with

which Courcelette and Martinpuich had been taken, spurfed him to push

on farther towards the north. The operations of Sqitember a5th and afith
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had in view the preparation of a movement in the direction of Bapaume,

which wa$ the first. distant objective that I had indicated in my initial

Instruction. The Reserve Army seized Thiepval and the heists west and

northwest of Courcelette; the left of the Fourth Army effected an advance

towards EaucourtJ’Abbaye and northwest of Gueudecourt.

Being already prepared to push his effort towards the north. General

Haig immediately fell in with the indications I sent him on September

23rd, prescribing as distant objectives Achiet-Ie-Grand, Bapaume and

Bertincourt.

The result was that during the succeeding operation the principal

effort of the British became henceforth distinctly oriented towards the

north, being pursued simultaneously by the Reserve Army and most of

the Fourth Army, the right wing of the latter continuing its progress to

the northeast. However, this advance of our Allies towards the north had

to be covered on its right by the action of our Sixth Army, which pushe

forward in the direction of Sailly-Saillisd, le Mesnil-en'Arrouais and

Bertincourt^ at the same time that it covered itself towards the east along

the Tortille, east and south of Bouchavesnes. Meanwhile the Tenth Army,

although now reduced solely to its own resources, kept up the action. Its

attacks were echeloned in time and space so as to reach the line marked

by Chaulncs, Pressoire, Gomiecourt, Genermont and the wood of Fresnes,

the' object being to reduce its front and improve its communications, by

freeing more and more of the road between Amiens and P&onne.

This was the situation when a new phase of the battle opened in

October. The Sixth Army attacked on the 7th, 12th, 13th, 15th and i8th.

It captured Sailly-Sailliscl, but the Bois de Saint-Pierre-Waast, not being

out-flanked sufficiently, continued to resist.

South of the Somme, the Tenth Army, although delayed by bad

weather, had a distinct success in well-prepared attacks. The XXI Corps,

commanded by General Maistre, captured Ablaincourt with astonishing

ease, the battalion which took this village having had only two men
wounded, while the enemy left in our hands 1200 prisoners. On the 14th

a new attack, delayed as had been tha^ on the loth by downpours of

rain, succeeded completely. Genermont and the Bois de Fresnes were

taken and all the objectives were reached; the enemy here lost another

1000 prisoners. On the x6th, i8th, 21st and 22nd of October, a series d:

small attacks followed one another without great results.

Notwithstanding these successes, the battle of the Somme now gradually

slowed down in spite of all my efforts. The days had become too short

. tor good offensive work, a constant haze interfered with our aircraft and
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artillery, whereas the long nights favoured the construction of defences

by the enemy. But, above all, the Germans had inaugurated a new system

of tactics, which marked the arrival of Hindenburg and his Quarter-

master-General, Ludendorff, at the head of the German armies. Instead

of the defence being localized in trenches defended to the last extremity

and against which our artillery could direct a murderous fire, the Ger-

man infantry was now distributed in depth, and it put up a vigorous

resistance from scattered shell holes in which nests of machine guns were

hidden. When we made an attack, the enemy lost ground, it is true; but

this had small importance in his eyes, for he yielded very little of it, and

above all he managed to reduce to a minimum his losses in men*

The fragmentary form too often taken on by our attacks against limited

objectives favoured these economical tactics of the Germans. I, therefore,

addressed an Instruction to General Foch on October i6th in which I

pointed out to him the need of returning to the methods which had

brought us such brilliant successes at the beginning bf July, notably when

we had conquered the plateau of Flaucourt south of the Somme in a

single bound; we must return to attacks pursued along wide fronts with

the object of conquering all the objectives which our artillery could reach

and pushing home any success attained.

At the same time I wrote to Sir Douglas Haig, “if we really wish to

profit by what we have already accomplished, we must give to our present

operations a more decisive form.” Again on October 19th, I wrote “I

consider it absolutely necessary that wide and deep offensive operations

should be undertaken without delay in the direction of AchietJe-Grand,

Bapaume and Bertincourt.”

Unfortunately, a number of indications went to show that the British

effort was on the point of diminishing more and more. Already an attack

projected for October 22nd had been so reduced by a series of restrictions

that its execution now appeared problematical. Then, on October 31st,

General Haig requested me to inform him as to my intentions for 1917.

They were very simple. Continue the battle, but in a form long drawn

out, in the region of the Somme, where our ascendancy over the enemy

was assured, by making frequent attacks with limited objectives; this

would leave the Germans under the impression that the struggle here

was not finished. In this way, reach the month of February or March,

1917, and then undertake the decisive battle which would be the com-

pletion of the one we had waged in 1916.

I conceived this battle of the spring of 1917 under the following form:

French offensive operations carried on between the Somme and the Oise
It
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with three armies, the Sixth, the Tenth and the Third; British operations

between Arras and the neighbourhood of Bapaume. The Allied attacks

at the start would be separated by a passive front which our advance

would soon render untenable.

These plans were communicated by my assistant chief of staff in

charge of operations to General Davidson, chief of operations at British

G.H.Q., and they seemed to coincide with General Haig’s ideas. At least,

that was the impression I received on October 23rd during a visit I made

him at Beauquesne. He promised me that his army would actively con-

tinue its offensive on the Somme throughout the winter.

But, at the same moment, General des Valli^res brought me a very

different story. According to him, a persistent rumour was spreading

amongst the staffs that the British forces were about to reduce their ac-

tivity to a minimum and that the winter would be employed in re-organ-

izing, improving training and accumulating munitions, so that when

the year 1917 opened they would be fully ready for work.

In any case, on November 4th, the eve of the. day when the British

XIV Corps was to make an attack on Le Transloy in conjunction with

the French Sixth Army, General des Valliires was informed by General

Haig’s chief of staff that the British Fourth Army was not in a condition

to participate in the attack of the French Sixth Army on the day fixed,

and that it was impossible to say at what moment it could be ready to

carry out the programme agreed upon.

This seemed to confirm the rumours which des Vallicrcs had heard,

and soon afterwards whatever illusions still remained to me were de-

stroyed. During a conference held at Querrieu between Generals Haig

and Foch, the latter was officially told that the operations of the British

Fourth Army for the 5th of November would be reduced to the attack

of two battalions. Foch arrived at my headquarters on the 4th and

warned me that the British from now on renounced making any attack.

To avoid any possible doubt, on the 7th I sent Colonel Renouard, chief

of my Operations Bureau, to British G.H.Q. Here General Davidson

explained to him why it was impossible for the British armies to take any

active part in the projected operations. He alleged the exhaustion of the

troops, their enormous losses,'* the lack of fresh units for relieving those

worn out, persistent bad weather, difficulties of the ground, energetic re-

actions on the part of the enemy. Moreover, the British Commander-in-

Since July 1st the British had lost in round numbers 500,000 men, an cncumous figure

when it is remembered that the battle of Verdun had cost us 330,000 men and the Somme
170,000—a smaller total than the British losses during a much shorter period which, above
all, gave less important results.
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Chief now making arrangements to relieve the left at the French

armies On the Somme, as I had requested, and this relief, diminishing

his reserves as it did, constituted another reason for his renouncing aU

offensive action.^^ What Davidson did not tell Renouard was the agita-

tion reigning in British political circles. Sir Douglas Haig was at this

moment being considerably criticized. He was accused of sacrificing his

men too freely and of having failed to win the campaign of 1916. It was

stated that Mr. Winston Churchill, who at the outbreak of the war had

be6n First Lord of the Admiralty, was making efforts to re-enter the

Cabinet and that his return to power would 1^ the signal for drastic

changes in the High Command.

In Government circles in London there had arisen two conceptions as

to how the war should be conducted. While the majority of the Cabinet

considered that a solution should be sought on the Western front, there

was a minority composed of the most important members of the Gov-

ernment—Mr. Asquith, Mr. Lloyd George and Sir Edward Grey—who
believed that the principal effort should be made in the Near East,

Sir Douglas Haig had to shape his course through this rock-strewn

sea, and his task was probably no easier than mine. Although he was not

always in agreement with General Robertson, Chief of the Imperial

General Staff, these two men were now brought together through their

common antipathy to Lloyd George, whom Robertson facetiously called

“Napoleon.” Both of them did all they could to convince the Cabinet

that the war would be won on the Western front, as I had all along

maintained.

Be all that as it may, during the month of November the battle of the

Somme slowly died away. It was not in my power to force our Allies to

continue in spite of themselves, and it was equally impossible for me to

pursue the battle with French forces alone; for they more than any others

had earned the right to a rest.

I was, therefore, obliged to bow before a necessity which for a time

saved our enemy from complete defeat; but if our victory still remained

unfinished, I hoped at least to complete it in the spring of 1917. In the

pages which I shall devote to my plans for 191/® I will relate bow I ex-

pected to gain on the Somme that victory which politics and the winter

—

the one striking at my rear and the other closing down on my front—^had

interrupted. However, in December, 1916, French politics brought about

^ Tbit relief began during the early dayt cd December.
* See Chapter 4.
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a crisis in our High Command which, occurring at a decisive moment,

arrived in time once more to save the Germans,

The Operations on the Verdun Front from July i, 1916

The Franco-British offensive launched on the Somme on July ist did

not have the immediate effect of stopping the German assaults upon

Verdun. In fact, on July 11th and 12th, they made a heavy attack in the

sector of Thiaumont-Souville. However, from this moment the initiative

passed to the French Second Army on this part of the front, since the

Crown Prince could now feed his attacks only with forces taken from

defensive sectors along his line between the Argonne and the Moselle.

On July lath, I addressed a note to General Pctain, commanding the

Centre Group of Armies, in which I prescribed the mission of the

French Second Army. I informed him that while I agreed with his

opinion that it was imperative to reconquer a series of strong points on

both banks of the Meuse, whose possession was indispensable for the

support of our lines of resistance, nevertheless, he would have to depend

for this purpose upon very limited resources; therefore, he must space his

attacks in their order of urgency, the right bank of the river, with the

pocket formed between Fleury and the Thiaumont redoubt, being the

first to receive attention. At the same time, these operations must not lead

him to discontinue the construction of defensive works, which would

enable him to reduce the numbers of troops holding the defensive parts

of the front, and so increase the forces at his disposal for his offensive

operations.

Immediately after the German attack of July nth, General Nivelle

gave orders to General Mangin, who commanded the Souville sector,

to disengage the Souville Fort at once, and retake the village of Fleury.

The attacks undertaken on July 15th and 16th brought us to a line 300

yards south of the road leading from Fleury to the Thiaumont redoubt.

Then, renouncing all general attacks, Mangin, in execution of Nivelle*s

orders, undertook a series of partial offensives, with the purpose of reach-

ing the line we had occupied before the attack of June 23rd. This line

was marked by the Thiaumont redoubt, the village of Fleury, Les Fon-

taines redoubt (in the Bois de Vaux-Chapitre) and the Chesnois quarry.

Between July 24th and August 5th, in spite of vit^ent counter-attacks

on the part of the Germans, which we repulsed on August ist and 5th,

our troops succeeded in reducing the salient of Les Vignes, south dE

Thiaumont, and establishing themselves in the immediate vicinity of

Fleury; however, they could not keep poss^ion of the village of Fleury,
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which they had entered on the 3rd. During this fighting we took some

3000 prisoners.

On July aSthy taking advantage of a pause in the battle of the Somme,

I made a visit to the Fourth and Second Armies, which I had not seen

for some time. I wanted to show these gallant troops that if they no

longer occupied the centre of the stage they were none the less the object

of my solicitude and admiration. I left Chantilly on the evening of the

27th, accompanied only by my two aides-de-camp. Majors Moyrand and

Thouzelier.

At half-past seven the next morning I had a talk with General P&ain

at his headquarters at Nettancourt; at 8 I left for Souilly, where I found

General Nivelle, who accompanied me during the rest of my tour. We
first went to Dugny, where the commanders of the groups on the right

bank had been assembled: Paulinier, Lebrun, Baret and Mangin. Upon
Nivelle’s recommendation I decided that Mangin, who commanded the

most dangerous sector and in whom I had the fullest confidence, should

be kept where he was, although I had considered giving this command

to General Grossetti and sending Mangin with his staff to Fayolle.

Fayolle accepted this change with good grace, recognizing as he did the

advantages accruing from the profound knowledge which Mangin had

now acquired of his sector at Verdun. I, therefore, notified the latter of

my decision, adding how much I counted upon him.

I then explained the general situation to the group commanders. **We

have now got the enemy by the throat,” I said in substance, ”and my
orders to all of you are not to let him go.” After listening to the various

requests which these officers had to lay before me, I asked them to send

me any exceptional recommendations for the Legion of Honour which

they might have to make in favour of their privates and non-commis-

sioned officers. I considered that these rewards would help in restoring to

its proper pitch the morale of the men fighting at Verdun and which the

terriUe nature of the struggle had scxnewhat affected.

During the afternoon I saw Generals Deletoille at Rampont, de

Maudliuy at Ville-sur-Cousance, Hallouin at Rarecourt; these com-

manded the sectors on the left bank. The impression of relief was every-

where manifest in the various staffs. All recc^nized that the Somme
offensive had produced its effect. The enemy’s artillery fire had greatly

diminished since July 12th, and was now ^normal” except in the Frmde

Terre-la Lauf& sector, where it continued to be very heavy. General

Ddetoille told me that on some days he had no losses whatever in his

sector, and as a consequence the organization o£ the ground could be
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efieaed under excellent conditions. He considered that the left bank was

now firmly held with ample bomb-proofs. He also confirmed the faa

that the Germans had withdrawn some of their heavy artillery. Every-

where, except at Souville, our troops were no longer subjected to the fire

of large calibre shells; even at Souville, some of the German heavy guns

had ^en replaced by Russian pieces. All of these facts led General

Nivelle and the sector commanders to agree that they could return to

me some of the heavy artillery, as well as a few divisions which no longer

appeared indispensable.

Towards the close of the afternoon I went to Sainte-Menehould, Gen-

eral Hirschauer’s headquarters. Here I saw not only Hirschauer, but

General Gouraud, commanding the Fourth Army, and General Dalstein;

I also passed in review a portion of the 35th Division. During the eve-

ning, as I was leaving, I learned of the new successes obtained by the

Russians, including the fall of Brody.

My tour gave me an intense satisfaction, all the greater since the Presi-

dent of the Republic, during a visit to Verdun which I have mentioned

above, came back with a rather bad impression, I was extremely pleased

with General Nivelle and I shall have occasion later on more fully to

express the high opinion in which I held him.

During my absence, MM. Doumer and Gervais had come to Chantilly,

on July 28th, to t/erify our effectives. These gentlemen expressed the wish

to visit the I Colonial Corps in order to study this question on the spot.

General dc Castelnau told them that he could not take the responsibility

of sending members of Parliament to points of such danger, and he only

authorized them to visit the command post of the I Colonial Corps. This

excited the ire of M. Doumer, who answered: “When I address myself

directly to the Army, I get everything I want; when, for the first time,

I ask something from G.H.Q. ... 1

”

The next time I went to Verdun it was under circumstances which
merit being described. The Government had decided to confer the

Legion of Honour on the town. The ceremony was to be surrounded

with considerable &lat, and in order to mark before the entire world the

services which the heroes of Verdun had rendered to all the Allies, it had
been arranged that the Legion of Honour would be bestowed at the same
time as the Cross ot St. George, awarded the city by the Czar of Russia.

The Prime Minister, the Minister of the Interior and the Minister of War
were all to attend, and the President of the Republic was to make a

speech. I was naturally invited to this ceremony, ^e date for which was
fixed for August 31st.
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At 8 o’clock on the evening of the y>th, just as I was getting ready to

leave, Colonel Pdnelon telephoned to inform me that the ceremony had

been countermanded; the next morning he explained to me in person the

reasons. These seemed a little surprising. It appears that M. Charles

Humbert, Senator from the Meuse, had gone to see M. Malvy, Minister

of the Interior, and during this visit he had depicted in very dark colours

the precarious condition of the defences of Verdun. He stated that I had

taken so many troops and $0 many guns from the forces defending the

city, that a catastrophe could happen at any moment. The Germans had

only to make an attack for the place to fall.

M. Malvy was much disturbed by the thought that the Government

was about to celebrate the heroic defence of a fortress whose immediate

fall M. Charles Humbert was predicting, and he proceeded at once to

inform the President. This is what had brought about the countermand*

ing of the ceremony. Truth requires it to be pointed out that all of this

took place without the knowledge of the Prime Minister, M, Briand,

who, regularly informed by me concerning the military situation, was too

clever to pay attention to any such ridiculous gossip without first verify-

ing it.

However, the prophecy of M. Charles Humbert not being fulfilled, the

Government decided to carry out its plans.

I arrived at Souilly, headquarters of the Second Army, on the morning

of September 13th. Here I was joined by General Nivclle, and we pro-

ceeded together to the Citadel of Verdun where the city, in the person of

its mayor, was to receive the Legion of Honour, the Croix de Guerre, the

Cross of St. George and various other foreign decorations. M. Poincar^

presided over the ceremony, at which were present the Minister of War,

the Minister of the Interior, Generals Petain and Nivclle, and representa-

tives of the Allied Powers. Members of Parliament of the region were

also there, with the exception of M.* Charles Humbert, who would doubt-

less have been somewhat embarrassed had he come.

The ceremony was short, simple and impressive. M. Poincar^ made an

eloquent address, describing the role which Verdun had played in the

war and in preparing the general offensive at that moment taking place.

He then pinned the decorations on the city’s arms. General Nivelle was

made a Grand Officer of the Legion of Honour. In an hour the ceremony

was over.

This homage so justly rendered to the men who had fought at Verdun

and the recognition of General Nivelle’s services gave me the greatest
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pleasure. If history gives me the right to pass judgment upon the general

o£Bcers who serv^ under my orders, I have it in my heart to say that

the true saviour of Verdun was Nivclle, most happily aided by Mangin.

General PAain arrived at Verdun at the moment when the disorgani-

zation which he inherited from General Herr was at its height; assisted

by a wellconstituted staff and supported by the uninterrupted arrival of

fresh troops, he quickly re-established order. The greatness of this ac-

complishment I readily recognize. But during the conduct of the battle,

and especially at the moment of the crisis in June, the most important

rdle was played by Nivclle, who had the rare merit of rising above the

‘ sole considerations of the battle he was fighting and understanding what

I expected of him for the success of wider combinations. He remained

cool and kept his resolution unshaken at a time when his chief was

sending to the Minister of War the agonizing reports of which I have

spoken several times. During the greater part of the defensive phase of

the battle, Mangin commanded the sector that was the most threatened;

during the second phase, he led two victorious attacks which gave us back

Douaumont and Vaux; this suffices to prove his ability as an executive

and to show the kind of leader he was.

The results obtained by the Second Army were not yet sufficient to

enable General P^tain to assume a defensive attitude in this region. On
September 20th he set forth the situation at Verdun and the requirements

it entailed as follows:

In conformity with your instructions, a series of detailed operations follow-

ing one upon another have made it possible to reach a line marked by

the Bois Naw^, the depot to the south of the Thiaumont redoubt, Fleury, etc.

The front thus attained cannot be considered final. An energetic action on
the part of the Second Army is essential if it is to give assistance to the

operations on the Somme.
It is, therefore, absolutely necessary to continue pushing forward; the first

ol^ective to be reached should be the northern slope of the Ravin de la Dame,
the Thiaumont Farm, heights of La Fausse C6te and hill 349. ...
The method which up to the present has been followed in these detailed

operations has obliged the troops to occupy fire-swept portions of the ground

and has occasioned heavy losses without bringing decisive results. An opera-

tion on a large scale is, therefore, necessary. As the front of atuck would have

a width of three miles in a straight line. General Nivelle estimates at seven

divisions the force necessary to carry it out successfully—three divisions for

the attack, three to furnish reliefs and carry out the operations which must

follow, one to covet emergencies. . . .

I am, therefore, now giving orders to General Nivelle to begin his prepara-

tions for the attack.
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I approved these propositions on September 22nd. The work of exe-

cution was confkled to General Mangin> whose mission it was to force

the enemy back beyond the Douaumont Fort. The atuck had first been

prepared for Octo^ 15th, but, being delayed by bad weather, it took

place on the 24th.

I left Chantilly the evening before and arrived at Souilly at 8 o'clock

in the morning. The attack had been fixed for 2jp p.m. The weather was

none too good, being hazy and unfavourable for observation. I went

to General Mangin’s command post at Regret, where I found him in

high spirits and full of confidence. He had detailed the Moroccan Regi-

ment of colonial infantry for the capture of the Douaumont Fort, and he

was confident that this magnificent regiment would be fully capable of

‘"biting off” this piece. I encouraged Mangin in his attitude, urging him

to a vigorous offensive, and especially to an immediate and rapid ex-

ploitation of the first results we counted upon obtaining. “Sometimes,”

I added, “any amount of audacity is justifiable.” But Mangin was not the

sort oi man who had to be stimulated.

I took lunch with General Nivcllc at Souilly, Generals P^tain and

Ragueneau being also present. The first news arrived about an hour after

the opening of the attack, being forwarded to division commanders by

carrier pigeons. During the afternoon I visited the command posts of the

XIV, III, XV and XVI Corps. Further reports reached me at Dieue, while

I was with General Marjoulct, XIV Corps. But it was only on returning

to Souilly at 5 p.m. that I learned of the splendid results of the day,

especially the definite capture of Douaumont. While at Souilly I had

Mangin called to the telephone, and I encouraged him to push his suc-

cess, telling him to take for the purpose every available division, and

authorizing him in advance to resort to the boldest measures, however

contrary they might be to the advice he had received during the

afternoon.

I wanted to be perfectly sure that we actually held Douaumont before

sending out the news in a communique. As soon as General Nivelle

received from Mangin himself confirmation of this fact, I drew up with

my own hand a OMnmunique which I had telephoned to G.H.Q.

The results of the day were excellent. The enemy’s lines had been

driven in to an average depth of two miles along a front of nearly 5 miles,

running from Hardaumont to the Thiaumont redoubt; the village and

fort of Douaumont had been retaken.^^ In four hours our troops had

reconquered ground which it had uken the enemy four and a half

^They had ronained in the hands of the Germans siiice Febmary 24th.
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months to tear away from us; 6,000 prisoners and much materiel com-

posed the booty of that happy day*

At 8 o’clock in the evening I left Souilly» arriving at Chantilly the next

morning. That day of October 24th was one of the happiest I spent dur-

ing the war. Its consequ<snces were not long in spreading, and on No-

vember 3rd we re-occupied the Vaux Fort which the Germans had

abandoned.

This in the eyes of the world was an avowal on their part that the

battle of Verdun which they hadsbegun on February 21st had resulted in

a failure.

General Nivelle didmot want to stop here, and on November nth he

wrote me explaining his plans.*^ The operations he had in view were

dictated by three ideas: (a) conform to my instructions, which pre-

scribed for this front the continuance of an attitude which, while de-

fensive, would nevertheless retain there as large a number of enemy

forces as possible; (b) improve the local defences of Verdun; (c) prepare

for a general offensive.

It was the second of these considerations which determined the zone

of attack which we selected.^® The line we occupied north of the Douau-

mont Fort was under close and direct view from the observation posts

situated on the C6tc du Poivre to the west and at Hardaumont to the

cast; the result was that the troops in the first line, bcwcen the Ravine

of La Goulette and the Ravine of La Fausse Cote lost some 200 men
a day.

Moreover, the Douaumont Fort, whose retention was of prime impor-

tance from the point of view ot both tactics and morale, was located in

our fiont line, and consequently liable to be taken or surrounded, if the

enemy should make a sufficient effort. For these reasons, General Nivelle

suggested an attack whose objective would be the line: C6tc du Poivre,

hill 378, hill 347, the north and south quarries, Hardaumont, Vaux.

These propositions accorded too much with my own views for me to

make any objections; I approved them on November i8th.

The attack, delayed at first by bad weather, took place on Decem-
ber 15th. It was longer and more difficult than that of October 24th,

violent reactions on the part ot the enemy delaying its final success until

December i8th. However, all the objectives were reached and held. Our
penetration into the enemy’s lines had been so deep that his artillery was

” Letter S, C Nd. 6704.

**OencraI Nivelle bad proposed two soludoos, die one at iadkated above, the otber an
attack asiittit Mort-Homme on tbe left bank.
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disorganized and his reactions lost thdr power. It is estimated that the

Germans lost during these last operations over 25^ men. We took

12,000 {msoners, wdiom 300 were officers. The mat^el captured or de-

stroyed amounted to 115 guns, 44 trench mortars, and over 100 ma-

chine guns.

This was the last—and not the least glorious—action which took place

on the French front while I was in command. The victory of October

24th com{deted the defeat of the Germans before Verdun. It constituted,

moreover, the best possible answer which could be made to the insidious

offers of peace which Germany was putting forward at this moment.

But the echo of this brilliant affair was lost in the din of the discussions

then going on in Parliament. These brought about a crisis in the High

Gimmand and my departure.

Nora Bv Tkanslator

At this point in his Memoirs, Marshal Joffre reverts to the lack of central

directing organ for the operations of the Coalition, and the evils that resulted

therefrom. This subject has already been dealt with at some length in Chapter

IV of Part III.

Much space is also given to the Russian and Italian armies and their

operations, the Salonika force, the retreat of the Servian army, the Greek

situation and the campaign in Roumania.

Many of these matters have already been dealt with in previous chapters;

some of them will be discussed in detail in Chapter IV of this Part.

In order, therefore, to preserve the continuity of the Memoirs, it has been

considered preferable to place this material in the App ndix. See page 616.



CH APTEK IV

Orgmitation and Munitions.—Plans for Operations.—Looking for new

Allies.—Outline of Armistice Conditions

During the first days of August, 1916, that is to say when the

battle of the Somme was only just beginning and its outcome

could not be predicted, I began, as was my habit, to make plans for the

following year. If it was bold to suppose at this moment that the cam-

paign of 1916 could bring about the definite defeat of the Central Powers,

it was, nevertheless, rational to believe that it' would at least break their

offensive capacity and that the year 1917 would seal their doom.

Organizations and Munitions

While it was still too soon to draw up a plan of operations for the

coming campaign, it seemed a good moment to make a general study of

the resources which the Allies had at their disposal for prolonging their

efforts, and more especially to examine those of France.

With this idea in view, I brought about a conference, which was held

at Saleux^ on August 27th, and at which were present the President of

the Republic, the Prime Minister, the Minister of War, the commanders

of groups of armies (Foch, Petain and Franchet d’Esperey), Sir Douglas

Haig and myself.

As a preparation for this conference, I had a memorandum drawn up,

dated August 20th, to serve as a basis for discussion. In this document

I first examined the combined resources of the Coalition, and then in

detail those of each of the Allied Armies.

In regard to our own, I pointed out that its aggregate strength was

from now on destined to diminish, that up to January, 1917, this diminu-

tion would be slight, attaining not more than 40,000 men,’ but that this

would increase with the year 1917 until, by January i, 1918, it raig^t

reach 300,000 or 400,000.

*Nar Durjr «>n the Somme.

'In atiition id the ihortaie actually ezitting, and whkh far the infantry, active and

merve^ amounted to loo/wo men.
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This diminudoa would bear almost entirely upon the infantry and

would be compensated for by an increase in the strength of the aitillery

and in the power of its weapons which the progress in manufacture)

improving every day, now rendered possible. Moreover, it was of the

first importance to keep the number of corps and divisions at their pres*

ent figure. This object, apparently, could be accomplished and the xox

active divisions now on hand preserved, provided their composition was

modified.

The type of division which I had in view was as follows:

'

27 companies (rifles, ‘‘fusils-mitrailleurs.’'

hand and rifle grenades)

3 regiments of infantry 9 machine-gun ccmipanies

9 37 mm. guns.

9 divisional depot companies

3 groups of 75 mm. guns

.2 trench mortar batteries of 12 pieces each
Divisional artillery , • j •

'
' 2 groups of X55 mm. rapid-nre howitzers, 3

batteries to a group, 4 guns to a battery.

There would be no modification in the organization of engineers or

cavalry. The artillery of a corps would be composed of:

3 groups of 75 mm. guns, 3 batteries to a group, 4 guns to a battery:

4 groups of'heavy artillery:

2 of X05 mm.

3 batteries to a group,

[ 4 guns to a battery.

2 of X55 mm. long guns

3 batteries to a group,

4 guns to a battery.

The artillery reserve of a group of armies would consist of:

xo regiments of tractor artillery, each consisting of

6 groups of 2 batteries each of 4 powerful
"Groupement” of guns,

bng range guns

and

1^4 groups of 2 batteries each of 4 220 ixun.

rapid-fire howitzers,

X **Groupement** of howitzers-j and

2 gremps of 2 batteries each of 2 280 mm.
rapid fire howitzers.
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’

75 batteries of 58 mm. No. 2

125 batteries of trench artillery 32 batteries of 240 mm. long

20 batteries ot 340 mm.

On January 1917, it could be anticipated that the number of divisions

composed of nine battalions would rise from 8 to 20. All the battalions

would have their 37 mm. guns, the companies would have their 8 '"fusils-

mitrailleurs,” 16 grenade throwers and 8 engines for DR grenades.

By that date the divisions could not have received their 155 mm.
materiel. The corps artillery would be complete, except that in each

corps there would be only one group of 105 mm. howitzers instead of

two. The artillery reserve of the groups of armies would not be fully

constituted, except in the matter of trench mortars, which would all be

on hand.

By January i, 1918, the infantry divisions would all be of the 9 bat-

talion type. They would have 16 “fusils-mitraillcurs” per company and

one tenth of the men of each company would be armed with automatic

rifles. Their armament in artillery would be complete.®

The situation of our aviation was as follows:

Army corps squadrons 55
Heavy artillery squadrons 21

Pursuit squadrons 19

Bombardment squadrons 19

Total 114 squadrons

1083 aeroplanes.

On July I, 1916, for 1086 active battalions, there were on hand 1200 field batteries,

425 heavy batteries, 300 foot batteries, 60 batteries of A;LGP, (long-range heavy artillery).
On January i, 1917, for 1047 active battalions we would have 1200 field batteries, 525

heavy batteries, 300 foot batteries and 60 ALGP.
On January i, 1918, for 873 active battalions there would be 1200 field batteries, 960

heavy batteries, 100 foot batteries and 80 ALGP.
The following table shows what had been done and what remained to be accomplished.

August I Jan. I Jan. X

Guns in the army zone 1916 1917 1918
Field artillery 6,130 6,130 6,700
Heavy artillery 4*200 4.875 6.100

Daily production of shells

—

Field artillery 153*400 186,000 186,000
Heavy artillery 57*500 78,900 93.000

Stocks on hand

—

Field artillery 10,652,000 17.953.000
Heavy artillery 2,642,000 5.783.000
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In letter No* 2246 erf August 3rcl, I had proposed a programme which

would give:

45 Army corps squadrons of 16 aeroplanes—450

10 Replacement squadrons 10 aeroplanes—100

39 Heavy artillery squadrons of 10 aeroplanes—390

40 Pursuit squadrons of 12 aerof^anes—480

40 Bombardment squadrons of 10 aeroplanes—400

174 squadrons composed of 1820 aeroplanes.

This was the situation when the conference of August 27th met. Three

points elicited a discussion with the Minister of War. The first was the

matter of calling up the 1918 class. I had already frequently asked for the

lists to be made and the incorporation started. The Minister considered

that, since the 1917 class had been incorporated in January, this precedent

should be followed for the succeeding class, so as not to produce the same

impression as that given by the Germans, who were using up nearly two

classes each year. While recognizing the force of this argument, I pleaded

in favour of calling up the men in October, as being a better season for

acclimatizing them, lliis date would enable the training of the recruits to

be continued in the depots during the winter and we would be glad to

have them available for the following spring. I won my point here, and

it was decided that the rolls should be made out in April. It was appar*

ent, moreover, that even if the operations of enrolment began early in

September the men could hardly be incorporated before January.

Coming to the question of materiel, I insisted upon the necessity of

increasing its power, so as to make up for thfc deficiency in our infantry,

whose losses, according to the calculations of the War Ministry, amounted

to 55,000 a month. The Minister did not contest my opinion, but he had

doubts as to the programme which had been drawn up by my staff and

which I regarded as the minimum. General Roques was afraid that my
demands were more than could be met by our factories.

In regard to the reduction in the number of infantry regiments in a

division, the principle was agreed to: indeed, necessity was driving us to

this measure and Ae Germans had recourse to it as early as 1915. The

Prime Minister suggested that a nucleus of each dissolved regiment

should be maintained, with its colours, because of the national sentiment

which attached to these regiments, many erf which had ancient and

glorious traditions, and all of which, during the present war, had added

brilliant pages to their histories. This was a happy suggestion, and I

proposed that each division should be composed of ten battalions, one
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of which could be a depot battalion^ bearing the number of the sup-

pressed regiment. I was no longer at the head of affairs when these

various transformations took place; but during the last two years of the

war, my successors, Generals Nivelle and P^tain, were able to [^ofit by

the programme of war material which I had offered and urged, an^

whose importance indicates the road covered since the war c^ned. They

also profited by the idea I had conceived of maintaining intact the num-

ber ot our divisions, in spite of the shortage in effectives which now

began to make itself felt.

Plans for Operations

On October i, 1916, I sent to the chiefs of French missions with the

Belgian, Russian, Italian, Servian and Roumanian armies, and to Major

de Bertier, my representative with General Robertson, Chief of the Im-

perial General Staff, a circular telegram in which I stated my desire to

assemble a conference of Conunanders-in-Chief, or their representatives.

I indicated the date of November 15th as the one most favourable for this

meeting, and I drew up an outline of what I thought the programme

should be. It was as follows:

Possible line of action of the Germans and Austrians on the various

fronts during the winter.

Line of action to be pursued on the various fronts by the Allied Armies

during the winter.

Distribution of forces and of war material amongst the Allies for the

winter campaign and for that of 1917.

Plans for the operation of the Allied Armies in 1917.

In addition, I asked General Cadorna, Chief of Staff of the Italian

Armies, personally to attend this conference, if the situation made it

possible.^

For this conference I adopted the method of procedure which had been

employed in the conference of 1915. 1 had a memorandum drawn up by

my staff which presented a resumi of the questions to be examined dur-

ing the course of the meeting.® The following analysis of this document,

will give some idea of what I conceived should be the nature of our

discussion.

I first recalled that the plan adopted by the conference of 1915 could

be condensed in these few words “attack together and on all our fronts.”

^Genertl Cadorna could not accept this invitation. I, therefore, went to meet him at

Saint*Mtchel-de>Maunenoe on November 7th.

* Memorandum of November la, 1916, No. 8605.
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After noting the excellent results which had been obtained frcHXi this

coordination of our efforts—the Russian, Italian and Franco-British vic-

tories—I remarked that the entry into the war of Roumania, which

should have completed the defeat of our enemies, had not accomplished

the results we had anticipated. Without incriminating anyone, I pointed

out that the tardiness of Roumania’s decision to come into the struggle

had given our enemies time in which to mass their forces against her,

and that the unity of command exercised by the Germans had brought

about an unexpected re-establishment of the situation of the Central

Powers.

I thus arrived at my first conclusion, viz., that Germany was our prin-

cipal enemy and that her defeat would immediately bring about in the

dissolution of the coalition opposed to us.

I then placed in parallel columns the forces facing each other along

the different fronts,' from which I drew the following conclusions:

1. The Allies possessed an aggregate superiority of 2200 battalions

(6145 against 3921). This superiority was shown as follows:

On the Franco-Anglo-Belgian front, 168 battalions against 100.

On the Russo-Roumanian front, 156 against 100.

On the Macedonian front, 1x3 against 100.

On the Italian front, 200 MgtdoMt too*

2. The larger part of the Germaa divisions out of a total of

203—were on the Western front.

3. Except in the Caucasus, the numerical superiority of tbo Allies was

marked.

1 then took up a comparative study of the respective importance of the

different fronts, and I reached the conclusion that in the European litty

atre there were two fronts of prime importance:

1. The Western front, where a rapid decision of the war could and

should be sought.

2. The Eastern front, where a decision could be sought only after the

Balkan Powers allied to Germany and Austria had been reduced to

impotence.

I next examined the line of action which should be maintained by the

Coalition. “The time seems to have now come,” I said, “for destroying

the enemy’s defensive capacity after having paralysed his offensive power.

. . . Final victory cannot be obtained by a slow and indefinite attrition

of the adverse forces. , . . The happy results obtained up to the present

go to show that we can accomj^sh our ends by energetio^y pursuing the

line of action which we have followed up to the present, provided that
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the operations of the Allied armies arc closely coK)rdiiiated and that we

make use of our numerical superiority with good judgment. Added to the

constant increase in our resources in mat^el, this numerical superiority

should enable us, first, to immobilize the enemy on aU fronts; second, to

profit by this advantageous situation to deal him decisive blows at par-

ticularly sensitive points.**

After this introduction, I next outlined the plan of aaion for the Coali-

tion during the winter of 1916-17. Whether the enemy sought to develop

his offensive against Roumania or whether he sought conspicuous objec-

tives close by—such as Nancy or Rheims, Riga or Minsk—or whether, on

the contrary, he sought to take advantage of the lull to reconstitute his

units and accumulate a stock of ammunition with a view to resuming the

initiative of operations in the spring of 1917, I laid down as a first prin-

ciple to guide us that we “should continue the offensives started upon the

different fronts with as great intensity as was permitted by the climatic

conditions obtaining in each.*’

I, therefore, considered it essential that the Franco-British armies on the

Western front, the Italian armies on the Isonzo front, and, if possible,

the Russian armies on their own front, should disfday the greatest pos-

sible activity, while at the same time making preparations for the decisive

effort which they would be called upon to put forth in the spring.

I also indicated as a matter of major importance that an immediate

attack should be made against Bulgaria in order to bring that Power to

her l(nees. The principal action would be undertaken from the north by

Russian and Roumanian forces, assisted by the army of Salonika from

the south.*

I requested the representatives of the Allied Powers to make a study

of their secondary theatres and pursue their operations there, keeping

always in mind the necessity dF cconomiung their forces.

I next passed from, this part of our plan of action to that which should

be pursued in the spring of 1917. On the Western front, I proposed that

an operation on a large scale should be undertaken by the Belgian,

British and French armies, and that this attack should be furnished with

the most powerful means which we could gather together.

The Italian armies would make an atuck in full force, while the Rus-

* With thii obiect in view I hid made approaches to our British Allies durinf the con-
ference at Boulogne to induce diem to raise the strength of their army in the Near East to

7 divisiont; during my interview with General Cadoma at Saint-lfichel-de-Maiirienne I

also urged lum to increase to three divisions die Italian troops assigned to the Allied Army
at Salonilu, which coatingeiit at that time comprised only three bcigwles.
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sian and Roumanian armies, once Bulgaria had been disposed of, would

decide upon the best method ot pursuing their operations.

In conclusion, after making a r^sum^ of the principal ideas advanced,

I said “if mjr propositions meet with your approval, I request the

conferees:

1. Definitely to fix the Coalition*s plan of action for the winter

1916-17 and the spring oi 1917 in accordance with ideas previously de-

cided upon, and to conduct all their actions upon their respective fronts

in harmony with this decision.

2. To fix the approximate dates on which the offensives should be

executed.

3. To determine the apportionment resources which would conform

to the decisions taken.*’

The above memorandum was distributed to the various Commanders-

in-Chief, or to their representatives, for examination before the confer-

ence opened. Needless to say, a copy had been sent to the President of

the Republic, the Prime Minister and the Minister of War.

When the conference assembled, the Allied Armies were represented

as follows:

Belgium by General Widemans, Chief of the General Staff of the

Bdgian Army.

Great Briuin by General Robertson, Chief of the Imperial General

Staff; Sir Douglas Haig, Commander-in-Chief the British Armies in

France, and General I^urice, Chief of the Operations Branch at the

War Office.

Italy b^ General Porro, Chief of the General Suff of the Italian Army,

and Colond Tdlini, Chief of the Operations Bureau at Italian G.H.Q*

Japan by Cedond Nasal, Military Attach^ at Paris.

Roumania by Colonels Rudeanu, Chief of the Roumanian Militift^

Mission at French GJHI.Q., and Rascano, representative of Roumanian

GH.Q.
Russia by Generak Palitzine, Chief oi the Russian Military Mission,

rq)resenting the Czar, and Dessino, representing the Russian General

Staff at British GJLQ.
Sd*via by General Rachitch,^ delegate of the Servian Army to French

GJHLQ. and Colond Pechitch, Assistant Chief of Staff of the Servian

Army.

Prance was represeimsd b, Getieni de Caateltuu tad m]wd£. Geaenl

Pdld and Gdend BiBattee pefformed die dot, et tecrttariei to the
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General Wielemans^ chief of staff of the Belgian Army, was animated

by most excellent intentions. He had worked hard to re-organize his

army in accordance with modern ideas and, in spite of the great difficul-

ties encountered, he had largely succeeded. He had endeavoured to keep

in close contact with our army, detailing his officers to our training cen-

tres and sending his divisions to our camps. Nothing but good could

come of suck intimate contacts. I am obliged to add that the excellent

intentions of General Wiclcmans did not always overcome the objections

of his associates. For example, the relief of a division at the front had

been postponed because Lieutenant-Colonel Maglinsc, chief of the Opera-

tions Bureau, had considered it impossible to carry out such an operation

“during the battle of the Somme.”^ I relate this point merely to show

that there were still officers belonging to the Belgian General Staff who
did not fully comprehend the responsibilities which must be assumed and

the risks taken during war. Nothing but most excellent results could flow

from the occasion the conference would offer to the Belgians for showing

their desire to be ready for every eventuality when the campaign of 1917

opened.

It is hardly necessary to speak here of General Haig, whose energetic

co-operation had been so loyally given me during all of 1916, nor of Gen-

erali Robertson, Chief of the Imperial General Staff, between whom and

myself there existed an entire communion of ideas regarding the conduct

of operations. Some friction had arisen between these two men, but if

they differed on a few questions of detail, they were in accord upon one

point which to me was the essential one, namely, that the Western front

was the one on which the war’s decision must be sought, and conse-

quently the one where the British and French should accumulate the

greater part of their resources. I have been told that Robertson and Haig

differed here with three important members of the British Cabinet—^As-

quith, Edward Grey and Lloyd George. The last, whom Robertson

laughingly called “our Napoleon,” had conceived some prodigious

schemes in his impetuous and changeable brain, wanting us to proceed

eastward and strike a decisive blow against Austria. I have already ex-

plained that this idea was not wholly new and that the British Govern-

ment had on several occasions proposed it.

I was extremely sorry that General Cadorna could not be present to

represent Italy at this military parliament of the Allies. Since this was

impossible^ he and I, as I have already mentioned, met at Saint-Michel-

^Lctter No. itS5 of November 11, 1916, from Lieut.-CoI. O^ue. Personal file of die

Comminder-m-Clu^, Vol. n« Folder 4, IXioiinent 10.
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dc-Mauricnnc on November 7th and examined the principal questions

then occupying us. General Cadc^na’s chief of staff, General Porro, did

what he could to replace his chief at the conference, but I several times

got the impression that the important questions being discussed found

him somewhat out of his depth.

I have mentioned in the preceding chapter under what conditions

General Palitzine had arrived amongst us. Throughout the conference

he showed himself to be in complete accord with my ideas.

Colonel Rudeanu, representing the Roumanian Army, lived in the

depressing atmosphere of the bad news which arrived each day from his

country. His anxiety, which indeed I shared, in no way affected the clear*

ness of his judgment, and he courageously controlled the bitterness he

felt at the failure of the Russians to come to the aid of their comrades-

in-arms, except under conditions to which it seems useless again to refer.

It is hardly necessary to mention the Japanese representatives, for.

Japan’s army was not directly engaged in the struggle. I will have occa-

sion to say later on how much I desired to have it contribute a more

efficacious assistance.

General Rachitch, representing the Servian Army, brought me an

autograph letter which Prince Alexander had confided to Colonel

Pcchitch, I will quote it in full, for it explains very clearly the views held

by the Servian General Staff at this moment:®

Ostrovo, Oct. 12/25, 1916.

My dear General:

Colonel Pechitch will hand to you a memorandum which the General Staff

of my army has drawn up for the use of the conference of November 15th

and he will explain to you my point of view.

It is thanks to the sagacity with which you directed the work of the

preceding conference that concerted action on the various fronts was assured

in 1916 and a long step taken towards final victory. I know the prestige which

you enjoy with the Allied General Staffs, and I am certain that the plan of

campaign for the coming winter and spring will likewise be guided by the

idea of close co-operation amongst all the Allied Armies.

The importance from a general point of view of the Salonika front has

never been more manifest than at the present moment. Since Roumania came

into the war, it has been clear to everybody that it is in the Balkans that the

Allies can deliver the most telling blow against their common enemy. It is,

however, superfluous to insist upon the weakness now existing in the Army
oi the Near East, and the dangers to which it will be txpoid if necessary

reinforcements are not sent in good time. You have never failed to show how

fully you comprehended the services which this army could render to the

Allied cause and the rdle of the Servian represenutives at the conference

• Personal flic of the Commandcr-in-Chicf, Vol. II, Folder 4, Document 2.
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will mostly consist in pointing out what remains to be done to enaUe this

army properly to fulfil its important task. I know you will welcome them
cordially, and I would be grateful if you could find it possible to support them
during the conference with the weight of your authority.

Believe me, dear General,

Very sincerdy yours.

Alexandbe.

The Conference opened at Chantilly on November 15th at 10 ajn.

After welcoming the delegates and devoting a few words to the results

obtained in the year 1916^ I requested General Pell^ to read the memo-

randum of November 12th.

Colonel Rudeanu remarked that while it was regrettable that Rou-

mania had not intervened at an earlier date, it was no less unfortunate

that the Allies had delayed so long in furnishing her the means of taking

the field. Since the beginning of the war he had constantly pointed out

to the Allies how deficient the Roumanian Army was in artillery muni-

tions, and he had even declared that if the supplies required were not

furnished before his country entered the campaign, it would be most

difficult afterwards to furnish what the army needed. In spite of the

efforts of France, Great Britain and Russia, Roumania was still not re-

ceiving what she urgently required.

I replied that the memorandum drawn up by my staff was not in-

tended as any reproach, and that circumstances over which Roumania

and the Allied Powers had no control had caused the delay; it had been

mentioned merely as an existing fact.

General Porro then stated that the figures which I had employed in

drawing up the balance sheet of the forces facing each other should be

rectified in regard to the Austrian Army opposed to Italy, as well as to

the number of Italian battalions.* Our calculations included some 100

territorial battalions. General Porro said that these were badly armed,

had no machine guns, and were poorly officered; therefore, the number

of Italian battalions should be placed at 668 instead 785*^^

I answered by pointing out that we had included 315 battalions in

the French totals, and while these had less value than active units, they,

nevertheless, were not a negligible quantity since they could defend quiet

sectors and thus liberate active troops.

Coming now to the situation on the Balkan front. General Palitzine

* General Porro gave as 34 the number of Austrian infantry divisions instead of sa!4 »

at indicated in the memorandum: in other words, 389 battalions, instead of 379.

^ This would reduce the proportion of luliaa forces on the front from 206 per cent ip

170 per cent
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declared that the memorandum was in exact accord with the ideas of

General Alexeieff, who attached the very highest importance to this the-

atre. He considered that the Balkan question j^uld be settled once for

all, a decisive result being sought through vigorous action on the part of

the Army of the Near East and the Russo-Roumanian armies.

. Q>lonel Rudeanu here remarked that if the Turkish and Bulgarian

armies were crushed, a decision ol the war could be secured on the

Eastern front, and that our victory would be obtained by following the

shortest line.

When the list of the conspicuous and near-by objectives which the

enemy might have in view was read. General Porro suggested that to

these be added the Venetian plain. I asked him whether this objective

could be attained by way of the Isonzo; he answered that the Austrians

might try to reach it by attacking, as their first objective, the Asiago

plateau, which was practicable in winter. I remarked that if this was the

case, the Italian army might undertake winter operations not only on the

Isonzo but also in this part of the Trentino.

The rest of the memorandum occasioned no further observations. I

then read the questions which I desired the conference to decide. The

first was as follows:

Do the conferees approve in principle the Coalition’s plan action for

the winter of 1916-17 and the spring of 1917, as defined ttt the memo-

randum. More especially, do they consider—

(a) That a decision of the war should be sought by resuming co-or-

dinated offensives in the spring of 1917, using for this purpose all the

resources which can be colleaed during the winter.

(b) That the best way of creating favourable conditions for this offen-

sive consists in pursuing offensive actions during the whole of the winter

along all of the fronts, as far as climatic conditions make this possible.

The conferees replied affirmatively to the first question.

I then passed to the second: *‘Does the conference approve the plan

for employing our forces as set forth in the memorandum? If yes, does it

consider—

(a) That a powerful attack, intended to be decisive, should be pre-

pared for the spring of 1917 and carried out on the Anglo-Franco-Belgian

frontier.

(b) That the Italian Army should resume its offensives in the spring

with increased resources.

(c) That, reserving the line of action to be taken with r^ard to Bul-

garia (this being the object of a subsequent question), powerful offen-
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sives should be undertaken on parts of the Eastern front to be selected by

the Russian High Command.**

The second question was likewise unanimously adopted.

I then read the third: On what approximate dates should the offensives

on the various fronts be started in the spring of 19x7? I here had General

Pell^ read a note which I had annexed, giving my opinion upon this^

point. In it, after pointing out that the Allied offensives in the preceding

year had not started until the beginning of June, thus giving the initiative

of operations to our enemies, I asserted that we had every interest in

preventing this from happening again. For that reason we should take

advantage of the bad season to reconstitute our forces and increase our

stock of munitions, while continuing on all fronts the greatest possible

activity; then pronounce a grand offensive as soon as it was possible to

do so simultaneously on all fronts. “But it should be perfectly under-

stood," I remarked at the end of the note, “that the first consideration is

to be ready as soon as possible, so that the enemy may not anticipate us,

or, in case he attacks, be ready to answer his action by an offensive on

all fronts.**

Sir Douglas Haig stated that if the military situation required it, he

could attack on FAruary ist; but, except in case of necessity, he con-

sidered it best to wait until his armies were ready to exert their maximum
effort; that is to say, during the early days of May.

General Palitzine stated that the Russian Army could make an offen-

sive in the winter, provided that clothing and food for the soldiers were

furnished abundantly; that from the middle of March to the end of April

no important operation was possible; after this date the Russian Army
would be able to exert its whole strength in any attack decided upon.

General Porro said that the first of May appeared to be the date most

favourable for an Italian offensive, not only on account of weather con-

ditions, but because by this time his army would have been reinforced

by four divisions and its artillery materiel brought up to date.

I closed the discussion by stating that what had been said seemed to

take the enemy too little into account, and I urged that, in order to avoid

a repetition of what had happened in 1916, the Allies should be ready

to attack during the first two weeks of FeliMruary, should circumstances

require it. I thought that a sufficient degree of simultaneousness would

be realized if the attacks were not separated by a longer period than

three weeks.

After an adjournment for lunch, the meeting resumed at 2.30 pjn.,

^en the fourth question was propounded: Does the conference con-
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sider it necessary to make an effort to crush Bulgaria immediately? If

yes, the following must be done:

(a) Draw up the general plan of operation.

(b) Fix the usk falling respectively to the Russian and Roumanian

armies, and the Army of the Near East.

(c) Decide upon the number of troops and amount of war material

necessary.

I then made a r^um^ of the problem: It is considered necessary to

crush Bulgaria as quickly as possible by two simultaneous offensives, the

one starting from Salonika, the other from the Danube. A study made by

my staff of the first of these operations went to indicate that it is im-

possible to transport, supply and fight an army of more than 23 divisions

in Macedonia. This was the maximum number that I suggested should

be assembled and permanently maintained at full strength. These 23

divisions would be furnished as follows: seven by Great Britain, six by

France, six by Servia, three by Italy and one by Russia.

At present, 18 of these divisions have already been assembled; Great

Britain and France would despatch additional forces to make up their

contingents as mentioned. The sending of the three brigades which

remained as Italy’s share would be subject to the fulfilment of certain

preliminary conditions. If her decision accorded with the French and

British views, the five divisions remaining to be sent could arrive by the

second week in December.

General Porro here stated that at Saint-Michel-de-Maurienne General

Cadorna had agreed in principle to the maintenance of three Italian

divisions with the Army of the Near East, provided that “the principal

axis of operations was moved towards the cast, so as to prevent any

offensive of the Central Powers against the Italian front, or at least to

diminish its probability.”

I remarked to General Porro that the conditions imposed by General

Cadorna seemed to be not the same as those he had mentioned to me at

Saint-Michel-de-Maurienne. I understood that he had agreed to the in-

crease of forces requested, provided General Alexeieff declared his will-

ingness to undertake an operation for crushing Bulgaria.

General Porro replied that General Cadorna did not think it possible

to reduce his forces until such time as the enemy resources were entirely

directed towards the Eastern theatre, since the Trent salient, only 40

miles from the Po, menaced the Italian communications. Now that Raly

had declared war against Germany, a German attack against her through

Switzerland must be regarded as possible, and the result would be to
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widen the front to be defended by 139 miles and lay hfilan open to

menace*

I answered General Porro that I had already anticipated the measures

which must be taken in case Swiss neutrality was violated; indeed, such

an action by Germany would create a very favourable situation for the

Allies; moreover, should the Italian army become too heavily pressed,

I had guaranteed to General Cadorna the direct aid dE French forces.

General Palitzine now took the floor. While ccMnprehending the rea-

sons which General Cadorna had advanced, he wished to point out that

all the belligerent Powers were menaced by attacks on the part of the

enemy and that if a serous offensive was undertaken in the Balkans it

would quite sufficiently parry the manoeuvre which the Italians feared.

He thought that General Cadorna should announce exactly when he

intended to send the three additional brigades to Salonika; if he waited

until the Allied forces were already nearing Sofia, the assistance expected

from the Italian forces would count for nothing.

General Porro contented himself with answering that it was the inten-

tion of his chief not to send any troops from the Italian theatre as long as

he considered an attack by the enemy on his front as possible.

General Rachitch then read a memorandum setting forth the Servian

viewpoint After recalling that all the conferees were in agreement re-

garding the importance of the Salonika front, and declaring that the

object to be attained by the Allied armies in that region was to crush

Bulgaria by marching on Sofia, the Servian delegate asked, in the name

of the Servian Commander-in-Chief that the total strength of the armies

of Salonika should be raised to at least 300,000 bayonets.

A discussion was started upon this proposition. I once more detailed the

many reasons for not increasing the Army of the East beyond the figures

I had already indicated, and I urged that the defeat of Bulgaria could be

effected by combined action of the Russian and Roumanian armies and

the Army of the Near East, once the latter was raised to 23 divisions; but

the Austro-German armies must first be kept tied down to other fronts

by means, of sufiiciently powerful offensives.

General Robertson declared that he shared my opinion, pointing out

that the communications by sea between the Allies and the Balkans were

manif^y inferior to the land communications at the disposal of our

adversaries. He, thought that the Servians probably did not understand

how great an effort was being already demanded of the Britidi Na^vy;

under the circumstances, to transport and supjdy an army such as the

Servians had in view would probably be imp^ble.
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General Palitzine again stated that the Russian High Command was

willing to undertake a large effort against the Bulgarians, but be thought

that it was better to act inunediatdy with twenty divisions than to put

off the operation until a larger force could be assembled.

It was now General Porro’s turn, and General Palitzine asked him if

be did not think that the engagements taken by the Russians would give

sufScient guarantee to General Cadonu and that the time had come for

sending the three Italian brigades to Salonika without further delay. Hie
Italian representative contented himself with saying that Russia had not

yet started the execution of her offensive against Bulgaria.

Thus each of the Allied representatives continued to stand his ground.

I then passed to the fifth question: What operations should be under*

taken on die secondary theatres—Egypt, the Caucasus, Persia and Meso-

potamia? Was it possible to reduce the effectives now engaged in some

of them?

General Robertson stated that the British forces stationed in Egypt

could not be reduced during the winter, but he thought that this could

be done in the spring.

I then read the sixth quesdon: Are the conferees willing to renew

the engagement taken at the meeting of December 5, 1915, namely, that

if one the Allied Powers should be attacked by the enemy the others

would immediately come to its assistance with all the means in their

power?

In case of an afiBrmative answer, the assistance to be rendered the Ally

attacked might be given in one or both ot the^following forms:

(a) Indirect aid, through delivering attacks by the armies not attacked

in zones already prepared.

(b) Direct aid, through sending forces from one theatre to another,

wherever easy means of communication existed between them. (It was

under this form that our Russian Allies had brought assistance to the

Roumanians.) I added that the conferees should decide whether, in view

of such eventualities, a combined study should not be undertaken by the

British, French and Italian staffs.

This question being unanimously adopted, we passed to the seventh

question: Is it considered advisable to en^ in the Servian Army men of

the Servian race taken prisoner by Italy and Russia.

General Porto remarked that t^ suggestioos concerning the liberation

oi Yugo-slav prisoners had already been made to the Italian Government,

the questkm bdonging rather to the dcunain of pcdidcs. The Italians held

3000 of these prisoners; but if they were sent to the Servian Army, Italian
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prisoners held by the Austrians would be subjea to reprisals. For this

reason the Italian Government had agreed only to release individual

prisoners who volunteered to serve in the Servian Army.

The eighth and ninth questions dealt with the assistance which Great

Britain, France and Italy could give Russia and Roumania in the matter

of armament and munitions. They were referred to a special committee,

whose sittings began at 5 p.m. the same day. General Pell^ Colonel

Poindron, Major Raymond and a representative of M. Albert Thomas,

took part in these meetings, which continued for several days.

The conference ended on the evening of the 15th; on the i6th the

representatives of the Allied Armies signed the following declaration:

1. The conferees approve the plan of Allied action as set forth in the

memorandum presented to them, the object of the plan being to give a

decisive character to the campaign of 1917. They have, therefore, agreed

to the following:

a. During the winter of 1916-17 the offensive operations now under

way will be actively continued, as far as weather conditions on the

various fronts permit.

b. To be in a position to meet any new situation, and more especially

in order to prevent the enemy from seizing the initiative of operations,

the Allied Armies must be ready to undertake general offensives by the

first week in February, 1917; all the resources at their disposal should be

devoted to this combined action.

c. As soon as any army is ready to attack, its commander-in-chief will

regulate his line of conduct in accordance with the situation existing at

the moment.

d. Unless circumstances prevent, general offensives engaging the maxi-

mum of resources at the disposal of each army, will be started along all

the fronts as soon as they can be made simuluneously, the dates being

fixed by agreement amongst the Conunanders-in-Chief.^^

e. For the purpose of making the arrangements required by these

hypotheses, Commanders-in-Chief will maintain constant conununication

with each other.

2. On th^ Bd\an front:

a. The Coalition will endeavour to crush Bulgaria as soon as possible.

The Russian High Command is determined to continue and intensify its

operations with this end in view.

b. The Russo-Roumanian forces will operate against Bulgaria from
” It it accepted that timultaneoutnot will be considered as effected when not more than

three weeks intervene between the dates fixed for beginning the offensives on the various

fronts.
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the north while the Allied Army of Salonika operates from the south,

the action of these two groups being closely co-ordinated, the idea being

to obtain a decision on one or the other of the two fronts, according as

the operations develop.

c. The Allied Army of the Near East will be brought up to a strength

6t 23 divisions as soon as possible; this strength corresponds, on the one

hand, to the force which it is possible to manoeuvre and supply upon this

theatre, and, on the other, to the number of troops which can be taken

from the Western theatres. To bring the army up to this strength, the

British Government will immediately increase its quota to 7 divisions,

the French Government to 6 divisions; the Italian Government, in view

of the clearly asserted intention of the Russian High Command, is re-

quested to raise its contingent at Salonika to three divisions.

d. The effectives of the Allied Army of the East will be rigorously

maintained at full strength.

3. Secondary Theatres of Operations.

Actions will be pursued upon all secondary fronts for the purpose of

immobilizing the enemy’s forces there; but a minimum of forces will be

thus employed in order that a maximum of strength may be assigned to

the principal theatres.

4. Mutual Support.

The conferees renew the engagement of mutual support taken at the

conference of December 5, 1915, and which has been carried out during

the course of the present year, to wit: if one of the Powers is attacked,

the others will immediately come to its assistance with all the means at

their command—either indirectly, by means of offensives which the

army not attacked would open in zones already prepared, or directly, by

the despatch of forces, when the theatres of operations are connected, by

easy communications.

To meet this last eventuality, studies will be undertaken by the

French, British and Italian staffs, embracing the transport of their forces

and their employment in combination.

5. Maintenance of the Strength of the Servian Army.

The Servian effectives will be maintained through the voluntary en-

listment of prisoners oi Servian race held by Italy and Russia, under

condirions and with the precautions which may be determined by these

two Powers.

The Conference ended at 11.30 ajn., October i6di« The rq>rtsenta*

dves of die Allied Armies then todc lundieon with M. Briand, Minister
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of Foreign Affairs: at its close a meeting of political and military author-

ities was held and the miliury decisions taken at the Conference were

ratified. In the evening, the President oi the RepuUic entertained the

Allied representatives at dinner.

I was extremely satisfied with the results we had accomplished. Thanks

to the great good-will manifested by all, and for which I wish to express

here my appreciation, I considered that the harvest sown by our com-

bined efforts in 1916 would certainly be reaped in 19x7.

The plan I had proposed to the Allies appeared so entirely to meet

existing circumstances that neither the British Government nor the

British High Command found any fault with it; General Cadoma had

given it his approval during our interview at Saint-Michel-de-Maurienne,

and the Russian High Command, which at first seemed fluctuating,

now expressed itself, in the person of General Palitzine, as entirely in

accord with my views. It remained to ensure its energetic execution;

this was to be the object of my next effort.

However, my task did not end there. On November 29th, I as-

sembled at my headquarters, along with Sir Douglas Haig, the generals

commanding our groups of armies.^* I informed them of the important

decisions which had been taken at the conference of October i6th and

I explained to them my views in regard to the Franco-British offensive,

which I proposed should begin during the month of February. In its

general outlines, this offensive at the start would be a resumption of

the battle of the Somme, only on a wider front. It would be carried

out (m the French side by the Northern Group of Armies (General

Foch) which would attack between the Oise and the Somme, using the

Tenth, Sixth, Third and First Armies, each initially composed ct three

corps (d four divisions each; a total of 48 divisions, or one-half of the

French Army.^*

General P&ain, commanding the Centre Group of Armies, would

stand ready to intervene in the battle by making an attack between

Soissons and Rheims, and (eventually) up to Souain, for the purpose

of co-operating in the rupture which the Northern Group of Ar^es
m^ht make, or dse seeking to produce this rtqiture himseff, if General

Foch*s attack should fail

**I had put off this meetiiii several days while waitiac lor the leuim oC General Hi^
from Baghuid.

^Tbe MiM oompositioft ptwrided lor was:

Tenth Amy: XI, X, XXI Corps.

Sixth Aimft U Qalooial Corps. XX and XXXn Corps.

Wrd Amy: J Oolonial Cor^ VI, vn Corps.

Vlist Aimr Xni, XXV and XXXV Corps.
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General Haig proposed to make an attack in conjunction with ours

frcmi Bapaume to Vimy, using two anmes, the Fifth and the Third,

acting convergently upcm the two faces of the German salient at

Bapaume.

General P&ain’s attack was conceived as an operation for breaking

through a thinly held front, and was to take place about fifteen days

after that of the Northern Group d Armies. It was, therefore, to be

ready for February 20th.

Once the Bapaume salient was reduced, Haig's intention was to push

the main body of his forces northward, so as to make an attack in

Flanders and thus open the way for a disembarkation on the Belgian

coast between Nieuport and Ostend.

The essential idea which governed me was that the battle of 1916

had so thoroughly disorganized the enemy's defences and the German

reserves had been used up to such an extent that, if we now made a

supreme effort, we could hardly fail to obtain decisive results.

Events proved that this opinion was not unjustified. At the very

moment that I was making my plans, Hindenburg had decided to

refuse the battle I was about to offer him and to fall back to a shorter

line, running from the neighbourhood of Arras to Q)ucy-Ie-Ch4teau,

along the western edge at Saint-Quentin. This decision amounted to

an avowal on the part at the Germans that they considered themselves

powerless to resist the attack we were p-eparing to make.

I think it must also be admitted that the date for the offensive, which

I had got General Haig to accept, was well chosen. By beginning the

batde during the first days of February, 1917, as had been decided, the

Germans w^d have been taken by surprise at the very moment of

making their move. This would have brought us the unhoped-for good

luck of attacking them just as they were no bnger in full force on their

first positions and had not yet become installed in their new lines

farther back.

But it is useless to try to remake history, and I will insist no finther

upon these vain regrets.

Sbbking Niw Allies

To finish the enumeration of my plans for the campaign about to

open, I will now indicate my efforts to obtain fresh military aid, which

become more and more necessary e^ day by reason of the heavy losses

incurred by the Allied Armies durk^ the preceding months. It was this
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consideration which dictated my endeavour to obtain the co-operation

of the Portuguese and an intervention on the part Japan. Political

conditions during the latter half of 1916 seemed to indicate this as

possible.

The Portuguese question had already been raised some time before I

was requested by the Prime Minister to consider it. In facfr, Portugal

had already declared war against the Central Powers and had assembled

a few units which it desired the Allies to make use of.

On July 5th, I suggested that this assistance should not be neglected^^

but before deciding upon the employment of the Portuguese contingents^

it was important to estimate their military value, and for this reason I

thought that we should now send to Portugal the Military Mission I

had formerly suggested. This was done, and Lieutenant-Colonel Paris

left for Lisbon, accompanied by several other officers.

After studying the situation, he expressed the opinion that the Trancos

Division, which on October ist was mobilized and ready to take ship,

should be sent to France. Upon receiving this recommendation, I asked

for it to be embarked as soon as possible, installed in camp and its train-

ing completed by French officers. After an exchange of views between

the French and British Governments, it was decided, on November 2nd,

that the division should be sent to France but that it would be trained,

supplied and employed by the British Army.

As related in a previous chapter of these Memoirs,^” I had already

made an effort to obtain the active co-operation of the excellent troops

constituting the Japanese Army. Towards the end of 1916 this inter-

vention seemed on the point of being realized, the Japanese Ambassador

at Petrograd having suggested, towards the end of October, that it

would be possible to send some elements of Japanese Heavy artillery

to the Russian front. I supported this proposition without hesitation.^^

For it was evident that this form of Japanese assistance presented the

highest interest from a military point of view, since the Russian Army,

in spite of Allied efforts, was still seriously lacking in heavy artillery

and th^ Japanese guns would very greatly augment the offensive power

of the Russian Army during the operations anticipated for 1917.

It might even be hoped that, ontc she had started along these lines,

Japan would not halt her eflbrts here, but would finally agree to put in

^ Letter to the Prime Minister, Nb. 3052.
* Ptrt II, Chtpter VI, paaes 322-4.

^Telegram No. 180 of November ist to General Janin. Letter No. 117 of November 1st

to the Prime Minister.
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all her military forces alongside the Allied Armies, in spite of the diffi'

culties, especially in the matter dt transportation, that {Resented them*

selves. Unfortunately the Russian revolution brought these plans to

nou^t, and the question of Japanese intervention was buried once for

aU.”

'^Herc follow i6 pages devoted to Armiittoe condittons as prepared by Marshal Joffre.

These have a purely academic interest and are omitted.-—Translator.



CHAPTER V

MY RELATIONS WITH POLITICS IN 1916

-A/Y RESIGNATION

AT THE end of the chapter dealing with the year 1915, when giving

jDl some account of my relations with political affairs during the

course of that year» I stated that on December 2nd a decree signed by

the President of the Republic had enlarged my functions and fortified

my authority. I had no illusions as to this being the end of my diffi-

culties with the politicians. The war had been going on for seventeen

months and threatened to continue for a long time. The human losses

sustained, the sufferings and dangers endured by the inhabitants in the

zone of the armies, the acts of baiharity inflicted upon our unfortunate

citizens in the invaded provinces, the hardships of every sort imposed

upon the whole population, induced, as time went on, a state of ever-

increasing unrest. Then came Verdun, and during the whole of the

first half of 1916, French nerves were subjected to a most severe trial.

While this condition was comprehensible, it presented a double danger.

In a war such as we were waging the morale of the nation was an

essential element of victory, and while the duty of maintaining it fell

to the Government rather than to me, on the other hand—and this

was the second element of the question-^it was my business to look

after the morale of the army and see to it that the weariness which began

to manifest itself in the rear did not spread to the front

To this end, I instituted a strict control of the press, and I called the

attention of the Government to all articles which had passed the censor

but which, for one reason or another, seemed dangerous.

Much criticism has been direaed at the censorship exercised during

the war. As the Government created the system, there is no occasion fqr

me to defend it here. It is possible that blunders were made and that

excesses crept in; nevertheless, it was essential for control to be estab-

lished and maintained. Think for a moment of what would have hap*

pened had the press retained its liberty of printing whatever it chose,
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as in times of peace. Any man serving at the front could have vmtten

to a journalist, and given him an outline of some operation then being

planned; a few days later it might have appeared in the columns of a

newspaper. Can it be asserted that the patriotism oi the journalist would

have prevented him from yielding to the temptation of publishing an

interesting piece of news? Was it not in a great French newspaper that

the Germans, during the war of 1870, discovered most important infor-

mation concerning the movements of our army?

There was another aspect though of less importance; it was impossible

to allow a publicist, no matter how good his intentions, to be the judge

of what he could and what he could not say, for he probably would not

be qualified to discern the danger existing in statements which to him

seemed entirely harmless. The public does not realize that the enemy

seldom gets his information through the capture of important docu-

ments; more generally it comes through fitting together little pieces of

information, which, taken separately, seem without value. Again, it

would have been dangerous to allow campaigns to be waged in the

press, which, under the praiseworthy pretext of stimulating energies and

overcoming resistances in the interior of the country, tended to make

our soldiers at the front believe that nothing was being done to push

the production of war material. We could not permit the incessant

criticism of the conduct of operations made by self-appointed strategists

knowing nothing whatever of war or of the conditions which faced us,

and wholly ignorant not only of our own particular difficulties but of

those which concerned our relations with our Allies. At a time when

the safety pf the country exacted that co-operation and harmony should

be the sole rule of conduct, it would have been folly to permit the cir-

culation of articles tending to rouse the front against the rear, the troops

against the staffs, the foot-soldiers against the artillerymen, the army

against its chiefs.

Some will say that France had won her political liberties only after

a long struggle and that it viras hard for her to renounce that freedom

of the press upon which she set such store; but had not the soldier in

the trenches abandoned not only his politic..! liberty and all bis other

liberties, in order to defend freedom itself and the country’s very ex-

istence? If, because erf war, it was the duty of the mobilized soldier to

sacrifice his life, why should not the citizen in the interior sacrifice for

a while his ri^t to talk? There was no iniquity in exacting obedience

to the law of silence.

Early in 1916 the indiscretions of the press reached such a point that
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I had to intervene directly with the Government. On January 14th I

personally delivered to the Minister of War, General Gallicni, the fol-

lowing letter calling his attention to this matter:

Gii.Q., January 14, 1916.

From The Commander-ui-Chicf

To The Minister of War
(Personal)

Within the last few weeks, criticisms of the High Command in ceruin

newspapers have reached such a point as to constitute a veriuUe campaign

of hostility. As examples, I mention UHomme Enchaini, Paris Midi, and

La Victoire. 1 would also invite attention to the publication in Le Journal

of January loth of a document addressed to the Under-Secretary of State

for Artillery and which furnishes information most useful to ^e enemy
concerning the organization of one of our armies.

It is for the Government to decide—^and in regard to military censorship

it is especially for you to appreciate—to what extent the press should be

prevented in time of war from publishing information and making criticisms

as it is accustomed to do in times of peace.

As for myself, responsible as 1 am for the discipline of the armies placed

under my orders, 1 can only report to you that 1 have daily evidence of the

injury caused to that discipline by the attacks of certain newspapers against

the heads of the army, against the staffs, against ofiBcers. In case these attacks

arc repeated, I shall consider it my duty to forbid the sale of these papers

in the zone ot the armies, and I have the honour so to inform you.

JoFFXB.^

I was determined that if I did not obtain satisfaction in this matter

from the Minister of War, I would submit it to the President oi the

Republic, so urgent and important did I consider it to be. But Gallieni

was too intelligent not to see the force of my argument; he gave the

necessary orders to his subordinates, and for a while the press became

more prudent and moderate in its comments.^

It was about this time that General Gallieni, being ill, left the Ministry

of War, being replaced on January i6th by General Roques.*

' Strictly Personal File of the Commander-in-Chief, Volume 11, Folder 3, Document 44 *

*The question of censorship was taken up several times at meetings of the Council of

National Defence. On January 14, 1916, especially, I spoke to M. Briand and M. Maivy on
the subject. They gave me every assurance that die campaign going on in the press would
be stopped.

* There was much discussion in the Cabinet as to die person to be chosen to replace

Gallieni. M. de Freydnet was suggested; but he was nearly ninety years old. Then M.
Briand contemplated taking the Ministry of War, handing over the Foreign Office to

M. Bourgeois. Finally it was decided to select a general officer. The members of the Gov-

ernment hesitated between Lyautey, Dubai! and Roques. 1 had thought of General Fanun,

Inspector General of Colonial Troops, who had rendered eminent services ever lioce the

bcigUuiiaf of the war.
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He was the fourth Minister under whom I had served since the war

started. The first, M. Messimy, was an old officer of the army, and he

had lasted only a few weeks after the beginning of operations. The
second was M. Millerand, and I have already expressed the admiration

I had for him and the gratitude I still feel for the staunch support he

always brought me and the vigorous impetus he gave to the manufac-

ture of our munitions. My relations with his successor, during the short

term of his office, were always cordial, in spite of inevitable divergences

—

such as the one I have just menticmed—which sometimes arose. The
men who surrounded him were not friendly to me; nevertheless, as I

have said elsewhere, Gallicni never failed in the loyal collaboration

which he had promised me on the day he took office.

General Roques carried less weight than did the paciBer of Madagascar.

But it should not be forgotten that he took office at a moment when

political passions were no longer held in leash, as they had been in

1914, by the pressing dangers facing us. His situation was, therefore,

more difficult from a political point of view than was that of his predeces-

sors; but I am obliged to confess that I often regretted the civilian

Ministers with whom I had to deal in the critical hours of 1914 and

during the year 1915; these men did not hesitate to assume responsibility,

they protected my liberty of action and accepted with stolid indifference

not only the attacks which impatient members of Parliament made

directly against themselves, but those directed through them at me.

For some time after General Roques took office, he and I lived on a

footing of great cordiality; we were both graduates of the Polytechnic,

both had served in the Engineers, and the recollections of our campaigns

in Indo-China gave to this cordiality a touch of affectionate comradeship.

During the months of May and June, when the crisis at Verdun again

took on a critical aspect, which, to the eyes of the politicians, formed a

notable contrast with the apparent immobility of the British, there arose

in both the Senate and the Chamber an increasing sentiment dis-

satisfaction, leading to numerous meetings in secret committee. These

were held between June i6th and 22nd for the Chamber and between

July 4th and 9th for the Senate.

It is not my intention to describe what took place during these sessions,

concerning which I was kept informed by M« Philippe Berthelot, ML

Briand's right-hand man. He came to lunch with me (rom time to

time, and from him I learned of what was going on in political circles.

These meetings in secret committee ofiered M. Briand the occasion
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for making many excellent speeches, which brought him large majorities

when the voting took place.

Nevertheless, the resolution passed at the close of these discussions in

the Chamber contained a dangerous provision. It was decided to "‘appoint

a committee, which, with the Government’s assistance, would be charged

with examining and verifying the operations of the various services whose

mission it was to provide for the needs of the army.” It was true that

the Chamber declared its intention to refrain strictly from any inter-

vention in the planning of operations or their direction or execution,

but once the door was open for Parliamentary investigation no one

could say where it would end (the events of 1917 proved this).

I wish here to recall the letter I wrote on June 26, 1915, to the Minister

of War and which, if I had to write it again today, I would find no

reason to change. It ended with these words: “The Commandcr-in-Chicf

is responsible to the Government, who can replace him if they do not

approve of his actions. There can exist no other control during a war.”*

What I feared, not for myself, but for the higher interests of the army,

was the undermining of discipline which would result from indiscreet

conversations between ill-informed officers, or those anxious to put them-

selves forward, and Members of Parliament visiting the front in the

capacity of Control Commissioners. Besides this, although the Chamber

of Deputies had declared that it had no intention of interfering in the

conduct of operations, I, nevertheless, began to feel more and more

hampered in the exercise of my command.

An important instance was presented in regard to the selection of

general officers to fill important posts. I considered that my responsibility

to the country required that I should be left to follow the dictates of

my conscience in selecting these men, but a slow and unfortunate evolu-

tion had been taking place in regard to this question. Under M. Mil-

lerand, all my recommendations for promotions were accepted without

modification; under General Gallieni, certain names which I offered

were struck out, but they were not replaced by others, thus leaving

me free to propose other men in the place of those whose appointment

had been refused; but when General Roques arrived at the rue St«

Dominique, my propositions were sent back with names struck out and

others substituted in their place.

This interference of the Government in the assignment of general

officers, which, as will be seen further on, continued to increase, came

to a head in a letter which the Minister of War sent me on March 23,

* Part III, Chapter V, page 597.
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1916. In it he expressed his urgent desire that I should remove Generals

Dubail, de Langle, de Villaret and dTJrbal from their commands and

that I place General G^ard at the head of an army,®

On March 25th, I wrote General Dubail the following letter, in which

I endeavoured to attenuate the severity of the measure imposed upon me
by the Minister:

In accordance with the Bill now before Parliament having in view the

rejuvenation of the list of officers, the Government has decided to relieve from
their command at the front those general officers who have passed the age

limits as recently fixed. 1 have, therefore, been formally directed to apply

this decision to your case and without delay. I am profoundly sorry to have

to do it.

After expressing to the Government the deep regret which I feel at losing

you, I recalled the eminent services which you have rendered the army
and the country in the course of your long and fruitful career. 1 pointed

out the impoitant and glorious part which you have performed during the

twenty months of this struggle, and the many proofs of gratitude which you

have earned. I, therefore, asked that your miliury talents and your untiring

activity should continue to be used in the service of the country.

In accordance with my request, the Government has indicated that it

intends to appoint you Military Governor of Paris and confide to you the

responsibility for the defence of the Capital. I am perfectly sure that in this

new and important position you will show yourself the same admirable

chief and devoted servant of your country that you have always been.

As for myself, I shall never cease to carry wi^ me the recollection of our

intimate collaboration; I can only express to you once more my profound

gratitude.

Your nomiiution will appear at the end of the week.

J, JOFFM.

On March 28th I received the following reply, in which General

Dubail accepted his sentence with noble dignity:®

Dear General,

I first beg to thank you for the affectionate terms by which you seek to

lessen the bitterness I feel at having to give up my conunand, and I am
deeply grateful for the kind and generous references you make to the services

I have rendered.

I would have been happy to suy with you until our country had been

set free, but I am obliged to bow to the decision which covers my case.

I gratefully accept ^e appointmem as Military Governor of Paris which,

upon your suggestion, the Government has been kind enough to confer upon

me. As in the past 1 will do everything I can to fill this post satisfactorily.

Please believe, . • •

• Penonal File of the Commaiider-iii-Chief, Vol. It, Folder 3, Docomcot 2if" 4^

* Personal File of die Commandcrdn-Chicf, Voltime H, Folder 3, DocumcAlpv,^?
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On March 31, 1916, I replaced Dubail as Commander of the Eastern

Group of Armies by General Franchet d’Esperey commanding the

Fifth Army.

General de Langle accepted the news his retirement with equal

dignity. I todk advantage of a tour which I made to the east of

France with General Cadorna to bestow upon him the Midaille Militaire^

as a final recompense for the services he had rendered his country and

as a mark of the esteem in which he was held by all. The ceremony took

place at Chilons on March 29th, and as I pinned the medal on de

Langle's breast and embraced him, I fdt profoundly affected. Night

was falling as the troops marched past their old Commander, and there

was a touch of chivalry in his bearing which penetrated all who witnessed

this scene, foreigners as well as French-General Cadorna, his staff and

several Servian officers then with the Fourth Army.

Apart from the commanders of armies and groups of armies, Parlia-

ment now began to occupy itself with officers of less importance—^those

who in various ways had excited the animosity of the politicians: Gen-

eral Pell^, Colonel Buat, formerly M. Millcrand’s chief of Cabinet,

Lieutenant-Colonel Bel, chief of my Personnel Bureau. The legend had

arisen that headquarters at Chantilly had become a place where officers

thought more of amusing themselves than of carrying on the war.*^ Sur-

prise had been expressed that the number of officers there had so largely

increased since the front had become stabilized, a fact which seemed

inadmissible to those ignorant of the situation.

I will not stoop to give statistics regarding this matter; it suffices to

say that the increase in the number of staff officers during the war of

position became a necessity, not only in the large units but in the smallest.

This arose more especially from the extension given to some of the

services of the rear, which at the opening of the campaign had little

importance but which necessarily grew with every month that the war

^ I naturally cannot guarantee the virtue of the 300 officen of all grades who «ude up
my headquarters. All 1 can say is that in my immediate entouragCt officers w#d 0L their

desks from 7 in the morning until 11 in the evening, and that some of theiiii such as

General Pell^, passed most of the night at work.

1 might here give a personal detail illustrating the luxury which was alleged to reign

amongst us. On January 1, 1916, 1 had invited to luncheon the President of the Republic,

the Prime Minister, General Gallieni, the Commanders of Groups of Armies, and Sir

Douglas Haig. Maior Flutter, General Haig's AJ[>.C. inquired of Maior Thouzellier, my
orderly officer, as to the organization of my personal establishment and my table, saying

that the British Commander>in-Chief desired to copy it, as he fdt that Sir John French's

way of living was too expensive and luxurious. Sir Douglas desired to imitate the simplicity

which he hid noticed in my surroundings.
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lasted. I am certain that if a comparison is made between the number

ot staff officers which we maintained and those present at the various

Allied and enemy headquarters, it will be found that, taking into ac-

count the respective strengths of the armies, French GJH.Q. was more

modestly mounted and did harder work than was the case elsewhere.

These are examples taken from a mass of petty, ill-intentioned and

incorrect rumours, to which I would have auached, no importance, except

that, becoming spread abroad in a country where almost everybody’s

nerves were on edge, they tended to irritate the public mind and cause

doubts and fears to arise.

On July 7th, while the Senate secret committee was in session, the

Minister of War came to see me. After asking for some details regard-

ing operations then under way on the Somme, he put several ques-

tions to me touching the two matters most dear to the politician's heart,

viz., control and verification by Parliament and the number of officers

on duty at G.H.Q. I replied that I would give my attention to them,

but I considered that the moment was ill-chosen for the application of-

the measures which Parliament had in view, the battle of the Somme
having just begun and demanding all of my attention.

Since General Roques' entry into the Cabinet, he had come to believe

himself possessed of exceptional political talents, and in leaving he

gave me this advke: '*1 understand politicians very well," he said; "the

thing to do is to seem always to agree with them, never flatly opposing

them in anything. I always yield in little matters; in this way they

go away satisfied.”

"That’s very clever,” I answered, "but when you no longer have

any little matters on which to yield, you will have to begin to yield on

the big ones, and when they have got out of you all they want on the

big ones, they will fire youl”*

General Roques* method, which gave him so much satisfaction, was

not mine.

It has doubtless been noticed throughout this recital with what per-

sistence I tried to have my rights and prerogatives respected; I did

not do this through pride or personal vanity, but because I considered

it simple good sense that when a man accepted reqxmsibility he should

retain all the means which would enable him to carry the burden. I

have already related, in a chapter dealing with the batde of the Somme,

*Ia repordaf diit oaoventtioo Manila! Jo0n uaet the ftmiltar tbioiifiioat---
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the incident which arose between Roques and myself r^arding the

President’s trip to Verdun. The privilege acctmpanying members ol

the Government when they visited the front, which I had to vigorously

defended, seemed to me all the more necessary since, a few days be-

fore, I had had proof of how dangerous it became if this rule was

neglected; the general trend of politics caused me to be more and

more wary of the importunate interference ctf pditicians in the conduct

of my operations.

On July 17th, on my return from the Somme, where I had gone with

the President, I sent General Roques a letter dealing with the matter

of Parliamentary contrdl. At this time, the Chamber was discussing a

report presented by M. Andr6 Tardieu, in which he proposed the crea-

tion oi a commission, composed of thirty members, which wouIJ be

charged with control at the front, leaving to the army committee the

control of the interior and o£ the zone in rear of the armies.

It was this plan which I discussed with the Minister in my letter.

I told him that I could not admit that members dE Parliament were

free to come into the zone of the armies without my being previously

informed, as far as regards the zone beyond rail-head and the zone of

the rear, and without my being consulted for the zone of the front.

I refused to admit that these delegations should be accompanied by

officers taken from the interior and chosen by the Deputies themselves.

I, moreover, laid down the princij^e that operations of control should

take place by services and not by armies; by this I meant that it was

myself who was to be the object the proceeding and not my sub-

ordinates.

I greatly doubted that members of Parliament would respect the fron-

tier which they themselves had traced between the services, where they

would exercise the function of verification and control, and the conduct

of operations, which (as they themselves recognized) lay entirely with-

out their province. This icar quickly proved itsdf well founded.

On June 26th, the report of the M. Abel Ferry, who had tfltde an

inq>ection at Verdun, was transmitted to me. This document was filled

frmn end to end with observations regarding operations. It was replete

with suggestions as to our defensive organizations, and entered into a

discussion as to the value their existing location. And yet, nothing

had ever occurred to prove the military competence of M. Abd Ferryl

On August ist I sent General Pdlf to Paris to have a talk with Geneid
Roques and General Graziani, his chief of sta^ regarding rhjf matter.
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I gave him two letters in which I set forth my point oi view and pro-

posed a solutionJ

In the first, I made the following proposition for the application ot

the plan offered in Parliament on July 27^: **The Chamber of Deputies

may delegate to its committees the powers requisite for an effective con-

trol on the spot of the armies at the front**. . . etc., this control being

exercised in conformity with the resdution passed on June 22nd. I re-

called that the control would bear upon “the services whose function it

was to supply the army’s needs; it would carefully refrain from any

intervention in questions touching the conception, direction or execution

of military operations.”

In the second letter I answered one received from the Minister of

War, in which he had expressed the wish to be informed without delay

concerning the way the services functioned at the front, and his desire

to have inquiries made which would enable him to reply to questions

which Parliament would address to him. I stated that it was my inten-

tion to place General B^lin, Inspector-General of Services at G.H.Q.

in charge of all questions concerning Parliamentary control. I added:

When you have notified me that a delegation desires to make an inspec-

tion of any particular service in one or more armies, the Inspector-General of

Services will get in touch with the chairman of the delegation, so as to

make arrangements with him as to when and how the operations of the

delegation can be carried out. Every facility will be given, without restric-

tion, other ^than that imposed by the military situation existing at the time.

The Inspector-General of Services will designate the ofiBcer who is to

accompany the delegation, or, in important cases, he will go himself.

It should be understood that in the zone of the rear and that forward of

rail-head, it is sufiBcient for me to be informed that the delegation has

started, for the necessary orders to be given. On the other hand, in regard

to the zone of the front, it is indispensaUe, as it has heretofore always been

recognized, that I should be consulted in advance each time that a delega-

tion desires to effect operations of contrd in this zone. I will immediately

inform you whether the military situation makes this possible.

That evening General Pdl^ returned from Paris. His impressions as

to General Roques’ attitude were distinctly discouraging.

”Parliamentary control means my control,” he had said to Pdl^ and

this formula proved that the confusion between the executive and the

legislative powers was increasing. General Pell^ a^ brought mie a letter

from the Minister which set in embarrassed terms his intention of

giving free rein to members of Parliament sent on missions to the front*

* Lenen 151 and 15a, dated August s, 1916.
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Paris, August i, 19x6.

Prom The Minister of War
To The Q>mmander«in-Chief ot the French Armies.

Resolutions just passed by the Senate and Chamber of De^ tties indicate

the intention of Parliament to exercise through its Commissions a control

of all the services, whether at the front or in the interior. Military opera-

tions are excluded; but it is evident that the two Chambers arc determined

to assure themselves that every material precaution has beeh taken, not

only in the matter of our defensive organization, but for the proper execu-

tion of our offensives. On the other hand, in his statements to bodi Houses,

the Prime Minister declared that Parliamentary control could not extend to

the command of the armies, for which the Government alone was responsible

to Parliament.

Two results ensue from this situation:

7. The Parliamentary delegates will have authority to make investigations

of all the services at the front. Even if the official object of their mission does

not extend to the matter of operations, they will gather in the course of their

visits, whether we like it or not, information of a. military nature which they

will certainly use in their conversations with members of the Government

or at committee meetings, during their speeches in the House, or when secret

sessions are being held.

2, For this reason, which is the second of the consequences just referred to,

the Government—which in this case means the Minister of War—must be

kept consuntly informed of what is going on at the front and be in a position

to gather at any moment information that it may not possess.

Thus informed, he will be in a position to enlighten the Cabinet and Mem-
bers of Parliament and can answer fully any questions or interpellations

addressed to him. As things now stand, these conditions, in regard to in-

formation, are not sufficiently fulfilled.

In order that they may be, it is essential that there should be created at

the War Ministry an organ which might be entitled ‘‘General Inspection of

Services,” the personnel of which would collect information on the spot

and accompany control commissions in their visits.

To avoid duplication, this inspection office might absorb the one that is

now operating at your headquarters under the orders of C^eral Bflin; all

that would have to be done would be for him to move his office to Paris

and com|Jete its personnel by taking, if necessary, men from the Service of

the Rear. General Bdin and his officers would likewise be availible for

making such inspections as you might desire to confide to them.

In regard to military operations, it would be sufficient to enlarge the

methods we adopted when I was cidled upon to answer interpellations re-

garding the battle of Verdun; Colonel Valantin, assisted by the necessary

officers, was kept constandy informed, so as to be able to advise me. Colond

Valantin, of course, would retain his present functions of assistant to the

Chief of Staff.

Officers accompanying Parliamentary delegates to the front would draw

up reports, one copy (rf which would be sent to you; you would also receive
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a copy of reports made by the members of the Commission, and it would
become your duty to send me your comments upon the statements contain^
in them.

This information system, comprising the Inspector-General of Services and
a representative of the General Staff, would be reinforced by personal in-

spections of the various services conducted by their respective assistant secre*

uries and by the Minister.

1 request you to inform me whether you can (dace General Min at my
disposal under the conditions suggested, at the same time sending me a

list of the officers who might be designated to assist him.

The deuils of the inspection c^ganization could be worked out at once

by General Min and your principal assisunts.

On the afternoon of the next day, August 2nd, I handed M. Briand

the text of a letter which I intended to send the Minister of War in

reply to the one just quoted. I preferred to treat this question directly

with the Prime Minister because his profound knowledge of Parlia-

ment would enable him to estimate far better than could Roques the

danger involved in the solutions proposed by the latter. In fact, I had

more confidence in Briand than in Roques.

G.H.Q., August 2, 1916.

From The Commandcr-in-Chicf

To The Minister of War.

In your letter of August ist you Informed me of the organization which

you propose for effecting a control by the Government (that is, by the Min-

ister of War) and by Parliament, of the armies at the front.

Before examining, as you request me to do, the method of applying this

double control during the course of operations, I believe it is indispensable

to point out the limits which should be imposed upon it, if the exercise of

military command and the defence of the country are not to be compromised.

These limits seem to me clearly defined in the Resolutions passed by the

Chamber of Deputies on June 22nd, the speech made by the Prime Minister

during the debate on M. Tardieu’s resolution and the whole tenor of the

discussion.

The conception, direction and execution of operations were excluded by

Parliament itself from Parliamentary centred; and yet you state that “the

two Chambers are determined to assure themselves that every material pre-

caution has been taken not only in the matter of our defensive organization

but for the proper execution of our offiensives.”

It seems evident that the Parliamenury delegates can obtain these assurances

only by a complete knowledge of the distribution of the resources placed

at the Commander-in-Chiefs disposal, by an examination of the objectives

he has in view and by dosdy fedlowing the measures he is taking to attain

them. All these are matters belonging essentially to the condua of opera-
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dons, and I believe that to authorize the conununicadon of such informa-

tion would result in grave danger to the defence of the country.

You also inform me that to enable you to furnish Parliament with all the

information it may demand and answer all quesdons of a miliury nature

which may be asked» you have decided to create an organ of the General

Staff whose duty it will be to keep you constandy informed regarding opera-

dons. It is essential that there should be no misunderstanding in this matter.

I am ready, as I have always been, to place at your disposal all informa-

tion concerning past operadons. I am likewise ready to furnish you per-

sonally any explanation that you may desire; but if I am to be subjected to

a permanent supervision, if, in addition to the grave responsibility which

I now have to bear, I must constandy give explanations to the Government

and jusdfy in its eyes the decisions I am taking, I cannot consent to it.

Such a requirement would rob me of that liberty of thought and 'acdon

of which I have absolute need.

Moreover, unless I relinquish the authority which I must possess over the

army services, I cannot submit their acts, to any greater extent than now
exists, to the investigation of a permanent inspection funcdoning under

your direct orders and wholly escaping my authority, as you propose.

Up to the present the Government has given me its confidence; if it desires

to continue it, I request that I should not be subjected to the constant and

detailed tutelage of the Minister of War.

On the other hand, if I no longer enjoy the full confidence of the Gov-

ernment, I ask to be relieved of a responsibility which I can no longer fulfil

under the new condidons proposed.

I read this letter to the Prime Minister and explained to him that

my conscience forbade me to accept the tutelage to which the Minister

of War wished to subject me, and which, in my opinion, would have

most disastrous consequences.

After listening with the greatest attendon, M. Briand expressed himself

as fully in agreement with me. He decided without hesitation to in-

tervene with General Roques, whom hfc expected to meet the next

morning at a Cabinet Council. He promised to sec to it that General

Roques changed the terms of the letter he had sent me, adding, as I

left, “I cannot have any conflict between you and the Minister of War.”

Matters, therefore, remained where my previous propositions had left

them.

On August 4th I left Chantilly to accompany the President of the

Republic, the President of the Senate and the Minister of War on a

visit to the Somme. At Camprfmy, M. Poincar6 reviewed the and

Cavalry Division and presented a standard to the Light Regiment of

this division. At Esquennoy he witnessed a trial of a new anti-aircraft

gun. During the afternoon he {msented decorations, inspected the hos-
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pital at Cerisy and saw several command posts* But what constituted

for me the most interesting part this visit was that it gave me an

opportunity ot discussing with the President oi the Republic and the

President of the Senate the matter of Parliamentary control, to which

the Minister of War had endeavoured to give so unfortunate a solu-

tion. M. Poincar^i as was his habit, did not commit himself. Nevertheless,

I received the impression that he was favourable to my thesis. M. Antonin

Dubost unhesitatingly gave it his approval. General Roques, who prob-

aUy had already been hauled over the coals by the Prime Minister,

realized that he had lost his case; and his ill humour was evident.

The status quo ante was thus maintained, it being agreed that the

letter of August ist would be considered annulled, both as concerned

the plan of establishing General B^lin in Paris and the liaison to be

maintained through Colonel Valantin. But the Minister maintained

his right to be kept fully informed; while not contesting this, I pointed

out that in matters having to do with past events, he could obtain in-

formation through a liaison officer of his own staff, who would be free

to visit the front, accompanied by one of my officers; however, for

matters in course of preparation, he must continue to receive his informa-

tion only from me; this I would furnish through the intermediary of

Colonel Pfoelon and Major Herbillon.

Roques yielded before this firmly expressed determination, and obtain-

ing no support from the President of the Republic and finding himself

frankly disapproved of by the President of the Senate, he did not insist

any further.

The question was definitely setded a few days afterwards when a

written formula was established which was to be handed to all Parlia-

mentary delegates before they started for the front. It was agreed with

the Prime Minister that the delegates would address their requests to

the Minister of War, who would tramanit them to me; I would remain

the sole judge as to whether these visits were opportune or not.

If I have gone into detaik these incidents, which seem insignificant

enough in comparison with the great events which were taking place

at the moment, it is because this interference of members of Parlia-

ment was susceptible of bringing about the gravest consequences. It

was essential that my authority should remain unimpaired. If it was

weakened, the result would be to delay or comprcmiise a victory which

I could already foresee^ and which had cost us so dearly that I folt

it must not be eiqx>sed to the dangers of base intrigues and political

quarrdk
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Roumania’s entrance into the war had very naturally qccited much
enthusiasm throughout the country for the arrival these fresh rein-

forcements seemed the presage of approaching victory. The disappoint-

ment was all the greater when she was overwhelmed by an unbroken

series of disasters. The change of fortune appeared inexplicable to the

public, and resulted in a condition of irritability easy to understand.

The newspapers naturally refleaed this state nerves, while in Parlia-

ment the men who formerly had found fault with me for correspond-

ing directly with Allied Commanders-in-Chief, and in this way infring-

ing upon the Government’s prerogatives, now took me to task for

having failed to ensure coordination in the Entente’s operations.

It was in this atmosphere that the question of the command of the

Allied armies at Salonika came to the fore. I have already several times

pointed out that it was bound to arise, from the very moment that the

Government nominated General Sarrail to the command of the Army
of the Near East. His appointment was made without consulting me
and the difficulties which resulted from it have been described; they

arose more especially from the dislike manifested by the British at see-

ing themselves subordinated to a general who had given no indications

on the Western front of having any particular ability. The necessity for

a solution became imperative when the violent incidents which I have

already mentioned took place between General Sarrail and General

Cordonnier. The only sensible procedure was to consider the question

as a purely military one, which it was, and not make of it a political

affair.

This pitfall the Government did not succeed in avoiding, or, to say

exactly what I think, did not desire to avoid. When I told the Minister

of War of my intention to make an investigation at Sarrail’s conduct.

General Roques, as has been related, obtained from the Government

authority to conduct the inquiry in person. Now the decree of December
15th had explicitly placed the commander oi the Army of the Near
East under my orders, and I was not slow in perceiving the danger

any such procedure, opening the door as it would to political inter-

vention in military affairs. If, as has been seen in the chapter devoted

to this affair, I did not categorically refuse to accept the solution offered

by the Minister of War, it was because M. Briand urged me to accept

it. He tdid me that be desired as much as I did to have exact informa-

tion as to the situatbn at Salonika; ‘*but let me attend to this,” he said,

have a plan in view. If the inquiry, as I anticipate, proves unfavourable
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to Sarrail, I will take upon myself the responsibility of getting rid of

him,” I, therefore, yielded.

In spite of the reports made by MajcM- Requin upon his return from

Salonika, in spite ct the complaints made by the Russians, the Italians

and the British, in spite of the most unfortunate impression produced

throughout the Army of the Near East by the violent discussions in

full public view, between Sarrail and Cordonnier, and in which all the

fault was not on Cordonnier’s side, General Roques, on returning from

the Near East, declared that General Sarrail had performed his duty

in a perfectly satisfactory manner, that it would be an injustice to recall

him, and that nothing was required except to reinforce his staff.

I was powerless in the face of this judgment, since I had agreed in

advance to the procedure of which it was the conclusion. But General

Roques had brought about a situation which M. Briand certainly had

not anticipated.

The campaign being waged in Parliament received a fresh impetus

from this incident, furnishing proof, as it seemed to do, of fresh dis-

sension between the Minister and myself. Echoes of the agitation reached

me from numerous sources. A plan was already on foot for holding a

new meeting in secret committee ior the purpose of discussing the

events in Roumania (which were taking on a graver aspect each day),

the operations on the Somme and the question of our losses; to these

matters would naturally now be added the one touching the command
erf the Army of the Near East.

On November 24th, I had full confirmation of these rumours, when

the Prime Minister and General Roques came to lunch with me in

the rue Michd-Ange. Both Ministers considered the internal political

situation to be rather serious; but while M. Briand was confident of

successfully meeting this new crisis. General Roques was less optimistic

Both, however, were sure that the .High Command would fed the

effects of the assault which Parliament was preparing.

A Secret Session was voted, and its meeting was fixed for November

28th. I now learned that during the Cabinet meeting at which General

Roques had reported the result of his visit to Salonika, he had spoken

in frankly eulogistic terms of General Sarrail, alleging the insufficiency

<rf his staffi as the sole cause erf such shortcomings as had been observ^

By way of condusion. General Roques suggested that the Army of

the Near East should be withdrawn from my contrd, adding that he

had in preparation a decree modifying the one of December, 19x5.

At the next meeting of the Cabinet which took place on Nbvetdber
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37th, that on the eve of the meeting in Secret Committee, he sub-

mitted this decree for ap|»ovaL By its terms the direction of the war

passed to the hands ot the Minister of War; he alone would be qualified

to apportion resources to the various theatres, approve plans of opera-

tion and appoint commanders of armies. The projected reform reduced

the C(Mnmander-in-Chief oi the French Army to his fwmer status of

commander of the Armies of the North-East.

When it came to a vote, the Cabinet decided unanimously (with the

exceptbn of one ballot) that the decree of December 5, 1915, should

remain in force and that I should continue to exercise all the functions

it conferred upon me. General Roques also offered a proposition whereby

groups of armies would be suppressed. This also was rejeaed. M. Briand

then formally undertook the usk of defending the High Command be-

fore the Secret Committee.

However, General Roques succeeded in having General Pelb and Lieu-

tenant-Colonel B^lin, against whom the politicians had shown themselves

most violent, rdieved from G.H.Q. and ordered to the command oi

troops. General de Castelnau was to go to Russia to attend the confer-

ence fixed for December; but upon his return he was not to be sent back

to G.H.Q.

The results of this meeting were reported to me at one o’clock, shortly

after my return from Verdun. I immediately left for Paris; for I wished

to see M. Malvy, who, the day before, had asked me to make him this

visit. The Minister of the Interior assured me that the Government would

do everything in its power to support me, and that, as far as he was per-

sonally concerned, I could fully count upon him.

On December 1st, accompanied by General de Castelnau, I went to

Paris in resptmse to a request from the.President oi the Republic. We
went over a number of questions together, amongst others the organiza-

tion of the High Command; but our talk bore especially upon the vari-

ous military men who were in the bad graces cd the pcditicians. Besides

General Pell^ and OJcmel Bd, they had demanded the head ot de Cas-

telnau, likewise that of Foch. Foch’s health was made the subject oi

false and exaggerated rumours, and the critcism of him was intense.

The conversations which I had at this time with the various members
r

of the Government gave me the impression that they themselves were

not at all clear as to what they wanted done. While Malvy said that

it was fully decided to make a defence of the High Command, General

Roques declared that it was essential to give some satisfaction to Par-
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liament) yielding on minor points, especially as to the removal of certain

officers from GJi.Q«

The inclinations of the Minister of War followed a capricious curve,

reflecting the successive impressions produced upon him during the

meetings in secret session, then going on. On the 29th MM. Abrami and

Tardieu made violent speeches against the High Command and on the

30th the Chamber loudly applauded ^^n the name of General Sarrail

was pronounced during a speech of the Minister of War; but on Decem-

ber ist M. Briand produced a pre^ound impression when he showed the

inextricable difficulties which confronted me in my efforts to obtain

co-ordination in the Allied operations. That evening the general impres-

sion was optimistic, and it was supposed that the debate would quickly

close. December and was particularly calm, the Secret Committee dis-

cussing merely maritime questiops. The Prime Minister was not pres-

ent. General de Castelnau, who had just been officially appointed to

represent the French Army during the meeting at Russian G.H.Q., came

to see me regarding his approaching journey.

But while Parliament was thus deliberating, serious events were taking

place in Greece. Telegrams arriving from Athens stated that fighting

was going on in the streets, and that once more French blood was flow-

ing. Detachments of sailors had been traitorously attacked and some sixty

dead were reported. It looked as though Admiral Dartige du Fournet

had not immediately taken the measures which the dignity of his coun-

try and the safety of its soldiers required.

On the morning of December 3rd new details arrived. Not only had

our men been killed, but a blow had been dealt our prestige which

threatened to be irreparable; for the Government appeared unwilling to

exaa of King Constantine the measures which our honour and safety

required. Two Governments existed at this time in Greece, one fighting

against us and the other with us, and no further hesitation oug^ to have

been possible. That day I received a telegram fr<Hn General Sarrail

breathing exactly the right spirit and demanding authorization to attack

Larissa immediately. After talking the matter over with General Pell^

I decided to go and see the Prime Minister, show him Sarrail*s telegram,

v/hosc terms I fully approved, and inform him of the energetic measures

which I pre^x^sed to take.

M. BrUmd received me at 11^5 zjsl As a result of our discussion, a

telegram was $ent General Sarrail ordering him not to undertake any

operation against Larissa without instructions from the Government; but

he was tnfmmed that the 6ach Divirion and the i6di Odonial Division,
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then on the sea^ would be landed at the Piraeus instead ci at Salonika*

This matter being settled, M. Briand took me to lunch where we dis*

cussed politics.

To my great surprise, he told me that the situation in Parliament was

causing him great uneasiness; he saw only one solution that could restore

calm, and that was a drastic re-organization in the High Command. If

this were not effected, the Government would fall, and the resulting

condition would be serious, since no other political coml^ation could

be made to work. Moreover, the fall of the Ministry would bring Bbout

a crisis in the conduct of operations. This double danger must be avoided

if possible. M. Briand appealed to my patriotism to save the Government

by accepting the modifications he proposed, and he ended by declaring

that if he went before the Secret Committee of the Chamber the next

day without being able to announce this reform, the Government would

crash.

M. Briand’s plan was the following: I would continue to direct the

war; I would have a staff, and the representatives of the Allied Armies

would be accredited to me. I would no longer directly command the

Armies of the North-East, they being confided to a general officer who
would be designated only after I had given my opinion as to the man
best suited for the task. In short, I would have general direction of the

war, the general-in-chid of our Armies of the North-East and the com-

mander of the Army of the Near East, both being subject to my orders.

My headquarters would be in Paris, where I would be in close and con-

stant contact with the Government. To reinforce my authority, I was to

be created Marshal of France. This promotion, M. Briand told me, would

soon be announced.

These propositions were a complete revelation to me, as nothing in

previous conversations had led me to suppose that such a plan was being

evolved by the Government. I answered the Prime Minister that I was

a soldier and, as such, I was ready to acquiesce in any decisions of the

Government; I had too long practised obedience not to be willing to

accept the new duty required of me. However, I hoped it would be

understood that I had not suggested the changes whi^ my acceptance

of the marshal’s baton seemed to sanction; such was not the case. I saw
grave reasons against the proposed plan and I merely submitted to its

being put into operation.

At first glance there is no doubt that die {mject appeared entirdy

logkaL Hie officer at the head of an army corps ought not direedy to
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command one of his divisions, and it would seem normal that the Com-
mander-in-Chief of the French Armies should not himself command the

armies operating in the North-eastern theatre. But this logic was only

apparent. There was such a disproportion between our forces in the

North-East of France and those in the Orient, that the Commander-in-

Chief on the Western theatre was in reality the Commander-in-Chief of

France’s armies, of which the forces in the Near East constituted merely

a deuchment. Thus, under pretext of enlarging my authority I was prac-

tically being deprived of command.

In the course of these Memoirs I have more than once had occasion

to point out—and it is no mere vanity which leads me again to refer to

the matter—that what little co-ordination of efforts existed on the various

Allied fronts was due to me. I am willing to agree that the prestige ensu-

ing from the Victory of the Marne had much to do with this situation;

but the authority which I enjoyed was greatly fortified by the fact that

I spoke as Commander-in-Chief of that one of the Allied armies which,

if not the most numerous, was at least the most powerful, and the most

war-hardened, the army which (why should it not be said?) from the

Marne to the Somme had covered itself with a glory approached by none

other, the army, in short, which was the principal adversary of our prin-

cipfej enemy—the German Army.

If the command of this army was taken from me, my influence with

the other Commanders-in-Chief would be lowered immediately. There

being no agreement similar to the one which in April, 1918, conferred

the supreme direction of the Allied armies^ upon General Foch, I would

be deprived of that authority which until now had been accorded me.

And the man who succeeded me, whoever he might be, would find it a

slow and difficult task to create for himself the position which the length

of time I had remained in command and the good-will of the Allied

generals had conferred upon me. These were the reasons which con-

vinced me that the change now proposed would be unfortunate for

France and for the entire Coalition; the disasters of 1917 and the catas-

trophe which iMTought us to the verge of definite defeat in the spring

ctf 19x8, have since confirmed me in the opinion I expressed to M. Briand

on December 3, 1916.

Had the circumstances been different, it is probable that the Prime

Minister would have shared my opinion; but I believe it is quite clear

that his decision had been already taken. He replied to my observation

by saying that he did not ask for an immediate answer on my part, but
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he did desire one before the meeting ol the Cabinet, fixed for 9 o’clock

the folbwing morning.

Incidentally, I expressed the wish to keep Genera] Pell^ with me. In

my whole career I have never known a man of such breadth of view,

subtle comprehension and penetrating intelligence as Pell^ and to these

qualities he joined a capacity for work that was simply prodigious. If to

this he added tact, persuasiveness, and a byalty that was proof against

any snare, a fair idea can be formed of the magnificent officer who for

years had served at my side and whose services I now desired to keep.

M. Briand knew Pelb and shared my opinion of him; but he said

that it was no longer possible to reverse the decision taken in his case:

General Pelb would have to be appointed to the command of troops.

This is the way politicians apply the principle of putting the right man
in the right place.

We also discussed the case of General de Castelnau. The President of

the Republic, a few days before, had given me to understand that a

large number of Deputies wished him to be sent away from G.H.Q. I,

therefore, asked M. Briand what would become of him when he re-

turned from Russia. The Prime Minister answered that the Right parties

of the Chamber demanded that de Castelnau should be given command
of a group of armies; he, personally, was in favour of this solution, as

it would contribute to ensuring his majority, and no objection could

be raised, since General de Castelnau was already at the head of a group

of armies when, in December, 1915,

1

brought him to G.H.Q.

I returned to Chantilly at half-past five. During the evening, M. Etienne

telephoned to inquire if I could receive him at 7 o’clock the next morn-

ing. When he arrived, he told me that the evening before M. Briand,

who knew the friendship which existed between us, had asked him to use

his influence to induce me to consent to the proposal which the Prime

Minister had made me, and Etienne appealed to my patriotism to

accept.

I repeated to him what I had said to M. Briand: I was at the Govern-

ment’s orders; I would accept the measure proposed; but I refused to

recommend or suggest it in any way whatsoever, so clearly were its

disadvantages apparent to my mind.

M. Etienne declared himself satisfied, and an hour later left me to

carry my answer to M. Briand. I also had a telephone message sent to

the latter, saying that M. Etienne was on his way with my reply. Never-

theless, about 9 aon. the Prime Minister telephoned, saying he wished

to know from me, before the meting the Cabinet started, whether
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I conaeoted. I tdd him that I did. He then rqieated his statement that

I would shmtly be raised to the dignity of MarshaL

A few pages back I had said that tte Govomment's plan was theo>

retically logical, that the directkm ot operations on all tlw fronts where

French troops were engaged was a large enough task for any one man,

and that good reasons existed for separating it from the work ct com-

manding the armies on the North-eastern front; this separation would

leave me free to concentrate myself entirdy upon the large and com-

plicated proUem the general conduct (A operations. Nevertheless, I

realized dut the new organization, thus far only laid down as a principle,

would have little value unless properly applied; my most serious preoc-

cupation, therefore, was to see that my functiotu were clearly defined.

This became all the more necessary when it was taken into account

that the Ministry which had devised this organization was most insecure,

and there was reason to fear that if the existing political confusion con-

tinued it would have a dangerous efiea upon the command of our

armies.

The afternoon following our conversation, M. Briand made a speech in

secret session. He announced that the Government had decided to intro-

duce reforms in the High Command, but the few details he gave—in-

tentionally, perhaps, in order to leave himself free to manoeuvre—caused

violent scenes in the House.

Meantime, I had been studying how best to organize the staff I would

require for my new functions. For chief dE staff I decided upon Colonel

Gamelin, who had Icmg been with me, and whose character, intelligence,

industry add great powers of assimilation I knew I could count upon. I

immediately brought him to G.H.Q., intending to make him a general

and give him the post.

The staff was to be composed of only a few ofBcers; naturally those

who at Chantilly had been occupied with exterior theatres of operations

would form part at it. In addition, I intended to create a bureau charged

especially with questions of a civil nature.

The secret session ended on the afternoon of December yth, after a

vote of confidence in the Ministry had been passed; but this was obtained

by a very fedde majority. I learned at the same time that the Ministry

would probably be reorganized and that it had been decided to modify

the High Command in the sense indicated 1^ M. Briand.

The meetings of' the secret sesnon had disclosed a general uneanness,

and the nervousness of Parliament had been increased by a phrase
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dropped by the Prime Minister in which he alluded to the possibility of

making peace. A feeling of discouragement seemed to have infected the

mass ^ the people; the terrible trials they had passed through in 1916

and the disappointment following upon the Roumanian disaster^ pre-

vented them from comprehending all that we had accomplished during

the year and the precarious position of our enemies. The Parliament,

backed by the President of the Republic, not perceiving as I did the

progress we had made on the road to victory, had reached the unfortunate

conclusion that they must prevent at any cost the execution of the plans

I had formed for the opening of 1917. In other words, at the very moment

when we held the Germans by the throat and were making ready to

deal them a blow which, I still believe, would have been decisive my
relief from the conduct of operations was devised as an indirect method

of arresting the stroke.

It was in this atmosphere of uncertainty, weariness and doubt that

M. Briand apprised me dE his intention of recasting his Cabinet, with

the idea of giving a much needed stimulation to the country, and on

December 9th the Government resigned. It was rumoured that General

Lyautey would become Minister of War in the new combination, and

that Admiral Lacaze intended to withdraw.

The Admiral’s departure seemed to me profoundly regrettable, for on

many occasions I had been in a position to estimate the great value of

the services he was rendering. It was for this reason that on December

nth I sent General Pell^ to ask him in my name to reconsider his de-

cision. Admiral Lacaze replied: ‘1 have agreed to stay, for my departure

under existing circumstances would amount to desertion. But if the Cabi-

net finds itself obliged to give certain guarantees expected of it, 1 shall

not remain at the price of what I regard as treachery.”

As for the choice of Lyautey as Minister of War, it met with my
hearty approval.

On December 12th M. Briand asked me to come to Paris for the pur-

pose of definitely arranging with him the modifications in the High
Cemunand of which I have spoken above. It was decided that upon

his return from Russia, General de Castelnau would be given command
of the Northern Group of Armies, taking the |dace of General Foch,

who would be charged with studying and pr^aring a plan for meeting

a German offensive through Switzerland, a move which had been much
talked of for some time. General Pell6, notwithstanding my renewed

insistence^ was assigned to the cmnmand erf a division^ 1 having failed to
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obtain for him an army corps. In addition^ the removal of General

Despr^ from command of the Army Detachment of Lorraine and of

General Villaret from that of the Seventh Army was announced to me as

imminent.'®

I likewise learned that General Lyautey would become Minister of

War, his place in Morocco being filled by General Gouraud; General

Roques would be appointed to the command of the Fourth Army,

vacated by Gouraud.

We then took up the question of the new organization for the direction

of the war. M. Briand said nothing which could cause me to suppose that

he had modified the intentions already expressed to me on that subject;

he also offered no objections when I spoke of my plans for creating my
siaff.

On December 13th decrees were published announcing the constitu-

tion of the new Cabinet, the creation of the War Committee, the nomi-

nation of General Nivellc as Commander-in-Chief of the Armies of the

North and North-East, and my own as ‘‘technical adviser” to the

Government

The War Committee consisted of M. Briand, Prime Minister and Min-

ister of Foreign Affairs, M. Ribot, Minister of Finance, General Lyautey,

Minister of War, Admiral Lacaze, Minister of Marine, and M. Albert

Thomas, Minister of Armament and War Industries. In regard to myself,

the decree dealing with the War Committee stated that ‘‘General Joffre,

General-in-Chief of the French Armies, will assist at the meetings of

the War Committee for the purposes of consultation.”

As a matter of fact, the newspapers were not in agreement in report-

ing this paragraph. The Matin said “will assist”; the others, “may assist.”

The difference was not without its importance. Another delicate shade

of expression in this decree attached to the words “General Joffre, Gen-

eral-in-Chief ctf the French Armies^” instead of the tide which the decree

of December, 1915, conferred upcm me, “Commander-in-Chief the

French Armies.” This expression occurred again in the decree publish-

ing the changes in the High Command, which was worded thus:

The following nominations are announced:

General Joffre, General-in^hief of the French Armies, technical military

adviser of the Government, member of the War Committee for purposes

of consultation.

^General de ^^Uret*s departure from the Seventh Army had been talked of early in

the year. General Hoques r^erred to it in a letter dated March 33, 1916, cited on pages

533 and 533.
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General Nivelle, Commander-in-Ohief ot the Annies of the Nordi-East.

General Gouraud, French Resident General in Morocco ad interim.

Admiral Gauchet, Commander-in^Chief of the naval forces in the Mediter-

ranean.

My impression on reading the newspapers was not agreeable. I felt that

the Government had deceived me. This impression was increased when

I learned that General Nivelle, the new Commander-in-Chief of the

Armies of the North-East, had been sent for by the Government to come

to Paris, without the latter having judged it necessary to advise me.

Nivelle left his headquarters at Souilly at 9 a.m. the 13th, after directing

his chief of staff. General de Barescut, to inform me by telephone ot

his departure.

I, therefore, sent for Gamelin, my future chief of staff, and told him
that I intended to offer my resignation. However, after long reflection

I decided to postpone this decision and I directed General Gamelin to

draw up a memorandum which I intended to present to the Prime Min-

ister with the idea of obtaining a clear definition of my future attribu-

tions. The note was as follows:

(i) General joffre is a member of the War Committee; as such he will

take part in all its meetings.

(a) The conduct of operations, properly so speaking, on the front of

the armies of the North-East as well as upon the front of the Army
of the Near East, falls exclusively within the province of the general

commanding in chief the French armies, the r61c of the War Com-
mittee being one of general direction.

(3) No direct relations will be maintained between the War Committee
or any member of the Government with either the general com-
manding the armies of the North-East or the general commanding
the army of the Near East; all such relations passing through the

general commanding in chief the French armies.

(4) The same rule will apply to relations between the War Committee or

the Government with headquarters of any Allied army, whether
direedy or through the intermediary of the representatives of Allied

Commanders-in-Chief sutioned at French GH.Q.

While this memorandum was being prepared, a telephone message

arrived from M. Briand asking me to lunch with him. I accepted, and
at noon I arrived at his house. He began by reading me the new decree

re-organizing the High Command. It contained the following articles:

Article I. General Joffre, Commander-in-Chief of the French Armies is

appointed technical adviser to the Government for the direction of the war.

Article a. The Commanders-in-Chief of the Armies of the North and
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North-East and of the Army of the Near East will each exercise the direo*

tion of operations under the conditions specified in the decree of October

a8, 1913, regarding the conduct of large Wts^ and that of December a,

1913, regarding service in the field*

It will be noticed that this decree referred only to the decrees ol 19139

making no mention of the one of December 2, 19159 which gave me
command on all the theatres of operations. Under these conditions it

could well be asked what really were the functions that were intended

to be assigned me.

In the first place, the decree of December 2, 1915, had not been re-

scinded, and Article i of the decree of December 13, 1916, referred to

me as “Commander-in-Chief of the French Armies,*’ the tide given me
by the decree of 1915; in the second place, Article 2 of the new decree

prescribed that the Commander-in-Chief of the Armies of the North and

North-East and the Commander-in-Chief of the Army of the Near East

would each enjoy, for the direction of his operations, the powers con-

ferred in the decrees of October 28, 1913, and December 2, 1913, and

these expressly prohibited the superposidon of any military intermediary

between the Government and the Commander-in-Chief in the various

theatres of operations.

I was, therefore, jusdfied in propounding to the Prime Minister the

questions which presumably he had not a^ed himself, and I took out

the memorandum I had prepared just before leaving my headquarters.

M. Briand approved the principle contained in my memorandum, but

he requested a delay before definitely settling the matter of my new

attributions, since he was now absorbed l)y the initial duties of his new

Cabinet, which was to present itself before the Chamber of Deputies

the next day. All of this was accompanied by pleasant words, which,

while enabling him to hide his thoughts from me, proved that he was

afraid to express them. It was evident that the Government was trying

to take from me all real command, and, under the vague appellation

of technical adviser, leave standing a mere facade of power, intended to

appease the army, the country and our Allies.

On my return to Chantilly I first had prepared the draft of a minis-

terial circular, which, being based upon the various decrees 1 have just

mentioned, would force the Government to clear up the obscurity which

had [prevailed ever since the beginning of this Parliamentary crisis. The

next morning, December 14th, I had a memorandum written which set

forth the prt^lem of the High Command as I conceived it; I also wrote

a letter to the Minister of War. These three documents follow. I took
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them with me to Paris, where I went the same day to see the Minister

of War and the President of the Republic.

MEMORANDUM.

The decree of December 13, 1916, prescribing the attributions of the Com-
mander>in-Chief of the Armies of the North-East and of the Army of the

Near East, states that “each will exercise the direction of operations as set

down in the decrees of October aS, 1913, and December 2, 1913.

Both of these decrees prescribe that the relations between the Govern-

ment and Commandcrs-in-Chief on various theatres shall be direct and they

give the said commanders exclusive authority in the appointment of the

officers within their commands.

Under these circumstances, and taking into consideration these texts alone,

General Joffre’s authority over the French armies becomes eliminated. It

seems essential to know whether this was the Government’s intention when
it assigned to him merely the r61e of technical adviser, to the exclusion of

all power of command, as has been stated in certain newspapers.

On the other hand, the decree of December 2, 1915, which gave General

Joffre command of all French armies on all fronts, has not been abrogated.

The tide “Commander-in-Chicf of the French Armies” created by this

decree has even been reproduced in the one of December 13, 1916.

The report to the President which precedes the decree of December 2,

1915, states that “actual experience of events now happening in several of

the theatres of operations, proves that a single direcdon, indispensable for

the conduct of the war, can only be secured by placing at the head of our

armies a single chief, who will be responsible for the conduct of all purely

military operations.”

Flagrant contradicdons, therefore, exist between these texts.

GH.Q., December 14, 1916.

From The General Commanding-in-Chief the French Armies

To The Minister of War.

The decree of December 13, 1916, states that the General Commanding-in-

Chief the French Armies, whose authority is defined in the decree of De-

cember 2, 1915, will perform the dudes of technical adviser to the Govern-

ment for the direction of the war. 1 consider that Ministerial Instructions

should be issued defining the double i^le thus incumbent upon the General

Commanding-in-Chief the French Annies; Ardcle 2 of the decree oi December

2, Z915, moreover, prescribes that this should be done.

I have the honour to enclose herewith the draft of a Ministerial Instrucdon

intended to accomplish this purpose. It prescribes the condidons which seem

to mk indispensable to enable the General Commanding-inrChief the French

Armies properly to fulfil the funedons prescribed for him and assume the

responsibility they involve.
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of a circular prescribing the method of applidition of the

decrees of December a, and Decemb^ Z3» 1915.

Article L The General Commanding-in-Chief the French Armies will

attend the meetings of the War Committee as technical adviser of the Gov*
ernment in all that concerns the direction of" the war.

He will transmit to the several Commanders-in-Chief all decisions zSecu

ing them, and supervise their execution in respect of military operations.

Article II. In consequence, he is charged with the supreme direction of

these operations in the various theatres and is responsible therefor.

The Commanders-in-Chief in the various theatres of operations are subject

to his orders under the conditions set forth in the decree of December 2, 1915:

Article III. He is charged with coK>rdinating the operations of the French

Armies with those of the Allied Armies, in conformity with the decisions

taken by the War Committee.

To this end, he will maintain the necessary relations with the Commanders-
in-Chief of the Allied Armies.

Article IV. For the execution of Article 3, Chapter I of the decree of

December 2, 1913, on the service of armies in the field, all appointments to the

command of armies and groups of armies will be submitted to him by Com-
manders-in-Chief in the various theatres of operations.

On the morning of December 14th, I instructed General Pell^ to ask

Admiral Schwerer, whether Admiral Lacaze, Minister of War ad in-

terimy could receive me during the afternoon. I also sent General P&ielon

to the Elysee to inquire whether I could see the President during the

day. It was agreed that I should visit the Minister at 2.30 pm. and

that the President would receive me at 3 p.m.

The Minister listened attentively to the reading of my memorandum

and the draft of the circular, which I had brought with me. He promised

to examine the question I had brought up and obtain the Government's

decision on it at once.

I then saw M. Poincar^ to wiuxn I likewise explained the need of

defining the attributions of the Commander-in-Chief of the French

Armies. I also pointed out to him the incontestable objeetbn which

existed to the sedution vtdiich the Government seemed to prefer, namdy,

having the direction of the war confided to the Minister of War. "‘Ad-

mitting," I said, "that a man like Lymutey might fulfil this rfik, does it

seem possible that Admiral Lacaze, aotwkhitanding all his brilliant

qualities, could do so? And yet the Admiral is now Minister of War od

inierim and the durecdon of the war would fall upon his shoulders.

Again, siqppose a dviliaa became Mmister of War, wbat would happen
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then? There are orden at this minute which oug^t to be given, orders

upon which future operations depend: who is going to give thenh--who

sign them?”

Throughout the conversation the President scrupulously maintained

his constitutional rdle; and he was all the more unwilling to ^ppca^r to

take sidea^ since he knew that Parliament was divided and in a stormy

mood. As I have already said, M. Poincar^ was intensely afraid lest

operations on the Scmime should be resumed at an early date, and the

prospect of my removal from the direction of military affairs presented

itself as an unhoped-for means of avoiding the very thing he most

dreaded. For all these reasons he contented himself with replying that

he took note of all I said; but he gave me the impression that he shared

my opinion.

Before leaving Paris, I saw M. Briand for a moment. He also preserved

a hazy silence. His newly constituted Cabinet had just gone through the

trials of a first encounter with the Chamber of Deputies, during which

violent speeches had been made against him; nevertheless, he had se-

cured a majority of 314 votes to 165.

In the evening I returned to Chantilly, where General Nivelle, whom
I had met at the Ministry of Marine during the afternoon, joined me
for dinner. The new Conunander-in-Chief of the Annies of the North

and North-East manifested the greatest deference towards me, express-

ing his gratitude for the unexpected promotion which had just ccxne to

him and which he considered he owed to me. But the satisfaction he felt

at this rapid advance to the top of the military ladder was tempered by

the anxiety he felt at having suddenly to face such redoubtable respon-

sibilities. One would have thought that he already foresaw the diffi-

culties which were soon to overwhelm him in the exercise of his com-

mand, and which brought about a fall which proved as sudden as had

been his rise.

At eleven o’clock he left for Souilly, where he was to ^ansfer the

command of the Second Army to General Guillaumat. He expected to

return to Chantilly on the i6th, when he would assume the functions

of Commander-in-Chief of the Armies of the North-East.

On December 15th, my friend, M. Etienne, came to lunch with me
at Chantilly. He related many interesdng details of the political agita-

tion then at its height; he dwelt especially upon the manceuvres certain

general nffioer% who had percov^ in the crisis just closing an oppor-

tunity for sattifjdng their highest ambitioos.

Aomding to M. Etienne, General de Castelnau’s activity had been
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particularly noticeable. Under pretestt of business connected with his trip

to Russia, he had made numerous visits to members of Parliament belong*

ing to the Ri^t groups, as wdl as to Admiral Lacaze, who was per-

forming the duties Minister of War pending the arrival oi General

Lyautey. De Castclnau was confident that he could count upon the lat-

ter’s support, once he had assumed office. He seemed to consider that

the functions to which I had assigned him in December, 1915, implied

the right of succession to the chief command, and the appointment of

General Nivclle to the Armies of the North-East was a severe blow.

Lacking anything better, he wanted the command of the Northern

Group of Armies, and M. Lasies had circulated a petition amongst the

Right groups of the House and Senate requesting that he should be

given this post in the place of General Foch. I have already related how
the Cabinet, in its desire to rally to itself the votes of these Members,

bad acceded to this colleaive request.

The next day, December 16th, General Nivelle returned to Chantilly

to take over his new functions. I had already sent General Gamelin and

Major Moyrand to Paris to see what arrangements could be made for

my installation. The Ecole Militaire at this moment was a vast cara-

vanserai, offering few facilities for housing me, so I decided to establish

myself at Neuilly,^^ however inconvenient in some respects this loca-

tion was.

On the 17th I published a general order announcing the assumption of

command by General Nivelle. The same day General de Castelnau, who
had received a letter appointing him to the command of a group

armies, left G.H.Q. This lettre de service wa^ signed by the President of

the Republic, as all those intended for commanders of armies were to

be hereafter. This constituted a serious infringement of the prerogatives

which the decree of December 2, 1915 (Chap. II, Art. 3), bestowed upon

the Commander-m-Chief; it was, above all, an irremediable blow to the

principle whose recognition I had with such difficulty obtained from the

Government, namely, that the man responsible for the conduct of our

armies should have the choice of his subordinates. In taking this step

the Government deprived itself of all power to keep the direction of

operations free from political interference.

On December 18th I went to Paris to attend a meeting of the War
Committee.^* On returning to Chantilly I found a paper sent me by

Admiral Lacaze for examination and comment. It was a draft of the at-

" In an hotd in the Avenue Vktor-Hugo.

^Thit wai its second meetup. Hie first had been held on December tfith.
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tributions it was proposed to confer upon me, and constituted a reply

to the draft I had handed the Minister on December 14th. It read as

follows:

It will be your duty to prepare such smdies, collect such information, give

advice on such matters, as the War Committee may request, or that you

may consider it appropriate to suggest, with a view to submitting for the

consideration of the Government propositions concerning the objects to

be attained by the war and the co-tM'dination of the action of the Allied

Armies.

To this end you will have at your disposal a staff organized for the study

of military questions.

The propositions you may make, or the opinions you may express con-

cerning French or Allied armies will be submitted by you to the War Com-
mittee, which will act upon them direedy or after submitting them to the

Cabinet.

It will be your duty to transmit the decisions taken to the Commanders-
in-Chief of our armies or to the heads of our military missions, with the

mention *'By order,** indicating that you act in the name of the Government.

The transmission of these documents and of all communications emanating

from the above-named authorities will be confided to an office organized

for this purpose in the Code Section of the War Ministry, whose duty it

will be to send them to each member of the War Committee.

Your liaison with the various armies will be maintained by means of the

officers who are now charged with this service between these armies and

the Government.

This document had nothing in common with the draft I had given

the Minister. According to the terms used by Admiral Lacaze I was

merely the technical adviser of the Government and its agent of execu-

tion, having no personal authority whatever. This strict subordination

was clearly marked by the requirement that all papers signed by me
must bear the indication **By order." My staff was reduced to a study

section. In short, I was deprived of every prerogative that goes with

command, and of all personal action upon the Commanders-in-Chief of

the armies in France and in the Near East.

After much reflection I decided that it was my duty to put aside any

question of personal pride and to do all 1 could to aid in the success

of the new organization which the Government seemed determined

to establish. However, there was an unimportant detail in the Govern-

ment’s project that I desired to have modified without delay: the narrow

rule prescribed for my liaison with tl^ Commanders-in-Chief on the vari-

ous fronts. The officers who maintained this service between the Govern-

ment and Gii.Q. would not suffice for the constant communication I
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would need to establish if I was to be kept fully informed of the progress

of operations on the different fronts.

However^ before sending an answer to Admiral Lacazc*s communica-*

tion, I determined to wait until I could form an c^inion its under*

lying principles by actual observation of the way the Government in-

tended to apply the new system. An occasion was soon furnished. At a

meeting of the War Committee I brought up the question of liaison

officers, and the Government agreed to give me satisfaction on that point.

Then another opportunity arose, when a radio message from the Kaiser

to his sister. Queen Sophie of Greece, was intercepted. This message

proved conclusively the connivance of Greece with the Central Powers,

and I seized the occasion to recommend that instructions covering the

situation should be given to General Sarrail. I sent General Gamelin to

Paris to submit my proposition to the Government, and he returned with

the approval I desired.

The manner in which, on these two occasions, the Government had

seemed to conceive my rdle, confirmed me in my desire to give the

new organization a fair trial; therefore, on December aoth, in replying

to the Minister’s proposed draft, I contented myself with merely renew-

ing the request, made verbally at the meeting of the day before, that

three more officers be assigned to the Government’s liaison service, which

from now on was to keep me in contact with the different armies.^*

Meantime, I was informed on December 19th, that the Government

had approved my request to have my staff installed in the Ecole Mili^

tdre and that the Military Governor had been instructed to make the

arrangements I desired.

Thus, on December 20th I had reason to believe that the projected

organization would be put into effect. I was determined, on my part,

to show a large spirit of conciliation, not wishing to cause any embar-

rassment to the Government, which I knew to be at grips with a most

violent opposition in Parliament. I, therefore, renounced making com-

plaints or demands, especially those contained in my letter of December

14th, confining myself, as just related, to a request touching a matter

of detail and which could not be construed as raising any question of

principle.

This was the situation when, on December 21st, a further meeting of

the War Committee was held. A number of changes in command were

there decided upon, amongst others, that of General Foch, who was

” Since the beginning of the war Colonel P^nelon and Major Herbillon had maintained

the liaison between me and the GovernmenL
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relieved and '‘placed at the disposal of the Minister of War ” I pointed

out how profoundly regrettable it was from every point of view to

deprive the country of the services of this great soldier, and that his

recall from the front would be considered a disgrace which nc^hing

whatever justified. 1 was fortunate enough to succeed in having him

placed at General Nivelle’s disposal for the purpose of preparing a plan

of operations for our right wing, in case the Germans should violate

the neutrality of Switzerland, as it was then anticipated they would do.

During this meeting 1 learned of a still more serious matter. The plan

of operations of the French armies on the Western theatre for 1917 had

been entirely changed by General Nivclle without my having been in

any way consulted. As related in a previous chapter, the new plan com-

prised, amongst other changes, a considerable extension of the British

front; consent to this could only be obtained by governmental action,

and it seemed to me that this action lay peculiarly within my province

as “technical adviser** of the Government. Moreover, the modification

proposed was certain to entail a delay in the general offensive of the

various Allied armies which I had had such difficulty in getting ac-

cepted and whose execution I seemed qualified to ensure. Here was a

serious violation not, this time, of a detail, but of the very principle

underlying my new functions.

The next day I received a letter from Admiral Lacaze, dated the

previous day, December 21st, in which he informed me that, in accord-

ance with the decisions of the Government, he forwarded me instruc-

tions concerning my new functions. Then followed an exact copy of the

Draft sent me on December i8th, and quoted on page 548. The Minis-

tcr*s letter ending with a paragraph saying, “I am addressing a copy of

these instructions to General Nivellc and at the same time informing him

that his liaison with the Government and with the British and Belgian

armies will be maintained directly and will function in the same manner

as obtained when you were in command.**

This letter not only refused to consider the very moderate observations

I had made on receiving the proposed draft and which suggested no

change other than an increase in the number of liaison officers, but it

aggravated the situation by the added paragraph wherein it was pre-

scribed that General Nivcllc’s liaison with the Government, on one hand,

and with the British and Belgian armies, on the other, would be main-

tained directly and function in the same manner as when I myself

was commanding the French armies in conformity with the decree of

December 2, 1915. The clause clearly established complete autonomy in
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the relations of the Commander-in>Chief of the Annies of the North-East

with the Government and with the Allied armies..

In other words, insufficient liaison between the Commanders-in-Chief

and myself, direct relations between the Commanders-in-Chief and the

Government and between them and the Allied armies. Under these

conditions it might well be asked what r&le I was supposed to play.

All these occurrences tended to convince me that the growing hostility

which manifested itself in certain political quarters towards me was cre-

ating an atmosphere inimical to the exercise of the delicate functions I

was expected to fulfil.

The next day, December 23rd, I received another letter from Admiral

Lacaze, which confirmed this impression. Answering a question touch-

ing a matter of administration which I had brought up, the Minister of

War ad interim wrote;

It will doubdess seem to you as it does to me absolutely essential that

General Nivelle’s situation should be clearly defined, so that no misunder-

standing may arise.

The nomination of this general officer to the command of the Armies of

the North and North-East places him solely under the orders of the Minister

of War, with whom he corresponds directly.

Under these circumstances he enjoys the same powers, attributes, pay

and allowances as you did when you exercised this command.

The same applies to the general commanding-in-chief the Army of the

Near East.

In addition, a letter addressed to General Sarrail, of which a copy

was furnished me, still further clarified the situation. It read:

All decisions and suggestions which, should occasion arise, may be com-

municated to you by General Joffre, technical adviser of the Government,

will be signed with the indication **By order," showing that he acts in the

name of the Government. The liaison between the Government and the

Army of the Near East will be assured by two officers, who will alternatively

replace each other at the headquarters of that army.

With the passage of the years, this question of liaison may seem per-

haps not to have as much impoitance as I attached to it Nevertheless,

it was fundamental. During the whole time that I commanded the French

armies I only brought my aaion into play after being accurately in-

formed by my officers.

I have already said, as I never weary of repeating, that since the man

who direcu operations cannot see everything for himself, he is obliged
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to see through the eyes of coUabc^ators in whom he has confidence. To

take away from me the possibility ci informing myself was to deprive

me of the means of exercising command.

Upon receiving these communications from the Minister d War, I

wrote out two letters of resignation, one addressed to him, the other to

the Prime Minister. Knowing that the meeting of the Senate in secret

session would end that day, I decided to send them to Paris the same

evening. They had already been prepared when Colonel Penelon arrived

and informed me of what was going on in Paris.

General Lyautey had reached the city during the morning. He had

sent for General Nivellc and had accepted the duties of Minister of War
only ori certain conditions. He had asked that his attributions should

be clearly defined and a meeting of the Cabinet had been called for that

purpose. It was to take place at 9 o'clock that evening, after the close

of the secret session of the Senate. I was also informed that during the

afternoon M. Briand had requested that I should come to $6C him at

9.30 a.m. on the 25th.

None of this news was of a nature to modify my decision, which was

now definite. I said so to Colonel Pfnelon, who insisted that at least I

should postpone its execution. He represented to me that it might have

been due to Admiral Lacaze that events had followed the turn they had

taken; that General Lyautey would probably not hold the same point

of view, and that in any case I ought to wait and see what decisions

would be taken by the Cabinet regarding the attributions of the new

Minister of War. After thinking all this over, I decided to await the

results of the interviews I was to have the next day with the Prime

Minister, and I countermanded the departure of my suff for Neuilly,

which had been fixed for the following morning.

On the 24th, the newspapers reported the results of the Cabinet meet-

ing, held with General Lyautey present, *‘It was decided,” read the

communique to the press, “that the Minister of War will be charged

with examining and reporting upon all questions having to do with

carrying on the war, and all preparations connected therewith; it will

be his duty to inform heads of departments concerned and the Com-
manders-in-Chief, of all decisions taken, and ensure the co-ordination

required for their proper execution.” This wording was sufficiently clear

to show that, contrary to what Colonel P&iebn had said, the arrival of

General Lyautey had in no way altered the situation.

I, therefore, left for Paris with the purpose of getting the counsel of
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one of my personal friends^ well posted in regard to what was gc^g on

in governmental and political circles^ M. Maurice Sarraut He advised

me clearly and firmly to place before the Government my conditions;

if they were not agreed to> he considered, as I did, that rather than

accept any belittling of my situation, I should resign.

On returning to Chantilly I learned that General Lyautey had tele-

phoned me that, having assumed the post of Minister of War the eve-

ning before, he would have come to see me that very day, but he had been

kept in Paris, and was obliged to postpone his visit until 3.30 the next

afternoon. I sent a reply co say that as 1 was obliged to go to Paris on

the 25th to see M. Briand, it was unnecessary for the Minister of War
to give himself this trouble, and that I would come to see him at the

hour he liad fixed for his visit to Chantilly.

At 9.30 a.m. I arrived at the Ministry of Justice, where M. Briand

lived. He was ill from the overwork of the preceding days, and he

excused himself for receiving me in bed. I explained the object of my
visit. It seemed to me highly important that the throes of the crisis in

which the High Command had been struggling for nearly a month

should be brought to an end. If the definition of my attributions was

delaying this result, if the solution adopted was so to diminish my au-

thority as to make of me nothing but a useless agent of communication,

if the definition of my functions was to remain as set forth in the letter

of December 22nd from the Minister of War interim^ I had decided

immediately to oiler my resignation to the Government.

M. Briand answered that he believed, as I did, that it was essential

to put an end with all speed to a situation which was necessarily in-

jurious to the interests of both France and her Allies; but he asked me
not to execute the intention I had expressed, because of the effect which

my departure would produce upon public opinion in France, amongst

our Allies and in enemy countries. He ended by declaring that the

Government had the fullest confidence in me. In saying this he was

certainly sincere^ but I had grown to understand the political situation

too well not to realize that M. Briand was no longer free to make his

public acts conform to his private sentimenu. Therefore, in taking my
leave, I formally reiterated my intention of resigning. The Prime Minis-

ter then asked me to return the next day, expressing his regret that he

was unable to ask me to take luncheon with him.

I saw General Lyautey during the afternoon. Immediately, and with-

out suggestion on my part, he said that he considered it impossible for
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the conduct and coordination of operations to become a function of

the Government Any such solution must be put aside, for history was

full of notorious as well as convincing examples of the failure attending

it In his opinion I was still the only person indicated for exercising

these funaions of coordination; he even was good enough to add that

the Allies had effected a union around my person by a spontaneous ac-

ceptance of my direction, and that my removal from these important

functions would compromise that unity of aaion which, through me,

had been secured. Nevertheless, he did not seek to conceal from me the

serious difficulties created by the state of mind existing in political and

governmental circles. In conclusion. General Lyautey asserted that he

in no way approved tht letter of December 21st, which had so strangely

defined my attributions.

For my part, I told Lyautey how urgent it was that the direction of

operations be seized by some firm hand, for it had been adrift ever since

the crisis started, to the joy and profit of the Germans, for whom noth-

ing could be more advantageous than the respite so unexpectedly granted

them by the intrusion of politics in our military affairs. He fully agreed,

and proceeded to assure me that he would devote himself to this ques-

tion most energetically. During the whole conversation the new Minister

of War manifested towards me the greatest deference, and, when I took

leave of him, insisted upon accompanying me to my car.

On returning to Chantilly I sought to discover—more for reasons of

conscience than through any conviction—whether by closely studying

the spirit underlying the decree of December 2, 1915, some way could

not be found to give my attributions sufficient breadth and endow them

with sufficient authority to enable me to play a useful role, and place

at my country’s service that personal influence which the Minister of

War had just spontaneously declared was so beneficent. After much
groping about, I arrived at a draft which 1 intended to submit the next

day to the Prime Minister. It read as follows:

December 25, 1916.

Draft

The Attributions attaching to the office of general Commanding-in-
Chief the French Annies.

I. The general Commanding-in-Chief the French Armies will take part in

the meetings of the War Committee as Technical Adviser to the Government

in respect of the direction of the war*
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He will ensure the execution of the Committee’s decisions in matters relat*

ing to miliury operations.

11 . In consequence, he will exercise the direction of these operations in

the various theatres and, in the name of the Government, will give

mandcrs-in-Chief concerned the instructions necessary to effect this purpose.*^

Ail questions dealing with operations will be submitted to him by Com>
manders-in-Chief for presentation by him to the War Committee.

in. He is charged with coordinating the operations of the French armies

with those of the Allied armies, in conformity with the decisions of the

War Committee.

To this end he will establish the necessary relations with the Commanders-

in-Chief of the Allied armies.

IV. Recommendations concerning officers being considered for command
of armies or groups of armies will be submitted to him by Commanders-in-

Chief on the various theatres. He will forward these with his personal observa-

tions to the War Committee.

At 2.30 pjn. on December 26th I arrived for my appointment with

M. Briand. At the very opening of the conversation I saw clearly that

he was eluding all the questions I asked, the very ones about which, the

day before, he had seemed so positive. Then, apparently with a view to

cutting short a conversation which undoubtedly embarrassed him, in

spite of all his cleverness, he announced that the decree raising me to

the dignity of Marshal would be signed that same evening by the Presi-

dent. I expressed my thanks. Then, instead of presenting the draft of the

project prescribing my duties, I handed him the letter of resignation

which I had written that morning before leaving Chantilly.

The letter was addressed to the Minister of War. It was preceded by

another .to the Prime Minister, announcing my desire to be relieved

of my functions. The text was as follows:

Headquarters of the Army,
December 26, 1916.

The Commandcr-in-Chicf

To the President of the Council of Ministers.

I have the honour to hand you herewith a letter in which I request the

Minister of War to relieve me of my functions.

It is urgent that a decision be taken without delay, for the direction of

the war has not been completely assured for several days, a part of the docu-

nients relating to this service having been sent directly to the Minister of

War by the commander of the Armies of the North-East.

J. JoFFRE.

^ Except in theatres opcrattoiis subiect to the authority of the Minister of the Cotonies,

or of the general Commanding-in-Chief in Nordi Africa or of the Resident General of the

French Government in Morocco.
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Headquarters of the Amj^
December 26, 19x6.

The Commander-in-Chief

To the Minister of War.

At the time I was appointed Commander-in-Chief of the French Armies

and technical adviser to the War Committee, 1 considered that I would have

a twofdd r61e to fulfil, one towards the Government, in whose hands lay

the supreme direction of the war, and one towards our armies, whose own
operations, as also those in combination with our Allies’ armies, I would be

expected to coordinate.

In a memorandum which I presented to the War Committee, I set down
the conditions under which 1 believed it possible to execute this double mis-

sion.

I did not consider it proper to raise objections to the proposed draft pre-

scribing my duties, which you sent me by way of reply, as I realized the

difficulties which faced the Government, and I did not wish to increase them

at such a difficult moment; I, moreover, thought that in practice the duties

assigned me could be brought into harmony with the neoeatities I had

foreseen.

You did not see your way to accept the few minor modifications which

I requested to have inserted in your draft, and its definite wording, as re-

cently sent me, aggravates the original text. Under these conditions I deem
it impossible to assume the responsibilities which would fall to me, as I

would have no means of doing so.

I, therefore, request that you be kind enough to relieve me of the func-

tions confided to me by the decree of December 13, 1916, extending the

terms of the decree of December 2, 1915.

J. JOFFRE.

After reading these two letters, the Prime Minister handed them back

to me, merely saying, “You arc right.” In this brief exclamation there

was a note of something like relief. As a matter of fact, M. Briand would

have been glad to keep me. He knew, as did General Lyautcy, that it

would be a long time before Nivellc could acquire the authority I

enjoyed not only in our own armies but in those of our Allies, and he

doubtless felt that my resignation was a rather pitiable ending to a politi-

cal agitation which he had been incapable of dominating.

He informed me that General Nivelle would occupy the same situa-

tion with regard to the Armies of the North-East as I had filled during

the first two and a half years of the war, and that the Army (rf the Near

East would be directly under the authority of the Minister of War. Unity

of command was thus once more destroyed.

On leaving M. Briand, I proceeded to the Elys^. General Lyautey was

with the President when I was shown in. M. Poincar^ first of all con-
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finned the news of my nomination to be Marshal of France adding that

he felt a pride in being called upon to re-establish this dignity, t^ last

recipient of wdiich dated from before the war of 1870.

After thanking the President, I told him of my decision to resign, and

handed him the letter I had just shown to M. Briand. After reading it,

he said, 'Tes, there is no doubt about it, they have gone too far-—in any

case much farther than I myself would have desired.** Then, with a touch

of anxiety he inquired: **Are you going to publish this letter?'*

“You ought to know me well enough, Mr. President,’* I answered, “to

understand that I would never permit myself to create difficulties for

the Government at such a moment.**

On hearing these words M. Poincare’s face lit up with a smile of satis-

faction which was rare enough with him and which he made no effort

to conceal. He had been seized with fear lest the public should learn the

reasons of my resignation.

On December 27th, the newspapers published the following note:

Desiring fittingly to recognize the eminent services rendered the country

by General Joffre, the Government has decided to raise him to the dignity

of Marshal of France. A decree to this effect will be submitted with the least

possible delay for ratification by Parliament.

Foreign Military Missions will continue to be attached to the Commander-

in-Chief of the Armies of the North and North-East, who will maintain his

liaison with the Commander$-in-Chief on Allied fronts under the conditions

now obtaining.

The Army of the Near East is placed directly under the Minister of War;

the services at G.H.Q. which were formerly charged with matters relating

to this army are hereby transferred to the Staff of the War Ministry.

The decrees of December 2, 1915, and December 13, 1916, are modified

accordingly.

The report of the Minister of War to the President and the decree

raising me to the dignity of Marshal of France were also published. The

first read as follows:

Mr. President:

Existing legislation provides that the dignity of Marshal of Prance may be

conferred at the pleasure of the Government. A long period of peace has

suspended the operation of this law, a most fitting occasion now presenu

itself for reviving it in favour of the general who, on the Marne and on

the Yser, has twice arrested the victorious onslaught of the enemy’s armies

at the very moment when they considered their end was attained and our

subjection on the point of being accomplished.

The entire country awaits this act cf gratitude and jusdoe on the part of
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the Government. If, therefore, you share my views, I request that you be

good enough to affix your signature to the accompanying decree.

Please receive, M. Ic President, etc., etc.

Lyautey,

Minister of War.

The decree, after citing the various laws covering the case, declared

(Article D): that “Major-General joffre (Joscph-Jacqucs-Ccsairc) is cre-

ated Marshal of France, and (Article II) the Minister of War is charged

with the execution of this decree.” It was signed by M. Poincare, Presi-

dent of the Republic, and General Lyautey, Minister of War, and dated

December 26, 1916.

On the morning of the 28th, after receiving all the officers of G.H.Q.,

I left Chantilly and took up my quarters in Paris.

I have given much space to the details of this political crisis, which

filled most of the month of December, 1916; it terminated in my resig-

nation and brought about profound changes in the command of the

French armies.

It is not easy, as may be imagined, for me to speak of the consequences

which my departure brought about, for while I promised myself that

throughout these pages I would say exactly what I thought, I have as

little intention of wreathing garlands for my own brow as of discussing

the various judgments which have been expressed concerning me. Never-

theless, future generations will desire to find in my Memoirs something

more than the mere satisfaction of legitimate curiosity, and I would like

them to draw some profitable lessons from the events I have just related.

The organization of the French High Command at the close of 1916

was far from perfect, and I have already said that I thought it could

be improved. The existence of two immense and widely separated fronts

on which the French armies were operating rendered my task extremely

heavy; it was, therefore, quite logical to simplify and lighten it by reliev-

ing the Commander-in-Chief of the French armies of the duty of di-

recting in person the operations on the French Western front. But it was

no less evident that the unity of command brought about with such

difficulty in December, 1915, should have been vigorously respected, and

that the general direction of operations was the province of the Com-
mander-in-Chief and not an affair of the Government.

Now, at the end of December, 1916, this unity of command was abol-

ished, and this constituted, to my mind, a double misfortune. In the

first place, because the general direction now fell into the hands of

constantly dbanging and often incapable Ministers, or of irresponsible
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bureaux, which was little better; in the second place, because, having

abolished unity of command in our own armies we were hardly in a posi-

tion to urge that our Allies should consent to the establishment of one

supreme direction for all. The crisis of December, 1916, contributed,

therefore, to delay the adoption of the united command which, in fact,

if not in name, I had brought about in December, 1915, and which was

only restored—though after what perilous adventures!—in the spring

of 1918.

But this was not all. The change made in the Commandcr-in-Chief

of the French Armies of the North-East would have had only the

smallest influence upon the execution of the plan of campaign for 1917,

whose approval I had obtained from the Allies in November, 1916, if I

had been left the supreme direction of operations; for I would have

devoted every effort to having this plan executed without the least delay.

Once I had left, General Nivelle so completely altered the plans that

new adjustments had to be made and new agreements effected with

our Allies.

I am far from criticizing General Nivelle. I believe he acted within

his rights and even according to his duty. He was responsible to the

Government, and he had, in consequence, to apply the plan which he

thought best. And, indeed, it would not have been understood if the

change in Commanders-in-Chief had not brought about a change in

formulae; and this all the more so, since the President of the Republic,

fearing nothing so much as to see the battle of the Somme start up

again, had become the ardent protagonist of new methods.

The result was to bring about an inevitable delay in the Allied attacks

fixed for the spring of 1917. Instead of starting operations in February,

the Franco-British offensive began only in April, and the retreat which

Hindenburg was thus given the time to make at his leisure, resulted in

our offensive merely beating the air. I repeat what I have already said,

that if we had had the firmness to renew and amplify the battle which

the winter had interrupted, the Germans would have been crushed. They

themselves recognized it by making a retreat which constitutes an

avowal more convincing than any words, and the unavailing attempts

to make peace which they put forth in December, 1916, are added proof

that they were fully conscious of the disaster facing them. The men who

saved them have a heavy responsibility to bear in the face of History.

A radical alteration in the system of conunand is always delicate and

even critical in the midst of war. That effeaed in December, 191^ took

place at a most unfortunate moment. I think that what I have rdated
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in the preceding pages demonstrates that neither the President nor the

Prime Minister had desired to see the change pushed to the point it

finally reached. If the matter be examined closely, it will be seen that

the origin of the crisis lay in the ever-increasing weakness of the Gov-

ernment in the face of the two Chambers. Under guise of verification and

supervision, Parliament little by little invaded the province of the Gov-

ernment. In 1914 the imminent danger threatening us, in 1915 the un-

shakable resolution of M. Millerand had blocked the progress of these

growing pretentions. M. Millerand departed; then, after Gallieni’s short

term in office. General Roques arrived, and his weakness—which he mis-

took for cleverness—brought about a confusion of powers whose climax

was reached when the sessions in Secret Committee began in Decem-

ber, 19x6.

At that moment, M. Briand believed that he would find some way to

control the Hood, but his hopes were deceived. And it was logical that

they should be; for there are currents against which no headway can be

made without firmness, and M. Briand possessed only pliability and

adroitness. The changes he effected in his Cabinet and the promises he

made of important modifications in the High Command, were looked

upon by Parliament as only partial victories. Although too intelligent

not to see how important it was to resist, the Prime Minister was too

much of an opportunist effectually to do so, once he had begun by

yielding. His subtle manoeuvres finally brought him to the impasse from

which I rescued him—^to his profound relief—by my resignation.

The President, who presided over this lamentable discussion, was no
less intelligent than M. Briand and his long experience of public affairs

gave him an immense quickness in seizing the essentials of any question.

But he was uneasy over the state of public opinion and disturbed by the

strong opposition he saw developing in Parliament. Moreover, the criti-

cism being directed against him by his political enemies visibly affected

him; it seemed to me a pity that the consciousness of duty performed

with such passionate ardour could not bring to this honest man and
splendid patriot the strength to disdain these attacks.

An illustration of the condition of mind exhibited by M. Poincar^ at

this time may not be out of place. I have already explained that many
Members of Parliament were in the habit of referring indignantly to "the

life they lead at Chantilly.” My departure seemed to offer a good oppor-

tunity for stopping this so<alled scandal and, therefore, one of the first

suggestions which the President made to General Nivelle was the urgent

need of removing G.H.Q. from Chantilly. That town was perfectly
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adapted to the purposes of a large headquarters: it was small enough to

make it easy to keep watch over foreigners or other suspicious persons^

but large enough to house all the services, bureaux and personnel; its

situation made communication easy with British G.H.Q. and with the

Northern and Centre groups of our armies, where most of the activity

was centred; it lent itself to ready communication with Paris, All of this

counted for nothing. G.H.Q. must be transferred to Beauvais, which

was farther from the front and more distant from headquarters the

various armies. To establish at Beauvais the enormous telephonic and

telegraphic system which had been gradually installed at Chantilly alone

cost over 500,000 francs, without mentioning the confusion entailed in

the communications of G.H.Q. during the transfer. And all this be-

cause an ill-informed public had decreed that Chantilly was a second

Sodom!

It was the same fear of public opinion that caused M. Poincar^ so

greatly to dread my letter of resignation being given to the press.

Another indication of the President's condition of mind was furnished

by the manner he chose for investing me with the dignity of Marshal of

France. He handed me my baton in his oflSce, the sole witness being the

Minister of War. I think nothing need be added by way of comment,

and if I mention the fact it is not to make complaint, for I have never

been accused of a too great love of show; but I venture the belief that

never was a Marshals baton presented in more modest and discreet

surroundings.

General Lyautcy, who took over the office of Minister of War four

days before my departure, also assumed an unexpected attitude in the

crisis.^® Everybody knows General Lyautey and the services he has

rendered France, especially his work in Morocco. It should never be

forgotten that at the outbreak of the war, when he was directed to with-

draw to the ports on the coast, abandoning the interior of the country

pending the advent of better days, he managed, by his personal prestige

and the intelligent measures he took, not only to avoid this retirement

—

which would have been fatal—but found means to send more troops

to the theatre of war than had ever been expected of him. Such acts

mark a great leader, with wide vision and little fear of responsibility.

When M. Briand was seeking to solve the ministerial crisis which he

himself had initiated on December 9th, he called upon Lyautey to replace

Roques. Although far away from the Capital, Lyautey was too wdl-

informed as to what was going on not to appreciate the difficulties with

** He arrived to Paris on December 22nd, 1 resigned on December adtb#
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which he would have to contend. He departed with little enthusiasm,

imposing as a condition that General Gouraud should give him back

his place in Morocco, if he should decide to resign his portfolio, thus

proving that he had only slight confidence in the duration of his term

as Minister. And yet, in spite of this fact, his first thought on arriving

in Paris was to demand for himself the supreme direction of operations,

believing that there was no room for any intermediate organ between

himself and the Commanders-in-Chief of the Armies of the North-East

and of the Near East. This showed a fine confidence in his own capacity

and proved that he shrank from no responsibility.

However, when on March 14, 1917, exasperated by the daily struggle

with the politicians, he resigned his office, what remained of the solution

to whose adoption he had contributed? Upon whom was the portfolio

of War to devolve? For how long a time? Into whose hands was now
to be confided the supreme conduct of operations?

Had General Lyautey conceived the situation with clearer vision, if

—

to speak plainly—he had only remembered that “Ministers may come

and Ministers may go, but the war goes on forever,” he would not have

contributed his share to wresting from my hands that unified direction

of the war which I had with such difficulty managed to bring about.



CHAPTER VI

MY MISSION TO AMERICA

The days which followed my return to Paris, toward the end of

the year 1916, were the saddest of my life. After the heavy responsi-

bilities which, during two and a half years of war, had fallen to my lot,

I might almost have thought myself entitled to a rest; but how could I

expect to find any peace of mind when, measuring at a glance the road

already travelled, I tried to look into the future and discover what it

held in store for my country.

Although I have spoken at length in the preceding pages of the

plans whose realization was interrupted by my departure from Chantilly,

it seems to me essential to return once more to the subject, in order to

indicate clearly my state of mind during the first weeks of 1917.

In spite of the fact that I was rigorously excluded from all that was

going on, I was acquainted with the broad lines of General Nivelle’s

plan. Moreover, the newspapers did not fail to emphasize the contrast

between the “Verdun method,” which my successor proposed to apply,

and the “Somme method,” which events seemed to have condemned.

It was evident that the change effected in the Commander-in-Chief was

going to result in a change in the plan of operations. Neither the Army

nor public opinion, which had been induced to believe that the Somme

had been a failure, could imagine that General Nivelle would be satis-

fied to put his signature to plans which I had drawn up. But a feeling

of positive despair arose \sdien one examined the project which was

to serve as a basis for the coming Allied offensive on the Western

front.

To begin with, since General Nivelle intended to make his decisive

effort in a region which had not been organized with a view to a great

attack, it was evident that the operation could only begin after some

delay; first, because the agreements I had obtained from our Allies

were about to be re-opened for discussion, and likewise because, as I

have just remarked, the preparation of an o^nsive in a new theatre

563
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demanded an equipment of the front in question which could not be

effected in a single day.

Now, when you hold your enemy in a close embrace, as we held the

Germans on the Somme,—where they lived under the perpetual menace

of an attack which might enuil their destruction,—if you give him the

time in which to recover himself, re-establish his positions and re-organize

his forces, you commit an error whose consiequences may be incalculable.

Again, what, after all, was this “Verdun method’* which it was desired

to have applied on a large scale to the operations of 1917? At Verdun,

during October and again during December of the preceding year, in

the course of two attacks (with which I had something to do, it may

be said in passing) we had retaken from the enemy the ground which,

at the price of bloody sacrifices, he had torn from us morsel by morsel.

But these attacks, to a great extent, had succeeded because, on the

ground where they took place, the enemy’s defensive organizations

had virtually disappeared, as a result of the almost incessant bombard-

ment which had pulverized this area during nine months of struggle.

The fighting went on from shell hole to shell hole; there was no barbed

wire, except that hastily laid; bomb-proofs were few and precarious;

the trenches caved-in and full of mud; indeed, the woods and villages

which form the points of support, the centres of resistance, of a battle-

field, had so entirely disappeared, that even today one will search the

soil in vain for their traces.

On the Chenun des Dames, to which front General Nivelle was about

to transfer the batde, the enemy organizations were strong and in excel-

lent condition, the villages were standing in part, the cellars and dug-

outs intact. How could anyone hope to destroy these organizations during

the artillery preparation, cross them in a single bound and in one day

carry the fight into open country?

If the overwhelming and decisive attack which General Nivelle

dreamed about had been delivered on the Somme, I would have had

serious hopes of seeing it succeed, for the conditions would have been

similar to those we met at Verdun; that is to say, we would have been

confronted with a system of fortifications disorganized, incomplete, and,

in places, even wholly destroyed.

The comparison has often been made, and with reason, between the

trench warfare which circumstances had imposed upon us and the

siege a fortress. On the Somme we had succeed in making a breaqh

in the enemy’s wall wide enough to contemplate launching our assault-

ing columns through it In attacking the Chemin des Dames, we were
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butting our heads against a part of this wall that was wholly intact.

This was creating needless difficulties for ourselves and preparing a ter-

rible disappointment for the country.

It may be argued that it is easy enough, at this late day, to criticize

events which turned out badly; but to this it may be answered that my
reasoning loses none of its force through this fact, and also that I am not

the only one who has advanced it. It is not necessary to have closely

followed the innumerable and sterile discussions in which General

Nivelle was obliged to engage with various members of the Government

(for it is public property today) to know that the officers who were

called upon to execute the attack, men such as General P^tain and

General Michcler, who both commanded groups of armies and whose

experience in war no one can deny, manifested, as the days went by,

their anxiety and their lack of confidence in the plans they would soon

be called upon to execute.

To the gnawing anxiety which, for the reasons I have just related,

held me in its grip, was now added another, no less cruel. Russia, our

faithful and loyal Ally of the early years of the war, was now disinte-

grating in the mire of disorder and revolution. There were, of course,

many who deceived themselves regarding the consequences which might

follow upon this change of regime; they believed that it would galvanize

the Russian people, tend to put men in their right places, inspire a new

efficiency and give the country’s c ergies a chance freely to develop them-

selves. For me, the revolution which was in progress marked only the

first step in the descent of this great nation towards the bottom of an

abyss from which, I feared, it would be a long time in emerging. It is

not in the course of a single day that a hundred millions of ignorant men
can be educated and taught the proper use of liberty—the very name of

which was new to them.

There is no gainsaying that our Russian Allies had been guilty of mis-

takes, and for these they were now about to pay. In the military domain,

the first and greatest error, and the only one I need mention here, was

the removal of the Grand Duke Nichedas from command. Had he re-

mained at the head of the Russian Army, I am convinced that the dis-

honest intrigues which brought about the Roumanian catastrophe in

1916 could not have developed, and the victories won by Broussiloff

would have been followed by fruitful and glorious results.

There was now no denying that, if, as seemed most probable, Russia

continued for any length of time to sink deeper and deeper into, the mire

of anarchy, a whole section of the wall confixiing the Central Powers
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would be broken down. The Germans and Austrians, their hands freed

on the east, could now turn, the former against us, the latter against the

Italians. This consideration made me regret even more bitterly than ever

that it had been impossible for the Franco-British offensive, concerning

which Sir Douglas Haig and I were in full agreement, to commence as

early as February, X9i7--that is to say, at a time when the Germans were

still obliged to take the Russian Army into full account.

However, a ray of hope was now beginning to pierce the gloom

which enveloped us—the relations of Germany with the United States

had grown very tense and, according to information gathered from the

press or brought me by a few American friends who came to see me, a

rupture between the two countries was imminent.

While such an event was desirable from every point of view, the

question naturally arose as to what would be the nature and the impor-

tance of the aid which the great American Republic would be in a posi-

tion to bring us: her moral support, assuredly; her financial support,

most probably; but her military support—how great would that be and

under what form would it be offered?

Such was my condition of mind when, on April ist, a message arrived

from the Prime Minister requesting me to come to his ofiBce. I immedi-

ately complied. On arriving, M. Ribot, without further preamble, in-

formed me that the Government intended to send a mission to the

United States, which would leave shortly. At its head would be M.

Viviani, formerly Prime Minister and at present Lord Chancellor.

M. Ribot asked me to accompany M. Viviani and aid him to carry out

this important task in the way most conducive to our interests. He added

to his suggestion some very flattering words for me, pointing out that

my name was known throughout America, that the Victory of the

Marne was still present in everybody's memory and that no one could

represent the French Army to the American people as well as I.

My first impulse was to refuse. I felt an instinctive repugnance at

leaving my country and my family during a time of such distress. Then

I reflected that I was (A absolutely no use at present, and that, since the

opportunity offered, I had no right to refuse to render a service to my
people.

M. Ribot likewise informed me that a British mission, with LcMrd Bal-

four at its head, was about to sail. It would, on its part, represent the

interests of Great Britain to the American Government. It then occurred

to me that if our new Allies saw only pcditical men arriving amongst

them, they might not get a complete and accurate idea concerning the
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military tituatioo. I» therefore, answered M. Ribot that I was at the

Government's orders and that I was ready to start at any moment.

Without waiting for the instructions which undoubtedly would be

furnished me as to the exact object of the mission I was to fulfil, I busied

myself in getting together a staff to aid me in this new task. I decided

to ask for Lieutenant-Colonel Fa^ry as my chief of Cabinet, and, in

addition, Assistant-Surgeon Lucien Dreyfus, who had taken care of

me ever since the beginning of the war and whose discretion and unre-

mitting devotion I had learned to value very hi^y. The Minister of

War placed at my disposal Lieutenant-Colonel Remond, Major Requin

and Lieutenant de Tessan.

The Navy was represented by Vice-Admiral Chocheprat, who brought

with him two officers. A number of officials accompanied M. Viviani;

among them was the Marquis de Chambrun, a descendant of Lafayette,

who represented the Department of Loz^e in the Chamber of Deputies.

It was only on April 13th, the day but one preceding my departure

from Paris, that M. Painlev^, the Minister of War, handed me a letter

specifying my mission. "'The Government," it read, "has considered it

necessary under the existing circiunstances to send to America one of

its most prominent hiilitary personalities, in order that a general outline

of the policy which will govern the co-operation of the American forces

with the Allied Armies may be estaUished as soon as possible."

This extremely vague formula had at least one merit—^it showed me
that our Government, being in entire ignorance of the conditions under

which America might be able and willing to work with us, gave me
carte blanches to organize this collaboration with the Washington

authorities,

I do not think that M. Viviani, on his part, received instructions that

were any more definite than mine; at least he never mentioned them

to me.

On the morning sA April 15th, we took the train for Brest, and in

the evening we sailed on the cruiser Lorraine IL Two American jour-

nalisu had been authorized to accompany us, Mr. Elmer Roberts of

the Associated Press and Mr. Lincoln Eyre^ of the New York World.

During the days preceding my departure I had wpent much time re-

flecting upon the problem which had been jdaced before me, and as

soon as we were installed aboard die Lorraine I went to work with my
officers. I naturally consecrated mysdf to die military part of the co-

operatiofi that we were going to aA of die Americans^ and this amjdy

to occupy our leisiire dtirit^g the oossiiig.
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The first thing I noticed in examining the matter closely was the

smallness of the American Army in comparison with the size of the

population, a condition arising in part from the country’s good fortune

in having no powerful neighbours. Therefore, my first idea was natu-

rally to ask the Americans to furnish us with men instead of armies;

these would arrive in France organized into small units, such as com-

panies and battalions, which could then be incorporated into French

regiments for training and service at the front.

This plan had the advantage of lending itself to easy and, above all,

rapid execution. All that would have to be done was to get men to enlist,

equip the volunteers thus secured, embark them on ships, transport them

to France, put them through a course of training in the interior and

then 5cnd them to the front, where they would swell the strength of our

units. By proceeding in this manner, the difficult problem of obtaining

officers for the higher grades of the American Army would find itself

quite naturally solved, since there would be no occasion for training

general officers and staffs for the larger units^ only captains and majors

being needed.

I am much inclined to think that, at the moment I sailed, this was

the opinion which prevailed in French governmental spheres and at our

General Headquarters.

Upon reflection, the idea could not be defended for a single minute.

No great nation having a proper consciousness of its own dignity—and

America perhaps less than any other—would allow its citizens to be

incorporated like poor relations in the ranks of some other army and

fight under a foreign flag. Therefore, the question had to be fairly and

squarely attacked, though without deluding ourselves as to the difficulties

that would be met and must be overcome.

I have known America for a long time. I love and admire her.

I understand the practical spirit which characterizes the nation. I know
that in talking to Americans the acme of cleverness consists in speaking

frankly, with no roundabout phrases—saying always exactly what you

think. My decision was, therefore, quickly taken. I resolved to base my
line of conduct upon the following ideas:

Prove to the Americans that, having entered the war during a critical

phase, which, sooner or later, was likely to be decisive, they would be

called upon to play a r61e commensurate with their strength. If they

were to do this successfully, they must create an army from the ground

up^ our experience being at their disposal for laying down the cmtlines

of its organizatioiL They must tran^mt the units of this army to Framx
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as soon as they were ready, and continue there the training of officers

and men, using French officers to assist them. Then, as soon as possible,

they must have assigned to this army, which would be under the com-

mand of an American general, a part of the front which would grow in

extent as the American forces sent to France increased in number.

With this idea as a basis, I had my officers draw up a series of

memoranda which it was my intention to present to the American au-

thorities and which would serve me as notes during the conversations

I expected to have with them.

As we continued our voyage westward, the wireless brought the first

news concerning the offensive which General Nivclle had finally started

on the French front. I had the immediate impression that the affair was

a failure, or, in any event, that it was far from bringing the grandiose

results which had been expected.

The realization of this depressing fact confirmed me in the idea that

a gigantic effort would have to be demanded of the Americans; it was

no longer a question of their merely sending a few men to Europe for

the purpose of promenading the Stars and Stripes along our front—sup-

posing that they had ever intended to confine their intervention to any

such limits; what must be done, and without a moment’s delay, was to

mobilize in the service of the Allied cause all of America’s resources in

men, material and money.

On the evening of April 24th we reached Hampton Roads. Here we

were met by the North Atlantic Squadron of the American Navy,

which rendered us the prescribed honours. Its commander, Admiral

Henry T. Mayo, came on board the Lorreuney bringing with him his

staff officers; Lieutenant-Colonel Spencer Cosby also arrived; he was

formerly Military Attach^ in France and was assigned to me during my
stay in America.

The Admiral greeted me in a few simple and hearty words, declaring

that he considered it the greatest honour of his career to have been sent

to meet me on my arrival in his country. M. Jusserand, our distinguished

and agreeable Ambassador in Washington, then arrived. With him were

Mr. Long, Assistant Secretary of State, Mr. Franklin Roosevelt, Assistant

Secretary of the Navy,—bearing a name doubly dear to every French

heart,—and General Hugh Scott, Chief of the General Staff, with whom,

during all my visit, I maintained dose and cordial relations.

As is customary, we inunediately went on board the Pennsylvania to

return Admiral Mayo’s visit.

I have always preserved the happiest recollection of this first official
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contact with America, and it will be seen that the impression grew more

favourable every day. From the very moment of our arrival, the deference

and courtesy which were shown us, on the one hand, and, on the other,

the impression of order, power and majesty produced by the warships

which lay beside us gave me the ^ling that America had espoused our

cause with all her heart and that she was preparing to enter the struggle

with manly resolution.

That evening, we left the Lorraine and went on board the Mayflower^

the President’s yacht, kindly placed at our disposal for the trip to Wash-

ington. On the morning of the 25th, going up the Potomac, we passed

Mount Vernon. The band played “The Star-Spangled Banner,” while

we stood at the salute, our eyes fixed on the house and tomb of Washing-

ton, which I had already decided I would visit during my stay.

We reached the Capital at noon. Mr. Lansing, the Secretary of State,

came on board and gave us a most hearty welcome, while on shore

there awaited us deputations from the Government Departments, Diplo-

mats of the Allied nations, Mr. Balfour and the British Mission. The

warm reception we got from these officials was followed by an enthusi-

astic greeting from the crowd—-for me, a most comforting surprise. All

the Departments, the offices, the shops, the factories and the schools had

been closed; the whole population of the town was there to meet us. At

the moment we touched American soil for the first time, a great roar of

applause went up for the French Army and its representatives.

The 26th was devoted to official visits. We first went to call on Mr.

Lansing, who afterwards accompanied us to the White House and pre-

sented us to Mr. Wilson. Our first interview with the President was

conducted with much solemnity. After this, we proceeded to call on Mr.

Baker, the Secretary of War.

The latter, accompanied by General Scott, came the same afternoon

to return my visit, and I took advantage of this occasion to enter imme-

diately upon the matter which had brought me to America. I vrished to

present my ideas to him with the least possible delay.

I first told him of my conviction that the United States were quite

capable of organizing a great army and that I was certain they would

succeed in the huge undertaking it involved. I then told him that I

wanted him to realize that I had come to America, not to give advice,

but to offer the fruits an experience acquired during three years of

terrible war; this experience I placed at his service as one friend anxious

to save another from the errors which France as well as all the other

belligerent nations had committed. I then let him understand how
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ardently I desired to see the American Army come over to fight at our

side, and that as quickly as possible; successive movements could be

organized as bodies of troops were made ready and means of transport

became available.

At the conclusion of this interview I handed Mr. Baker a copy of

the programme I had drawn up during the voyage and which embodied

the ideas I had just laid before him.

This first conversation with the Secretary of War left me with the

impression that I was dealing with a man of acute intelligence, young,

resolute, decided; and that his chief of staff was experienced and

energetic. I felt that not only had they both understood the essential

points of my programme, but that they had approved it and were going

to put it into effect.

The task I was proposing to them was enormous, but wholly worthy

of the might and resources of the nation they represented. But neither

of them was the sort of man to let himself be stopped by any of the

obstacles which stood in his way.

On the evening of this busy day we dined at the White House, and

during the meal I had an opportunity of talking with the President

(through an interpreter). He asked me many questions concerning the

operations I had directed; the battle ojE Verdun had deeply impressed

him, and he gave free expression to his admiration for the heroism

which had carried our soldiers successfully through this long ordeal.

On the 27th I went to the War College, where I met General Kuhn,

its eminent president. In his office I made a brief expos^ of the military

situatioii for him, Mr. Baker, General Scott and General Bliss; in the

course of it I endeavoured to indicate the r6ie America would be called

upon to play in this critical phase of the war. That evening we dined

at the French Embassy, where it was pleasant to note the prestige and

authority which M. Jusscrand enjoyed among our American friends.

On the 28th I had another conference at the War College, during the

course of which I took occasion to enter more fully into the details of

my programme and to clear up questions I had not yet touched upon.

But this date stands out in my memory as being a particularly happy

one for our affairs. A suf^per had been offered us at the Alibi Club. As

we were leaving the table, Mr. Nichdas Longworth came in to announce

that both the House of Represenutives and the Senate had passed the

Draft Law by an enormous majority. Faced by an imperious necessity,

America, fdlowing the example set by the United Kingdbm a short time

before, had decided that the weig^ d the war must be borne by all
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citizens alike, and not merely fall on the shoulders of those who volun*

teered. The consequences of this measure, adopted with such amazing

rapidity, was destined to have a drasive influence upon the issue dE

the war.

On April 29th, after receiving in the morning a large body of jour-

nalists who came to place at our disposal the powerful voice of the

American press, I joined Mr. Balfour on board the Mayflower and sailed

down the Potomac to Mount Vernon, where I desired to place a wreath

on Washington’s grave. After this act of reverence, I went to the room

in which the Father of the American Nation had died, and stood for

a moment beside his bed. In one of the rooms an inscription, placed in

a frame over three swords which had belonged to Washington, attracted

my eye. It read:

To each of my Nephews William Augustine Washington, George Lewis,

George Steptoe Washington, Bushrod Washington and Samuel Washington,

I give one of the Swords or cutteaux of which I may die possessed, and they

are to chuse in the order they are named.-^These swords are accompanied

with an injunction not to unsheath thetn for the purpose of shedding blood

except it be for self-defence, or in defence of their Country and it*s rights;

and in the latter case to keep them unsheathed, and prefer falling with them
in their hands to the relinquishment thereof.

When I thought of the crisis through which we were passing, it

seemed to me that this sentence, written a century before, applied with

astonishing appropriateness to our own situation; for we could assure

the Americans, to whom this message was addressed, that France had

only drawn her sword in the defence of her liberties and that her sons

would never sheathe it until they had made them secure.

An incomparable mingling of grandeur and simpHcity marks this spot,

where Washington passed his closing years and where he lies in his

eternal slumber; gazing upon the exquisite calm which all the scene

exhaled, I found myself hoping that wdien my hour should come, I too

might find some little plot of ground where, far from the noise 6f

the world’s incessant conflict, I might sleep in peace beside my life’s

companion.

On the 30th, I had another interview with Mr. Baker at the War
Department. As these conversations developed, I saw that the Secretary

of War was moving more and more toward the determination to cre-

ate a great American Army. Now that conscription was voted, the ques*

tion of effectives need no longer be considered: there would be more

men than could be incorporated.
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The question ol ofiScers to command this army was more seriouau

While it is possible, when necessity drives, to make a soldier in a few

months, officers—above all, those in the higher grades—and staffs cannot

be improvised. The problem which faced the Americans was to create

officers and non<ommissioned officers who would approximate the stand*

ard of our own and of those against whom they would be pitted oii the

German side. To accomplish this, all existing personnel would, of course,

be drawn upon; other candidates would be chosen from the most com-

petent in every class and trade, while time would be saved by limiting

the training given the younger officers to strictly essential subjects.

The problem which the manufacture of the necessary war material

presented was no less grave. I knew by our own experience in 19x4 that

no peace-time industry, however powerful it may be, can be transformed

into war manufactures without considerable delay.

The best manner of proceeding—and this is what was done—would
be for the American plants to undertake everything that they could

manufacture, while French industry would assume charge of the more

delicate portions of the work. However, these were naturally mere sug-

gestions; the specialists who would come over later would alone be com-

petent to make detailed proposals.

Meantime, Mr. Baker and the officials of the War Department, General

Scott and the General Staff, were working day and night to translate

the general ideas which I had presented to them into definite plans

conforming to American laws and customs. The President had himself

kept fully informed of the progress which his Secretary of War was

making in this work. After Mr. Wilson had thoroughly absorbed the

questions relating to military affairs—^which, most probably, he was ex-

amining for the first time in his life—he requested me to come and see

him.

I went to the White House at 4 o’clock on the afternoon of May and.

Colonel Cosby acted as my interpreter, and when the interview was

over, he drew up an accurate report oi all that had been said, a copy of

which he gave me.

After expressing his pleasure at being able to have a talk with me, Mr.

Wilson asked me what was my opinion as to the best way oi employing

the American Army.

I replied by first pointing out that the military power of Germany

was growini' lower and lower, that she had already mobilized the 1918

class, some of which had already made its appearance on the front This

would furnish 400^)00 new men, but it prov^ that Germany was using
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up her young toldieri a year in advance--a clear ngn of failing strength.

In answer to a quesdon from the President^ I admitted that we also

had called to the colours our 1918 class; it would furnish 170,000 trained

soldiers; but we were^ endeavouring not to put these young men into

the line too soon.

I then stated that I considered it essential that the United States should

send a division to France at the earliest possible moment, in order that

the American colours should be seen Abating beside the Allied standards.

To this Mr. Wilson replied by asking how long I thought it would uke
before this division could be ready to fulfU its r6ie of advanced-guard to

the American forces.

“The division,** I answered, “could leave the United States almost

immediately; its training could be completed in France in the space of

a month; after this period of intense training, it could be gradually

worked into a sector on the front. I know that this is possible, for we
used the same method with the Russian troops when they arrived

in France.**

By way of supporting my opinion, I pointed out to the President that

it took less time to prepare troops, and especially officers, for trench war-

fare than it did for moving warfare; therefore, if this division was made

.up of men from the Regular Army, whose military training had already

been completed, we could be certain of the result; the “specialist** training

necessitated by trench warfare could be given by the French behind

the front.

We then discussed the problem of transport. Here I emphasized the

advantage accruing if the American troops were sent direct to France,

without first landing them in England, as had been contemplated. I

likewise suggested the importance of sending to France^ ahead the di-

vision, an American general officer with his staff, in order that he might

examine the facilities for disembarkation, inspect the training camps

which would be used by his troops and, later on, the sector of the front

which would be assigned them.

When the question arose as to the selection dt an officer to command
the American Army, I naturally did not fed called upon to say anything

which would influence the decision of the Government for this all-

important post. I had no acquaintance with American generals, and
even had such been the case I would have taken pains not to mention

any names. However, I did remark that all my experience during the

war went to prove the vast importance attaching to this chdice, and
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I added that the officer designated should not be selected because of his

seniority in rank but because o£ his attitude to command an army.

After the President and I had examined some other questions of less

importance, he inquired whether I had fuUy explained all my ideas to

the Secretary of War. I reassured him on this point, saying that I had

had several ccmversations with Mr. Baker and General Scott, that I and

my officers had held repeated conferences at the War College and that

every opportunity had been afforded me for explaining the programme

I had brought over with me.

In parting, I told the President that while I was absent on the round

of visits I intended to make to various cities in the United States, three of

my officers would stay in Washington for the purpose of working with

the American General Staff, and that before my departure I would re-

turn to the Capital for the purpose of seeing Mr. Baker and, with him,

putting the finishing touches to the plan for the co-operation of the

American Army.

I then took my leave. Our conversation had lasted an hour. It left me
with the feeling that, while Mr. Wilson’s juridical habits and turn of

mind had not prepared him for the handling of military questions, he

was making a sincere effort to get a grasp of such matters, now become

of primary importance. He listened attentively—which is not so common
a quality as one might suppose—and his keen intelligence enabled him

to get to the bottom of the most difficult problems. I also had the con-

viction that the plans whose general outline I had just explained to him

met with his approval and that nothing I had proposed ran counter either

to his patriotism or to his good sense.

The day folbwing this visit, of such capital importance, we were

received by the House of Representatives. The same scenes of enthusi-

asm were re-enacted as had marked our reception by the Senate two days

before. The Speaker was unable to place a single word; each time he

commenced his voice was drowned by the shouts of the Members and the

public. Then they filed by and shoc^ our hands. Such scenes leave an

impression which nothing can ever obliterate.

That evening we started for Chicago. I had been told that this dty

was animated by less favourable sentiments towards France than other

American towns; as a matter of foct, the reception given us on our ar-

rival on May 4th was something indescribable. The whole population

was massed along our route, and acclamadons, like the rolling of inces-

sant thunder, saluted our passage. At the Auditorium we found our-

selves in the presence of an immense crowd which vociferously shouted
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its joy at seeing us. Words are powerless to render an idea of one*s feel-

ings when faced by such demonstrations of affection.

From this moment on I felt that the game was won. At Washington

I had very quickly arrived at an understanding with the Government

and the General Staff; I had observed at close range the population of

the Capital and I had come into contact with many of the officials who,

to so large an extent, composed it; but here I saw vibrating before my
eyes the very soul of the American people—and I believe that no man
whose country was being swept by invasion ever beheld a more com-

forting sight than the one I had the- joy to look upon.

At Kansas City, where we arrived May 6th, I received for the first

time—this beautiful gesture was repeated in several other towns—a very

large sum of money intended for children whose fathers had been killed

fighting for France. No other mark of sympathy could have touched my
heart so profoundly, for it brought once more to memory my soldiers of

the Marne, of Flanders and of Champagne, of Artois, Verdun and the

Somme: with moistened eyes I saw again the thousand corners of the

front where they had fallen—the Chemin des Dames, where even now
they were dying.

On the 7th we reached St. Louis, where the Mayor, Mr. Kiel, and all

the population gave us a welcome whose enthusiasm surprised us no

longer, after all the attentions which had been showered upon us during

the preceding days.

A similar reception was given us at Springfield, where I went to pay

respectful homage to the tomb of President Lincoln. We next went to

Indianapolis and Columbus.

On the 9th we reached Philadelphia, where the same demonstrations

of friendship were renewed. In the room where the Declaration of Inde-

pendence was signed, I was given a baton cut from a rafter of the an-

cient Hall. From this ceremony, I went to bow a moment before the

tomb of Benjamin Franklin.

I still keep and preciously guard another souvenir of Philadelphia:

an exact reproduction of the first flag of the United States, presented to

me by the Betsy Ross Society. I was also honoured by being made a

Doctor of Laws by the University oi Pennsylvania.

During the afternoon we reached New York. Although by this time

I was accustomed to the warmth of American receptions, our arrival at

Battery Place surpassed everything which we had seen and felt up to

that moment. The cortege pushed its way through a crowd estimated at

a million persons. As we moved up Broadway the impressioii was liter-
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ally that of a human sea« At the City Hall9 the enthusiasm became

indescribable when the Mayor, Mr. John Purioy Mitchd, presented the

members ci the French Mission to the assembly, Mr. Choate then spoke

a few warm words of welcome which brought forth new shouts of ap-

plause from the multitude.

During my stay in New York, I was the guest of Mr. Frick, who, with

the utmost delicacy, had placed his entire house at my command. Popular

manifestations continued all during the loth. At a meeting in Central

Park I was presented with a miniature reproduction oi the Statue of

Liberty, offered by subscription. In Brooklyn I was asked to inaugurate

a statue of Lafayette, and a sword was presented to me. The Merchants’

Association gave us a reception. Columbia University made me a Doctor

of Laws, and at a gala performance at the Opera a great sum was col-

lected in the space of a few minutes for French war orphans. Every-

where marks of affection were showered upon us. In the midst of the

varied programme which filled our day, I found time to visit the Tomb
of General Grant, for whom I have always had a strong admiration.

The next day a delegation conferred upon me honorary membership in

the Society of the Cincinnati, after which I went to West Point. Here I

reviewed the cadets oi the Military Academy and was given an oppenr-

tunity of admiring their magnificent martial bearing. On the 13th we

arrived in Boston, where I visited the celebrated University of Harvard

and received for the third time the degree of Doctor of Laws. I then left

for Canada.

My visit here was all too short; but I could not pass so close to this

beautiful country, which had sent thousands of brave and magnificent

soldiers to the Great War, without stopping for a few hours to carry its

people the affectionate greetings of France—in whose bosom, alas, so

many of their sons lay buried.

After a short stop in Baltimore, we arrived again in Washington,

where I was to have a final conference with Mr. Baker and the officers

of the American General Staff.

This meeting, which was destined to put in final form the agreement

with the military authorities had already established in principle, took

[dace at 2 pm. in the office of the Secretary of War. There were present

Mr. Baker, Generals Scott, Bliss and Kuhn, and Lieutenant-Colonel

Fabry, my chief of staff.

A memorandum had been drawn up to serve as a basts for discussion.

Mr. Baker and Generab Bliss and Kuhn each had a copy in of

this document It qiectfied ffiat a first division of fixun x6fiOO to ap/xKt
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men would embark on or about June iit and be atsemUed in the zone

of the French Army. The division was to be composed of 4 regiments of

infantry, 12 batteries of field artillery, 6 heavy batteries and the corre-

sponding services.

A maritime base was to be immediately established at La Pallice to

serve the needs of the American forces arriving in France. Succeeding

units, after being given their elementary training at home, would be

transported to France as they became ready, the schedule of sailings

being communicated beforehand to the French Government. The train-

ing of these units would then be pursued in camps established in the

zones of the French Army.

This memorandum was read aloud, paragraph by paragraph, and the

Secretary of War gave it his approval without suggesting any changes;

I did the same, on my part. In this way the proposals presented in rough

form to Mr. Baker on my arrival April 26th, as afterwards completed

and defined, now became adopted by the American Government.

As I stated in the report which I made to the French Government on

my return to Paris, it seemed to me a matter for serious congratulation

that the American Government should have shown such willing purpose

in examining the plan I had submitted to them, while the quickness of

decision they had displayed in adopting it, was a result far in excess ol

anything we had reason to expect. In the space of fifteen days a pro-

gramme of co-operation had been adopted, the most important decisions

had been taken, and the advanced-guard of the American Army was

about to sail for Europe. All this argued well for the future.

Mr. Baker now asked leave to present the officer who had just been

designated to conunand the Expeditionary Forces going to France. I

naturally expressed the great pleasure I would have in making his ac-

quaintance. The Secretary left the room for an insunt and returned

accompanied by General Pershing. As I held his hand, Mr. Baker

sketched to me his brilliant military services. I caught the words New
Mexico, Dakota, Cuba, the Mexican Frontier. What struck me immedi-

ately in the new Cofnmander-in-Chief were the intelligence and energy

stamped upon his countenance and expressed by his whole bearing.

Turning to Mr. Baker, I said, ‘'He is a fine-looking soldier and he will

soon be commanding millions men. Please tell him that he can always

count on me for anything in my power.**

A few minutes later, I went to take leave cl the President. I eiqNressed

my gratitude for his kindness and tdd him of the intense emotion

whitffi had been caused me by the reo^mcm 1 had met with everywhere
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during my rapid journey through die country, adding that I would

keep to my dying day the recollection ol the vibrating affection of which

we had been the object during our suy. I ended by expressing the hope

of soon seeing an American army fighting on the front beside our own
and the Allied soldiers.

At midnight we sailed for France on board the Lorraine. This time

my r61e in the w^ was definitely over.

The place which the American soldiers made for themselves during

the supreme crisis of the war, in 1918, is known to everybody. When the

Armistice was declared, over two million of them had crossed the Atlan-

tic without untoward incident. During the hard struggle which it cost the

Allies to stop the German attacks, as well as during the victorious offen-

sives which carried us to final success, the American divisions, sometimes

generously mingled with French and British troops, sometimes under

General Pershing’s personal command—at Saint-Mihiel, on the Meuse,

at Montfaucon, in the Argonne—took a glorious part in the operations.

The agreement I had signed with the American Government thus re-

ceived, during the last year of the war, the final consecration of the

battle-field, and I consider it my duty to close these pages by expressing

the admiration for the American Nation and the American Army which

I so sincerely feel.

During the days I spent in Washington, negotiating with the Govern-

ment regarding the military participation of America in the war, I

quickly grasped the fact that both the statesmen and the soldiers with

whom I was dealing believed that the interests of their country demanded

that the United States should join us in the war. Germany had been

guilty dt such serious blunders, especially in the prosecution of her sub-

marine warfare, she had so completely alienated all sympathy from her

cause, that Allied diplomats found small difficulty in rallying to our side

those who had continued to hesiute. Moreover, while until now the

United States had remained faithful to their policy of isolation, here was

an unexpected opportunity ot proving to Europe the extent dP her power

and reaping the benefits dt a bng and fruitful neutrality. The enthusi-

astic rccepticm which official America gave our Mission thus found itself

explained as much by reasons of interest as by the impulse of sentiment

But what of the people?--^ unreflecting mass, those who in general

obey only their instincts, unmoved by the force cA political ieasons«-4he

people, who might justly see in this war only a terrible calamity in whkh
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they were invited to share; the peoplei who were about to be asked to

send their sons suid tvotbers aaoss a subniarine>infe$ted ocean to fight on

a distant ^re—'what reason had they to shout us their welcome?

And yet, as I have just said in the short description I have tried to give

of our journey through the country, wherever I went I saw them vibrat-

ing with patriotic fervour, acclaiming France with ardent affection, over-

whelming me and my officers with the signs of a passionate feeling,

which might have been expected had it been we who had saved

America.

This is something I can never forget; and it is the last memory I wish

to carry to my tomb, where it will mingle with the gratitude I bear the

soldiers I led during two and a half years of the most frightful war in

history.

Politics, influenced as they so often are by despicable motives, have

since found means, from time to time, to embitter the feelings between

Americans and ourselves; but when I lot^ back upon those few brief

weeks in the spring of 1917 and live through them again in writing

these lines, when I remember those eager faces, those hands stretched

out to clasp our own, when I hear again the shouts of joy which greeted

our passage, I cannot believe that these misunderstandings can ever per-

sist. And I wish to die sustained by the hope that France and the United

States will never forget that at two tragic moments in their history they

drew their swords to fight side by side for right and liberty, and did not

sheathe them again until, by a victory won together, they had saved the

most sacred of all causes.

Louveciennes, Jun^ 1925.

J. JOFFXB
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NOTE BY THE TRANSLATOR

The fdlowing material drawn from the body of Marshal Joffre’s manu-

script deals with what took place in the years preceding the war in the matter

of military appropriations, light and heavy artillery, ammunition, camps

of instruction, and the Law of July, 1913, increasing the terms of French

military service to three years. These pages have an important bearing upon

French Parliamentary history during this period. They show the efforts

made by the military authorities to obtain sufficient money and war material

to permit the French Army to meet the German invasion with hope of

success. The years passed in review are those running from 1904 to the out-

break of war, and while it is interesting for the student of history to see

how wholly impotent were the military chiefs, and indeed, the Minister of

War, to obtain money and munitions in the face of political opposition, the

general reader, and above all the foreign reader, would find the statistics

given in these chapters uninteresting.

The long recital of unsuccessful efforts to get the Army in shape for the

impending war is a heart-breaking record, brightened only by the proof it

furnishes, that men like M. Millerand, M. Messimy, General Langlois, and

General Joffre had done everything in their power to make ready for the

conflict.

The section on artillery will surprise many, even in France, who are un-

acquainted with the repeated recommendations and urgent pleadings on the

part of General Joflre for long-range field artillery and heavy howitzers,

capable oi doing the same work in campaign as was accomplished to the

detriment of the French by the German pieces of 4-inch and 6-inch calibre.

But the politicians were not alone responsible for France’s inferiority in this

matter when the war opened. The Artillery Department, and many artillery

officers of prominence, have to bear their share in the responsibility. It

must be remembered that at this time all France was jusdy enthusiastic over

the marvellous performance the 75 mm. gun, which repreKnted so great

an advance over die German field-piece; a too great confidence in the possi-

bilities of this weapon joined to bureaucratic inertia and the difficulties of

obtaining appropriations, all had their share in causing the persistent refusal,

year after year, and in one form or another, of General Joffre’s recommenda-

ti(»s urging the adoption of heavy field-pfeces with high angle fire. This is

a pitiful story, but ia perusal w^d d^y the reader too long, impatient

as he most be to b^ the recital d die ^ys just preceding the war, and
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to hear from the lips of its principal actor the details the tragic days

which succeeded each other b^een August aoth and September 6th, and

then to follow the unfolding of the Marne manoeuvre and the great batde

itself.

For these reasons it has been thought best to make a r6sum6 of certain

chapters of the manusaipt and to place it in an appendix to this vcdume,

rather than to allow it to remain in its original place in the Marshal’s

memoirs.



APPENDIX TO PART I

PuPABATION OF TKB WaK BuDCSn (l9II>I9I4)

When Marshal Jotfre took over as Chief Engineer to the Army in 1904,

he found that a programme had been approved in 1900 for the expenditure

of 90 million francs on the fortifications on the eastern frontier. The yearly

appropriations were so insignificant that it would have taken 20 years to

complete the programme. Such a delay was out of the question, for the

“works would be obsolete before they were completed.’*

The Marshal’s requests for increased appropriations for 1905 were refused

by the then Minister of War, General AndrA Referring to the charge for

1906, and considering it indispensable that the fortifications should be com*

pleted in 6 years, he pressed for an appropriation for that year of some

12 million francs for the works at Verdun, Toul, Effinal and Belfort. This

request was again refused, and the credit maintained at slightly under 4
million francs.

This refusal was all the more extraordinary in view of the strained rela-

tions with Germany arising out of the Moroccan situation, which culminated

with the visit of the Kaiser to Tangier in 1905 and the subsequent forced

resignation of the French Foreign Minister, M. Delcass^. The situation was

such that a meeting of Marshal JoHre and the Chief Engineers of the

fortresses was convened by the Minister of War to examine what urgent

measures could be taken to remedy the defioiencies resulting from the delay

in executing the 1900 programme.

Extra appropriations were, as a matter of fact, made, and a further credit

of 3 million francs was allotted in July, 1905.

At the beginning of 1906, shordy after M. Etienne had become Minister

of War, a sum of 13 million francs, in addition to the yearly appropriation of

4 millions, was allotted for work on the eastern fortifications.

That War Ministries are not always responsible ior deficiencies on the

outbreak of a war—and it is patent that there were great deficiencies in

mat^iel in 1914—is shown by the fact that, lot the years 1901*1909, total

credits of some 740 millions were asked for and only 425 millions voted.

One result of this, and an important one, was the very small amount it

was possiUe to assign to the improvements of the Railway system, the

tmal approfmation for which in 1909 amounted to 850,000 francs.

It is interesting to compare the expenditure oc military services, for the

same period, by France and Germany. Between 1901 and 1905, France spent

an average of 47 millions yearly, and Germany an average of rr5 millions.

585
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The average figures for the years 1906 to 19x0 were respectivdiy 95 and 190

millions.

In 191 1, when Marshal Jofire was appointed Chief ot the General Staff,

it is not surprising, therefore, that he found the French Army far behind

the Germans in regard to materiel.

The situation at this date was as follows: Of a total supjdy of 3 million

rifles, some 40,000 were unserviceable and 42,000 part worn. For the first-

line formations, 2V1 million rifles, in good condition, were available. Al-

though it did not embody the latest improvements, the rifle compared suf^

ficiently favourably with the German one to preclude the expenditure of

465 millions which the provision of a new rifle would have entailed.

With regard to the field artillery, guns were complete and in good condi-

tion, but the supjdy of ammunition was inadequate. This had been increased,

since 1906, to 1280 rounds per gun, but it was considered essential to raise

this to 1500. No steps had been taken to prepare for mass production by

private manufacture, on mobilization, and no money was fc^coming for

this purpose.

No very great effort had been made in France to keep pace with Germany
in the supply of heavy artillery and light siege guns. Further large sums were

needed for increasing the number of 155 mm. guns.

Large sums of money were needed for the improved training of troops

of all arms, including field firing and artillery practice camps. Other items

entailing increased expenditure were the supply of field kitchens, the im-

provement and lightening of the soldiers* equipment, the provision of field

bridging material, etc.

Directly after his appointment in 1911, Marshal Joffre obtained the con-

sent of the War Minister, M. Messimy, for the equipment of the field armies

to take precedence over that of the fortresses. A total military credit for

1912 of 1 19 millions was finally appropriated. This included 13 millions for

the air service.

At the end of 1911, a total of 246 millions was agreed upon as **extraor-

dinary credits** for the next 5 years, of which 33 millions were to be expended

in 19x2. At this time, M. Caillaux*$ Ministry fell and he was replaced by

M. Poincar^, with M. Millerand as War Minister. The **extraordinary credit**

was reduced to 51 millions, of which 21 millions were to be expended in

1912. This, therefore, gave the War Ministry a total credit for 1912 of 140

millions—as against a German expenditure for the same year of 216 millions.

In 1911, the princif^e was adopted by the Supreme War Council of re-

verting to the 3-year compulsory service, and Parliament voted the necessary

credit to maintain under the Colours the dass about to be discharged.

Early in 1913, it was decided at a meeting held under the presidency of

M. Brtand, the new Prime Minister, that the question of immediate engage-

ment in advance of a part oi the expenses induded in the 19x2 programme
should be examined in secret committee. This proposal was divulged by

jL< Ttmfif whkh publisl^ the general outline Um pro|ect« The Finance

Committee of the Chamber at once stepped in and demanded that all oigago-

ments in advance should be submitted to Parliament A supfdementary credit
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of 500 minions was, therefore, asked for, subsequendy reduced to 410

millions^ as an invention enabling the 75 mm. gun to execute high-angle

fire rendered unnecessary the 80 millions which had been included for the

provision of held howitzers. In March, 1913, authority was voted for the

immediate engagement of a total of 293 millions to be expended over vary-

ing periods of years, for increase in the supply of 75 mm. ammunition,

substitution of steel for cast-iron shell, work on the fortresses on the eastern

and north-eastern frontiers, provision of 105 and 155 mm. guns, training

camps, etc.

In the fc^lowing month. Marshal Joffre asked for the 420 million credit

to be increased by 504 millions for further supplies of 75 mm. ammunition,

provision of long range heavy artillery, mobile wireless, field kitchens, etc.

At the outset, the Finance Minister gave agreement to an increase only

of 30 millions, instead of the 504 asked for. It must not be forgotten that

enormous sums would be required for the application of the 3-year law.

The next step was an attempt to find a solution by combining the two

programmes (420 and 504 millions). After various meetings a programme

was drawn up comprising a grand total of 1403 millions as follows:

803 millions supplementary credit, to be appropriated at once in the

place of the 420 millions;

305 millions for “extraordinary” expenses;

295 millions for works of secondary importance.

Discussions in regard to this programme were interrupted by a fresh change

in the Ministry. Further delay was occasioned by the elections in April, 1914,

so that the final figures were only voted shordy before the outbreak of the

war. They were 4 i6!4 millions plus 754 J4 millions supplemenury crediu.

The main causes of the confusion and delays in the drawing up and voting

of the military budgets lay in the want of co-ordination between the Directors

of the various Services, the frequent changes of Ministry—there were eight

between 1911 and the outbreak of the war—and the preponderating powers

of the Direction of Control, This body worked directly with the parliamentary

commissions, and was unaffeaed by the various changes of Ministeries and

so, in the end, it was this body which drew up the budgets in their final form.

Light and Hxavt Aktiluoit

Up to 1905, the French field artillery was undoubtedly superior to that of

the Germans. The rate of fire of the 75 mm. gun was unequalled and it

could be used with effect against defiladed troops. The 155 mm. gun had been

adapted for use against semi-permanent works and had been rendered more

mobile than the light siege artillery. Its effective range, however, was no more

than 5400 yards.

As compared wiih the 75 mm. gun the Germans had, at that time, only

the old-modd 77 mm. gun, without brake. In 1901 they had adopted a 105

mm. field howitzer, which, however, was known to have many d^cts.

As from 1905, the Germans began to make up gfoiind. Their 77 mm. gun

was modified to give rapid fire imd diey iotioifaioei||||^ji5 cm. howitzer into
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their field armament. In 1909, the Z05 mm. howitzer was converted to ra[nd

fire and, at about the same period> they began experiments, which progressed

very rapidly, in the extended use in counter-battery work of heavy artillery

with delay-action fuses. The next step was the adoption of the principle oi

opening a battle by a systematic engagement of the hostile artillery, and the

consequent early employment of heavy artillery. The French methods of fire

were adopted for the new model 77 mm. gun; the 15 cm. batteries were

converted into horsed batteries, and the number of 105 mm. howitzers was

doubled, and a like number of the 77 mm. suppressed.

In France, the intense activity which had brought the artillery to the point

it had reached in 1905 was followed by a period of inaction. In addition to

this, there existed a considerable divergence of opinion among the artillery

experts. Some maintained that the high explosive 75 mm. shell would be all

that was needed, apart from exceptional cases where the 155 mm. would be

required This hypothesis was favoured by the protagonists of the offensive

“at any cost,” whose idea of the use of artillery in battle was merely that of

supporting the infantry.

It was not considered that the Germans would be able to derive much
advantage from the much longer range of some of their guns as compared

with the French field artillery. It was thought useless to attempt to fue at

ranges beyond the normal radius of observation of the captain of the battery,

who would remain close to his guns. The maximum was judged to be

6500 yards.

As soon as he became Chief of the General Staff in 1911, Marshal Joffre

took up most energetically the question of heavy artillery, in an endeavour

to correct the inferiority then existing vis-k-vis Germany.

A committee was set up, presided over by General Lamothe, to study the

question of a field howitzer and a long-range gun. This committee went

rapidly to work and, in a month, submitted their conclusions. The field

howitzer was to be rapid-fire, as mobile as the 75 mm. gun, with a wide angle

of fire and as long a range as possible. The long-range gun was to have an

effective range of some 8 miles, and to have a team of 6 or 8 horses.

Models were called for from both the Government arsenals and private

works, and were to be submitted in February, 1912.

In the meantime, a proposal was made, as a temporary measure, to provide

heavy artillery for the Army by forming regiments to be armed with some
of the 120 mm. and 220 mm. guns with the siege and fortress artillery. This

proposal encountered much opposition but, in the end, a certain number of

regiments of foot artillery were formed and armed with guns from coast-

defence batteries, one regiment being armed with material from the fortress

of Range. This latter was sent to the XX Corps (General Foch) at Nancy for

the defences of the Grand Couronn^.

In March, 1912, the Schneider wcurks submitted a 105 nun. howitzer.

Preliminary tests proved satisfactory and a battery was ordei^ for trial at the

artillery practice camp and in the autumn manoeuvres.

After long discussion, and protracted trials, 220 long-range guns of Z05

mm. Cieusot model, were orde^ in 1913. This order was later on reduced to
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36, which were brou^t into use at the outset of the war. Its range was
some 13,300 yards, the shell weighing 37J4 Ihs. It was, in effect, merely a

75 mm. gun on a somewhat larger scale, and was in no way a heavy gun«

The further trials of the field howitzer proved satisfactory and its adoption

was recoRunended, but credits for manufacture were refu^ at the instance

of the technical services. A campaign was surted against the field howitzer

and Major Malandrin’s invention, which enabled the trajectory of the 75 mm.
gun to be heightened, was finally adopted in its Itead. The main objections

to this were the weight of the projectile, which was much less than that of

the German howitzer, and the reduced range.

By great persistence. Marshal Joffre finally obtained sanction, in February,

1914, for studies to be made with the object of lengthening the range of the

75 mm. gun, and of evolving a 120 mm. howitzer with a range equal to the

German 15 cm. one. Trials were carried out in July, 1914, but this was too

late and the war found the French without a field howitzer.

With regard to the heavy artillery, its development was restricted at the

outset by the want of personnel, but the advent of the 3-year law enabled

provision to be made for 15 new batteries.

The law of April 14, 1914, authorized the creation of 5 regiments of

heavy artillery, but these were still in course of formation when mobilization

started. It had been found impossiUe to allot heavy artillery permanently to

each army corps, as had been done by the Germans. At the outbreak of

hostilities, there were only 16 groups of heavy artillery for 21 army corps.

As it was considered out of the question to divide this artillery into forma-

tions smaller than a group, it was apportioned as army artillery.

At the beginning of August, 1914, each French army corps had but xao

guns of 75 mm. firing a 16 lb. projectile; while a German corps had xo8

guns of 77 mm., 36 howitzers of 105 mm. firing a 33 lb. projectile, and

16 heavy howitzers of 15 cm. firing a 92 lb. projectile.

The situation in regard to heavy artillery still more unsatisfactory.

The French armies had only 104 Rimailho guns of 155 mm., 96 Bacquet

guns of 120 mm. and 20 batteries of the long 120 mm. gun, with **Cingoli*’

mounting; as against a German total of 848 guns, made up of 360 guns of

10 cm., 360 guns of 13 cm., and 128 howitzers of 21 cm.

With regard to siege artillery, light siege material on mobilization comprised

only old-model 120 mm. guns modified by the **Cingoli” mounting and

tractor-drawn, and short 155 mm. guns on a movable platform. The heavy

material consisted of long 155 nun. guns with **Cingoli’* mounting, short

i55*s and 220 mm. howitzers with metal platforms.

x8 howitzers of 280 nun. with a range of miles had been ordered in

November, 1913, but were due ftu delivery only between November, 1915,

and November, 1916. In June, 1914, 120 long-recoil mountings, converting

the long 155 mm. gun to long-range rapid fire (yVz miles) were ordered, to

be delivered between December, 19x5, and December, 19x7.

It is not generally known that infoimatbn was obtained by the French in

1913 that the Germans had recently taken into service various types of Minen*

wajer. In October of that year. Marshal Joffre asked the service concerned to
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have urgent studiet made of similar weapo^ which were non'<xistent in

the French Army. Repeated requests elicit* the reply, at the beginning of

1914, that no result could be expected within a definite period. The Marshal

then proposed that an order should be given to private firms for **trench

mortars,” for use with the engineer units. This was refused; nothing more

was done in this direction so that the French Army was entirely without

“mine throwers” when the war started.

The study of trench mortars had, however, been continued by a Major

Duch^ne of the Engineers who succeeded in evolving a satisfactory weapon.

In November, 1914, when it was found urgently necessary to produce a

“mine-thrower,” the same Major Duch^ne was atuched to the Sufif of the

Chief Engineer for this purpose.

Ammukthon Supply

In 1906, the supply of ammunition for the 75 mm. gun amounted only to

700 rounds per gun. At the insunce of M. Messimy, this sup{Jy was to be

increased to 1200 rounds per gun by the end of 1912 and, in another

years, to 1500 rounds.

When Marshal Jofire took over the duties of Chief of the General Staff

in 1911, at the time of the Agadir crisis, 940 rounds per gun had been pro-

vided for 3900 guns. Spare parts for a fur^er 200 rounds per gun were held

in magazine ready to ht assembled on mobilization. From 1906 to 1911, this

increase had cost 62 millions.

Discussions ensued as to the relative supply of the French and German field

artillery. Marshal JoSre maintained that the expenditure of ammunition by

rapid-fire guns would be very heavy, that the numerical inferiority of the

French field artillery should be compensated by a larger supply of ammuni-
tion, and that it was essential to increase the fire power of the 75's in view

of the German superiority in heavy artillery.

Approval was, therefore, given to reduce the period to 4 years, during

which supply was to be increased from 1200 to 1500 rounds per gun. This

entailed an extra expenditure of 10 millions in 1912 and of 14 millions

in 1913. The rate of manufacture was, however, slowed down, owing to the

difficulty of increasing the production of exf^osives.

The Balkan wars, and a series of experiments carried out at the beginning

of 1914, showed the necessity of increasing the allotment per gun to 3000

rounds. .On mobilization, this figure was far from being reached—the actual

supply was 1390 rounds per gun, of which 200 rounds per gun were not

yet assembled.

A “plan of manufacture” had been drawn up in 1909, for the production

of 75 mm. shell after mobilization. This provid^ for the assembly and load-

ing, before the 50th day, of 800,000 shell cartridges (554,000 shrapnel and

246.000 high explosives)—that is, 25,000 cartridges daily. As from the 51st

day, production was to amount to 13,600 cartridges a day (7900 shrapnel

and 5700 high exfdoaives). A first reserve of raw material was estaUishod for

600.000 cartridges of 75 mm. and 10,000 for- the 155 mm. C.TJL Of die
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total daily output for the 75 mm. shells private manufacture was to be

responsible for 3500.

The importance of private manufacture was so completely ignored that,

in February, 1914, various estaUishments were notified that their contracts

for the supply of ammunition in war time would not be renewed on expiry.

Private works would be required merely to supply the empty cases. Marshal

Jofire, on learning of this, at once asked M. Messimy, the War Ministei*, to

assure the continued collaboration of private manufacture. It was only on

August X, 1914, that M. Messimy obtained authority for this, which was not

placed on a sound basis until M. Millerand became Minister of War.

'Duuning Camps

'Marshal Jofire’s two main preoccupations when he entered on his duties

as Chief of the General Staff in X911 were the artillery question and the

training camps.

The average sum to be expended yearly on training camps, under the 1897

and 1908 programmes, was 3 millions, at which rate the 1908 programme
would be concluded in 1930! In 1911, 8 camps were still incomplete; barely

one>third of the troops were able to carry out a 15-day course yearly, and

some units were unable to attend at all owing to the distribution of the camp>s.

Germany, on the other hand, had taken steps to set up a divisional training

camp in each corps.

In view of the urgent necessity of adequate training for all arms. Marshal

Joffre drew up a programme based on the following principles:

(a) Training camps were to be sufficiently large for exercising a com-

plete division—some 14,500 acres.

(b) For financial reasons, camps were to be distributed as to i camp for

2 army corps.

In accordance with these principles, there were proposed:

2 Corps camps (Ch&lons and Mailly)

10 Divisional camps. Of the 4 already existing, 3 would have to be

enlarged. Six entirely new ones would have to be created.

The expense enuiled would be 132 millions spread over 7 years; namely,

12 millions for 1912 and 20 millions for each of the succeeding 6 years.

This programme was submitted to the War Minister, M. Messimy, who
approved it in December, 19 ii. The credits for this were, however, struck

out by the new Ministers for War and Finance early in 1912. Marshal Joffre

insisted on the necessity for improving the existing training camps and

creating those which had been proposed. His arguments were strengthened

by information lately to hand concerning the new German military laws, and

M. Millerand approved, in princifde, a programme for a supplementary credit

of 2 millions in 1912 for the divisional camp at Co^quidan, for a credit of

17 millions for 1913, and 5 further yearly crediu of 20 millions each.

With very great difficulty, and at the Marshal's repeated instigation,

M. Millerand succeeded in obtaining the 2 millions for 1912 and 13 millions
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for 19x3. As a matter of fact, however, all that could finally be allotted for

1913 was 7,350,000 francs.

These ddays cost the Treasury very dear. In spite of the precautions that

had been taken, information had leaked out and, when authority was at last

given for the purchase of ground, it was found necessary to pay prices gready

in excess of the original valuations.

It was only on the eve of the war that the fundamental question of training

camps was s^ed. The necessary credits were allotted for the rapid execution

of the 191X programme, which it was hoped to complete in 1918. The first

studies of this question had been undertaken in 1897!

In 1913, the 3-year law appeared certain to be adopted. This would increase

the strength of the reserve units, which Marshal Joffre proposed to assemble

for training in camps, instead of in the garrison towns as heretofore. An
immediate solution was necessary, but camps of large extent were not required

for these regiments and brigades A programme was, therefore, drawn up for

the quartering and training of reserve regiments on old ardllery and rifle

ranges, which had become too small for the regular units. Eleven camps were

arranged for. The total cost was estimated at 15 millions of which it was

found possible to expend a credit of 250,000 francs in 1913.

The Theeb-Year Service Law

The recruiting law of 1905 had imposed equality of military service on all

classes, but it appears to have considerably weakened the efficiency of the

mounted arms, particularly the cavalry.

In regard to the cavalry, there was a lack of effectives, inadequate training

of the 2-year soldier and of the horse, and a shortage of really good horse-

men. This situation was aggravated by the fact that, during winter, it would

be possible to mobilize only one class of cavalry soldier.

A large number of voluntary enlistments and re-engagements had been

hoped for, but expectations were not realized.

In 19 1 1, the attention of the War Minister was called to the state of the

cavalry. M. Messimy fully appreciated the gravity of the situation, and

endeavoured to obtain a vote on various measures directed towards the

increase of the effectives of the cavalry and horsed batteries, and even to

attract men to engage for 3 years. Finally, in 1913, he instructed the General

Stafi to study the technical aspect of providing the cavalry with the required

number of trained soldiers, while he himself undertook to deal with the

political issues involved.

The question of the 3-year service was thus brought up, but the problem

no longer concerned the cavalry alone. The whole army was weakened as a

consequence of the short service and of the lack of professional soldiers. On
the discharge of each class, there remained but a single contingent of trained

men with the Colours, with the result that, during the winter months, the

covering force became dangerously weak.

Moreover, the reduced strength of the contingents no longer enabled
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to be kept up to the prescribed strengths, which were already constcferably

below those of the corresponding German formations.

The lack of effectives naturally affected adversely the training; even in

units up to normal strength there were few private sddiers available for

daily training during their second year's service. Units were never able to

manoeuvre at full war strength. It became impossible to create the technical

units required to keep pace with scientific developments and the experiences

of recent wars. Finally, Morocco absorbed a large number of men, who were

no longer available for the defence of the Home country.

This was the situation in February, 1913, when the first information was

received regarding the new measures proposed by Germany. Successive in-

creases had been voted by her culminating, in February, 1913, in the increase

by one-fifth of the peace strength of her army. By the 1913 law, the budgetary

strength of the German army was to be increased by 4000 officers, 15,000

N.C.O.’s, 117,000 men and 27,000 horses. The increase of strength of existing

active formations, or the creation of new ones, was alone contemplated. The
fighting value of all units was thus greatly augmented, as the cadres would

henceforth include professional soldiers having at least 2 years’ service in the

unmounted units and 3 years in the mounted. No fighting unit would have

more than one-third of reservists, most of whom would belong to the last

class discharged. Peace-time effectives, more particularly in the covering force,

would approximate very nearly to war strengths. The German High Com-
mand had, therefore, in its hands a very powerful army, which could be

rapidly and effectively mobilized. It was consequently in a position, if it so

wished, to open a war against the French by an attaque hrusquie.

It seemed, therefore, in 1913, that the sole guarantee to the French of

peace, with liberty and dignity, was the maintenance of equilibrium between

the French and Carman forces.

It was realized that the great speed with which Germany could mobilize

constituted a grave danger to the frontiers, which were insufficiently protected

by a weak covering force. It was essential to increase efiectives and to make
better use of those actually available.

With this end in view, a number of plans were made for improving matters

without altering the 1905 law, but it was soon realized that no effective

remedy could be provided without imposing compulsory service of 3 complete

years for all.

The princi[^e of a 3-year law was submitted to the Supreme War Council

at a meeting at the £lys^ in March, 1913. M. Poincar^, the President, presided,

and M. Briand, the Premier, and M. Etienne, Minister of War, also attended.

Marshal Joffre pointed out that the measures which the Germans had uken
in 1911 and 1912 brought the peace strength of their army up to 800,000 and

that, under these conditions, nothing but a supply of horses was needed

to enable this army to be mobilized. By a rapid mobilization of this descrip-

tion of 25 army corps, the Germans would be able to brush aside the Fren^
covering force without any difficulty.

In the Marshal’s opinion, it was advisaUe to bring the units composing

the covering force almost up to war strength, which would be completed on
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the firn day of mobilization by reservists living in the areas. He also advo-

cated the increase of the covering force to ii divisions, by the addition of the

II Corps and a division from the VIII Corps. In the remaining corps, the

infantry had had to supply so many men for the new formations (air force,

artillery and technical troops), and its strength had been so reduced, that

the training was fruidess. The proposed 3'year law would not, therefore,

increase the number of units to be mobilized. In the first place, it would

enable the covering force to be strengthened; secondly, mobilization would be

facilitated; finally, the quality of the troops would be gready improved.

M. Briand declared that the Government had decided to do everything

possible to place the Army in a position to fulfil its mission. To enable him
to reply to the objections to the 3-year law, which would certainly be raised

in the Chamber of Deputies, he asked to be furnished with the most convinc-

ing arguments.

The Council finally expressed the unanimous opinion that, in view of the

German measures, the military forces, and especially the covering force,

should be strengthened.

Various proposals were then examined, including a system of re-engage-

ments, a 27-month and a 30-month service.

The minimum strength to be attained, in accordance with the Marshal’s

indications, was 674,300 men. Allowing for a loss of 8 per cent in the fighting

units on enrolment, this would entail incorporating 727,000 men.

A full 3 years* service would give 738,000 men, distributed as follows:

210.000 belonging to the last class drafted.

200.000 belonging to the c|ass that had already served one year, losses

being estimated at 5 per cent.

194.000 belonging to the class that had already served two years, losses

during the and year being estimated at 3 per cent.

90.000 permanent Home service (voluntary enlistments and re-enlist-

ments).

20.000 permanent Colonial service.

9,000

belonging to the 3 contingents from the dd Colonies.

15.000 found fit for service after a third medical examination, and men
transferred from the auxiliary services.

738,000

(variable, subject to modifications in either direction up to

15,000).

Three classes with the Colours, at the same time, were therefore seen to be
necessary, and the Council agreed unanimously that the 3-year service was
the only means of giving the required additional strength. It also recom-
mended that no departure should be made from the principle of equality

of service.

After some discussion, a bill was presented to the Chamber oh March 6th

to provide an active army of 700,000 as against 870,000 in Germany. Provi-

sion was made, in the proposed bill, for the dismissal on furlough, once

minimum strengths had been reached, of drafted men belonging to certain

eateries (sons of families of more than 4 children; married men fathers

of families).
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As it could be astumrid that one-fi&h of the German forces, or about

175,000 men, would be immobilized on the Russian front, only some 695,000

would remain on the French front and equilibrium would be re^uUished*
An active press campaign was undertaken to mould public opinion in

favour of the 3*year law, accompanied by great personal efforts throughout

the country by members of the Government.

The French Government's determination was gready strengthened, at the

end of March, by the receipt &x>m a reliable source of a copy of an official

and secret report, dated March 19, 1913, by Colonel Ludendorff on the

reinforcement of the German Army. This could not naturally be made public

at the time. It has since been puUished in the French Yellw Bool( No. a

—

Appendix a.

^nsidering the matter to be one of urgency, the French Government

decided to retain with the Colours the class duo for discharge in October,

1912, thus securing without delay the three classes considered essential for

security.

This decision was presented to the Chamber on May 15th and approved

by 322 votes to 155. On June and, the debate on the 3-year law was opened.

The discussion was an extremely long one. The majority of the Deputies

fully appreciated the necessity for the law, but it was evident that they

were influenced by thoughts of the electoral issue.

The final vote was not taken until July 19th, when the law was passed by

358 votes to 204.

Apart from Marshal Joffre, th6se to whom the credit of the drafting of the

law and its final acceptance were mainly due, were MM. Barthou, Etienne,

Joseph Reinach and Andrf Lefibvre.

The Marshal himself spoke on July 8th, in the place of General Pau, who
was ill. He exerted himself to show that the value of troops depends on two

main functions, training and cohesion, both of which enuil increased peace-

time effectives. Cohesion could only be assured by active troops, soi that it

was essential they should be sufficiently numerous to assimilate the reservists

without being swamped by them.

For these reasons, the minimum strength of an infantry company (apart

from the covering force) had been fixed at 140. When mpbdized, the number

of reservists in the company would, in any event, not exceed that number.

In this manner, it could be hoped that there would not be too marked an

inferiority to the German in^try company, whose strength was to be

brought up to i6o.

The covering force had to be brought up to war strength within a few

hours, so that the strength of its infantry companies had been fixed at 200.

The urgency which was attached to the matter by M. Etienne is shown by

the fact that he laid the bill befi>re the Senate on July 22, 19x3, three days

after it had been voted by the Chamber. A favourable report was presented,

on July 31st, by M. Doumer, the Chairman of the Army Committee, and

the debate was opened on July 31st. The discussion was not unduly pro-

tracted and on July 7th, by 244 votes to 36, die Senate approved the text

of the law.
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Thb Munitions Pkoblem

I. Artillery Matiriel.

(a) The 75 mm. gun.

There were mobilized at the start of the campaign 1011 batteries, 434

guns only remained unissued.

The deficit on September 10, 1914, amounted to 401 guns and 750 com*

fdete wagons.

To make up for the shortage, while manufacture was getting under way,

340 guns were withdrawn from Algeria, but on November 14, 1914, it still

amounted to 283 guns. A certain number of batteries were temporarily armed

with 90 mm. and 95 mm. guns, excellent material but with a slow rate of fire.

Owing to normal wastage, and the abnormal number of gun-bursts due

to defective shell, the deficit rose, by A{Nil 10, 1915, to 800 guns.

Manufacture was intensified, shell manufacture was improved and, by

August, 1915, an average number of 6 guns per day was being manufactured.

The following was, briefly, the situation on February 30, 1916:

4733

In Une—Armies of the North-East 4046

Army of the Near East 156

Motor guns 53

In Reserve—In the Interior, some being with units in course

of formation 284

At Depots 195 J

From the date of mobilization up to March 24, 1916, there had been

despatched to the armies:

2833—after-carriage frames.

1340—barrels (sleeved tubes).

1385—brakes.

318—g;un carriages.

3380—ammunition wagons.

(b) The to$ mm. gun.

At the time of mobilization, no artillery group oi this description was in

service, but matbriel for the formation of 8 groups was on mier. The fiirst

group was thought into service on Septem^ 16, 1914. Manufocture was
proceeded with and, on January 31, 1916:

7 groups of 3 batteries each
'

1 group of 2 batteries each
l-were in service in the armies.

596
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2 grot^ were in course of formatbn in the interior.

(c) Hcmy guns,

only heavy artiilery matfrid whose use had been contemplated in the

field armies was the armament of the 4 regiments of heavy artillery* namdy:

20 batteries of lao mm. long.

6
** ' **

95
12 " 120 “ short.

26
** **

155
“ C.TJR. (Rapid-fire Counter-battery).

Successive requests were made for the manufacture and supply of 120 mm.
and 155 mm. guns and howitzers from the 220 mm. up to the 370 mm.
At his request, Marshal Jofire was empowered to cdl upon all the fortresses

in the zone of the armies for supplies of heavy guns.

The fdlowing table gives an idea of the increase, during 1915, in the num*
bers of heavy guns in use on the front.

Number of Guns in Service (Not including those in Fortified Places)

Calibres

mm.
Oct. 1,

1514

Jan. X,

*9*5

Apr. I,

*9*5

July I.

1,15

Oct. X,

*9*5
;

Jut. X,

1^16

90 600 700 73° 940 1.130

95 ;
— 170 4^ 480 6m 630

110 (long) 60 300 550 600 900 900

120 (short) 50 60 50 SO 12JO XIO

155 Oon*)
Z55 (short) not includ-

150 300 320 460 470

ing the C.T.R — xio x6o *90 350 320
120 Howitzers^ — *7 50 80 x8o z8o

170 Howitzers* — — 30 3o»

zto Howitzers* — — —
!

—
4

370 Howitzers* 4 xo^

* In reserve.

^ xuo mm. Howtcset^i88o Model.
* X70 mm. Howitzer i*—1885 Model. There is a xto mm. coast-defence Howitaet^sSS^

Model.
* The x8o mm. Howitzer came from the Scl^der works.

^The 370 mm. Howitzer, for which ZJentenant-Colonel Fillouz was respoostble, was
taken into service in 19x5. It is a very powerful siege gun (long-range heavy artillery). It

must not be confused with the 370 sam. Howitzer which was obtained by boring out a naval

gun of 1887 modd.

With regard to the heavier calibres, there were available in Champagne in

1915:

24—270 mm. coast-defence howitzers.

16—100 mm. guns—TJR. (Rapid Fire).

4— 14 cm.
“

4r— 16 cm.
**

24— 19 cm.
**

1—274 mm. gun.

- Q 9
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(d) Trench Artillery,

At the beginning of the war, Trench Artillery did not exist and had, there-

fore, to be evolved.

A first order for 58 mm. trench guns (after the model invented by Major

Duch^ne) was placed in January, 1915. In Fetmiary a modified type, firing

an 88 lb. bomb, was perfected.

A first supply of 40 guns was made in February, 1915, which was increased

by September, 1915, to 1050 guns. In 1916, 1000 guns with a longer range were

supplied. In June, 1915, orders were placed for 300 trench mortan of 240

mm., with a range of 880 yards and firing a 200 lb. projectile.

(e) Light Artillery,

A light hand-drawn gun was found necessary for dose use in wooded

country and village fighting.

In the first place, the 80 imm. mountain gun was used, the first battery

being sent to the front in October, 1914. Later on, a light rapid-fire gun was

found to be required for use in the front-line trenches, and for accompanying

infantry in an advance. The 37 mm. gun was found very suitable. First

supplies were obtained from the Navy and, in 1915, a further 1000 were sup-

plied from manufacture.

II. Tanks.

In January, 1916, a G)lond Estienne had submitted a design for armoured

motor vehicles, consisting of a modification of the Holt tractor. Trials proved

satisfactory and, on January 31, 1916, 400 were ordered.

In April, 1916, a new and improved type armed with a 75 mm. gun was

brought out by the Saint-Chamond Company, and 400 were ordered.

III. Anti-Aircraft Defence.

At the time of mobilization, the organization of the Anti-Aircraft defence

was still undeveloped. There existed only one section of two motor-guns.

Orders had been placed for 15 more sections, for delivery at various future

dates. During the first months of the war, the armies made up their want of

materiel by fortuitous means.

In November, 1915, 60 sections of guns were asked for. Some 3 ft. and,

later on, 100-4 searchlights were attached to the anti-aircraft posu.

IV. Rifles and Machine Guns,

(a) Rifles,

There existed on August i, 1914:

2,800,000

rifles — 1886-93 pattern

220.000 carbines— 1890
**

384.000 muskets — 18^
“

772 rifles — 15)07
“

There were, in addition:

1,260,000

rifles—1874 pattern

(about) 100,000 repeating rifles, Kropatchek pattern, purchased in 1886.
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Infantry figltting soldiers^ on mobSization, numbered 1,100,000. There

remained therefore some 1,700,000 rifles in the intmor.

The estimated losses in rifles during the first eight months of war amounted,

in April, 1915, to 700,000.

Production increased from 20,000 in June, 1915, to
33,000

in July

43.000 in August

47.000 in September

50.000 in October

52.000 in November

58.000 in December.

The reserve of rifles, which hid fallen, to 250,000 in the middle of 1915,

had already increased in November of that year to 300,000, in spite of the

formation of many new units. This reserve increased still further at the begin-

ning ci 1916, and in April of that year, amounted to 450,000.^

(b) Machine Guns.

On August I, 1914, there were 5,106 machine ^ns, distributed as to 2020

in the armies, 2886 in fortresses and 200 at the Saint-Etienne works. These

weapons were, for the greater part, of the 1907 pattern, made at the Saint-

Etienne works. This pattern only was in use in the armies, and each battalion

had a section of 2 guns.

It was soon made clear that this initial supply was inadequate and manu-

facture was pressed forward.

In January, 1915, 283 machine guns a month were being turned out. Tlie

monthly output had increased by December, 1915, to 1199.

On January 1, 1916, the number of machine guns in the armies was nearly

11,000, as compared with 5000 at the beginning of the war.

In Pebruary, 1916, it was judged that the daily output of 44 guns was

sufficient, both for the needs of the French afmies and for supplying the

Allies. Manufacturers* efioits were, therefore, directed towards the production

of the automatic rifle and light machine gun.

V. The Supply of Ammunition,

(a) 75 mm. Shell.

On mobilization there existed 4,866,167 shell-cases. In view of the formation

of the new batteries (240 guns) under Plan XVII, there was a shortage in

supply of some 500,000 cases.

The war-dme plan of manufacture comprised:

a) Assembly, before the 50th day, of 800,000 shell-cases, at the rate of

25,000

a day, from the finished paru already existing in the reserve

workshops.

b) Fcdlowing diis, the complete manufacture of 13,600 rounds a day.

At the dose of the batik of the Marne, more than half the initial supply

per gun had been expended, and there remained bo more than 2,370,000

laiae mmiber of rifles had bees supplied lo Allied armies; Esssiaa, Senriaa and
Belfiaii. Ihcse coniined for the fieaier part of die Kropatchek aod 1874 patters rifles.
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ihell<ftses. Skilled workmen were at once recalled from the armies, for work
in the factories.

The operations of the *‘Race to the Sea” and the batde of Flanders reduced

supplies to below 400 roimds a gun.

Temporary measures were taken, such as withdrawing 75 mm. ammuni-
tion from the Colonies, manufacture of cast-iron shell, etc.

The following uble shows the rate of manufacture of 75 mm. shell, as

from December, 1914:

Date
Supplies to

General Reserve

Depots

Daily Average

December, 1914 1,019,^ 34.3^
Jenuery, 19x5 ». 3 J 5 . 5*-5 43.854
February “ 1,073, lOZ 35.770
March “ 1,865,184
April **

>•.037.030

May “
..507.944

June “ 1.043.170 68,109
July " 1,559.038 85.30*
August **

1.371.447 79,081
September **

1.873.355 93.778
October “

3.519.069 *.7.635
November “

1.878,395 95.946
December **

1,533,810 84,460
January, 191S 3,486.993 *16,133
February •“

3. 54*. 757 1x8,058
March **

4,091,000 131,000

(b) Heavy Artillery Ammunition.
On August 2, X914, there existed in siege batteries and fortresses:

800,000 shdl, calibre 90 mm. induding 60,000 high explosive

655,000
81 18

95
88 88

240,000
“ ”

1,000,000
88 88

X20
88 88

4^,000
” "

1,490,000

2x2,000

27,000

88 88

88 88

88 88

*55

220

270

88 88

88

88

930,000
” “

The only manufacture of heavy shell that had been contem^dated during
the war, was 465 high explosive shdl a day for the 155 mm. C.TJR. guns.

It soon became evident, however, that existing supplies would not meet the

requirements of the armies.

The first mders placed were for cast-iron shell exdusivdy. All the available

steel was employed in the more urgent manufocture of 75 nun. shdl. The
initial orders were small, which is ex{4ained by the rductance of iron foundries
to restart their furnaces. These had all been closed down on
and difficulties were encountered in regard to labour and raw material.

In December, t9r4» M. Millerand had a with manufactuiers
widi the greatest difficulty succeeded in arranging for a daily order of 3/100
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ited Z55 mm. shell to be cenied out, without detrioient to the output of

the 75 mm. shell.

Frequent and ever-increasing demands were made by the Marshal £or

supplies of heavy shdl.

In January, 1915, he asked for a daily output of 6000 90 mm. and 3000

Z55 mm. shell.

Finally, in July, 19x5, the daily output asked for was:

50 shell—^293 mm. 10,000 shell—X20 mm.
x8o “ -—280 mm. 4.^ “ —105 mm.

1,000 “ —270 mm. 10,000 “ — 95 mm.
3,000

“ —220 mm. 12,000 “ — 90 mm.
12,000 “ —155 mm.

Estimates were fulfilled in the case of the more important calibres and

between April 20 and 30, 1916, output rose to 19,000 for the 155 mm. and

11,000

for the 120 mm. guns.

(c) Gas SheU,

In the month of May, 1915, after the German cloud-gas attacks in the

Ypres region, it Was clear that the question of gas-shell had to be taken up.

The first order was for 50,000 75 mm. shell loaded with sulphide of carbon

and phosphorus.

In June and July, increased output was asked for for gas-shell of 75 mm.,
120 mm. and 155 mm.
Various experiments were made, in the meanwhile, as to the possible use

of incendiary shell, but these did not give the results hoped for.

The output of tear-gas shell remained for a long time in a backward

state, owing to difficulties of manufacture and the unsatisfactory trials carried

out with the only product readily obtainaUe (choloracetone).

On the other hand, a certain number of shell was successfully loaded with

collongite and orders were given for 15,000 “special” shell to be loaded daily.

The following had been supj^ied to armks by September 30, 19x5:

100.000 75 mm. shell loaded with chloride of sulphur. These had litde

effect and manufacture was stopped.

15.000 75 mm. shell loaded with collongite—^in addition to incendiary

shell which were of very little effect.

At this period, the “Vincennite” gas-shell appeared to have been perfected,

but doubts still existed as to the stability of the gas and its probable effect

in action.

In April, 19x6, the various types of gas-shell had been definitely decided

upon, and instructions issued for their use.

In regard to bombs, the question of the 58 mm. mortar had been settled,

but the 240 mm. bombs did not appear to be suiuUe for special loading,

whilst the problem of the X50 mm. hcmh had not yet been sdved.

To sum up:

Research and experiments in connection with special shdl had been prac-

tically completed in April, 1916. Set-backs had been experienced which were

probaUy due to a desire to reach a rapid solution of tl^ difficult iirA%||jb*
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lem, and to the too-hasty belief that every new type tested had definitely

solved it.

The rapid progress made by the Germans in this direction was due^ in the

main, to two factors:

(a) The German chemical industry was one of the most powerful in

the world, and vasdy superior to the French.

(b) France had loyally obs^ed the conventions she had signed and

had never contemplated the possibility of the use of gas. She only

embarked on this road with great reluctance, so as to be in a posi-

tion to fight the Germans with their own weapons.

(d) Infantry Ammunition.

On mobilization there existed 1,338,000,000 rifle and machine-gun car-

tridges, 366,000,000 of which were with regimental troops. The remainder

was either in the ammunition parks or stored in the fortress supfdies.

Under the programme of war manufacture, a daily, output of 2,600,000

cartridge cases and bullets was provided for, and was to be reached on the

25th day. There was also a large reserve of both, so that the output of loaded

cartridges was to increase gradually, during the same period, to 4,100,000 a

day. The reserve would be exhausted after about three months, after which

only 2,600,000 cartridges would be loaded daily, made up exclusively from

the manufactured cases and bullets.

A daily output of only 3400,000 cartridges was reached, and this was

only exceeded much later on, when the number of cartridge faaories had been

increased.

This shortage of output during the first part ol the war, as compared with

the scale laid down in the mobilization plan, was due to the loss of the Douai

cartridge factory, which ceased work on August 15, 1914, and also to the

necessity of increasing the manufacture of shell fuses, which entailed the

shutting down, shortly after, of the Bourges factory.

By January, 1915, the reserve of component parts was exhausted, so that

the daily output of loaded cartridges dropped to 2,150,000, and below this

figure in February and March. The matter was taken up in May. By Novem-
ber, it was anticipated that a daily output of 5,500,000 cartridges would be

reached in August, 1916, which was judged su&ient.

The daily output mounted to 3,900,000 in March, 1916, and to 4450,000 in

April of the same year. By the end of 1916 the situation in regard to infantry

ammunition had become so satisfactory that it was possible to make frequent

supplies from stock to the Allied armies.

(e) Grenades

When trench warfare surted, there were only two sorts of grenades in use:

a 19x4 pattern artillery hand-grenade made of cast iron, and grenades charged

with melinite bombs or dynamite cartridges, which the armies had improvised.

In September, 1914, 22,500 Martin-Hall rifle grenades, which had been
purchased in England, were taken over, “for want of anything better.” In

October, an order was placed for 100,000 of these **dangerous weapons,’* but
their use was discontinued on account of the number of accidents.
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Subsequeady, loo^ooo Aasen grenades (which could be either thrown by

hand or fired from a mortar) were ordered, and 200 mortars. As hand-

grenades they were satis£actOf7, but did not give good results when fired from

mortars. Trials were then carried out of a s(>ecial Aasen grenade for use

with mortars.

Numerous experiments were carried out which resulted in the production

of various weapons and, in the end, the supply to the fighting troops of

suitable grenades.

As a result of trials which were carried out in May, 1916, the conclusions

arrived at were:

(a) To retain only two types of hand-grenades in service: an offensive

bomb and a grenade. Both had a fuse action and an automatic lighter.

(b) To evdve an attachment by means of which the grenade could be

fired from the rifle to a distance of between 45 and 160 yards, if

possiUe with the 86 D bullet.

(c) To replace the fused V-B grenade by the D.R. percussion rifle-

grenade, as soon as it had been made more accurate and less likely

to damage the rifles.

(d) To retain the pneumatic bomb-throwers in service, and to bring

them into general use.

(e) To develop the use of the A. B. incendiary bombs, which were

either hand-thrown or discharged f/om a pneumatic thrower.

(f) For carrying grenades, to adopt a light box holding from 12 to 50,

and which could be opened without any tool.

SuPPUBS TO THB AlUES

Some of these Mipplies had to be undertaken virtually at the beginning of

the war, before the French factories had been expanded sufficiently to satisfy

their own requirements.

Russian Abjicy

The following were supf^ed on various dates between January and De-

cember, 1915:

Large numbers of 76 mm. shell. Starung at 2000 a day, this supply

reached 100,000 for the month of May, 1915, and 225,000 for the month

of June and the following months.

200,000 detonating fuses and many tons of powder.

37 mm., 105 mm. and 280 mm. guns, and 80,000 KLropatchek rifles.

After its bng series of disasters, the only heavy artillery remaining to the

Russian Army at the end of December, 1915, was:

84—105 mm. guns

389—120 mm. “

141—155 mm. howitzers.
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The following were handed over to them:

(a) 6o long xao mm. guns with an initial supply of 30,000 rounds and a

further daily supply of 300 rounds.

(b) 25 6-guo batteries of 90 mm. guns with an initial supply of 120,000

rounds, and a further monthly sup^dy of 50,000 rounds, lliis monthly

supply was to be increased to 72,000 as soon as the French daily

output reached 12,000 rounds.

(c) 25 4-gun batteries of 75 mm. guns, with 3,000 rounds per gun. This

was to be carried out as soon as the French programme of reconsti-

tuting the 75 mm. batteries was completed.

**It is quite certain that, without this help, the Russians would never have

been able, in June, 1916, to launch the oifensive which brought the Austrians

within a hairsbreadth of destruction, and which shed a last ray of g^ory on

the armies of the Czar.”

Belgian Army

In the very first weeks of the campaign, the situation of the Belgian Army
was such as to compel it to ask France for large supplies of guns and

ammunition.

At the request^of the Belgian Government, a Protocol was drawn up on

November 12, 1914, which fixed the basis of supply to their army. The main

provisions were:

(a) 75 mm. ammunition—A supply of 10,000 rounds a day every 5th

day, as from November ist. l^is rate of supply to be subject to

revision when the Belgian army had more than 150 field guns

in the line.

(b) 120 mm. ammunition—^A supply of 4000 rounds a month.

(c) Other calibres—

K

single supply of 2400 rounds of 95 mm., of 10,000

rounds of 105 mm. and of 24,000 rounds of 155 mm., together with

powder for making up a similar number of charges.

Arrangements were also made to supply high explosives, powder, shell-fuses,

material for one group of long 120 mm. guns, one section of 75 mm. motor-

gims, motor machine guns and 100 machine guns.

The Belgian Army made every effort to obtain the necessary supplies of

artillery ammunition elsewhere. It was so far successful that, after a last

supply of 60,000 rounds of 75 mm., it agreed on February 24, I9i5> to forego

the daily supply of 2000 rounds, which had been fixed by the Protocol.

In June, 1915, 24—58 mm. trench guns were made over to the Belgians,

together with 3,600 rounds a month.

The following additional supplies were made between August and No-
vember:

4.000— 65 mm, shell

30,000—75 mm. shrapnel shell

8—220 mm. howitzers with 16,000 shdl

1.000—

105 mm. shel
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10,000—X20 mm. shell

1,000—155 mm, “ *

Finally, in March, 19x6, a supplementary supply was made of xooo—75
mm. shrapnel shell a day for 3 weeks, and of xa short lao mm. guns, 185^

model.

British Army

Supplies to the British Army were limited to:

300—90 mm. guns, together with aoo rounds a gun. These were

returned to France at the beginning of 19x6.

50.000—

Japanese rifles and 20 million cartridges.

52.000—

75 mm, shell.

A first sup|dy of 36,000 rounds for the 14 batteries of 75*s which were

handed over to England by the Portuguese. This was followed by a

further supply of 20,000 rounds a month, a total in all of x,aoo,ooo

rounds.

Servian Army

Immense assistance was rendered to the Servian Army. Its supplies, of

every description, were completed and maintained from the beginning of

the war up to December, 1915. During the period of this army’s inactivity,

little help was needed, but supplies had to be renewed and increased when
the Central Powers opened their offensive in the autumn of 1915.

In the course of their retreat to the Adriatic from the Save, the Danube and

the Morava, the Servian armies lost almost the whole of their material. It

developed on France to save the remnants of this army, to feed them and

convey them to Corfu and Bizerta, to build them up again and, finally, to

transport them to Salonika.

It was found possible to form 6 infantry divisions out of the remnants of

King Peter’s army which survived the disaster and the subsequent epidemic

of typhus. France undertocAi the equipment of this army.

In the first place, the following were supplied:

xoo,ooo rifles, model 1907*15, for infantry,

20,000
” “ 74 for artillery, drivers, etc.

900 muskets ** 92 for divisional squadrons.

5,000 automaiic pistds.

72 machine-gun sections, X907 type,

xoo Aasen mortars with 25,000 grenades.

6 —6-gun batteries of 58 mm. trench guns.

Each divbion was to have 2 groups of rapid-fire field or mountain guns,

and a group of 80 mm. mountain guns, to be replaced eventually by the 65

mm. rapid-fire mountain gun. For this there were supplied:

X group of 70 mm. Kru{^ mountain guns (from Morocco),
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2 groupf of 75 mm. Schneider-Dan^is mountain guns,

9 groups of 75 mm. Schneider fidd guns, 1912 model,

2 batteries of 120 mm. Schneider howitzers (a third battery was supplied

later on),

6 groups of 80 mm. mounuin guns.

The Main Artillery Park of the Army of the Near East was to undertake

the supi^y of ammunition.

Neutral Countries

Considerable efforts were made to assist both Italy and other countries.

The following taUe gives an outline of these additional supplies:

Italy

60 guot zio mm. long. 500 rounds per gun. Further

supply—5 rounds per gun per

day.

7 batteries by May 7th, the

last 8 by b^y iind.

8o~95 mm. gtint and tio

ammunition wagons.
500 rounds per gun. Total fur-

ther supply 1-300 rounds per

day.

Delivery by groups of 4 bat-

teries, between April 14th

and May Z5th. Ammunition
delivered before May zoth.

600 machine guns, 1907
pattern.

Initial supply—zo,ooo rounds

per gun. Further supply Z500

rounds per month.

100 in March and 400 in April.

Holland

iL guns 155 mm. long,

1877

300 rounds per gun.

Nitro-cellulose powder for

fortress guns—50 tons. Pow-
der for field guns—50 tons.

Trinitritoluol—lo tons.

As supplies became available,

and on the condition that

> the existing programme of

manufacture for the French

armies was not delayed.

Roumania

z battery iio aun. long. 500 rounds per gun. Guns and 100 rounds per gun
despatched on April 8th

3 batteries zlo mm. ^orc,
Z890 model.

zo,ooo^z5c mm. loaded shell.

30,000—105 mm. loaded shell.

ditto

ditto

100,000 cartridge-cases for 75
mm. high explosive shell.

90 machine guns, Z907

pattern.

lOtQoo cartridges per gun. Far-

ther supply—Z500 a month.
Delivery started on May zst.
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50.000 Roamanien camidget,

za.,000,000 ttampiegt, 5,-

000,000 revolver cartridges.

400.000 caitridgeeaaes for 75
mm. high ei^iloatve shell.

400,000 cartridge-cases for 75
mm. shrapnel shell.

^Supplied by private manofic-

ture.

SvnraELAMD

A camber of zio mm. zooo fooeds per gas, of which
long. 500 D sh^ and 500 long

sheU.

Two Reporu made by General Dubail in the case of General Sarrail

GROUP OF ARMIES Headquarters, July ao, 1915.

OF THE EAST.

The General Commanding
No. 149/0.

Personal and Secret.

From: General Dubail, Commanding the Group of Armies of the East,

To: The General Commanding-tn-Chief.

I have the honour to reply as follows to your personal and secret letter of

July 16th, handed to me by Major Pichot-Duclos, regarding the command of

the Third Army during the operations from June 30 to July 14th, 1915,

I. The. German Attacl( on June This attack was preceded for several

days by a very violent bombardment, and could not have been a surprise to

the Third Army. It was carried out on a wider front than the former attacks.

From the start, however, it was seen to be a very serious affair (report dated

June 30th, 08.00 hours).

The XXXII Corps was obliged to susuin the action with its own troops.

The only action the Third Army took was to forward supplies of ammuni-
tion and, on the evening of June 30th, to advance nearer to this Corps the

detraining points of the ist Brigade of the 128th Division.

The General Commanding the Third Army declares that the XXXII Corps

had no need of infantry, and that it had at no time need of rifles, '‘which it

had never asked for.** Although the XXXII Corps did not ask for rein-

forcements, it is difficult to admit that they would not have been useful.

The Corps was obliged to hold the line of the Biesme with the 94th Brigade

and a portion of the 8oth; if the Army had taken 6ver the defence ol this

line, these troops, which knew the ground perfeedy well, would have been

available to the General commanding the XXXII Corps for a counter-attack.
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Af a matter of fact, llic depth of the German attack wai so small that a

counter-attack, carrij^ out by 5 or 6 good battalions familiar with the sector,

would have had gixKl prospects of success. Hiis reinfbrcement seems the

minimum which the G>mmander of the Third Army should have given to

the XXXII G>rps, which would at least have enabled it to employ all its

resources. The consequences might have been very great.

In any event, the General commanding the Third Army could only appre-

ciate the situadon as it developed. He could not be sure, at the outset, that

the General Commanding the XXXII Corps would not, in such a serious

atfair, make any request for reinforcements. He should have anticipated his

requests, in any case, to the extent of ensuring that the whde of his forces

were at his own disposal.

Was it possible? The General Commanding the Third Army states that

he had no reserves in his own hands.

This in itself is a serious criticism of General Sarrail’s conception of com-

mand, to which I will revert further on.

General Sarrail did not wish to uke into account the brigade of the V
Corps, which was in Army Group reserve in the valley of the Consance.

It was not that he thought it could not be employed since, on July 13th, he

did so without waiting for my authority—^under the circumstances, he acted

rightly. He said it was because it was too far away on June 30th, and he

knew that, on July ist, a brigade of the 128th Division, which had been

moved up by railway, would be available. That, in effect, is the reply which

the Chief (A Stafi of tiie Third Army made on June 30th to my Chief of StaS

in regard to the intervention of the brigade. This is not strictly accurate as,

if* this brigade had been moved by motor transport, it would have been

available much earlier than General Riberpray’s first brigade.

In any event, there was a brigade of the 125th Division in the valley of the

Biesme, above la Chalade, and this brigade could have furnished imme-
diate reinforcements to the XXXII Corps or, at the very least, occupied the

line of the Biesme. It was a matter for the General Commanding the Third

Army to move this brigade behind the XXXII Corps.

The reason General Sarrail did not do so was, he says, because the troops

are distributed entirely by sectors, and that the units in the second line in

each sector are intended for reliefs and not for employment properly speaking

as reserves. This conception is based on the necessity of limiting fatigue and
of employing in each sector only such troops as are familiar with them.

Pushed to such a limit, this theory is untenable. It is recognized that its

object is to remedy the dispositions of the XXXII Corps which; General

Sarrail considers, lead to troops being too frequently mixed up, and to those

resting being too rapidly worn out by frequent alarms.

The result, however, is that the Higher Command is reduced to impotency,

and confines itself to laying out pa^lel lines of trenches, divided up into

water-tight compartments. Naturally, army reserves, just the same as other

troops, can be used as reliefs—^it goes wit^ut saying that they must not be
warned on any unimportant occasion—but they must be in existence and
moved to the necessary spot as soon as a battle is really engaged. This han-
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cUing of itserm is a matoer for the Army Commancter; there is no doubt

that action was lacking in this essential respect on June 30th.

On the other hand, the General ccunmanding the Third Army asserts diat

**his infantry could not be properly supported by the artillery bemuse, on this

date, the ar^lery of die XXXII Corps ^d only 298 rounds per 75 mm. gun.**

This is absolutdy incorrect, so hu as regards supply of 75 mm. shell. The
Third Army’s own sutes show that, on the morning of the 30th, there

were 87,500 rounds ot 75 mm. shell for 263 guns. Taking the other Corps as

having, at the most, die same as the XXXII Corps (and there is evidendy

no reason why the other Corps should have had more than the XXXII),

there was an army reserve of at least 9000 rounds. By using this reserve at

once, the initial supply dE the XXXII Corps would have been increased to

more than 430 rounds a gun. Now, it was possible for the General command-

ing the Third Army to decide on this at once for, before 9 a. m. on June 30th,

1 had notified him 6t the despatch of 3 fresh lots (telegram 3384 dated June

30th at 09.00 hours, following an earlier telephone message), to which were

added 6 further lots (telegram 2403 dated June 30th at 2140 hours). The
Chief of Stad of the Third Army had been encouraged not to restrict his

demands and he has twice since stated to me that he was never short of 75
mm. ammunition. Ammunition for heavy artillery has also been sent him

in large quantities. In view, therefore, of the want of foundation for it, the

argument regarding ammunition is astonishing.

II . Thff German AttacHj^ an July iph. The part [dayed by the General

commanding the Third Army on July 13th was quite a different one. On
being warned that the attack was imminent, he had the brigade, which was

in group reserve, of the V Corps, moved by motor transport and placed at

the disposal of the General commanding the V Corps, without even sparing

the time to ask my consent. The action of this brigade was decisive and

enalded the situation to be restored. The German attack was broken up
while the offensive, which was projected for the 14th, was not compromised

or even weakened. 1 fully approved the action, tmder the circumstances, of the

General commanding the Third Army.
III. The French Attach on July 14th.

(A). The general plan,—Conduct, Two different operations were possible

as a reply to the German attack on June 30th. The one a converging attack

on the Tour de Paris tegion, by the V and XXXII Corps, somewlMt rein-

forced; this would have been aided by the enfilade fire of the greater part

of the batteries of the two corps. The other an envdoping action west of the

Argcmne whidi, in the event of success, would havo enabled the German
positions to be taken in rear.

The General commanding die Hiird Army dismitaed the first solution

which would devdop into fereat fi^itkig. He cooaideiod that, for auch fight-

ing, sufficknt aitiUory prqMsition could not be made, and that our mforiotity

in matdricl wouM not enable ua to aecuie the advantage. He, therefore,

choae the aeoond aohstum.

AQ the same, in order to prevent die offensive bom being so extended as

to conflict with the geneiil plan of operations, the scope; of the enveloping
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movement was reduced. On July ist the objectives of the Third Army were

fixed as Servan, and the saddle4)ack 172 with a final concentration on la

Grurie. On July and these objectives were limited to the reoccupation of

the line IN, to be attained by an energetic offensive within the zone of

the XXXII Corps.

In support of the second sc^ution, there was every justification for hoping

that it would be possible to mass powerful means in certain portions of this

zone, particularly to the west of the Argonne, and to effect a crushing surprise.

Unfortunately, there was no concentration of effort, and the operations of the

Third Army were reduced to parallel, and even somewhat divergent, attacks.

From the operations, the 15th Colonial Division and the 128th Division

were to reinforce the Third Army. General Sarrail (Jaced them under the

orders of the General commanding the XXXII Corps, to whom he entrusted

the conduct of the operations. He judged that, if he were to retain the gen-

eral direction of his army, it was inadvisaNe for him to exercise direct com-

mand over a portion of it, especially as 8 battalions of the V Corps were to

undertake an important diversion. As a matter of fact, the attention of the

Commander of the Third Army was concentrated during July 13th and 14th

more particularly on the V Corps, as a result of the German attack in the

region of the Haute Chevauchfe. It is none the less true that there were

disadvantages in entrusting to a Corps Commander, with only a Corps Staff,

and that already rather worn out, the conduct of an operation by 4 divi-

sions, of which 2 virere new ones, especially when the Corps Commander was

already being blamed for his regretuble tendency to mix up his units.

In order, therefore, to avoid this, the Army Commander himself fixed the

distribution of tlie troops. The result was a too rigid plan and the withdrawal

from the Corps Commander of a great part of his initiative and freedom of

action.

(B). Preparation. Personal and Secret Instructions No. 910/3 of July 5th

laid down the distribution of the XXXII Corps and its two extra divisions as

follows: 15th Cdonial Division on either side of the Vienne—le Chateau

—

Binarville road, on a front of about two miles; on its right the 128th Infantry

Division, on a front of about a mile; the available portions of the XXXII
Corps artillery more to the right, up to the Tour de Parb. Instructions No.

9^3/3 of July 9th, with direct reference to this distribution, were limited

to laying down the objective as the line of the IN prolonged to the left by

the works in the Bob Beaurain. No other manceuvre was indicated except

that progress was to be made in the direction of the Binarville road in order

to take the Chine salient in the rear and support the advance in the Argonne.

But the dispositions laid down in Instructions No. 910/3 were hardly

such as to facUitate this manoeuvre, in view of the length of front allotted

to the 15th Colonial Division. Furthermore, obsessed as he always was by the

four of units being mixed up, the Army Commander wrote to the Corps Com-
mander on July loth (Letter No. 927) laying down that the task each

divisional commander was to push ‘‘straight ahead,** and that each of thgm
was to “retain all hb troops at his own disposal a^ to employ them as he
thought fit.**
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The result of such instrucdons was to pteducky from the outset* the possi-

bility of any serious manoeuvre; to embarrass the commander of the XXXII
Corps and to lead inevitably to divergent action by the different units. On
the other hand* if the Army Commander intended the action of die X5th

Colonial Division to be the principal one* there was absolutely nothing in

the Instructions to this effect and* furthermore* the length of front allotted

to this Division made it difficult tor it to carry out any decisive operation,

Tho date for the attack had been faced in the £int place July xath.

Great activity had been displayed in the preparation of the ground which*

by the loth, had so far progressed that completion could be counted upon for

the i2th. The same could not* however* be said as regards artillery registra-

tion. (Please see my letter No. 140/C of July nth.) Following on a request

from the Commander of the XXXII Corps and a telegram from myself*

General Sarraii decided to postpone the attack to the 14th. In his judgment

the preparation was sufficient* and he did not consider it possible further to

delay the attack without running the risk of being forestalled by the Ger-

mans. In view of the German attack on the Haute Chevauch^ on the 13th*

this appreciation is shown to have been correct.

By the 14th, the preparation can be said to have been sufficient. It had

been very closely watched by the staffs of all formations* and more especially

by Major Pellegrin* the Army Liaison Officer with the XXXII Corps.

A comparison of old and up4o-date sketches (which sketches were verified

by one of my liaison officers) shows the amount of work that was carried out.

lliere appears nowhere to have been any lack of communication trenches*

**jumping-ofr* places or rallying-points. In addition to this* detailed reports

furnished me by the 15th Colonial Divisibn go to show that adequate arrange-

ments had been made for the supfdy of grenades* tools* sandbags* barbed-

Virc* etc.

In regard to the artillery preparation* the fact that* on the left* the infantry

was able to gain the German trenches in one bound shows that it was ade-

quate on this side. It was* however* insufficient on the centre and right.

It is clear that the divergent attacks were in part responsible for this. Other

contributory causes appear to have been difficulties of observation* and the

bad-quality fuses of the 120 mm. and 150 mm. guns. Of these some 75 per

cent failed to exfdode* as I reported to you in my letter No. X47/C of July

18th; this* of course* was only demonstrated at the moment of the attack,

I do not* therefore* consider that any Uame attaches to the Army Com-
mander or his subordinates in respect of the preparations* nor of having

hurried forward the attack without waiting for the preparations to be

com[deeed.

(C). Aciian of the Higher Command on the 14th: Generally speaking*

the operations of the 14th can be said to have consist^ of direct attacks* more

or less energetic and more or less successful on various parts of the front.

In no formation was any concerted movement attempted. The Corps Com-
mander seems to have bera wanting in decision in not pushing up his reserve

brigade more rapidly behind the brigade* as soon as news was received

,of die successful at^k on the Bob Beauiain, One battalion only firpm die
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reserve was placed at the disposal o£ this brigade, and that very late in the

day—at 3^0 pjn. I consider also that he should have seen, that Colonel

Gu&in, who was entrusted with this attack, made every possiUe use of all

his troops, and took advanuge of the temporary occupation of the northern

edge of the Bois Beaurain to attempt to carry out the flattening of the right

of the Ch^ne salient with troops other than those in the attacking line.

However, it is only fair to him to say that it was difGicult to obtain clear

and detailed information in time. Also that he was justified, from his repeated

experiences of the preceding days, in anticipating severe admonition from

the Army Commander if he engaged his reserves too hastily and mixed

up his units. Moreover, he insisted most energetically on the renewal of the

attacks and paid special attention to artillery fire being concentrated on the

objectives. In regard to the Army Commander, his initial dispositions made
any action on his part almost impossiUe. He had, in effect, delegated the

conduct of the attack to the Commander of the XXXII Corps, and had

canalized in advance the action of each large unit. The whole of his atten-

tion was, moreover, concentrated on the situation of the V Corps, which

seemed most serious on the morning of the 14th. He went to that ^rps first

ol all, after having detailed one his staff officers to proceed to C^ncral

Duch£ne’s headquarters.

IV. The Reports rendered by the Third Army* The reports for June 30th

seem to have given a correct impression of the fighting on that day, but that

is not the case in regard to the events of July 13th.

No report was made by the Third Army staff prior to a cipher telegram,

received at 4 pm.,^ requesting ammunition and reporting that a very serious

acrion had b^n in progress since 10.30 ajn. between Marie-Th^rise and
hiil 263.

The Army knew, however, at 6.30 am. that the attack was to be expected

at 10.30 am., and had acted very promptly in moving the brigade of the V
Corps, which was in Army Group reserve. The ensuing reports on the 13th

did not give a true picture of the engagement: litde ground had been lost

—

redoubt 263 did not appear to be seriously compromised—^the heavy losses

suffered by our ist line were not mentioned. The impression given was that

the enemy had obtained a very limited success and had been pinned down,
thus assuring a maximum degree of success to our attack for the fol-

lowing day.

On the X3th, a liaison officer had been sent at 2 p.m. trom my Staff to the

Third Army. It was only on the 14th, after having seen the Commander of

the V Corps, that he formed a decidedly unfavouraUe impression of the

previous day’s fighting. A clear idea of this was, it appears, not formed by
the Army Command^ either until the morning of the 14th. I consider,

therefore, that, on the X3th and r4th, faulty information was supplied by

the Army Staff to superior audiorities in r^fard to the fighting on the X3th.

I took this matter up personally at the time.

To sum u|^ with a view to preventing units being up and troops

*Nem el the sttudk: ffid, in heXf reach my Staff about a pjn.; but was du: resulc

of a request lor utfonuttion made by them.
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unduly fatigued. General Sarrail has finished by adopting a much too simple

solution of the problem. By virtue of this, rigid zones are laid down for

adjoining divisions, while the Army Commander retains no important force

in his own hands. All the troops in the and line are detailed for reliefs. As is

perfectly correct, these reliefs are the dominant factor in the ordinary routine;

but that they should continue to be so, as they are, in operations of the most

serious nature, is a very dangerous conception and one which deprives the

Army Commander of the possibility of any effective action on his part.

The passive attitude, to which the Army Commander was consequently

reduced, is demonstrated by the German attack on June 30th and the French

offensive on July 14th. There is no doubt that the first would not have

resulted in a defeat if the Army Commander had supported the XXXII Corps
—^it is even asserted by some who took part in the action that it would have

been transformed into an important success. The second did not succeed

because all efforts were directed strictly on parallel or divergent lines.

On the other hand, the Commander of the Third Army showed himself

as a real leader on July 13th. On this date he discarded his customary ideas

and took steps to parry the German thrust without compromising his offen-

sive on the following day. By so doing, he limited, on that occasion, the

results of the German attack.

Dubaxl.

Group of Armies

of the East.

July 20, 1915.

The General Commanding
No. 150/C.

Personal and Secret

From General Dubail, Commanding the Group
of Armies of the East

To the General Commanding in Chief.

Reply to personal and secret letter of July i6th in regard more especially to

the state of morale of the Third Army and the methods of command of its

Commander.
General Sarrail displays force of character and energy; but this energy

assumes a hard and even brutal form in his relations with general officers

who do not stand high in his estimation, although his intentions are excellent

and he has a sensitive nature.

It is evident that he has several times been wanting ir amenity in regard

to Generals Humbert, Duch^ne, Gouraud, Bonfait and Berge. On the other

hand, he has always shown the greatest good-will towards General Micheler,

and much kindness to Generals Heymann, Corbillet, Deville and Valdant, to

mention only those oi whom 1 am certain. He maintains that this attitude is

based solely on the military worth of these Generals.

The excesses of severity are, however, a matter for regret, as their effect

is to paralyze energy, initiative and devotion to duty. They create, moreover, a

want of confidence and a feeling tA unrest which are augmented by a certain
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partiality in respect to the subordinate ranks. Examples of this are» Major

Fontenay, appointed to the temporary rank of battalion commander and men-

tioned twice in despatches without having left the Army Staff; Major Devin-

cet, appointed Chevalier* as a reward for long service, whereas he appears

to have merited this by reason of his acts on the field of battle; paucity of

rewards to the XXXII Corps, etc.

General Sarrail cannot be accused of want of activity. He makes frequent

visits to his corps and divisional commanders. This I can vouch for per-

sonally. There is no doubt that personal contact of this description facilitates

supervision and serves to stimulate flagging spirits; but he gives verbal, and

therefore indefinite, instructions too often, and does not confine these to

tactical matters. His visits are not always conducive to encouragement and

this is especially the case in respect of the XXXII Corps on account of his

harsh treatment of General Duch^ne.

I should add that this Corps Commander acts in a similar manner towards

his own subordinates.

General Duch^ne is very nervous (natural character aggravated by six

months hard fighting in the Argonne). Although animated by the best in-

tentions, he wears out his staff as well as his subordinates as much by his

unreasonable demands and his feverish and sometimes blundering activity,

as by his purposely surly manner. He appears frequently to need calming and

encouraging by his Army Commander. The latter, however, in spite of the

energy constantly displayed by the XXXII Corps and its commander, finds

fault too freely, which is not calculated to lessen General Duchene*s nerv-

ousness.

It has -to be admitted that there exists a want of- mutual confidence between

the Army and the XXXII Corps, and between this Corps and the smaller

units. Certain acts are even characterized by subordinates as practical jokes.

The result is a sort of uneasiness which is added to the physical fatigue

and nervous tension caused by the stubborn nature of the fighting.

General Sarrail reposes the utmost confidence in his Chief of Staff, and

allows him an initiative which, from the tactical and technical point of view,

can be said to be excessive. On the other hand, no use is made of the com-

itlanders of the army artillery and engineers.

Colonel Lcbouc makes an intelligent Chief of Staff of high ability. He is

very calm and confident, and from this point of view, exerts a good influence

on his Army Commander. He has a go<^ knowledge of the army’s theatre of

operations, and it is incorrect to say that he has never made any personal

reconnaissance on the ground. It is true that he does not go about much,
but I know that, in the last attacks, he went to see the Commander of the

XXXII Corps to arrange matters with him, and also personally helped to

establish liaison between the Artillery and Infantry.

Colonel Lebouc has great self<onfidence and docs not brook being con-

tradicted. He‘ himself writes out all the orders and reports, scarcely making
any use of his 3rd Bureau, which appears only to have learnt of certain opera-

* Of the Legion of Honour.—^Translator.
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tions through the Corps. This would explain the want of preparation in some

of the studies or operations.

There is a lack of mutual confidence between the Chief of Sufi and his

officers: in particular, the Chief of the 3rd Bureau feels that he is not always

treated with good-will.

Practically no use is made of the Assisunt Chief of Sufi, which reduces

still further the efficiency of this staff.

In regard to his personnel, General Sarrail persists obstinately in the extraor-

dinary idea that his recommendations will be opposed. This explains why he

refuses sometimes to express an opinion about his subordinates, or refrains

from asking for those officers to be replaced who are considered incompetent.

It is impossible to approve an attitude of this description. He complains,

moreover, of withdrawals made from his army, and considers that the re-

sulting situation is not without danger. The difficulties of the tactical situation

are not, in his view, adequately appreciated. Fantastic though the idea may be,

he would seem not far removed from reading into this a want of good-will

towards himself.

What conclusion can now be drawn from this inquiry? In the Third Army,

there is certainly a feeling of uneasiness which must be stopped. The most

radical means of doing so appears to me to change the Army Commander
and the Chief and Assistant Chief of Sufl. I am most distressed in having

to make this recommendation as to General Sarrail whom I hold in the highest

esteem; but I cannot evade what I consider to be my duty.

The services of such an active leader should not, however, be lost, and

I request that he should be given the command of an army detachment.

There would be every advantage, for instance, in his effecting an exchange

with General Humbert, so long as he was spoken to appropriately in re-

gard to his manner of command.
The Army Commander and the Chief of Staff would not, naturally, be

changed at the same time, but at a suitable interval.

Dubail.
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Russia—Italy—Roumania—Gkbece

The Aemy of the Neak East

The lack of unity of command affected the Coalition to a far greater

degree than the Central Powers, grouped geographically as they were in a

single block. On the other hand, the forces of the Coalition were divided

into three distinct camps: the French front (including Italy), the Near East

and Russia. Liaison between the Western Powers and the armies at Salonika

was maintained with relative ease, but at heavy cost and with an undue drain

on shipping facilities. Communication between the Western theatre and the

Russian Army, however, was only possible intermittently by the cold northern

sea or by the Far Eastern ports and Trans-Siberian railway.

This inferiority could only be offset by timely concerted action, which

Marshal Joffre was instrumental in arranging at the Allied Conference at

Chantilly in December, 1915.

To be effective, this agreement had to be implemented, and it devolved

on the Marshal to bring about the required co-ordination. His difficulties were

undoubtedly very great, as his action was necessarily confined to persuasion

of the Allied commanders who, in some cases, were generals of equal rank

with himself; in others, the actual heads of States. Little trouble was experi-

enced in regard to the British, thanks to the loyal co-operation of Lord French

and Sir Douglas Haig, and to the Belgians, whose army took a very small

part in the operations of 1916.

Russia. Difficulties arose in 1915 when, after its disastrous retreat, the Czar

assumed personal command of his army. The departure of the Grand Duke

Nicholas to take command in the Caucasus was esteemed a great misfortune

both for Russia and the rest of the Allies.

General Alexeieffi had been appointed Chief of Staff and commanded in

the absence of the Czar, but he did not enjoy in the Russian Army the

prestige of the Grand Duke Nicholas, although all credit is rendered to his

probity and devotion to duty.

The decision of the Czar to take the conduct of operations into his own
hands i| considered by die Marshal to have contributed more than any*

thing else to predpiute the downfall of that unfortunate sovereign.

luiy. The situation in Italy was comidicated. Good communications be-

tween the respective fiontt facilitated a c(»nbination of the operations ti the

616
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Italian Armies and those of the Franco-British forces. But Italy had only de-

clared war in May, 1915, against Austria Hungary, and paradoxically enough,

she was sdll at peace with Germany at the time of the Chantilly conference

in December, 1915.

The initial operations of the Italians weie, therefore, mainly connected with

those of the Russians and, in a lesser degree, with the Servian and Salonika

operations. A glance at the map of Europe will show the difficulty of carryin|[

out conceited actions on the Isonzo and the Upper Vistula. The proof of this

was seen in the spring of 19x5, when the Grand Duke Nicholas attempted to

launch first a Russo-Servian offensive, and then a Russo-Italian one.

Nevertheless, the interdependence of the Russian and Italian fronts was

evident during the year 1916, and it was the offensive launched by Broussiloffs

armies which halted the Austrian attack in the Trentino in May.

So long as Italy had not declared war on Germany, she was separated,

strategically, from France, in spite of the geographical situation.

Marshal Joffre met General Cadorna, the Italian Commander-in-Chief, for

the first time in the summer of 1915, in the course of a visit to the Italian

front, during which he was able to appreciate the difficult conditions induced

by the mountainous country. General Cadorna is described as being very

self-possessed and well-informed in regard to modern warfare.

In the course of subsequent meetings, Marshal Joffre gained the impression

that General Cadorna*s good-will and initiative were restricted by the politi-

cal situation in luly, which prevented all her resources in money and men
being devoted to the war. The result of this was a lack of materiel, especially

machine guns and artillery, and of means to equip the numerous classes of

soldiers which filled the depots.

Following a meeting of the French Supreme War Council, at which Mar-

shal Joffre’s plan for combined offensives was approved, a conference of the

Allied Conruxianders-in-Chief was held on March 12, 1916, at Chantilly. To
defeat the great efforts then being made by Germany at Verdun to wear down
the French Army, it was proposed that the attacks of the Allied Armies should

be launched as soon as possible, but only when sufficiently prepared. The dates

suggested were May 15th by the Russian Army and )une 1st for the other

armies. The r6les proposed for the various Allied armies in the meantime

were, briefly, as follows:

French—to endeavour to stem the German rush and thus give the other

armies time to complete their preparations.

British—to concentrate the maximum of iu forces in France, by with-

drawing divisions from Egypt.

Russian—to exert vigorous pressure on the enemy, with a view to pre-

venting his diverting any units.

Italian—to act in the same way as the Russian Army.

Army of the Near EasP--^ ^ reinforced by the reconstituted Servian

Anny. It would then be strong enough to immobilize large enemy

forces and be in a position to take advanuge of any hivourable op-
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portunity for an offensive, provided that its divisbns were immediately

organiz^ for mountain war^e.
These proposals were unanimously approved. At the instance, however, of

the British delegates, the question of the future employment of the Army
of the Near East was reserved, although it was decided that it should be

organized as far as possible with a view to mountain warfare.

On March ay, 1916, a meeting of representatives of the Allied Governments

was held in Paris, at which the decisions, which had been approved a few

days previously at Chantilly, were unanimously adopted.

In this manner the basis of action of the Codition in 1916 was established

The Russian Preparations and the Austrian Offensive

IN THE TrENTINO

With the object of retaining the enemy reserves, the Russian armies of the

West and North launched an offensive on March 20, 1916, on the front

between Dvinsk and Vilia and in the Jakobstadt region. These offensives were

at first successful, but although soon checked they had held up the reserves

which the enemy maintained between the Baltic and the Pripet.

Some little time later, General Pau was replaced at Russian G.H.Q. by

General Janin who, by his tact, ability and firmness, acquired great influence

with the Russian Staff.

On April 14, 1916, the Russians decided to open their offensive on June

15th in the region of Minsk, with secondary attacks north of Dvinsk and

south of Rovno. General Cadorna was at once informed by Marshal Joffre

and requested to make arrangements to launch his own offensive at the

same time.

In the meanwhile, on May 14th, the Austrians launched a heavy attack of

18 divisions on the Adige, the Altipiani and the Brenta, operating from their

base in the Trentino.^ Previous to this, in March, some small local attacks

had been made by the Italian armies on the Isonzo front, but without any

appreciable result.

Information had been received by the Italian High Command of the mew*

sive reinforcement of the Austrian forces in the Tyrol and the Tnoniino, but

they do not appear to have been disturbed by this threat.

The Austrian attack forced the Italians back on a fno^ 4p| lome 37 miles,

and General Cadorna requested that the Russian offensive Aould be launched

immediately.

Marshal Joffre did not at first consider that the position of the Italian Army
was sufficiently seriously endangered to justify shortening the delay which was
essential to the Russians for the concentration of troops and transport of

munitions.

The Italian situation, however, rapidly became worse and, after a personal

appeal by the King cf Italy to the Czar and renewed requests from General

*Por tuppltet ol gum and ammunitioA made by the French to the Italians in Maieh,

1916, aee Appendta to Part m, page 606.
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CadiM^na, the Russians agreed to advance the atuck oi their left wing (General

BroussilofiF) to June 4th.

The launching of the Russian offensive constituted an argument against

any delay in the British offensive on the Somme, while the attack on their

front led the Italians to take early aoion themselves. The Austrian offensive

in May served, therefore, the interests of the Coalition, in that it was the

signal for a general Allied offensive. The Entente, thanks to the Chantilly

agreement, was shown to be a coherent force, capable of striking back swifdy

and on a large scale.

The Sbevians

In October, 1915, the Servian army was in Corfu, engaged in the process of

reconstruction and, on March 12, 1916, it was decided by the Allies that it

should be transported to Salonika, commencing on April 1st.

Owing to difficulties with the Greek Government, no move across Greek

territory was possible and the transport was made entirely by sea, 7 divisions

having been disembarked by June 7th. After some discussion, the Servian

Army was placed under the command of General Sarrail.

The question oi reinforcement of this army by its own nationals was also

taken up. The Servian Government desired to recruit volunteers from among
those who had formerly emigrated to the United States, Russia and Italy.

The United States advanced her neutrality as a reason for refusing, Russia

the difficulties of transport; Italy would not discuss the question, which re*

mained unsolved during 1916.

Greece

After the installation of the Allied forces at Salonika, instances of ill-will

on the part of the Greeks became so frequgit and so flagrant that, at the end
of March, General Sarrail was led to request authority to proclaim a state of

siege at Salonika. The French were in favour of this measure, but the British

Government had at this time not lost hopes of conciliating the Greeks. The
occupation by the Bulgarians on May 26th of Fort Rupel and the Demi*
Hissar region not only compromised the security of the Allied forces, but also

demonstrated the complicity of the Greeks. In the face of this situation, the

French Government authorized General Sarrail, on May 30th, to declare a

state of siege.

The situation rapidly grew so much worse that England, France and Russia

came to an agreement in regard to an ultimatum, supported by an Anglo-

French naval demonstration, to be presented to Greece. In view of an intima-

tion by King Constantine that he was prepared to yield, the ultimatum was
delivered by the French, before the arrival of the Allied Acet. In the Marshal’s

opinion, it was regretuble that the demonstration of force did not uke place.

From this moment, all idea was abandoned of inducing Greece to side with

the Allies, whose effiorts were limited to preventing any harm being done to

their cause, as to which a rude shock was to surprise them in December, 1916.
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Ths Intervbntion op Roumania

One of the reasons advanced by Roumania for delaying her decision was

that of munitions. Marshal Joffre had notified the French Premier in March,

1916, that a solution could easily be found to this problem.

In April, 1916, although a Servian army of 120,000 men had made its

reappearance, the Bulgarian Premier (M. Bratiano) declared that his country

could not enter the war until a Russian army had started operations in the

Dobrudja.

Discussions, with Marshal JofTre endeavouring to conciliate the conflicting

views of the Russians and Roumanians, continued until the end of June. At

this period munitions and war material were about to arrive in Roumania

and the Russian offensive was nearing the Carpathians. That the moment was

a decisive one was appreciated by the Roumanian General Staff, who informed

Marshal Joffre that they were prepared to fix the first day of mobilization 40

days before the guaranteed date of arrival of the first train4oad of munitions

at Yassi—anticipated for July 15th.

Although the question appeared to have been settled, it was another two

months before the first shot was fired by Roumania.

The Italian Offensive

The immediate results of the Russian offensive, carried out on the demand
of the Italians, were magnificent. The Austrian armies crumpled up with the

result that the attacks on the Trentino were brought to a close at the beginning

of June. Towards the end of the month, the Austrians carried out a retire-

ment in the Trentino, and the Italians re-occupied the greater part of the

lost ground.

On July 13th, the Marshal telegraphed to impress on General Cadorna the

necessity of shortening as much as possible the interval between the cessation

of hostilities in the Trentino and the opening of the general Italian offensive

on the Isonzo.

By the end of July, new Austrian divisions made their appearance on the

Russian front withdrawn successively from the Italian front, while the lulian

High Command had not yet decided on the date of its attack nor the size

of the forces to be employed. General Cadorna finally ifpofted that he pro-

posed to attack on August 15th on the Isonzo with iMtfpIllions against 119

Austrian battalions.

The combination of efforts on all the principal fronts of the Allies was now
complete, but the lulian offensive was unfortunately launched a good month
too late. The Austrians had had time to take measures of precaution in the

threatened sector while, on the Russian front, they had been saved from
disaster by the aid of the Germans.

The difficulty of coK>rdiiiatiitg Russian and Italian action on two such inter-

dependent fronts, is a proof that the direction of the Entente operations was
fiur from being based on a seflid foundatiem.
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The Roumanun Campaioh

No attempt is made to give a detailed account of the campaign in Rou-

mania, concerning which Marshal Joifre’s remarks are confined to an exfdana*

tion of the action taken by himself.

Although the assurance had been given that the Roumanian mobilization

would start at the beginning of July, it was further postponed by M. Bratiiuio

who demanded an increasec regular supply of munitions, an extended and

intensified Russian effort in Galicia and the Bukovina, the launching of an

offensive by the Army of the Near East, and the support of a Russian army
in the Dobrudja.

Marshal Joffre endeavoured to obtain satisfaction on all these points, but

was unable to enter into any engagement concerning the Army of the Near

East, in view of the opposition of the British Government. However, this

opposition was shortly after modified and, so soon as the Marshal learnt that

the British forces at Salonika were to be organized for mountain warfare, he

felt able to promise the support of the Army of the Near East.

Matters in regard to the supply of munitions by the French were setded,

but there then arose the question of a military convention between the Riu-

sians and the Roumanians. Acting through General Janin, his representative

in Russia, the Marshal bent his efforts to obtaining the adhesion of the

Roumanians to the views of the Russian General Staff. The former favoured

an immediate ofiensivev against the Bulgarians, while the latter pressed for

the principal Roumanian operations to be directed against the Austrians in

conjunction with, and under the direction of, Broussiloff’s left wing.

At a conference held by Marshal Jofire in Paris on July 23rd, a convention

was drawn up and accepted (in the case of Russia and Roumania subjea to

further approval) by the chiefs of the Russian, Servian, Italian and Roumanian
Military Missions.

Further excuses were advanced for delaying the entry into action of the

Roumanian Army until, finally. Marshal Joffre telegraphic to Bucharest and

Russian GJHl.Q. to the effect that Roumania must give a decision within 4
days. If the agreements were signed within that period, the Army of the

Near East would take the offensive 72 hours after the signature, while the

Roumanians would be required to atuck the Austrians 10 days later.

In the result, the convention was signed by M. Bratiano on August xyth

and, on the i8th. Marshal Joffre issu^ orders to General Sarrail to attack

the Bulgarian forces on the 20th.

However, on the 18th, the Bulgarians themsdves launched an attack on the

British front on the Struma, and on the left of the Franco-Servian front in

the direction of Vodena. The enemy reached the eastern bank of the Struma

and captured Fiorina, but was brought to a standstill on die 20th. He failed

to cross the Struma and to secure the Lake of Ostrovo posttion which covered

Vodena on the west.

Marshal Joffre had to intervene to allay the appidiensions which had been

aroused not only ci the Roumanians, but also of die French Govenunent, by
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this attack. His efforts bore fruit in that Roumania declared war on Austria

on August 27th. On the same day, the First and Second Roumanian Armies

invaded Transylvania, while Russian forces crossed the Danube at Isaccea

with the object of reinforcing the Roumanian Army on the Dobrudja frontier.

The moral effect of the first reverses inflicted on the Roumanians in the

Dobrudja by the forces of Marshal Mackensen necessitated fresh action on the

part of Marshal Joffre.

On September nth, he requested Alexeieff to send at least two more divi-

sions south of the Danube at once. A few days later, he proposed that the

Roumanians should organize a solid line of defence in the region they had

slowly reached in Transylvania, and that the Roumanian troops thus set free,

being supported by the Russians, should march against the Bulgarians, in

combination with the Army of the Near East which had just retaken Fiorina.

Urgent representations were made to the Russians to adopt a more con-

ciliatory attitude with the Roumanians, and a French Military Mission under

General Berthelot was sent to Bucharest.

The Roumanian disaster was not, however, far distant. It began on Septem-

ber 29th by the defeat of the left wing at Hermannstadt by Falkenhayn. On
October 8th, the Germans entered Brasso and the Roumanians abandoned the

whole of Transylvania. On October 19th, Mackensen defeated the Roumanians

in the Dobrudja, seized Constanza and stood ready to join up with Falkenhayn

on the other side of the Danube.

This alarming news induced Marshal Joffre to renew his requests to

Alexeieff, who took over a part of the Roumanian front to which he also

directed 3 army corps and a cavalry corps.

Relations between the Russians and Roumanians continued very strained.

The Marshal made a personal effort to improve the situation by appealing to

Alexeieff, at the Boulogne Conference on November and. to renew a general

Russo-Roumanian offensive against the Bulgarians, in conjunction with the

Salonika forces.

However, the sudden advance of Falkenhayn in Wallachia in the direction

of Bucharest caused the precipitate retreat of the Roumanian forces from

Transylvania and the Danube. Mackensen had crossed this river and joined

up with Falkenhayn’s right.

In spite of the intense efforts made by Marshal Joffre, efforts which included

a personal appeal (through M. Poinca^) to the Czar, no move was made by

the Russians to aid the Roumanians who, on Deceinbef Jird, were put to rout.

Two-thirds of Roumania, with its wheat and oil, remained in the hands of

the enemy. The “forecasts” of Alexeieff and Gourka were realized: “An
entirely Russian front now extended from the Black Sea to the Baltic.”

It was apparent to Marshal Joffre that a crisis, of which the effects were
felt in France, was approaching in the Russian G.H.Q.
Up to the beginning of 1916, General Gilinski, the Russian Military repre-

sentative at French G.H.Q., had maintained a p^eedy correct attitude. Sub-

sequendy, various events caused the Marshal to lose confidence in this officer

and, in ^ptember, he requested M. Briand to obtain his recall.
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Marshal Joffre asserts that Giiinski, who himsdf never went up to the

front, modified the reports of his officers with the French armies and, in his

interviews with the Marshal, substituted his own views for those of General

Alexeieff, which he was supposed to represent. General Gilinski was recalled

towards the end of October.

Ths Army op the Near East

In accordance with instructions from Marshal Joffre, the Salonika forces,

in the month of March, 1916, carried out various movements with the object

of inducing the enemy to believe that an offensive was imminent. This did

not, however, prevent the Germans from withdrawing practically the whole

of their forces from the Macedonian theatre.

Fdlowing on the decision of the Chantilly Conference on March 12th, the

organization of the French troops in Salonika for mountain warfare was

completed on July ist. The re-organization of the British troops was more

difficult to obtain, the British Government being opposed, in principle, to

any operations in the Balkans.

It appeared to Marshal Joffre indefensible that an Allied force of 300,000

men should remain inactive, at a tim^when a general offensive was about

to be undertaken. He, therefore, occupied himself with the question of a

genuine attack by that force, as soon as the Servian Army had rejoined it.

General Sarrail’s plan comprised an attack along the whole of his front, for

which he demanded 5 or 6 extra divisions, as against the Marshal’s desire for

a strong attack on one selected part.

A meeting was held at Beauquesne between the French and British, at

which the question of a Salonika offensive was discussed. The British were

totally averse to the despatch of further troops to the Near East, and even

suggested the recall of 2 British divisions to France.

In the meantime, the Bulgarians crossed the Greek frontier and, with the

connivance of the Greeks, took possession of Fort Rupel and the high ground

on the left bank of the Struma.

The result of this was the visit of M. Briand and the Marshal to London,

to endeavour to obtain the assent of the British Government to an immediate

offensive in Salonika. This mission was unsuccessful, in that the British

Government maintained its decision to postpone an offensive in that theatre.

It was agreed, however, that the British forces should be re-organized for

mountain warfare, but this was only to be completed in September. At the

same time, it was laid down that the British Commander, General Milne,

was placed under the orders of General Sarrail only for the defence of the

town and port.

Marshal Joffre was, therefore, constrained to prescribe an attack by the

Franco-Servian forces alone, with the object of pinning down the Bulgarians

on the Greek frontier and of faciliuting Roumanians entry into the war. As
soon as he learnt that the organization of the British forces in Salonika for

offensive operations was to be pushed forward, the Marshal instructed General

Sarrail to draw up a plan compriring the indirea cover of the Roumanian
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inobilizatbn and concentration, and an action in combination with the Russo-

Roumanian troops south of the Danube, with the object of crushing the

Bulgarian forces. The plan provided for a general offensive by all the Allied

contingents, the principid operation being entrusted to the Fren^ and Servians

in the Vardar region.

The Marshal had for some time been anxious about the direction and
stafi work of the Army of the Near East. Learning that General Sarrail,

although Commander-in-Chief of this Army, also exercised direct command
of the French divisions forming part of it, he proposed the appointment of a

General to command all the French forces. In agreement with General

Sarrail, the post was assigned to General Cordonnier, who departed for

Salonika at the beginning of August.

With foffre’s approval. General Sarrail modified his plan, as a consequence

of the Bulgarian attack on August i8th, to an attack on the enemy right

wing with a view, in the first place, to the re-establishment of the Allied

front. The Allied offensive recaptured Fiorina and forced back the Bulgarians

towards Monastir.

The Marshal’s efforts were then directed towards inducing the British and
Italians to reinforce their contingents. At the conference held in Boulogne
on October 20th, it was decided that the French forces should be increased

to 6 divisions (including 2 Russian brigades) and the British to 7 divisions.

Representations were to be made at Rome to endeavour to have the Italian

contingent increased to 3 divisions.

The French and British engagements were carried out. Marshal Joffre met
General Cadorna on November 7th at Saint-Michel-de-Maurienne, but could

obtain no definite undertaking from him in regard to the Italian forces.

On November i8th, the Bulgarians evacuated Monastir, but this was the

last victory in 1916 of the Army of the Near East. No further advance was
possible on this side, nor could any forward move be made on the Vardar,

which operation had been prescribed on November 22nd in conformity with
the decision of the Chantilly Conference.’

Immediately after this, a new situation was created by the decisive defeat

on the Arg&. On December 6th, Sarrail was instructed to organize a solid

defence of his front and, on the iith. Marshal Joffre gave orders for the

offensive to be brought to a dose.

Marshal Joffre asserts that the entry of Roumania the war would have
produced greater results, and his own task would have been considerably

lightened, if his efforts had been better seconded by General Sarrail. He
recognizes that the latter had a very difficult mission to fulfil, entailing as it

did an inexhausdUe store of tact and a generous understanding of the

mentalities of the different nationalities composing the Army of the Near East.

Much space is devoted by the Marshal to instances friction between the

various Allied Commanders and Genend Sarrail, his lack of military talent, his

frequent differences with General Cordonnier and personal assumption of

die direction of local operations. Joffire proposed on August a5th that Geneial

‘Coafrrence of November 15, xai6.—^ detiUs tee Pan IV, Cbapcer IV.
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de Castdnau should be sent to Salonika to conduct an inquiry into the

general situation of the Allied Army and Sarrail*s fitness to comnund it.

The question ivas under consideration by the French Government for a

long time and eventually assumed a distinctly political character.

In the event) the Government decided on October a5th to despatch General

RoqueS) the Minister of War, to carry out the inquiry at Salonika. Marshal

Jofire entered a very strong protest against this decision, which he considered

as infringing on his authority. M. Briand explained that the appointment of

General Roques would be useful and was the plan which he had devised for

getting rid of General Sarrail. At M. Briand's request, therefore, the Marshal

withdrew his protest.

In the meantime, complaints ivere received from AlexeieS and Cadorna

regarding the faulty arrangements at Salonika for the supply of the Russian

and Italian troops. In fact, the Italian Q>mmander*in-Chief stated that the

conditions were such that it would not be possible to consider sending the 3

extra brigades which the Marshal had requested.

On November 12th, General Roques despatched a telegram to the French

Government, in which he gave the conclusions he had arrived at. These

were, in brief, that General Sarrail was as active and intelligent as before and,

with a iirst>class Chief of Staff, perfeedy fitted to assure the preparation and

execution of the proposed plan of operations. In regard to the Allied staffs,

General Roques reported a frank cordiality with the Italian, Servian and

Russian Commanders and some^reserve, bur no hostility, on the part of

General Milne. He concluded by saying that nothing that he had discovered

in the course of his inquiry could lead him to recommend General Sarrail*s

removal.

As can be imagined, this report gave Marshal Joffre very great concern

and he at once went to see the acting Minister of War, who informed him

that M. Briand was inclined to adopt General Roques* point of view and to

let the matter drop; which, as a matter of fact, was what happened.

It would appear that from this moment dated the campaign to withdraw

from Marshal Joffre the supreme command of the French Army of the Near

East, a campaign of which the final result was the resignation by the Marshal

of his post of Commander-in-Chief of the French Armies.
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French munitions supplied to, ii, 604
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in Battle of the Marne, i, 266-273

in Battle of Yprcs, i, 314
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in French pre-war plans, i, 71, 72, 77,
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214
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271-273
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x
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French aid guaranteed to, ii, 510
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meeting with Joffre, ii, 617, 624
visit to Verdun, ii, 448

Caguy. i, 3x1

Caillaux, Joseph, i, 7. 14. 15. 24, 38, 39;

194. note; ii, 410, 586
Calais i, 98, 312, 3x4, 316

conferences at, ii, 378, 384, 389, 424
Caloime trench, ii, 346
Cambon, Jules, i, X5, 1x9, 317; ii, 410
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33*9 .

Campr6my, ii, 530
Canada, ii, 577
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Carcassonne, i, X94, note
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Carence, Maj., i, 5

C^>*cncy, ii, 352
Carignan, ii, 440
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Carp, i, 42
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Carroy, i, 263
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iim; ii, 356. 403, 451, 475, 490, 503.

534. 625

ambitiont, u, 547
«]>p(nnted a group of armies ii, 540
appointed Chief of Sta£F, ii, 426

at Verdun, ii, 441, 445-448. 455, 456,

458
change in positicii, ii, 538
in Batde of the Marne, i, 265, 266, 273
in command of the Centre group, ii, 355
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ii, 359. 361

mission to Russia, ii, 535, 547
removed, i, 298

to command new Second Army, i, 287

Caucasus Mts., i, 322; ii, 368, 511
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action 6/9/14, i, 261
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before Battle of the Marne, i, 256

commanded by Bridoux, i, 274, 289

commanded by Conneau, i, 27 z, 288,

291, 292, 304
commanded by de Mitry, i, 291, 292, 314
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in Battle of the Marne, i, 267, 270, 271

in Special Instruction No. 19, i, 269
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weakening, ii, 479, 481
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Cemay, i, X44
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Chalddian Marshes, ii, 425
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384
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Chary, i, 275
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Chilly, ii, 480, 483
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China, situation resulting from World War,

i. 3*4
Choate, Mr., ii, 577
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Cond6, i, 186

Cond6<en-Brie, i, 271

Cond6-sur>Marne, German position near, I,

256

Conferences, Chantilly (see separate item)

February 21, 19x2, i, 49’S3

London (1867), i, 41

Marie, i, 206, 207

Mclun, i, 253-255

Saint-Quencin, i, 191, 194-196

Saleux, ii, 496

War Board Meeting, i, 98

(see also separate heads)

Conflant, i, 94> X93; ii, 44i

Conneau, Gen., i, 228, 229, 262, 29a, 304,

31*; ii. 34^» 350

Consance, the, ti, 608

Conseil Sup6rieur dc la Guerre (ste War

Board)

Constantine, King, ii, 382, 383, 387* 433.

535» ^*9

Conttanaa, it, 62a

Corbie, i, 288, 289

Corbittet, Gen., ii. 6x3

Cord^ i, 22

Cordnnnier, Gen., xi, 532, 533, 624

Corfu, Island of, ii, 439-430. ^19

Cornet, Senator, i, 254

Comulier-Lucinibre, Gen., i, 371

Corps, Cavalry, French {see Cavalry)

Guard, German (see separate item)

1

British, i, 303, 3^3

I Cavalry, French, ii, 339. 343

I Cavalry, German, i, X75. ^ote

1 French (Colonial), i, x6, 96, 159,

X75, wore; 176, 181, 21a; ii, 338, 340,

345. 346, 360. 443. 4^
I German (Bavarian), i, notes on 140.

147; 158; ii, 455

I Russian, i, 22a

U British, i, 195. 303* 3^3

II Cavalry, French, ii, 353* 3^0

II Cavalry, German, i, 2^, note

II French (Colonial), i, 3. 44. 94. 95.

96, 102, 104, 123, 136, X43. 178, 363,

273; ii. 335. 339. 340. 343, 343. 345.

3^. 3^1. 37^. 594
n German (Bavarian), i, 147, note; 158,

174, x8o, 261, 262

III British, i, 213, 303

III French, i, 86, 9^. ”3, 175 n., 176.

181, 184, 207, 208, 2x5; u, 336, 350,

362, 449. 493
ni German (Bavarian), i, notes on 146,

147; 232, 269, 285; ii, 438

IV British, ii, 363

IV French, i, 86, 96, X03, 22x; notes on

226, 231; 244, 266, 282, 287, 288; ii,

339
rv German, i, 146, note; 167, 174. *80,

24a, 261, 262, 269

V French, i, x6, 96, 184, 229; ii, 343.

608-6x2

V German, i, 146, note; ii, 373

VI French {see separate item)

VI German, i, 143; X47 .

VI Russian, i, 222

VII French, i, 3, 15*32, 94, 97. iP*. *33,

136, 139. *44. *48, 149. *56, *9*.

192, 197, 208, 2x2, 226; 239, nou; ii,

360, 361, 438, 443

Vn German, i, 141, ^otei *^4.

i8x, 232, 277
VIII Austrian, i, X20 /

VIU French, i, x6. 182, 285; ii. 344.

594
Vin German, 1, 124, 125, X33; X46, ssote

DC Austrian, i, 120

IX British, ii, 347, 37*
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IX French, i, 95, 96, 156, 165, 169, 17a,

210, 224, 3M; ii, 351. 3^a» 3^3. 449*

450
IX German, i, 146, noir; 164, 165, x8o,

232, 269

X French, i, 86, 96; 175, not€\ 176, 271,

272, 275, 291, 292; ii, 335, 342, 351
X German, i, 141; 146, notei 164, 265,

167, i8x, 215

XI French, i, 86, 96, 210, 291; ii, 360
XI German, i, 125; 146, mote

XII French, i, 96, 178, 233, 238, 263,

264, 274; ii, 335. 338. 339. 3^3* 345*

362, 363, 473
XII German (Saxon), i, 146, note

XIII French, i, 3, 96, 182, 278, 282, 287,

288, 289; ii, 443
XIII German, i, 147, note\ 169
XrV Austrian, i, 140

XIV British, ii, 486
XIV French, i, 3, 15, x6, 20, 21, 44, 45,

83* 84, 96, 98, xoi, X04, X28, X55,

184. 248, 288, 289; ii, 360, 493
XIV German (Bavarian), i, 125, X47,

169; 163, note

XV French, i, X5, x6, 20, 2X, 44, 45, 83,

84, 96. 98, 101, 104, X28, X72, 173,

176, 263, 264, 268, 273; nous, 231J
248; ii, 493

XV German (Bavarian), i, X24, 125, 158,

163, X69; 147, note

XVI French {see separate item)

XVI German, i, 124, X25; 147, nou;
ii, 342

XVH French, i, 96, 184, 197, 263; ii,

335. 336, 338-340. 343. 346. 35*. 3^2*

444. 465. 466
XVII German, i, X58

XVIII French, i, 96, 164, 173, 176, x8x,

207, 223; 226, nou\ 267, 27x; ii, 336
XVIII German, i, X25; 146, nou
XIX French, i, 16, 17, 2x, 22, 44, 48,

^4. 84, 89, 99, 117
XIX German, i, 147, note

XX British, ii, 347
XX French, i, 15, x6, 22, 94, 96, loi,

X02, X23, 172, X73, X76, 187, 206,

207, 284, 288. 289, 29X, 3x5; ii, 351,

442, 472, 588
XX German, i, 84; 146, nore

XXI French, i, x6, 2t, 22, 44, 89, 94,

96, 100, X04, 123, X82; nous on 231,

248; 263, 292, 293. 297; ii. 335. 35*.

352, 362. 363, 484
XXI German (Bavarian), i, 61, 62, 124,

*25. X69

XXXI French, ii, 344

Corps

—

{Contkutei)

XXXn French, i, 315: ii, 343, 360, 362,

376, 455. 607-6x3, 614
XXXIU Frexich, ii, 35X, 35a, 355, 363,

470
XXXVl French, ii, 353, 463

Cosby, Spencer, ii, 569
Cotendn, i, 98
Cdtes des Meuse, ii, 444
C5te du Poivre, ii, 446, 447, 448, 494
C6te du Talau, ii, 446
Coucy-le-Ch8teau, i, 229: ii, 515
Coudren, i, 215

Cougis, i, 269, note

Coulommiers, i, 256, 261, 262; 269, note

Council of National Defence, i, 37-41, 47-

49. 92. 99; ii. 435
Courcelette, ii, 483, 484
Courchamps, i, 261

Couronn6 de Nancy, i, 8x

Courtacon, i, 256, 262

Couitrai, i, 3x2

Couunceau, Gen., i, 274
Craonne, i, X90, 205; ii, 337
Creil, i, 93, 104, 3x2

Creue, i, 285

Creusot Company, i, 121

Crimean War, i, 277
Croix de Guerre, conferred on Verdun, ii,

49*

Cross of St. George, n, 392, 490
Crozat Canal, i, 208, 209, 213

Crusne, i, 179

Ctesipbon, ii, 409

Dallas, Col., i, 308

Dalny, >ii, 42

x

Dalstein, Gen., ii, 490

Damloup, ii, 455
Dammartin, i, 231, 235, 244

Dammartin-en-Gocle, i, 269

Dampierre, ii, 476
Dampvitoux, i, 285

Damvillers, i, 22, 86, 95, X03, 182; ii, 441

Daniloff, Gen., ii, 420, note

Dannemarie, i, 140

Danube River, ii, 423, 622

Dardanelles, i, 322; ii, 341, 347, 384

campaign of X9X5, ii, 368-379

question of evacuating, ii, 423

Darney, i, 96

Dartife du Foumet, Admiral, i, 535

Davidson, Gen., ii, 463. 465. 478. 486

Davignon, M., i, 129

Dedaration of Independence, United States,

ii, 576
Decree of August 9. *9*5. **. 350

Ddanie, Oen., i, 58
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X)elcaff^ Tli&>phile, i, 49* 5<* 3MS
ii, 5*5

Deletoille, Geo., ii, 489

Delle, i, 22, xoi

Deime, lake, t, 4^, X22, x68

Demi'Hiisar region, ii, 619

Deader, i, 304
Deniecouit, ii, 480, 485

"Derby Plan," u, 4*8

Desaleux, Gen., i, 58

Desprb, Gen., ii, 54i

Dessens, Lt.-Col., i, 233: ii, 503

Davies, M., i, X2X

DevUle, Gen., ii, 613

Devincet, Maj., ii, 614

Dieppe, i, 98

Dicst, i, 154. *67

Dieue, i, 86; ii, 493
Dieulouard, i, 77, xox

Dieuze, i, 50, 122, 163, x68

Dijon, i, 6, 17, 19, 93* I04#

Dinant, i, 71, 79. MS. *54. *6°. *^4. *75

Directive No. 1, i, 69

Divisions

ist French, i, 54; *75.

xst Cavalry, French, i, 95, 97, xoa, xa6;

175, note\ 288, 291

2nd French, notes on, i, X52, 175. *48

and Cavalry, French, i, aa, 96, xox, 172,

264, 273; ii. 530

3rd Algerian, i, I94. f^ote

3rd Cavalry, British, i, 308

3rd French, i, 95, 102; 176, note; ii, 340

lods French, ii, 34*. 343. 3*4

xoth Cavalry, French, i, 96, 172, 288, 291

lath French, i, 94. *0*

13th French, i, 94

14th French, i, 94, xox; X43, note

15th French (Colonial), i, 95. *0**.

373. 438; 489. 8*0, 8x1

x6th French, ii, 535

x8th French, ii, 35*. 444* 485

27th Britxih, ii, 347

a8th British, ii, 347* 343

29th British, ii, 347* 389

31st French, i, 3**J “* 340

32nd French, i, 303, 315

35th French, ii, 490

36th French, ii, 338

37th French, i, 89, 90, 92, 93, 97. *4®*

282; X73 , note

38th French, i, 89, 90* 9*. 93* 97* *4®;

175, note\ 3*5

39th French, i, 318

40th French, ii, 343

41st French, i, xox

42nd French, i, 2x6, aax, 272, 3**'3*4*

3*5; ii. 343
43rd French, i, 89, note

44th French, i, 89, note\ 9*. 93. 97. *49

44th French (Alpine), i, 134

45th French, i, 2x2, 226; 239, note

47th Bridih, ii, 383

48th French, ii, 340. 348

5X8t French, i, 86, 97; X75, note\ 27**

3rd Cavalry, French, i, 95, 97 . *0** *75.

note; 288, 291; ii, 350

4th British, i, X95

4th French, i, 94, xoa, X03; ii, 339

4th Cavalry, French, i, aa, 96, xoa, apx,

3*4
4th German, i, 175. note

4th Cavalry, German, i, X46, note\ 262

5th Cavalry, French, i, 95, 96, xoa, X75

note, 270, 288, 29X, 3x4

5th Cavalry, German, i, X46, note

6th British, i, X96

6th Cavalry, French, i, 96, 40 X, a9x, 3x4;

ii. 350

7th British, i, 308

7th French, i, 266; ii, 339

7th Cavalry, French, i, 98, xoa, 264, 273,

29*. *9*

8th French, i, 266, 269, 270, 339

8th Cavalry, French, i, 22, 94, 97, loi,

138. *39. *48. *49. *5*. *9*

9th French, i, 95* *0*

9th Cavalry, French, i, 96, x8i, 2x0, 263,

3**. 3*4

272

52nd French, i, 86, 2x0

53rd French, i, 86, 97; X75, note-, 297;

ii, 350
54th French, i, 86, 96, 97

55th French, i, 96, X97, 208; 23X, note

56th French, i, 96, 208, 2x2; 231, notei

*9*
.. „

57th French, i, 96, *56; ii, 383

58th French, i, 97. *97i ii. 35*

59th French, i, 98

60th French, i, 86, 96, 210; ii, 338, 340*

535 -
6xst French, i, 9*. 97* *9** 897* 9*8,

209, 2x2, 239

62nd French, i, 86,^ 97* *9** *97*

ao8, 209, a**. ^ 89*

63rd French, i, |^' <9*. *9a. *97. a*a

64th French, i, ^7, 98 ^

65th French i, 97. 98^' *86, 212

^th French t, 97* *97

67tfa French, i, 9a. 97* *33* *88

^Sth French, i, 48. 98

69th French, i, x75. note; 303

70th French, i, 98. *87. a92
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7$rd French, it, 344
74th French, i, 97, 98
75th French, i, 97, 98, 166, 285
77th French, i, 29a

8ist French, i, 288

82nd French, i, 288

84th French, i, 28k
87th French (Territorial), i, 303, 314
88th French, i, 288

89th French (Territorial), i, 305, 3x4
125th French, ii, 608

128th French, ii, 362, 373, 607, 610
t5ist French, ii, 417
152nd French, ii, 363
X56th French, ii, 383

Dixmude, i, 309; ii, 352
Dobrudja, the, ii, 621, 622
Dole, i, 93, 104

Domevre-en-Haye, i, 22
Don. ii, 351
Donch^ry, i, 202, 206

Donnelay, i, 168

Dormans, i, 256, 273
Douai, i, 174, note; 292, 304
Douaumont, ii, 446-449. 454. 49^
Douaumont Fort, ii, 448, 455, 493, 494
Doubs, i, 71

Doullens, i, 31 1; ii, 350, 479
Doumer, M., ii, 359, 490

defegation to Russia, ii, 421
machinations against Joffre, ii, 372

Doumergue, Gaston, ii, 483
Dousmanis, Gen., ii, 382
Draft Law, United Sutet, ii, 571
Dreyfus, Lucien, ii, 567
Dubail, Gen., i, la, 23-37, 56, xii, 136,

139-149. 155. 169, i7i. 198. 211. 258,

285, 287; ii, 337, 395, 473; 520, note

in command of the Eastern groups, ii,

355
in the Battle of the Marne, i, 265, 266
investigation of the Third Army, ii, 374-

376
operations in the Saint-Mihiel salient, ii,

343-346

proposed for war minister, ii, 398
reitioval from command, ii, 523
reports on Sarrail, ii, 607-615

Dubois, Gen., ii, 470
Dubost, Antonin, ii, 531
Duch8ne, Gen., ii, 376, 448, 590, 612-614

to command Second Army, i, 298
Duchesne, Monseignetir, ii, 479
Dugny, i, 192; ii, 489
Dumesnil, Col., i, 58, 59
Dun, i, 86

Dunajee, ii, 354
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Dunkirit, i, 17; 183, mote; 202, 304, 305,

310, 317, 320
Duparge, G^, ii, 40a

Dupon, Lt.-Col., i, 66

Du^d, Gen. Lfon, i, 5
Durand, Paul, i, 197
Durazzo, ii, 386, 428-430

Durbion, i, 110

Dury, i, 298

Duval, Capt., i, 8

Dvinsk, ii, 618

Dyle, i, 165

Eastern Group of Armies, ii, 355
East Prussia, i, 59, 118, 235
German troops sent to, i, 222

retirement of German armies in, ii, 330
Russian troops in, i, 177, 321

strategic problems, i, 187

Eaucourt I’Abbaye, ii, 483, 484
Ebener, Gen., i, 100, 128, 139, 209; notes,

151, 153, ao8, 239
Economic war, in 1915-1916, ii, 433-435
Eecke, i, 313
Egypt, ii, 385. 511

attack on feared, ii, 423, 424
defence plans, ii, 4x3

Eifel, i, X9, 47, 78. 79 . 81, 84

Elizabeth, Queen of the Belgians, i, 3x7

Elliott, Sir Francis, ii, 390
Enghien, i, x8o

England (see Great Briuin end British

Army)
English Channel, i, 50, 98, 138

Entente Cordiale, i, X5

(see sdso Triple Entente)

Enver Paiha, ii, 368
Eparges, i, X03; ii, 343
Epernay, i, 243, 275. 286; ii, 339
Epixud, i, x6, 22, 26, 27, 7x, 80, 8x, 93,

100, 1 10, 136, 172, 2^, 274; ii, 585
Epiiuy, i, 256

Ermenonville Forest, i, 261

Erzeroum, ii, 368

Esher, Lord, i, 53, note

Esquennoy, ii, 530

Essey, i, 96, 285

Esternay, i, 262

in Kiirne battle-line, i, 256

Esdenne, Col., ii, 598
Etain, ii, 44*. 443
Etivigny, i, 26 x

Ethe, i, 220

Etienne, M., i, 87, 98; ii, 391* 538, 585,

593. 595
account of political agiudon, ii, 546

Etoges, German position near, i, 256

Etr^y, I, 235, 242
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Eyie, Lbcolo, ii, 567
Eyicben, M., i, 129, 133

Fabry, Lt.<CoU ii, 367, 577
Palkeohayn, Gen. &icb voo, i, 320; ii, 622

FalU^res, Clement Armand, i, 3, 4, 14, 30,

38. 39. 47. 4«

Famin, Gen., ii, 520, note

Faiicilles, i, 72
Faulquemont, i, 75
Faulx plateau, i, 95, 102

Fayolle, Gen., i, 292; u, 470-47^. 478-477.

480, 481, 489
F^e-Champenoiie, i, 263, 272, 273, 286

Ferri^a, i, 146, note

Ferry, Abel, ii, 526
F^zon, Maj., i, 15, 171, 293, 298
Feuill^es, i, 289
Fey-en-Haye, ii, 344
Fez, i, 7
Fifth Army, French, i, 21, 22, 44, 96, 107,

III, 130, 133, 154, 156, 158, 160, 162,

264, 165, 168, 170-175, 179-183, 186,

222, 225, 247, 303. 315; >i. 447. 455
after Battle of the Marne, i, 277, 278,

279, 287

before Battle of the Marne, i, 242-246,

^49. *56
cavalry withdrawn, i, 291
early action, 1914, i, 181, 182, 287, 189
friction with British, i, 295, 296
in Battle of the Marne, i, 262-262, 267-

272

in '*In$tructioni,'* i, 190, 191, 269, 272,

274

in the retirement before the Battle of the

Marne, i, 298-202, 207-217, 220-224,

227-229

January attack, 1915, ii, 336
staff morale weakened, i, 236

Filloux, Lt.-Col., 597
First Army, French, i, 22, 96, 136, 139,

144. 147-149. 153. 155. 183, 188, 171,

172, 176, 180, 226, 222, 265, 267,

a86, 287, 326; u, 337, 338, 348, 473,

514

action before Batde of the Marne, i, 258
attack in the Woevre, ii, 341-346
December offensive, 1914, p, 335, 336
in General Instructions Na 2, i, 191

orders, i, 182, 285

praised, i, 203

retreat, i, 169

strength reduced, i, 210, 228; 231, notei

«34. *74
First Army, German, i, 264, 201, 217, 225,

226, 267, 271, 272, 2^

First Army, German

—

{Continued)

before Battle of the Marne, i, 256, 262-262

erratic movements, i, 232, 235, 242, 244,

*47
plans discovered, i, 229
threatens French Fifth, i, 227

Fismes, i, 277
Flanders, i, 284, 290; ii, 330, 525
Flanders, Battle of, i, 285-299, 326, 318
Flaucourt plateau, ii, 469, 485
Fleury, ii, 458, 488

Flone, i, 160

Fiorina, ii, 622, 624

Flutter, Maj., ii, 524, note

Foch, Marshal Ferdinand, i, X2, 206, passim

command in north, i, 295, 296, 297,

*98; ii, 355
commands detachment from Fourth

Army, i, 220

detachment on Aisne, i, 220

detachment strengthened, i, 231, note

friction with de Castelnau, i, 299
in Arras ijunpaign, ii, 349*354
in Artois action, ii, 356
in Battle of the Marne, i, 248, 263, 267,

268, 269, 272, 272, 273, 274, 275
in Battle of Ypres, i, 314, 315, 316, 348
in September-October offensive, 2925, ii,

383, 383
in Somme-Lassigny offexuive, ii, 419
in Somme offensive, ii, 464, 466, 469,

470-473. 477 . 479 . 481. 485. 488

in retreat before Battle of the Marne.

i, 215, 238

Joffre’s intercession for, ii, 549
letter on Sairail, ii, 373
letter regarding French-Kitchener matter,

h 319
motor accident, ii, 454
personal qualities, i, 268, 318; ii, 456
political machinatioiu against, ii, 534
rapport with British, i, 309
retained in the army regardless of age

limit, ii, 482
strategic and uctical theories, t, 28, 67;

ii. 334
visits Kmg Albert, i, 310

Fontaine-des-Corps-Nuds, 4 **3
Fontenay, Maj., ii, 6x4

FPntoy, i, 122

Foreign 49-5*. 84, xx6

Forges brook, O, 449
Fortificatkms, Alsace-Lorraine, i, 45
Franco-German frontier, x, 42, 50
La Fbe, i, 9

i. 7
Laon, i, 9
Li2ge-Namur, i, 54
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Lomoat, i, 4
Longwy, i, 4
Malmaticm, i, a6

Matibeugc, i, aoi

Metz, i, 47
Mctz-Thioovaie. i, 46, 49, 50, 74-76, 79,

95
Meuie, i, 47
Mont Bard, i, 4, no
Montm^dy, i, 4
Moselle, i, 47
near Cologne, i, 151

Scheldt, i, I2Z

Treves, i, 47
Foucaucourt, i, 289
Fournier, Gen., i, 267
Fourth Army, French, i, 22, 96, na, 133,

136, 159. 3164. 167. 170. i7 *t *74-

180, 187, 227, 263, 264, 27a, 273,

275 . 3 **. 3*9; ii. 35^. 3^. 3^*. 37*.

447 . 455 . 54 *

after Battle of the Marne, i, 278
before Battle of the Marne, t, 256
cavalry withdrawn, i, 291

Champagne offensive, ii, 338-341

counter-atuckt along Meuse, 27/8/14, t,

202

December offensive, 1915, ii, 335
divided, i, 210

holding Meuse, i, 209, 210

in Battle of the Marne, i, 268

in General Instructions No. 2, i, 190,

191

on the Verdun front, ii, 488, 489, 490
ordered back to Rheims-Vouzien, i, 224
ordered behind Aisne 28/8/14, i, 206

pressure 'against, i, 206

reasons for failure in early batdes, i, 184

reinforced on flank, i, 206

retires to Meuse, i, 197

retiring to position for Paris defence, i,

232

retreat, i, 181, 182, 186

separated from Fifth, i, 215

to continue offensive 30/8/14, i, 221

weakened, i, x88

Fraize, i, 94, 101

France, i, passim

Briand*s ministry, ii, 397-401

communication with Germany cut, i, 132

defence of sea-coast, i, 48
delay in mdiilizing army, i, 122

fortifications, ii, 585
importance of railroads, i, 83, 312
international position, 1912-1913, i, 36-

39
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Italian agreemeist, ii, 422
military-civilian conflict for war control,

«t 35fl» 393-398, 478, 521-582

mining regions in enemy han^ i, 321
morale of the nation, ii, 518
move of capital to Bordeaux, i, 221, 224,

232. 234
need to avoid premature overt acts, i,

118

popular war anticipation, i, 121

press censorship, ii, 518-520

pre-war days in, ii, 583
rumours of lack of confidence among

fcnenUs, ii, 453
Russian agreement, ii, 419-422

situation in 1915, ii, 327-329
United States attitude, ii, 580
war hardships, ii, 518

Franche-Comtf, i, 265
Franchet d'fisperey, Gen., i, 212, 245, 257,

261, 262, 268-273, 278-286; ii, 454,

498, 524

in the Batde of the Marne i, 268-275

letters to Joffre, i, 249, 250

to command Fifth Army, i, 237, 238

Francheville, i, 256

Franco-British fleet, ii, 341

Franco-German agreement, i, 23

Francois-Marsal, M., ii, 435
Franco-Iultan frontier d<^ence plans, i, 91

Franco-Prussian War, i, ao, 26, 29, 73, 78,

320

Franco-Swiw frontier, i, 94, 101, 109

Franklin, Benjamin, ii, 576
Fraysse, Gen., i, 317
Frfgicourt, ii, 480, 483

Frederick William, Crown Prince of Ger-

many, i, 227, 256

French, Field Marshal Sir John, i, 150,

passim
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